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1 SENATOR LEVIN: Next, Michael Hayden, former CIA Director, on May

z 3, 201 1 ,said that "What we got, the original lead information, began with

3 information from CIA detainees at black sites."

4 The Chairman and I issued, in the same statement, the following -- that

s the statement of the former attorney general, Michael Mukasey, was wrong.

6 Do you have any information to disagree with ,our statement?

~ MR. BRENNAN: I do not.

s SENATOR LEVIN: The third statement that we quoted in our report --

9 out of Michael Hayden, former CIA Director: "What we got, the original lead

so information, began with" -- excuse me; that was Mr. Hayden that I was

Zi asking you about, not Mr. Mukasey. Your answer is the same, I assume?

sz MR. BRENNAN: Yeah, I do not know. I'm unaware.

13 SENATOR LEVIN: You don't have any information to the contrary?

14 MR. BRENNAN: Right.

15 SENATOR LEVIN: Now, Michael Mukasey, former attorney general, Wall

16 Street .Journal: "Consider how the intelligence that led to Bin Laden came to

1~ hand; it began with a disclosure from Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, who broke

1s like a dam under pressure of harsh interrogation techniques that included

19 waterboarding. He released a torrent of information, including eventually

Zo the name -- the name -- of a trusted courier of bin Laden."

zi Our statement -- that of the Chairman and myself -- is that that
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1 statement is wrong. Do you have any information to the contrary?

z MR. BRENNAN: Senator, my impression earlier on was that there was

3 information that was provided that was useful and valuable, but, as I said,

4 I've read now the first volume of your report, which raises questions about

5 whether any of that information was accurate..

6 SENATOR LEVIN: But I'm now referring not to the report, but to the

~ statement that Chairman Feinstein and I issued on April 27, 2012. VI/e flat-

s out say that those statements are wrong.

9 MR. BRENNAN: Right.

so SENATOR LEVIN: Do you .have any basis to disagree with us?

11 MR. BRENNAN: I do not.

sz SENATOR LEVIN: Will you, when you become the CIA Director,

13 assuming you are confirmed, take the statement that we have issued, and

14 tell us whether or not you disagree with any of these. statements that we

ss have made about those statements of those three men; will you do that if

16 you are confirmed?

1~ MR. BRENNAN: I will look and consider that request, Senator. As

is said, the report that this Committee has put together, I need to take a look

19 at what CIA's response is to it, and that report raises serious questions about

zo whether any worthwhile intelligence came from these individuals.

zi SENATOR LEVIN: Will you include, in your review, a review of our joint
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1 statement and tell us whether, after your review, you disagree with anything

2 that we've said; will you do that?

3 MR. BRENNAN: I would be happy to.

4 SENATOR LEVIN: Now, there's one final point, and that has to do with

s a very famous document. And that has to do with a cable that came in that

6 relates to the so-called "Arta" matter. Are you familiar with that issue?

~ MR. BRENNAN: Yes, I am, Senator.

8 SENATOR LEVIN: The issue here is whether or not there ever was a

9 meeting in Prague between Mohammed Atta, who is one of the people who

so attacked the Trade Center, and the Iraqi Intelligence.

11 The cable that came in has been classified by the CIA, even though the

i2 report of -- this is what the CIA did to the cable. (Holds up a piece of paper

13 containing text that has been mostly redacted.)

14 Now, will you check with the Czechs for the source of this cable and

Zs see if they have any objection to the release of this cable relative to the

i6 report of that meeting?

1~ MR. BRENNAN: Yes, Senator. And since our courtesy call, I have

ss looked into this issue, and I know that you and Director Petraeus were

i9 involved in a discussion on this. And I would be happy to follow up on it.

Zo But there does seem to be some concerns about release of the cable.

ii SENATOR LEVIN: The unclassified report of the Intelligence Committee

Case 1:12-cv-00794-CM   Document 93-2   Filed 11/07/14   Page 4 of 79
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1 -- which was not classified; was not redacted by the CIA -- made at least four

z references to the Czech Intelligence Service providing the CIA with reporting,

3 based on a single source, about this alleged meeting, which never took

4 place. We knew it never took place. And yet, repeatedly -- particularly, the

s Vice President -- made reference that there was a report of a meeting

6 between these two.

~ Now, it's very significant for the historical record here. We went to war

s based on allegations that there was a relationship between Iraq and the

9 attackers =- the 9/1 1 attackers. It's very important that this cable be

so declassified..The only reason to keep it redacted .and classified, frankly, is to

11 protect an administration, not to protect sources and methods, because the

12 sources and methods -- if you will check with the Czechs, I'm sure they will

13 tell you. they have no objection to the release of that cable.

14 My question to you is will you check with the Czechs, if you are

15 confirmed, and determine whether they have any objection to the release of

16 the cable, which makes reference to them?

1~ MR. BRENNAN: Absolutely, Senator; I will.

Zs SENATOR LEVIN: Thank you. My time is up.

19 VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: Thank you, Senator.

zo Senator Coats?

ii SENATOR COATS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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1 Mr. Brennan, we acknowledge your experience, and I think that

z experience is important to have for the position that, if confirmed, you will

3 occupy. I acknowledge your service to the country and your experience in

4 this field. I think the President used that as one of the criteria, of course.

s You and I, when we talked earlier in a private talk, talked about the

6 relationship that you want to have with this Committee -- not just with the

~ Chairman and the Vice Chairman, but with all the Committee Members. And

a I appreciate your answers on that, and you addressed it again today, in

9 terms of a potential trust deficit or -- you said that that's "wholly

so unacceptable" and that you would give straight answers and be blunt and

1~ candid.

1z And you've been that today. It's not a prerequisite to be Mr.

13 Congeniality_to occupy the position of Director of CIA, so I don't hold that as

i4 -- in fact, it would be probably a red flag for me if somebody did have that

ss award and wanted your position.

16 The kind of issues that you have to deal with require straight talk,

1~ straight answers, and getting to the chase real quick. You said it's the "New

ss jersey" way. I'll accept that; it's bipartisan. Governor Christie exhibits the

19 same kind of responses and has a pretty high approval rating.

Zo So, we will go forward with taking you at your word that we'll have the

ii kind of relationship that we can have a blunt, straightforward, fully
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1 disclosed, working relationship. I think it's critical to our ability to provide

z oversight, our ability to have the right Kind of relationship with the Agency

3 so we know where each other is and can move forward together in terms of

4 what needs to be done to provide the intelligence necessary to protect the

s American people.

6 So, I wanted to say that. I'd like to follow up a little bit more on the

~ leaks question because I have a few more questions. I was going to delve

s into that in more detail, but it's already been discussed by Senator Risch and

9 others. But let me just ask a couple of other questions to clear some things

10 up in my mind.

11 My understanding is that the Associated Press had information relative

ii to the intercept of a planned operation that perhaps had something to do

i3 with airlines and explosive devices; that apparently they had that for a few

14 days and then tither were about to or had gone ahead and released it. I'm

15 assuming that your then calling the conference call was in response to what

16 they had just released; is that correct?

1~ MR. BRENNAN: Yes. A number of news networks have put out

ss information about this. Yes.

19 SENATOR COATS: And you expressly arranged this teleconference for

zo what exact purpose?

21 MR. BRENNAN: There were a number of people who were going to be
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s going out on the news shows that night who were asking about the reports

z about this intercepted IED and wanted to get some context, as far as the

3 nature of the threat, and also were asking questions about -- "Well, you said,

4 and the U.S. Government said, that there was no threat during the

s anniversary of the bin Laden take-down, so how could there not have been a

6 threat if, in fact, this IED was out there?"

~ SENATOR COATS: The question I have is this -- because based on what

a you said and what we have learned, you then, in that teleconference, talked

9 about the fact that, in answering the question, "How do we know this?" --

Zo think the quote that came across from Richard Clarke was, "never came

11 close, because they had insider information, insider control." And you had

i2 referenced that you had said that to the group.

13 MR. BRENNAN: No, what I said was inside control of the plot, and that-

14 the device was never a threat.

ss SENATOR COATS: Okay, "insider control."

16 MR. BRENNAN: No, I said "inside control" -- not "insider."

1~ SENATOR COATS: Okay, "inside control." The Associated Press never

ss made any mention about inside control. Why was it necessary, then, to add

19 that? Why couldn't you have just simply said, "We've intercepted aplot -- it's

zo been a successful interception"? Because once the word "inside control" got

Zi out, .then all the speculation -- and correct -- was that that "inside control"
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1 was interpreted as meaning "we've got somebody inside."

z And the result of that was the covert action operation had to be

3 dissolved because the control agent, the inside person, was -- well,

4 essentially, the plot was exposed, and therefore, the whole operation had to

s be dissolved.

6 MR. BRENNAN: Well, Senator, I must caution that there are still

~ elements of this event that remain classified and that we cannot talk about

8 in public. There was a lot of information that came out immediately after AP

9 broke that story. Unfortunately, there was a hemorrhaging of information

so and leaks.

11 Again, what I said was that there was inside control, because what

i2 needed to do, and what I said to the American public in open networks the

13 following morning, is that during the anniversary period of the bin Laden

14 take-down, when we said to the American public that there were no active

15 plots, no threat to the American public, that we were aware of, that was

i6 specific and credible.

1~ Well, why was not this IED that we had intercepted -- why wasn't that a

is threat? Well, because we had inside control of the plot, which means any

19 number of things -- in terms of environmentally, working with partners,

Zo whatever else. It did not reveal any classified information. And as I said, we

Zi have to be careful here because there are still operational elements of this
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s that remain classified.

z SENATOR COATS: And that's appropriate, but, you know, it was just a

3 couple weeks later when Reuters reported publicly, and I quote, "As a result

4 of the news leaks, U.S. and allied officials told Reuters that they were forced

s to end an operation which they had hoped could have continued for weeks

6 or longer."

~ MR. BRENNAN: There were a lot of things that were reported by the

s press -- accurate, inaccurate -- a whole bunch of stuff, Senator. So I would

9 not put stock in the types of things that you might be reading there. I know

io that I engaged for an extended period of time both before that leak and

ii afterward to make sure we were able to mitigate any damage from that

1z initial leak, and the subsequent leaks, of classified information.

i3 SENATOR COATS: So, you're essentially, saying that this Reuters report

14 may or .may not be accurate, but had no link to what was disclosed to Mr.

15 Clarke and then what he said shortly thereafter on ABC News?

16 MR. BRENNAN: What I'm saying, Senator, is that I'm very comfortable

1~ with what I did and what I said at that time to make sure that we were able

1a to deal with the unfortunate leak of classified information.

19 SENATOR COATS: How frequently did you have to pull groups like this

Zo together in order to, in a sense, put out authorized, or at least what you

Zi think is appropriate, news for the correct purposes?
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1 MR. BRENNAN: Senator, frequently, if there is some type of event, or if

z there's a disrupted terrorist attack, whether it's some "underwear bomber" or

3 a disrupted IED, or a printer bomb, or whatever else, we will engage with the

4 American public. We'll engage with the press. We'll engage with individuals

s who are experienced professional counterterrorism experts who will go out

6 and talk to the American public.

~ We want to make sure that there are not misrepresentations, in fact, of

s the facts, but at the same time, do it in a way that we're able to maintain

9 control over classified material.

so SENATOR COATS: Now, it does occur, I assume, or it is possible, to

11 put out an authorized leak; is that correct?

ii MR. BRENNAN: No. Those are oxymorons: "authorized leak." It is

i3 something that would have to be declassified, disclosed, and done in a

14 proper manner.

Zs SENATOR COATS: And this, in no way, fell into that category?

16 MR. BRENNAN: Absolutely not. I was asked to engage with these

1~ individuals by the White House Press Office. I talked with them about the

is interception. No, it was not.

19 SENATOR COATS: There is a provision in last year's Intelligence

zo Authorization Bill that requires a report to this Committee of any authorized

z1 leak; so, you are aware of that?

Case 1:12-cv-00794-CM   Document 93-2   Filed 11/07/14   Page 11 of 79
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1 MR. BRENNAN: I'm aware of the provision, yes, that's been put

z forward.

3 SENATOR COATS: And no report has come forward, so I assume there

4 haven't been any authorized leaks in the past year?

s MR. BREN.NAN: I think, you know, what we want to do is to make sure

6 if there's going to be any disclosures of classified- information, that this

~ Committee is going to be informed about that. So we will adhere to the

s provision that was in that Intel Authorization Bill.

9 SENATOR COATS: Thank you..

Zo Mr. Chairman, my time is expired.

11 VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: Senator Udall?

12 SENATOR UDALL: Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.

13 Good afternoon, Mr. Brennan. I can't help but -- observing that Senator

14 Coats talked about being governor of New,Jersey, I think being governor of

15 jersey is a piece of cake compared to being the Director of the CIA.

16 I hope Governor Christie won't take that in the wrong way, by the way,

1~ because I have great respect for him.

ss MR. BRENNAN: I have no plans to run against Governor Christie.

19 (LAUGHTER.)

Zo SENATOR UDALL: Thank you for your service. Thank you for your

21 willingness to continue serving as the head of the CIA. I have some
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1 comments I'd like to share with you, and then of course I'll direct some

z questions your way.

3 You've said that President Obama believes that, done carefully,

4 deliberately, and responsibly, we can be more transparent and still ensure

s our nation's security. I absolutely agree. The American people have the

6 right to know what their government does on their behalf.

~ Consistent with our national security, the presumption of transparency

s should be the rule, not the exception, and the government should make as

9 much information available to the American public as possible.

so So when we, on the Committee, and we, as Members of Congress, push

11 hard for access to the legal analysis justifying the authority of the Executive

1z Branch to lethally target Americans using drones, for instance, it erodes the

13 ,government's credibility of the American people.

14 E want to tell you I'm grateful to the President for allowing Members of

Zs this Committee to briefly use some of the legal opinions on targeting

i6 American citizens. This is an important first step. But I want to tell you,

v think there's much more to be done in that regard. And you've heard that

is from my colleagues here today.

19 I've long believed that our government also has an obligation to the

zo ,American people to face its mistakes transparently, help the public

ii understand the nature of those mistakes, and correct them. The next
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1 Director to the CIA has an important task ahead in this regard.

2 Mr. Brennan, I know you're familiar with the mistakes that I'm referring

3 to. We've already discussed those here today to some extent. They're

4 outlined in the Committee's 6,000-page report on the CIA's detention and

s interrogation program, based on a documentary view of over 6 million pages

6 of CIA and other records, and including 35,000 footnotes.

~ I believe that this program was severely flawed. It was mismanaged.

s The enhanced interrogation techniques were brutal, and, perhaps most

9 importantly, it did not work. Nonetheless, it was portrayed to the White

10 House, the Department of .Justice, the Congress, and the media as a program

11 that resulted in unique information that saved lives.

iz And I appreciate the comments you made earlier about the

13 misinformation that -may have flowed from those who were in charge of this

14 program to people like yourself. Acknowledging the flaws of this program is

Zs essential for the CIA's long-term institutional integrity, as well as for the

16 legitimacy of ongoing sensitive programs. The findings of this report

1~ directly relate to how other CIA programs are managed today.

is As you said in your opening remarks, and you so powerfully referenced

19 the Memorial Wall, all CIA employees should be proud of where they work,

zo and of all the CIA's activities. I think the best way to ensure that they're

21 proud is for you to lead in correcting the false record, and instituting the
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1 necessary reforms that will restore the CIA's reputation for integrity and

2 analytical rigor. The CIA cannot be its best until the leadership faces the

3 serious and grievous mistakes of this program.

4 So, if I might, let me turn to my first question. Inaccurate information

s on the management operation effectiveness of the CIA's detention and

6 interrogation program was provided by the CIA to the White House, the Doi,

~ Congress, and the public. Some of this information is regularly and publicly

$ repeated today by former CIA officials, either knowingly or unknowingly.

9 And although we now know this information is incorrect, the accurate

so information remains classified, while inaccurate information has been

si declassified and regularly repeated.

i2 And the Committee will take up the matter of this report's

13 declassification separately. But there's an important role I think the CIA can

14 play in the interim: CIA has a responsibility to correct any inaccurate

ss information that was provided to the previous White House, Department of

16 justice, Congress, and the public, regarding the detention and interrogation

1~ program.

Zs So, here's my question: do you agree that the CIA has this

19 responsibility? And I'd appreciate a yes or no answer.

Zo MR. BRENNAN: Yes, Senator.

21 SENATOR UDALL: Thank you for that. Again, yes or no -- will you
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1 commit to working with the Committee to correct the public and internal

2 record regarding the detention and interrogation program within the next 90

3 days?

4 MR. BRENNAN: Senator, l think it's only fair of me to say that I am

s looking forward to CIA's response to that report so that we're assured that

6 we have both the Committee's report, as well as CIA's comments on it. And

~ will be getting back to you, yes.

a SENATOR UDALL: I can understand you want to make sure you have

9 accurate time. I understand, as well, that the CIA will finish their analysis by

so the middle of February. And so, I hope we can work within that time frame.

11 And I know that in your answers to the Committee in preparing. for this

12 hearing, you wrote that "the CIA, in all instances, should convey accurate

13 information to Congress. When an inaccurate statement is made and the CIA

14 is aware of the inaccuracy, it must immediately correct the record. And

is certainly, I would do so, if I were Director."

i6 So, I take your answer in the spirit of the written testimony you

1~ provided to the Committee. Let me turn to the report and its eventual

ss declassification, if I might.

19 I don't think it has to be difficult -- that is, the declassification -- for

zo these reasons: the identities of the most important detainees have already

Zi been declassified; the interrogation techniques themselves. have been
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1 declassified; the application of techniques to detainees has been declassified

z to some extent, with a partial declassification of the inspector general

3 report; and the intelligence was declassified to a significant extent when the

4 Bush administration described plots it claimed were thwarted as a result of

s the program

6 So long as the report does not identify any undercover officers, or

~ perhaps the names of certain countries, can you think of any reason why the

s report could- not be declassified with the appropriate number of redactions?

9 Can you answer yes or no to that question?

Zo MR. BRENNAN: I would have to take that declassification request under

11 serious consideration, obviously. That's a very weighty decision, in terms of

1z declassifying that report, and I would give it due consideration. But there

13 are a lot of considerations that go into such decisions.

14 SENATOR UDALL: I want to, again, underline that I think this would

15 strengthen the CIA. It would strengthen our standing in the world. America

s6 is at its best, as we discussed earlier today, when it acknowledges its

1~ mistakes, and learns from those mistakes.

is . And I want to quote Howard Baker, who I think we all admire in this

19 room. He spoke about the Church Committee, which he, you know, was an

zo important effort on the part of this Congress. And there was much broader

Zi criticism of the CIA in that Church Committee process. And the CIA came
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1 out of that stronger and more poised to do what it's supposed to do.

2 So I want to quote Howard Baler. He wrote: "In all candor, however,

3 one must recognize that an investigation such as this one" -- he's referencing

4 the Church Committee, but I think it could apply to what this Committee has

s done, as well -- "of necessity, will cause some short-term damage to our

6 intelligence apparatus. A responsible inquiry, as this has been, will, in the

~ long run, result in a stronger and more efficient Intelligence Community.

s "Such short-term inquiry will be outweighed by the long-term benefits

9 gained from the restructuring of the Intelligence Community with more

so efficient utilization of our intelligence resources.°

11 So, again, Mr. Brennan, I look forward to working with you to complete

1z these tasks that we've outlined -here today. In the long run, I have faith in

13 the CIA like you have faith in the CIA that it will come out of this study

14 stronger and poised to meet the 21 52 Century intelligence challenges that are

15 in front of us. Thank you again for your willingness to serve.

16 MR. BRENNAN: Thank you, Senator.

1~ CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Thank you, Senator Udall.

is Senator Rubio?

19 SENATOR RUBIO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Brennan, for being here

zo with us today, and congratulations on your nomination.

Zi I wanted to ask, in the 2007 CBS interview, you said that information
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1 obtained in interrogations have saved lives. In September of 201 1, you said

2 in a speech at Harvard, that whenever possible, the preference of the

3 administration is to take custody of individuals so that we could obtain

4 information which is, quote, "vital to the safety and security of the American

s people."

6 So, obviously, you believe that interrogations of terrorists can give us

~ information that could prevent attacks in the future?

s MR. BRENNAN: Absolutely agree.

9 SENATOR RUBIO: But you don't believe the CIA should be in the

so business of detention, correct?

11 MR. BRENNAN: I agree.

1z SENATOR RUB10: So, who should be?

13 MR. BRENNAN: Well, there are a number of options -- U.S. military,

14 which maintains an active interrogation program, detention program; the

Zs FBI, as part of its efforts on counterterrorism; and our international partners,

16 and working with them. And that's where, in fact, most of the interrogations

1~ are taking place of terrorists who have been taken off of the battlefields in

1s many different countries.

i9 SENATOR RUBIO: So there are active interrogations occurring?

zo MR. BRENNAN: Absolutely -- every day.

zi SENATOR RUBIO: Okay. About the foreign partners that you talk
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1 about, have you talked to folks in the CIA about their impressions of the

z quality of information we're getting from our foreign partners?

3 MR. BRENNAN: Yes, on a regular basis.

4 SENATOR RUB10: Would it surprise you to know that some of them

s have indicated to us repeatedly; over the last couple of years that I've been

6 here, that the information we get directly is much better than anything we

~ get from our foreign partners on some of these issues?

a MR. BRENNAN: Right. And that's why we work with our foreign

9 partners so that we can have direct access to these individuals that have

so been detained.

si SENATOR RUBIO: Well, I'll tell you why I'm concerned. Afi Ani al-Harzi

ii -- I think is how I pronounce his name -- he's a suspect in the Benghazi

13 attack, and the Tunisians detained him, correct?

14 MR. BRENNAN: Yes, he was taken into custody by the Tunisians.

ss SENATOR RUBIO: Did we not ask for access to him, to be able to

16 interrogate him and find out information?

1~ MR. BRENNAN: Yes. And the Tunisians did not have a basis in their

Zs law to hold him.

19 SENATOR RUBIO: So they released him?

Zo MR. BRENNAN: They did.

21 SENATOR RUBIO: Where is he? We don't know?
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1 MR. BRENNAN: He's still in Tunisia.

2 SENATOR RUBIO: That doesn't sound like a good system of working

3 with our foreign partners.

4 MR. BRENNAN: No, it shows that the Tunisians are working with their

s rule of law, as well --just the way we do.

6 SENATOR RUBIO: Well, we have someone who was a suspect in the

~ potential in the attack on Benghazi. They didn't give us access to him and

s we don't have any information from him.

9 MR. BRENNAN: We work with our partners across the board, and when

so they are able to detain individuals, according to their laws, we work to see if

11 we can have the ability to ask them questions -- sometimes indirectly and

1z sometimes directly.

13 SENATOR RUBIO: So your point is that Tunisian law did not allow them

14 to hold him, and therefore they let him go before we could get there to talk

Zs to him?

i6 MR. BRENNAN: And we didn't have anything on him, either, because if

1~ we did, then we would've made a point to the Tunisians to turn him over to

is us. We didn't have that.

19 SENATOR RUBIO: What role should the CIA play in interrogations?

zo MR. BRENNAN: The CIA should be able to lend its full expertise, as it

Zi does right now, in terms of -- in support of military interrogations, FBI
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1 debriefings and interrogations, and our foreign partner debriefings. And

2 they do that on a regular basis.

3 SENATOR RUBIO: And so, what's the best setting to do that in? For

4 example, if a suspected terrorist is captured, and we think we can obtain

s information from them, where would they go? Where do you suggest that

6 they be taken, for example; what's the right setting for it?

~ MR. BRENNAN: There are many different options, as far as where they

s go. Sometimes it is with -- foreign partners, they put the individuals in their

9 jails and in their detention facilities according to their laws, and people can

so access that.

11 We take people, as we've done in the past, and put them on naval

1z vessels and interrogate them for an extended period of time.

13 SENATOR RUBIO: Okay. So you think that's the- best setting -- the

14 naval vessel?

15 MR. BRENNAN: No, I think --

16 SENATOR RUBIO: -- from our perspective, leaving aside the foreign

1~ partners for asecond -- for us.

is MR. BRENNAN: I think each case requires a very unique and tailored

19 response. And that's what we've done.

zo Whether somebody is picked up by a foreign partner, whether

z1 somebody is picked up on the high seas, or anywhere else, what we need to
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1 do is see what the conditions are, what we have as far as the basis for that

z interrogation -- what type of legal basis we have for that. So it's very much

3 tailored to the circumstances.

4 SENATOR RUBIO: When we detain a suspected terrorist, the purpose

s of the interrogation -- and I think you'd agree with this statement -- the

6 purpose of an interrogation is to develop information that could be used to

~ disrupt terrorist activities and prevent attacks, correct?

s MR. BRENNAN: Without a doubt.

9 SENATOR RUBIO: It's not to lay the case for a criminal conviction.

10 MR. BRENNAN: Well, I think, you know, you want to take the person off

11 the battlefield. You also want to get as ..much intelligence as possible. You

12 don't just want to get the information from somebody and. then send them

13 off. Youneed to be able to do .something with them. And we've put people

14 away for 99 years -- for life -- so that, in fact, they're not able to hurt

ss Americans ever again.

16 So, what you want to do is - get that intelligence, but also, at the same

1~ time, put them away so that justice can be done.

Zs SENATOR RUBIO: I understand. But the number one priority, initially,

19 is not necessarily to protect the record for a criminal prosecution; it's to

zo obtain timely information --

z~ MR. BRENNAN: Absolutely right.
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1 SENATOR RUB10: So we can act correctly --

z MR. BRENNAN: Absolutely right.

3 SENATOR RUBIO: Priority number two is to take them off the

4 battlefield to ensure they can't attack us in the future.

s MR. BRENNAN: Right. It's not an either-or, but I agree with you.

6 SENATOR RUBIO: Why shouldn't we have places where we interrogate

~ people; for example, Guantanamo? Why shouldn't we have a place to take

s people that we obtain? `Cause is it not an incentive to kill them rather than

9 to capture them, if we don't have a --

so MR. BRENNAN: No, it's never an incentive to kill them. And any time

11 that we have encountered somebody, we have come up with, in fact, the

sz route for them to take in order to be interrogated, debriefed, as well as

13 prosecuted.

14 SENATOR RUBIO: So, where would we -- but .why is it a bad idea to

15 have a place that we can take them to?

i6 MR. BRENNAN: It's not a bad .idea. We need to have those places.

1~ And again, sometimes it might be overseas, sometimes it might be a

is naval vessel, a lot of times it's back here in the States, where we bring

i9 someone back because we, in fact, have a complaint on them or an

zo indictment on them, and then we bring them into an Article 3 process. And

21 so we can elicit information from them and put them away behind bars.
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1 SENATOR RU BI O: Is the Article 3 process, in your mind, an ideal way

2 to develop this kind of information, or aren't there limitations in the Article 3

3 process?

4 M.R. BRENNAN: I'm very proud of our system of laws here and the

s Article 3 process. Our track record is exceptionally strong over the past

6 dozen years, couple dozen years; that so many terrorists have been, in fact,

~ successfully prosecuted and will not --

s SENATOR RUBIO: No, I understand, but in terms of -- our first priority

9 is to develop information --

so MR. BRENNAN: Absolutely; the FBI does a great job.

11 SENATOR RUBIO: But an Article 3 setting is not the most conducive to

sz that.

13 MR. BRENNAN: I would disagree with that.

14 SENATOR RUBIO: Well, they're immediately advised about not

15 cooperating and turning over information that would incriminate them.

16 MR. BRENNAN: No. Again, it's tailored to the circumstances.

1~ Sometimes an individual will be Mirandized. Sometimes they will not be

18 Mirandized right away. Mirandizing an individual means only that the

19 information that they give before then cannot be used in Article 3 court.

Zo But, in fact, the FBI do a great job, as far as listing information after

zi they're Mirandizing them, and so they can get information as part of that
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1 type of negotiation with them, let them know they can in fact languish

z forever, or we can in fact have a dialogue about it intelligently.

3 SENATOR RUB10:.just one last point, and I'm not going to use all my --

4 I only have a minute left.

s This Harzi case that I talked about -- you're fully comfortable with this

6 notion that because the Tunisians concluded that they didn't have a legal

~ basis to hold him, we now lost the opportunity to interrogate someone that

a could've provided us some significant information on the attack in Benghazi?

9 MR. BRENNAN: Senator, you know, this country of America really

so needs to make sure that we are setting a standard and an example for the

11 world, as far as the basis that we're going to, in fact, interrogate somebody,

sz debrief somebody. We want to make sure we're doing it in conjunction with

13 our international partners.

14 We also want to make sure that we have the basis to do it, so that we

ss don't have to face, in the future, challenges about how we, in fact, obtained

16 the --

1~ SENATOR RUB10: What is that law? You keep on talking about the

sa basis of our law; what law exactly are you talking about in terms of the basis

19 of detaining someone? When you say that we want to .make sure that we

Zo have a basis to -- because you said that --

z1 MR. BRENNAN: Well, that's right.
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s SENATOR RUBIO: Based on what? Which law are we talking about?

2 MR. BRENNAN: Well, it all depends on the circumstance. Are we

3 talking about law of war detention authority, which the U.S. military has? Are

4 .you talking about Article 3 authority that the FBI has?

s SENATOR RUB10: Right.

6 MR. BRENNAN: The CIA does not have, by statute, any type of

~ detention authority.

s SENATOR RUB10: The point I'm trying to get at is we don't --the truth

9 of the matter is we don't know Harzi knew anything about the Benghazi

so attack.

11 We don't know if he knew about future attacks that were being planned

1z by the same people, because we never got to talk to him because Tunisia

13 said their laws wouldn't let them hold him, which is an excuse we've heard in

14 other parts of the world, as well.

15 And that doesn't concern you, that we don't -- that we weren't able to

16 obtain this information?

1~ MR. BRENNAN: We press our partners and foreign governments to

is hold individuals and to allow us access to it. Sometimes their laws do not

19 allow that to happen. I think the United States government has to respect

Zo these governments' right to, in fact, enforce their laws appropriately.

21 What we don't want to do is to have these individuals being held in
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1 some type of custody that's extrajudicial.

2 SENATOR RUBIO: Okay, thank you.

3 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Thank you, Senator Rubio.

4 Senator Warner?

s SENATOR WARNER: Thank you, Madam Chairman. Thank you, again,

6 Mr. Brennan, for your testimony today.

~ One of the things that I think we've heard from a number of my

s colleagues, and we had this discussion .when we discussed the Committee's

9 study on detention and interrogation, is, should you be confirmed, how do

so we ensure that the CIA Director is always going to be well-informed?

11 And particularly, to a -- we've questioned you today about a number of

12 key sensitive programs. The nature of the Agency's work is that a lot of

13 these programs are disparate, varied. And there needs to be some ability to

14 measure objectively the success of these programs; not simply by those

15 individuals that are implementing the programs.

16 And while this is not the setting to talk about any individual of these

i~ programs, I guess what I'm interested in is pursuing the conversation we

18 started about how you might set up systems so that, to the best extent

19 possible, as the CIA Director, you're going to make sure what's going on, get

Zo an accurate, objective review, and not simply have the information that

Zi simply bucks up through the system?
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1 MR. BRENNAN: Yes, that's an excellent point, Senator -- one that I'm

z very concerned about. In order to have objective measures of effectiveness,

3 the metrics that you want to be able to evaluate the worth of a program, you

4 cannot have the individuals who are responsible for carrying it out. As hard

s as they might try, they cannot help, I think, view the program and the results

6 in a certain way. They become witting or unwitting advocates for it.

~ So what we need to do is to set up some type of system where you can

s have confidence that those measures of effectiveness are being done in the

9 most independent and objective way. And that's one of the things that

10 want to make sure I take a look at, if I were to go to the Agency.

11 SENATOR WARNER: Again, the nature of so many programs -- all very

1z sensitive in nature.; you have to have almost, as we discussed, probably not

13 an IG type vehicle, something that is more run out of the Director's Office,

14 but you've got to have some kind of red team that's going to be able to

15 check this information out to make sure you've.-- so that you hear colleagues

16 here press on what you have done, or could have done, or should have done,

1~ or if you had that oversight, you've got to have that objective information to

is start with.

19 MR. BRENNAN: Absolutely. I tend to have a reputation for being a

Zo detailed person. And having been an analyst in an intelligence office for

21 .many years, I need to see the data. I cannot rely just on some interpretation
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i of it. So, I do very much look forward to finding a way that the Director's

2 Office can have this ability to independently evaluate these programs so that

3 I can fairly and accurately represent them to you. I need to be able to have

4 confidence, myself.

s SENATOR WARNER: As you know -- and we all know -- our country is

6 grappling with enormous fiscal challenges. And that means, well, national

~ security remains our most essential requirement for our national

s government. Everything's going to have to able to be done in a fiscally

9 constrained period.

so You know, how are you going to think about thinking through those

Zi challenges on where cuts, changes need to be made? And if you can

1z specifically outline -- one of the concerns that I have is, kind of, division of

13 labor and appropriate roles between the CIA and the DoD SOCOM

14 operations, fields where that kind of potential build-up in that capacity is --

ss how do we. get that done in these tight budget times?

16 If you could address both of those, I'd appreciate it.

1~ MR. BRENNAN: In a fiscally constrained environment, we have to make

ss sure, more than ever, that every single dollar that's dedicated to intelligence

19 is going to .be optimized. And in fact, if sequestration kicks in, what

Zo wouldn't want to do as CIA Director is do the salami-slicing, which is, you

zs know, five percent off the top of gross, all programs, because all the
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1 programs are not --

2 SENATOR WARNER: One of the reasons why we need to male sure

3 sequestration --

4 MR. BRENNAN: That's absolutely right, because it's going to have a

s devastating impact on the national security of this country.

s And so, I would want to make sure, even if it doesn't happen in a

~ fiscally constrained.. environment, that I look at the programs and prioritize.

s And we really have to take a look at what are those programs that we really

9 need to resource appropriately.

Zo As we're going to have -- and we've had some benefits from pulling

11 folks out of Iraq, and with the continued draw down of forces in Afghanistan,

12 there's going to be some resource and- assets that we're going to have to

13 reallocate there. So I'll look carefully at that.

14 So what I want to do is to make sure that if I go to CIA, I have. an

15 understanding about exactly how this -- these monies are being spent.

16 Then, as you point out, there is quite a bit of intelligence capability within

1~ the Defense Department, and I know there's been recent press reports about

ss the Clandestine HUMINT Service -- Defense Clandestine Service -- and its

19 work with, in fact, CIA.

Zo I want to make sure these efforts are not redundant whatsoever. And

z1 I've had these conversations with Mike Morell, as well as with General Flynn
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1 over at DIA, to male sure that these efforts are going to truly be integrated

z and complementary, because we cannot have unnecessarily redundant

3 capabilities in this government, particularly in an environment that we have

4 right now on the fiscal front.

s SENATOR WARNER: I think this is an area that's going to need a lot of

6 attention and a lot of oversight. I get concerned at times that the IC, on one

~ hand, and the DoD on the other hand, think they're coming from separate

s originators of funding, and ultimately, they still have to be within the greater

9 budget constraints.

so Let me -- I know my time is running down. Your background, and most

11 of your expertise, has been on the CT side. Clearly, the challenge we've got.

1z is we see emerging threats in parts of the world that we're not on the front

13 line, as we see disruptions particularly through the Middle East, where,

14 perhaps in retrospect, we didn't have the right kind of coverage on social

ss media and on to the streets.

16 How do we make sure we're going to get within the kind of fiscal

1~ constraints, that we don't go complete CT; that we make sure we've got the

ss coverage we need, .the capabilities we need, and the worldwide coverage we

19 need, with your approach, particularly with your background; if you could

Zo address that.

21 MR. BRENNAN: Well, clearly, counterterrorism is going to be a priority
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1 area for the Intelligence Community and for CIA for many years to come.

2 )ust like weapons proliferation is, as well. Those are enduring challenges.

3 And since 9/1 1, the CIA has dedicated a lot of effort -- and very successfully;

4 they've done a tremendous job to mitigate that terrorist threat.

s At the same time, though, they do have this responsibility on global

6 coverage. And- so, what I need to take a look at is whether or not there has

~ -been too much of an emphasis of the CT front. As good as it is, we have to

s make sure we're not going to be surprised on the strategic front and some

9 of these other areas; to make sure we're dedicating the collection

so capabilities, the operations officers, the all-source analysts, social media, as

11 you said, the so-called "Arab Spring" that swept through the Middle East. It

1z didn't lend itself to traditional types of intelligence collection.

13 There were things that were happening in a populist way, that, you

14 know, having somebody, you know, well positioned somewhere, who can

15 provide us information, is not going to give us that insight, social media,

i6 other types of things.

1~ So I want to see if we can expand beyond the soda straw collection

is capabilities, which have served us very well, and see what else we need to do

19 in order to take into account the changing nature of the global environment

zo right now, the changing nature of the communication systems that exist

z1 worldwide.
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s SENATOR WARNER: Thank you for that. I just would, again -- back to

z my first point, and my time's about out -- I think, should you be confirmed,

3 that trying to make sure you've got that objective oversight, the ability to

4 make sure that you have the best Knowledge and best metrics possible so.

s that when future challenges arise, you can come to this Committee and

6 others and make sure that the President and this Committee is informed

~ with the best information possible.

s Thank you, Madam Chair.

9 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Thank you very much, Senator.

Zo Mr. Brennan, so you can be advised, we are not going to do the

11 classified hearing following this. We will do it Tuesday at 2:30. We will,

1z however, do another .round just with five minutes per senator, so people can

13 wrap up whatever it is they want to ask. I hope that is okay with you.

14 MR. BRENNAN: Absolutely.

15 CHAIRMAN- FEINSTEIN: Thank you. Thank you.

16 S2PlatOf CO~~It1S~

1~ SENATOR COLLINS: Thank you.

18 Mr. Brennan, I want to follow up on an issue that several of my

~.9 colleagues have raised on the issue of capturing a terrorist versus targeted

zo killing of a terrorist.

z1 In a recent speech that you gave at the Wilson Center, you said: "Our
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1 unqualified preference is to only undertake lethal force when. we believe that

z capturing the individual is not feasible."

3 Yet, a study by The New American Foundation, as well as numerous

4 press reports, indicates that in the first two years of President Obama's

s administration, there were. four times the number of targeted killings, than

6 in eight years of President Bush's administration. Is your testimony today

~ that the huge increase in number of lethal strikes has no connection to the

s change in the Obama administration's detention policy?

9 Because obviously, if we're capturing a terrorist, we have the

so opportunity to interrogate that individual and perhaps learn about ongoing

11 plots; but if the strike is done, that opportunity is lost. Are you saying today

1z that it is totally unconnected to the Obama administration's shift in its

13 . detainee policy?

14 MR. BRENNAN: I can say unequivocally, Senator, that there's never

15 been occasion, that I'm aware of, where we had the opportunity to capture a

16 terrorist and we didn't, and we decided to take a lethal strike. So, certainly,

1~ there is no correlation there as far as any type of termination of the CIA's

ss detention and interrogation program .and that increase in strikes.

19 Now, I will say that if you look out over the last four years, what

zo happened in a number of places, such as Yemen, and other areas, was that

z1 there was, in fact, a growth of al-Qa'ida, quite unfortunately.
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1 And so, what we were trying to do, in this administration, is to tale

2 every measure possible to protect the lives of American citizens, whether it

3 be abroad or in the United States, as well as a maturation of capabilities and

4 insight into those intelligence plots as a result of the investment that was

s made in the previous administration that allowed us, in this administration,

6 to take appropriate actions.

~ SENATOR COLLINS: Well, let's talk further about the targeted killings.

s When the targeted killings began several years ago, the first-order effect of

9 these operations .was the elimination of the senior operational leadership of

so al-Qa'ida, many of the core leaders. Obviously, that is a critical priority.

11 We have heard both former CIA Director Michael Hayden, in an

12 interview on CNN, and General McChrystal say that it is now changed, and

i3 _that the impact of those strikes is creating a backlash.

14 For example, General McChrystal said, "The resentment created by

15 American use of unmanned strikes is much greater than the average

16 American appreciates. They are hated on a visceral level, even by people

1~ who have never seen one or seen the effects of one."

ss He added that the targeted killings by remotely piloted aircraft add to

19 the perception of American arrogance that says, "Well, we can fly where we

zo want; we can shoot where we want, because we can."

21 And General Hayden has also expressed concerns, that now that the
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1 strikes are being used at the lower levels, arguably, that they are creating a

z backlash that is undermining the credibility of governments and creating

3 new terrorists when a neighbor or family member is killed in the course of

4 the operations.

s Do you agree with General McChrystal and Director Hayden about the

6 potential backlash from the strikes, from the targeted killings, at this point?

~ I'm not talking about the initial strikes.

s MR. BRENNAN: I think that is something that we have to be very

s mindful of, in terms of what the reaction is to any type of U.S.

10 counterterrorism activities that involve the dropping of ordnance anywhere

11 in the world; absolutely. Whether it's, a remotely piloted aircraft or whether

sz it's a manned aircraft, I think we have to take that into account.

13 But I would not agree with some of the statements that you had quoted

14 there,. because what we, in fact, have found in many areas is that the people

15 are being held hostage to al-Qa'ida in these areas and have welcomed the

16 work that the U.S. Government has done with their governments to rid them

1~ of the al-Qa'ida cancer that exists.

ss SENATOR COLLINS: Finally, today, this Committee received the OLC

19 memos describing the legal justifications that many of us, particularly those

zo who have been on the Committee far longer than I, have been seeking for

Zi some time. And I, too, spent a large part of this morning reading them.
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1 Yet the Obama administration within months of taking office released

2 several OLC memos describing the legal justification for the treatment of

3 terrorist detainees that were held in U.S. custody.

4 Do you think it was appropriate that a different standard was applied to

s the release of the memos from the Bush administration than those produced

6 by the Obama administration?

~ MR. BRENNAN: Well, respectfully, Senator, I don't think it was a

s different standard. Not being a --

9 SENATOR COLLINS: Well --

so MR. BRENNAN: -- a lawyer --

11 SENATOR COLLINS: Well, one was released within four months --

s2 MR. BRENNAN: Right.

13 SENATOR COLLINS: -- of the Obama administration taking office.

14 MR. BRENNAN: Right.

15 SENATOR COLLINS: The other had been requested for a very long --

16 much longer time.

1~ MR. BRENNAN: Right.

ss SENATOR COLLINS: And released only today.

19 MR. BRENNAN: I'm not a lawyer. I've come to learn the term sui

zo geneYis, which means that, you know, it has obviously unique circumstances

ii surrounding it.
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1 The OLC memos that were released shortly after the President came

z into office -- they were released because the program was terminated. It was

3 no longer in existence. OLC -- Office of Legal Counsel -- opinions that deal

4 with ongoing activities, ongoing programs -- it's a different animal.

s And, therefore, 1 think those decisions were looked at in a much, sort

6 of, different way because of those sui generis .circumstances.

~ SENATOR COLLINS: Well, I would say to you that both are absolutely

s essential to the ability of Congress to carry out its oversight responsibilities.

9 Finally, the Intelligence Reform Act and Terrorism Prevention Act of

Zo 2004, with which you're very familiar, and of which Iwas a co-author,

11 requires the Director of National Intelligence to recommend who the CIA

ii Director should be to the President of the United States.

13 I'm aware of General Clapper -- the DNI's letter endorsing your

14 nomination, but that's different from his actually recommending to the

1s President that you be chosen. To your knowledge, did General Clapper

16 recommend to the President that you be nominated for this position?

1~ MR. BRENNAN: I know for certain that he made a recommendation to

is the President, but I would defer to General Clapper to tell you what that

19 recommendation is.

Zo SENATOR COLLINS: Thank you.

Zi CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Senator Heinrich?
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1 SENATOR HEINRICH: Thank you, Madam Chair.

z Mr. Brennan, let me join my colleagues in thanking you for your service

3 to your country and welcoming you to the Committee. And should you be

a. confirmed, I'd like to start by just inviting you to visit New Mexico at some

s point, and in particular, Sandia and Los Alamos National Labs. Because,

6 while you often don't hear about the contributions that they make to our

~ Intelligence Community, I can assure you that that support is vital to keeping

s our nation- safe.

9 .I've got a few questions, and please forgive me if some of these return

so to some of the things you've heard from other senators. I want to start with

11 your November 2007 interview with CBS News, where you said: "There has

zz been a lot of information that has come out of these interrogation

13 procedures that the Agency has, in fact, used, against the real hard-core

i4 terrorists. It has saved lives."

15 Other intelligence officials went a lot further than that in defending the

16 use of so-called "enhanced interrogation techniques" at the time, and some

1~ still do.

Zs If your review of the Committee study convinces you that these

19 techniques did not, in fact, save lives, I'd like to ask -- will you be as public in

Zo condemning the program as you were in its defense; in other words, will you

zi set the record straight?
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1 MR. BRENNAN: I will do whatever possible to make sure that the

2 record is straight _and that I speak fully and honestly on it.

3 SENATOR HEINRICH: I want to return to a question that Mr. Udall

4 asked you. Would you object -- and if so, why -- to a public release of a truly

s declassified version of the Committee's report?

6 MR. BRENNAN: Senator, I would give such a request for

~ declassification every due consideration. There is a lot of information and

s

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

v

Zs

19

Zo

21

material in those volumes with a lot of potential consequences, as far as its

public release. And at the same time that we have a commitment to

transparency, we also, though, have a tremendous commitment to making

sure that we keep this country safe by protecting its secrets.

There are a lot of equities as far as liaison partners, other types of

things, operational activities, maybe source and method, so it has to be

looked at very, very carefully.

SENATOR HEINRICH: Well, I would just say I agree with you that

sources and methods, and many of the operational details, absolutely should

never be declassified, but there's some basic principles, I think, in that

report that I think it's going to be very important for history to be able to

judge. And I would urge you to look closely at that.

Senator Levin asked about waterboarding. Let me follow up a little bit.

In November 2007 interview with CBS News, you were asked if
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1 waterboarding was torture, and you said, "I think it is certainly subjecting an

2 individual to severe pain and suffering, which is the classic definition of

3 torture. And I believe, quite frankly, it's inconsistent with American values

4 and it's something that should. be prohibited." Is that still your view?

s MR. BRENNAN: Yes, Senator, it is.

6 SENATOR HEINRICH: Thank you. Do you believe that all agencies of

~ the United States Government should be .held to the interrogation standards

s that are laid out in the Army Field Manual, as currently required by Executive

9 Order 1 3491? And do you support efforts to codify those requirements into

so law?

11 MR. BRENNAN: The Army Field Manual certainly should govern the. U.S.

12 military's detention and interrogation of individuals.

13 The FBI has its own processes and procedures and laws that govern its

14 activities. So, what I wanted to do is to make sure that, you know,

is appropriate sort of attention is paid to FBI as opposed to the military._

i6 SENATOR HEINRICH: I understand. Back in 2006, you were part of an

1~ online discussion with The Washington Post, and you suggested at that time

is that the Director of the CIA should have a set five-year term, like the FBI

19 Director, to guarantee "the absolute need for independence, integrity, and

zo objectivity in the senior ranks of our Intelligence Community."

21 Given that you will instead serve at the pleasure of the President, how
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1 do you maintain your independence?

z MR. BRENNAN: Having grown up in the intelligence business for 25

3 years, I truly understand the importance and value of maintaining

4 independence, subjectivity, and integrity of the intelligence process.

5 I know when I've sat in the White House Situation Room and when I've

6 looked to the intelligence briefer, that if they were to advocate in any way a

~ policy preference, it really calls into question the independence, subjectivity,

s and basis of that intelligence. I want them to give me the facts as it is,

9 .irrespective of what their policy leanings or preferences might be, because

so policymakers need to do that.

11 So, in order for me to maintain my integrity as an intelligence

1z professional, as I would go to the President or the Secretaries of State or

13 Defense, or into the National Security Council meetings, I would need to

14 make sure 1 can say it straight, give it straight, and let the policymakers

15 determine exactly the best course of action.

s6 SENATOR HEINRICH: Thank you.

1~ One last question: I believe it was during that same online discussion

is with Washington Post, you said, quote, "I think that there is an effort

19 underway to get the CIA to adapt to the new realities of the Intelligence

Zo Community. The CIA has resisted many of these changes, which has been a

21 problem. It's time to move forward."
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s What exactly did you mean, and has the CIA made progress in that

z direction?

3 MR. BRENNAN: Well, Senator, a credit to you and your staff for pulling

4 up that Washington Post online interview because I had not, you know, read

s that or thought about that in a while. And I must say that having grown up

6 in the Agency for 25 years, as I said in my testimony, I have tremendous

~ respect for that organization. It is exceptionally capable; competent.

s But almost by dint of the nature of its work, it also at times is insular.

9 And it has not interacted and interoperated the way it needs to with the rest

so of the Intelligence Community, the rest of the U.S. Government. At times,

11 that is to protect source and methods and to protect the secrets that it has.

ii But given the changes in the environment, given the changes in the

13 nature of our government, the CIA needs to play a part in this larger role.

14 And so, now, the head of the CIA does not sit on top of the Intelligence

Zs Community; it is part of a larger Intelligence Community that is led by the

16 Director of National Intelligence.

1~ So, my objective would be to make sure CIA's capabilities are truly

ss going to be leveraged and empower the -- the responsibilities, the missions

19 of the rest of the government. The Department of Homeland Security is a

zo new creation. They need intelligence just like others do as well.

zs So, what I think I was conveying there is that, you know there was
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s resistance at the time of the IRTPA, as we well know, that they didn't want to

z sort of break some of the past practices. Well, I think a lot of that resistance

3 is overcome and now I think CIA sees the benefits of having somebody that

4 can sit on top of the Community, and not have to sit on top of the Agency,

s as well.

6 SENATOR HEINRICH: That's very helpful. Thank you very much.

~ I yield back, Madam Chair.

$ CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Thank you very much, Senator.

9 Senator King?

Zo SENATOR KING: Thank you for your testimony and your stamina

11 today.

1z First, I should tell you that in an earlier hearing today, Secretary Panetta

13 was testifying before the Armed Services Committee. And, in answer to a

14 question, he strongly endorsed your nomination. And I think the record

ss should show that -- that Secretary Panetta was very complimentary of your

16 capabilities and experience.

1~ Secondly -- and this isn't really aquestion -- it's incredibly important for

ss the CIA to be totally open with this Committee. The reason is that there's no

19 one else watching. Typically in our country, the public is involved. The

Zo press is involved. There are a lot of people that have access to information

z1 of what the Department of Commerce is doing, or the Department of State.
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i This is a unique situation, where this Committee and a comparable

z committee in the House are the only places that are really paying attention,

3 in terms of our separation of powers. So it's not just nice to have that Kind

4 of openness; I think it's critically important. And I hope you subscribe to

s that view.

6 MR. BRENNAN: Absolutely; I do, Senator.

~ SENATOR KING: dust briefly, and I think Senator Warner touched on

s this -- going forward, there needs to be some serious discussion with the

9 Department of Defense about where the CIA ends and the Department of

Zo Defense starts, in terms of counterterrorism activities and operations.

11 And I don't need to pursue that, but I think Senator Warner raised an

1z important point, because in this day and age, we just can't be duplicating a

13 whole set of capabilities and priorities and officers and procedures and

14 everything else.

15 I take it you subscribe to that.

16 MR. BRENNAN: I do agree, Senator, and I look forward, in a closed

1~ session, to talking to you about some specific areas where I really do believe

18 that Defense-CIA relationship and integration of effort is critically important

19 to the safety and security of this nation.

zo So again, redundant -- mindful of not having any type of redundant

Zi capabilities or waste resources, we need to make sure that we can leverage
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s the capabilities that exist in both organizations for the good of this country.

2 SENATOR KING: And the area I want to spend a little bit of time on is

3 the drone policy, and particularly as it relates to American citizens. There's

4 a lot of law and history involved in our system of checks and balances.

s .fames Madison famously, in the 51St Federalist, said: "If people were angels,

6 we wouldn't need a government, and if the government was run by angels,

~ we wouldn't need checks and balances."

s He concluded that angels were in as short supply then as they are

9 today. And therefore, we need these kinds of checks and balances.

so The Fifth Amendment is pretty clear: no deprivation of life, liberty or

11 property without due process of law. And we're depriving American citizens

12 of their life when we target them with a drone attack. Now, I understand

13 that it's under military circumstances; these are enemy combatants and all of

14 those kinds of things. But I would like to suggest to you that you consider --

15 and Madam Chairman, I'd like to suggest to the Committee that we consider

16 -- a FISA court-type process where an American citizen is going to be

1~ targeted for a lethal strike.

ss And I understand you can't have co-commanders in chief, but having

19 the Executive being the prosecutor, the judge, the jury, and the executioner,

zo all in one, is very contrary to the traditions and the laws of this country, and

zs particularly in a situation where there's time. If -- a soldier on a battlefield
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i doesn't have time to go to court, but if you're planning a strike over a matter

2 of days, weeks or months, there is an opportunity to at least go to

3 something outside of the Executive Branch body, like the FISA court, in a

4 confidential and top-secret way, make the case that this American citizen is

s an enemy combatant, and at least that would be -- that would be some check

6 on the activities of the Executive.

~ I have great confidence in you. I have great confidence in President

s Obama. But all the lessons of history is it shouldn't matter who's in charge,

9 because we should have procedures and processes in place that will protect

Zo us no matter who the people are that are in the particular positions.

11 How do you react to this suggestion?

1z MR. BRENNAN: Senator, I think it's certainly worth of discussion. Our

13 tradition -- our judicial tradition is that a court of law is used to determine

14 one's guilt or innocence for past actions, which is very different from the

15 decisions that are made on the battlefield, as well as actions that are taken

s6 against terrorists, because none of those actions are to determine past guilt

1~ for those actions that they took.

ss The decisions that are made _are to take action so that we prevent a

19 future action, so we protect American lives. That is an inherently Executive

Zo

21

Branch function to determine, and the Commander-in-Chief and the Chief

Executive. has the responsibility to protect the welfare, well-being of
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1 American citizens.

z So the concept I understand and we have wrestled with this in terms of

3 whether there can be a FISA-like court, whatever -- a FISA-like court is to

4 determine exactly whether or not there should be a warrant for, you know,

s certain types of activities. You know --

6 SENATOR KING: It's analogous to going to a court for awarrant --

~ probable. cause --

s MR. BRENNAN: Right, exactly. But the actions that we take on the

9 counterterrorism front, again, are to take actions against individuals where

10 we believe that the intelligence base is so strong and the nature of the threat

11 is so grave and serious, as well as imminent, that we have no recourse

1z except to take this action that may involve a lethal strike.

s3 SENATOR KING: I completely agree with you, and I understand the

14 dilemma. And I'm not trying to suggest anything that would limit our ability

15 to take .action. on behalf of American citizens. I would just feel more

16 comfortable if somebody other than a Member of the Executive said, "Yes,

1~ we agree that the evidence is so strong," et cetera, as you stated it.

1$ In the Hamdi decision, Sandra Day O'Connor had a wonderful

19 statement: "A state of war is not a blank check for the President when it

Zo comes to the rights of the nation's citizens."

21 MR. BRENNAN: Right. And that's why I do think it's worthy of
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1 discussion. And the point particularly about due process really needs to be

z taken into account because there's not a different standard as far as if a U.S.

3 citizen joins al-Qa'ida, you know, in terms of the intelligence base or

4 whatever. But American citizens by definition are due much greater due

s process than anybody else by dint of their citizenship.

6 So I think this is a very worthwhile discussion. I look forward to talking

~ to the Committee and others about it. What's that appropriate balance

s between Executive, Legislative and .Judicial Branch responsibilities in this

9 area?

so SENATOR KING: I appreciate your consideration and, again, appreciate

11 your testimony today. And thank you for your service to the country.

sz Madam Chairman, I yield back my time.

13 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Thank you very much, Senator.

14 We'll- do another quick round. I think one of the problems is now that

15 the drone program is so public, and one American citizen is killed, people

16 don't know much about this one American citizen -- so-called. They don't

1~ know what he's been doing. They don't know what he's connected to. They

is don't know the incitement that he has stirred up.

19 And I wonder if you could tell us a little bit about Mr. al-Awlaki and

Zo what he had been doing?

z1 MR. BRENNAN: Well, Senator, I'm not going to talk about any particular
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1 operation or responsibility on the part of the U.S. Government for anything --

2 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: See, that's the problem. That's the problem.

3 think when people hear "American citizen," they think somebody who's

4 upstanding; this man was not upstanding, by a longshot. And now, maybe

s you cannot discuss it here, but I've read enough to know that he was a real

6 problem.

~ MR. BRENNAN: Well, I can talk about Mr. al-Awlaki.

s CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: And if you were in jeopardy -- that's right.

9 MR. BRENNAN: Yes, and before he died he was intimately involved in

so activities that were designed to kill innocent men, women, and children, and

Zi mostly Americans. He was determined to do that. He was not just a

1z propagandist. He was, in fact, part of the operational effort that is known as

13 al-Qa'ida in the Arabian Peninsula and had key responsibilities in that regard.

14 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Can I ask you some questions about him?

Zs MR. BRENNAN: You're the Chairman.

16 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: You don't have to answer. Did he have a

1~ connection to Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, who attempted to explode a

18 device on one of our planes over Detroit?

19 MR. BRENNAN: Yes, he did.

zo CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Could you tell us what condition it was?

Zz MR. BRENNAN: I would prefer not to at this time, Senator. I'm not
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i prepared to.

z CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Okay. Did he have a connection to the Fort

3 Hood attack?

a. MR. BRENNAN: That is al-Qa'ida in the Arabian Peninsula has -- as a

s variety of means of communicating and inciting individuals, whether that be

6 websites, or e-mails, or other types of things. And so, there are a number of

~ occasions where individuals, including Mr. al-Awlaki, has been in touch with

s individuals. And so, Senator, again, I'm not prepared to address the

9 specifics of these, but suffice it to say --

so CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: I'll just ask you a couple questions. Did Faisal

11 Shahzad, who pled guilty to the 2010 Times Square car bombing attempt,

Zz tell interrogators in 2010 that. he was inspired by al-Awlaki?

13 MR. BRENNAN: I believe that's correct, yes.

14 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Last October, al-Awlaki --did he have a direct

15 role in supervising and directing AQAP's failed attempt, well, to bring down

16 two United States cargo aircraft by detonating explosives concealed inside

1~ two packages, as a matter of fact, inside a computer printer cartridge?

ss MR. BRENNAN: Mr. al-Awlaki was involved in overseeing a number of

19 these activities. Yes, there was a relationship there.

zo CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: And was it true that they were so concealed

zi that the first attempt to find and did not reveal them? It took an asset
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i coming back with -- to say, "Go again, look at this," to find it?

z ~ MR. BRENNAN: Yes the concealment method that was used in that was

3 one of the best we had ever encountered.

4 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: So, Mr. al-Awlaki is not, by far, an American

s citizen of whom anyone in America would be proud?

6 MR. BRENNAN: Mr. al-Awlaki was part of al-Qa'ida, and we're at war

~ with al-Qa'ida, and it was his strong determination to kill Americans on

s behalf of al-Qa'ida.

9 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Thank you.

so Is it true that in the last four years, the FBI has arrested 100 people,

11 either planning, conspiring, or trying to commit a terrorist attack on this

ii nation?

13 MR. BRENNAN: I don't know the exact number, Chairman, but yes --

14 they have arrested a lot of people.

is CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: It's over 100, but they have arrested a lot of

16 people, and that's because of good -- of good, sound intelligence.

1~ I think -- and this is just me -- what people forget is that they will kill us

ss if they can,. and it's extraordinarily difficult if you can't get ~in to where they

19 were hiding. Would it have been possible to have arrested Mr. al-Awlaki

Zo where he was, in Yemen?

ii MR. BRENNAN: It is -- there are parts of Yemen that are ungoverned
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1 and beyond the reach of the Yemeni government security and intelligence

2 services. And we work very closely with the Yemenis to see if we can arrest,

3 detain, individuals. Whenever we can, we want to do that, because it's very

4 valuable for us.

s Any actions that are taken in concert with the Yemeni government are

6 done -- in terms of any type of strikes that we might engage there with them

~ -- are done. only because we do not have the ability to bring those individuals

8 into custody.

9 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Thank you. My time is up.

so Senator Chambliss?

Zi VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: Thanks, Madam Chair.

1z In 2002, what was your knowledge of interrogation videotapes about

13 Abu Zubaydah, and did you seek any information about an Office of General

14 Counsel review of them in 2002?

ss MR. BRENNAN: I don't have.. a recollection of that, Senator.

i6 VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: Of the tapes, or that request?

1~ MR. BRENNAN: At the time, in 2002, I do not know what my

is involvement or knowledge was at the time of the tapes. I believe that they --

19 I was aware of the Abu Zubaydah debriefings and interrogation sessions

zo being taped.

zi VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: Okay, it should be no surprise that
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1 many Members have been dissatisfied with the administration's cooperation

z on the Benghazi inquiries.

3 For example, Senator Graham asked Director Clapper, in a hearing, if

4 he was aware of the series attacks in Benghazi, in the summer of 2012, and

s asked if he had informed the President about those attacks. Now, that

6 seemed like a perfectly reasonable question, and the DNI said he would get

~ us an answer.

s When we got answers back from the DNI's office, there was a notation

9 next to this particular question that Senator Graham asked, and here's what

Zo it said, and I quote, "Per NSS" -- that's the National Security Staff -- "No

1~ response required."

12 Mr. Brennan, that's your shop; do you have any knowledge about why

13 Senator Graham's question was not to be answered?

14 MR. BRENNAN: Senator, I think there's a longstanding tradition

15 understanding of respecting the executive privilege that exists in the Office

16 of the Presidency, and in terms of what information is provided to the

1~ President, or advice, counsel, to him.

is So it's -- I would suspect, then, that_ that question gets into this issue of

19 the executive privilege, which I think, again, has been a longstanding

zo tradition.

zi VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: Now, are you sure that's the answer, or
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s you think that's probably what it was?

2 MR. BRENNAN: I don't know, firsthand, because that would not been a

3 request coming to me.

4 VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: And I understand that, so my direction

s to you -- what I'll ask of you -- is that you go back and review that; we'll get

6 you notation if necessary, and if you could just give us a written response to

~ that, if possible.

s MR. BRENNAN: You deserve a response, certainly.

9 VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: This weekend, Secretary Panetta

so confirmed that information that led to Bin Laden came from detainees and

si the CIA's EIT program. His account comports with information we were

12 provided immediately after the raid, and in months to follow, from the CIA

13 analyst who actually tracked down bin Laden. These analysts told us it was

14 detainee information that was key to them finding the courier and,

15 ultimately, bin Laden.

16 Now, were you briefed by any of the analysts who tracked down bin

1~ Laden?

Zs MR. BRENNAN: Before the operation?

19 VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: Yes.

Zo MR. BRENNAN: Oh, absolutely; I was engaged with them.

Zi VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: Okay. And is that the information that
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1 was given to you -- that it came from interrogation of detainees on whom

z EITs had been used?

3 MR. BRENNAN: I don't recall if I was given that information specifically.

4 They talked about the chain of sort of collection that took place that was

s related to some of the information coming from the detainees. Yes, so,

6 there was some there.

~ VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: Do you agree with Secretary Panetta's

s comments?

9 MR. BRENNAN: That there some information that came out from there?

Zo VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: Yes, that led to the courier.

si MR. BRENNAN: Senator, I now, again, looking at this document from

12 SSCI, this report, I don't know what the facts are, or the truth- is. So I really

13 need to look at that carefully and see what CIA's response is because the

14 SSCI report calls into question whether or not any of the information was

15 unique and led to it.

16 VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLISS: Fair enough. Suffice it to say, Secretary

1~ Panetta's comments are in direct conflict with the report that came out of `

ss this Committee recently. And you know I have serious concerns about that

19 interrogation study that was voted out by Committee.

Zo Now, you told me a couple of days ago when we met that the study

Zi "was not objective," and it was. "a prosecutor's brief, written with an eye
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1 toward finding problems." And you went on to say that you're withholding

2 judgment on the merits and action until you read the response.

3 And it's my understanding, from what you've said, that that's what

4 you're going to do. Suppose the CIA takes the position that the study's

s Finding and Conclusions are wrong? I think I know~ohn Brennan well

6 enough to know that you're going to stand up and say whatever's on your

~ mind,- and whatever you conclude. And I'm not going to ask you for a

s response to that, but I know you'll review it with an open mind, and give us

9 your thoughts and your opinions about the CIA's response to it, and how we

so move forward with this.

11 MR. BRENNAN: I assure you, Senator, I will do that.

1z VICE CHAIRMAN CHAMBLI55: Thank you very much.

i3 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Thank you very much, Senator.

14 Senator Wyd,en?

15 SENATOR WYDEN: Thank you.

16 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Oh, excuse me -- Senator Rockefeller?

1~ SENATOR ROCKEFELLER: Thank you, Madam Chair.

18 I was just making a comment to the Chair, Mr. Brennan, that I've been

19 through a whole lot of confirmation hearings in 28 years here -- and

zo including quite a few CIA directors -- and I quite honestly do not recall

21 anybody who was more forthright, more direct, more accommodating,
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i without violating who you are, more open to the possibility of working with

z this Committee in a way that will do two things: one, that will give the folks

3 at CIA, who probably constantly worry about what is the next awful thing

4 that we're going to say about them -- but that's not our intention, because

s we're into the business of problem-solving, and if we have to write a 6,000-

6 page thing, it isn't fun for us; we're trying to solve a problem.

~ I have a feeling you understand that. I have a feeling that you feel that

s the CIA, if they felt that they were working in -- you know, with some

9 contention with the oversight committee in the Senate, but, nevertheless,

so that the Senate was involved, was .informed, was interested; that this would

11 be something that they would welcome; that there are a lot of people who've

sz been at the CIA for quite a while, who may be sort of stuck in that mid-rank

13 crisis, et cetera, who are looking for an open, fresh, strong leader.

14 I happen to think you are that leader. I've felt that since our

15 conversation. I felt that from before our conversation. And we haven't had

16 our secret meeting yet, so I always -- but I'm not going to -- I'm sure I'm not

1~ going to change my mind.

is I just think you've done an extraordinary job of patience, of courtesy, of

19 wisdom, of being able to -- the only question that you couldn't answer that

Zo I'm aware of was who was it that took notes on some meeting that you had,

21 teleconference that you had 20 years ago. But I find it in my heart to forgive
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1 you for that.

z So, to me, I think you're a terrific leader, and I'II look forward to

3 Tuesday. But I think you're the guy for' the job, and the only guy for the job.

4 MR. BRENNAN: Thank you, Senator, for those very kind words. And

s haven't lived up to them yet. And if I were to go to CIA, as I think some

6 people have said -- some senators have said, you want to hear not just

~ words, but you want to actually see the actions.

8 It's a daunting task to go over to CIA. I want every Member. of this

9 Committee to be an ardent advocate, proponent, and defender of the men

so and women of the Central Intelligence Agency. And I see it as my obligation

si to represent _them to you on their behalf, so that when times get tough, and

s2 when people are going to be criticizing and complaining about the CIA,

13 have all of you to say you knew about what the CIA was doing, you

14 supported it, and you .will defend it.

15 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Senator Burr?

i6 SENATOR BURR: Thank you, Chairman.

i~ I'm going to try to be brief, because I've noticed you're on your fourth

Zs glass of water, and I don't want to be accused of waterboarding you.

19 (Laughter.)

zo Mr. Brennan, with the exception of our request for the Presidential Daily

Zi Briefs around the time of Benghazi for which there was executive privilege
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1 claimed, do you Know of any other claim of executive privilege on any of the

z documents that this Committee's waiting on right now?

3 MR. BRENNAN: Senator, I know that there are requests for some e-

4 mails that might have taken place between the Intelligence Community and

s the White House, whatever, and so there are a number of sort of elements

6 that I think people are looking at. So --

~ SENATOR BURR: But none that. executive privilege have been claimed

$ on. Correct?

s MR. BRENNAN: Well, I am not in a position to say that, Senator, and

10 would defer to those individuals -- the White House counsel and others -- to

11 make those determinations about what they want to --

1z SENATOR BURR: Well, let me say it from this end. They have not

13 justified not producing those documents based upon executive privilege.

14 So, l assume, if they're going to claim it, then they need to claim it quick.

15 On January 13`" of this year, the President signed into law the 2013

16 Intelligence Authorization Act, which requires congressional notification of

1~ any authorized disclosure of national intelligence.

ss Now, we've not received any notifications of authorized disclosures.

19 Have there been any authorized disclosures, to your knowledge?

zo MR. BRENNAN: I would like to say that since you haven't received any

zs notifications, there haven't been.
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1 SENATOR BURR: Would you consider the information reported in the

z press about the counterterrorism playbook an authorized disclosure?

3 MR. BRENNAN: I don't know which piece .you're talking about. There's

4 been a lot of -- of discussion out there in the - in the media and in the

s newspapers about this.

6 And so, I don't know specifically about any classified information. The

~ fact that the administration may be going through a process to try to

$ institutionalize, codify, make as rigorous as possible, our processes and

s procedures in and of itself is not a classified issue.

so So those details that are classified, I don't know of any that came out in

si some of those reports.

i2 SENATOR BURR: Well, if there is classified information that's out there,

13 and it was not authorized, was there a crime report filed relative to the

14 playbook?

15 MR. BRENNAN: Presumably there was, Senator. Those decisions, as far

16 as initiating criminal investigations, are done by those departments and

1~ agencies that have stewardship of that classified information and in

ss discussions with the Department of justice to make a determination whether

19 or not in light of the fact that maybe so many people have access to it, how

Zo they can proceed with some type of criminal investigations.

21 SENATOR BURR: As we prepare for the closed hearing on Tuesday --
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1 this is not aquestion -- I'll ask you today that you be prepared to provide for

2 the Committee any specific discussions that you had where you were

3 authorized to reveal classified information or to talk about information on

4 covert action.

s Again, not something I'd like to do today. The answer may be zero. If

6 there are things, Tuesday would be an opportunity for you to provide. That

~ was a question from -- apre-hearing question from the Committee that was

s unanswered.

9 My last question is this: I'm still not clear on whether you think the

so information from CIA interrogations saved lives. Have you ever made a

11 representation to a court, including the FISA court, about the type and

12 importance of information learned from detainees, including detainees in the

13 CIA detention and interrogation program?

14 MR. BRENNAN: First of all, on the first part of your question, that

15 you're not sure whether or not I believe that there has been misinformation,

16 don't know --

1~ SENATOR BURR: I said I wasn't clear whether I understood, whether

ss was clear.

i9 MR. BRENNAN: And I'm not clear at this time, either, because I've read

zo a report that calls into question a lot of the information that I was provided

zs earlier on my impressions.
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1 When I was in the government as the head of National Counterterrorism

z Center, I know that I had signed out a number of affirmations related to the

3 continuation of certain programs based on the analysis and intelligence that

4 was available to analysts. And I don't know exactly what it was at the time,

s but we can look at that.

6 SENATOR BURR: But the Committee can assume that you had faith -- if

~ you make that claim to a court, including the FISA court -- you had faith in

8 the documents and in the information that was supplied you to make that

9 declaration?

io MR. BRENNAN: Absolutely. At the time when, if I made any such

11 affirmation, I would have had faith that the information I was provided was

ii an accurate representation.

13 SENATOR BURR: Thank you very much, Madam Chairman.

14 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Senator Wyden?

ss SENATOR WYDEN: Thank you, Madam Chair.

16 We have talked for several hours now about the question of targeted

1~ killings of Americans, and you've heard it from a number of senators. And

ss I'd like to get your reaction on one point in particular. And that is this

19 question, particularly in the context that you've given, that you've tried to

zo focus in areas where the evidence is substantial, the threat is imminent,

Zi where there is a particularly persuasive case that the targeted killing of an
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1 American is warranted.

~ In that kind of case, do you believe that the President should provide an

3 individual American with the opportunity to surrender before killing them?

4 MR. BRENNAN: Senator, I haven't spoken about any specific operations

5 --

6 SENATOR WYDEN: I'm talking about the concept --

~. ~

s SENATOR WYDEN: -- because you talk about the concept..

s MR. BRENNAN: Right. Absolutely.

Zo SENATOR WYDEN: You said imminent threats, serious evidence, grave

11 concern; certainly words that strike a chord with me. And that's why I'd be

ii interested in your thoughts on whether, in those kind of instances, the

13 President ought to give -- should give -- an individual American the

sa. opportunity to surrender.

ss MR. BRENNAN: Right. \'I think in those instances, and right now, let's

16 use the example of al-Qa'ida, because if an American were to join al-Qa'ida,

1~ we have routinely said -- openly, publicly, repeatedly --that we're at war with

ss al-Qa'ida. We have repeatedly said that al-Qa'ida is in fact trying to kill

19 Americans, and that we are going to do everything possible to protect the

zo Iives of American citizens from these murderous attacks from al-Qa'ida.

zs We have signaled this worldwide. We have repeatedly said it openly
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1 and publicly. Any American who joins al-Qa'ida will know full well that they

2 have joined an organization that is at war with the United States and that has

3 killed thousands upon thousands of individuals, many, many of them who

a. are Americans.

s So I think any American who did that should know well that they, in

6 fact, are part of an enemy against us, and that the United States will do

~ everything possible to destroy that enemy to save American lives.

s SENATOR WYDEN: And (certainly -- and I said this at the very

9 beginning -- I certainly want to be part of that effort to fight al-Qa'ida on all

Zo of these key fronts. I just want to have some answers -- and I'll give you

11 another chance --whether you think the President should give an individual

sz American the opportunity to surrender.

13 I think that Senator King, for example, talked about the idea of a new

14 court, and there are going to be colleagues that are going to talk about a

15 whole host of ideas. And I commend you for saying that you're open to

16 hearing about that.

1~ This is something that can be set in motion, I think, in a

ss straightforward way, as a general principle. We're not talking about any one

19 individual. And I think you've answered the question, and I won't go any

Zo further, unless you want to add anything to it.

21 The only other point I'd say is we've covered a lot of ground today. And
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1 as far as I'm concerned, we've got a lot of ground still to cover. I've made it

2 clear that we've got to see any and all of those legal opinions, the ones that

3 the bipartisan group of senators asked for, before the vote. And to your

4 credit, you said you'd take the message back to the White House.

s Because what it really goes to, Mr. Brennan, is this question of checks

6 and balances -- and we probably didn't use that word enough this afternoon -

~ -because I think that's really what this is all about. Our Constitution

s fortunately gives the President significant power to protect our country in

9 dangerous times.

so But it is not unfettered power; it's power that is balanced through this

11 special system that ensures congressional oversight and public oversight.

1z And so that's why these questions that I and others have been trying to get

13 at, in terms of congressional oversight, being able to get all of the opinions

14 that are relevant to the legal analysis for targeting Americans, and then to

15 learn more about how you're going to bring the public into the discussion.

16 And certainly you've been. patient this afternoon, and I want you to

1~ know I think we've covered a lot of ground, but I think we've got a lot to go.

ss And I'd be happy to give you the last word. I've got a little more time if you

19 want it.

Zo MR. BRENNAN: Thank you, Senator. First of all, any member of al-

~i Qa'ida, whether a U.S. citizen or non-U.S. citizen, needs to know that they
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1 have the ability to surrender, the right to surrender, anytime, anywhere

2 throughout the world. And they can do so before the organization is

3 destroyed. We will destroy that organization. And again, out there in al-

4 Qa'ida, U.S. citizens and others, they can surrender anytime, turn themselves

s in.

6 SENATOR WYDEN: )ust on that point, I don't take a backseat to

~ anybody, in terms of fighting al-Qa'ida. That was why I came out with it

s right at the outset. But I asked you a different question, and on the question

9 of what kind of evidence ought to be applied, whether there ought to be

Zo geographic limits, the question of whether an individual should be allowed

11 to surrender. For -- for example, there is I think also a question whether the

ii obligation changes if, you know, a valid target has not been publicly

13 reported.

14 So there are issues, you know, here. And I think we're going to have to

15 continue those -- those discussions.

16 And Madam Chair, I thank you for this extra round.

1~ CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Thank you.

is Senator Coats?

19 SENATOR COATS: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

Zo john, I want to just say, and I'm not going to go into it here -- I think it

zi may be better held for further discussion next week in a classified room --
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1 but this whole idea of leaks -- nothing upsets me more on this Committee,

2 and we've had a raft of these in the last couple of years, than to see

3 something that was discussed in classified area written up the next day in

4 the newspapers or on the part of the media. It drives some of us crazy. It

s does me, anyway.

6 And so, maybe I'm a little paranoid about all this, and so forth.. I just

~ can't totally get my hands around this AQAP situation that we discussed

s earlier. But I'm going to defer that until Tuesday so we can discuss it in

9 more detail.

Zo Let me just ask you one question here. You said -- I don't have the date

11 -- ~~The al-Qa'ida core has been decimated in the FATA." And we're aware of

ii the significant efforts we've made and the progress we've made in that

13 regard. But we see this thing metastasizing now across northern Africa and

14 other parts.

15 What's your, you know, latest assessment of al-Qa'ida, in terms of its

16 control and operation of these smaller efforts that are popping up like a

1~ whack-a-mole machine in different parts of the Middle East and North Africa?

1s MR. BRENNAN: Well, Senator, you used the exact right term when you

19 said al-Qa'ida has been metastasizing in different parts of the world. We

Zo have the al-Qa'ida core that, in the past, I think exerted quite a bit of

zi orchestration or order over a number of these franchises that. have
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1 developed.

2 Now, as a result of the decimation of the core, and our ability to

3 interrupt a lot of the interaction and communication between them, a lot of

4 these different elements, like al-Qa'ida in the Arabian Peninsula, al-Qa'ida in

s the Islamic Maghreb, and other elements, have grown up and developed as a

6 result of the domestic and local sort of environment.

~ And so they're all sort of, you know, unique unto themselves.. They

s have different features and characteristics. We need to make sure that we're

9 able to work with the governments and the intelligence and security services

io in the area so that we can put as much pressure on them as possible.

1~ A number of them have,~you know, local agendas. Some of them have

1z local agendas as well as international agendas. AI-Qa'ida in the Arabian

13 Peninsula in Yemen has a very determined insurgency effort underway in

14 side of Yemen to try to, you know, bring that government down. And the

15 government has done a great job, you know, fighting back.

16 There are other elements -- al-Qa'ida in Islamic Maghreb. You know,

1~ they're counter-narcotics -- they're narcotics smugglers. They're human

is traffickers. They involve quite a bit in kidnapping and _ransoms, and also

i9 involve in tourist attacks.

Zo So, what we need to do is to take into account what the environment is,

zi who we can work with, and how we're going to put pressure on them. But
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1 any element that is associated with al-Qa'ida has, as part of its agenda,

z death and destruction. And so, I fully agree what we need to do is be

3 mindful of the metastasization of the al-Qa'ida cancer.

4 SENATOR COATS: But in relationship to some kind of centralized

s control over all these things, having said that, the core is decimated.

6 MR. BRENNAN: It really varies, you know. We do see al-Qa'ida core

~ trying to exert some control over some of these elements. There's a lot of

s independence of effort, you know, autonomous efforts that are underway.

9 And I'd be happy to be able to talk in, you know, closed session about the

so particular relationships that exist between al-Qa'ida and some of these other

11 elements.

1z SENATOR COATS: Very good. Thank you.

13 Thank you, Madam Chairman.

14 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Thank you very much, Senator.

is Senator Collins? Last, but far from least.

16 SENATOR COLLINS: Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chairman.

1~ Mr. Brennan, I want to follow up on the point that Senator Coats just

18 raised with you, because if you looked at a map back in 2001, you would see

19 that al-Qa'ida was mainly in Afghanistan and Pakistan. And if you look at a

zo map today, you would see al-Qa'ida in all sorts of countries.

ii That's not to say that there weren't cells in other countries back in
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1 2001, but it raises the question in my mind of whether, even though we've

2 been successful in taking out some of the core of al-Qa'ida and some high-

3 level leaders, whether our strategy is working. If the cancer of al-Qa'ida is

4 metastasizing, do we need a new treatment?

s MR. BRENNAN: What we've tried to do, Senator, over the past decade

6 and longer, is to be able to treat this real cancer in a number of ways:

~ sometimes it takes lethal force, sometimes it takes military might,

s sometimes it takes working with our partners in a variety of ways,

9 sometimes it takes addressing some of the infrastructural, institutional, and

io other deficiencies that exist in these countries that al-Qa'ida takes advantage

11 of.

sz If you Iook at the geographic map, you know, in the area from South

13 Asia over to the Middle East and North Africa, there has. been tremendous

i4 political turbulence in that area over the past decade, and particularly in the

15 last couple years. There are a lot of spaces -- ungoverned spaces -- that al-

16 Qa'ida has taken advantage of. We've been able to make some significant

1~ progress in certain areas.

is Somalia is, in fact, a good example of a place where we have worked

19 with neighboring countries, we've worked with the local government, and

Zo we've worked with AMISOM, a multilateral element within Africa, to try to

z1 suppress the efforts of AI Shabaab and al-Qa'ida in East Africa; good
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1 progress we made there. Because it has to be comprehensive; it's not just a

z Kinetic solution to this by any means.

3 Now, as we look at the Sahel, and the area in Mali, and other areas,

4 these are tremendous expanses of territory where al-Qa'ida can put down

s roots beyond the reach of local governments. And so they've been able to

6 put down roots, and they've been -- it's been unattended because of the

~ difficulties that these countries have even feeding their people, much less

s putting in place a system of laws and the intelligence and security capability.

9 So, is it a different strategy; it has to be a comprehensive one. But al-

so Qa'ida and this -- you know, the forces of, Islamic extremists, that have really

1~ corrupted and perverted Islam, are making some progress in areas that .give

1z me real concern. That's why I look at a place like Syria right now, and what

13 is going on in that country; we cannot allow vast areas to be exploited by al-

14 Qa'ida and these extremist forces, because it will be to our peril.

15 SENATOR COLLINS: I certainly agree with you on that, and in our

16 classified or closed hearing next week I'm going to be asking you about

1~ Syria, and also the Iranian threat. But I don't think those are appropriate in

is open session.

19 dust two final questions: one has to do with priorities that you would

Zo set as Director if you are confirmed. In recent years, paramilitary operations

Zi obviously had consumed a lot of resources, expertise, time, energy, and
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1 effort at the CIA; do you believe this has been at the expense of traditional

2 CIA responsibilities -- collection, analysis, all source?

3 MR. BRENNAN: Well, certainly, there have been opportunity costs

4 because of the dedication of those resources. What I would need to do, if

s were to go to CIA, is to inventory exactly how our resources are being

6 dedicated against the wide variety of strategic priorities to protect our

~ country.

s In terms of operational collection activities worldwide, in terms of the

9 all source analysis being done, what are we doing in these other areas?

so Cyber, you know, weapons proliferation, political turbulence -- there are so

11 many different areas. Counterterrorism is an important one. There is also

1z an intersection between counterterrorism and a lot of these other areas,

13 counter-proliferation, international organized crime, other things.

14 So we really want to optimize those resources so that we can, in fact,

15 leverage the capabilities we have, in order to deal with these very

16 challenging issues across a very large globe.

1~ SENATOR COLLINS: Mr. Brennan, you have devoted a great deal of

ss your life to public service, for which I thank you. And you .obviously

i9 understand the world of intelligence in a way that few people do. You've

zo been an intelligence professional for much of your professional life.

zs In the last four years, you have held a political position at the White
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1 House. And I have been talking to people at the CIA, whom I respect, and

z one intelligence official told me that a key question for the men and women

3 of the CIA is which .John Brennan are they going to get? Are they going to

4 -get )ohn Brennan who's been the right-hand advisor of President Obama in a

s political White House -- and by the nature of the position -- I don't say that

6 critically; that's the position -- or are they going to get .John Brennan, who

~ was a career CIA officer, who worked - his way up in the ranks?

s And the concern is that they want to hear that you are going to be the

9 CIA's representative to the White House, not the White House's

10 representative to the CIA.. And I just want to give you the opportunity today

11 to respond to that concern.

i2 I would note that I also heard very good comments from people with

13 whom I talked, and -- but I think it's important, when someone's coming

14 from a political role, to make clear that you're going to be the leader of the

15 Agency and not the White House's agent within the Agency.

16 MR. BRENNAN: Thank you, Senator. I think if I were to be fortunate,

1~ privileged, and honored to go out to CIA, the CIA would get the .John

is Brennan who is neither a Democrat nor Republican, nor has. ever been; a

i9, john Brennan who has a deep appreciation and respect for the intelligence

zo profession -- one who has been fortunate to have lived it for 25 years; a~ohn

z1 Brennan who has had the great fortune to be in the White House the past
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s four years, watching and understanding how intelligence is used in support

z of our national security. CIA would get a john Brennan who has been

3 working national security issues for my life.

4 They would get a.John Brennan who really understands that the value of

s intelligence, the importance of intelligence, is not to tell the President what

6 he wants to hear, not to tell this Committee what it wants to hear, but to tell

~ the policymakers, the Congressional overseers, what they need to hear --

s what the Intelligence Community, with all its great capability and expertise,

9 has been able to uncover and understand about world events that

so fundamentally affect the .lives of not just this generation of Americans, but

11 of future generations of Americans.

ii And so, if I had the great privilege to lead the men and women of the

13 CIA, it would be the biggest honor of my life, and I would understand just

sa. how important and weighty that would be. And if I ever dishonored that

1s responsibility, (couldn't look myself in the mirror. I couldn't look my

16 parents, my family in the mirror. I couldn't look you in the face, and that is

1~ something that is very important to me.

ss So, I guess the proof will be in the pudding, the tasting_ of the pudding,

19 and if I do have that opportunity, it would be my intention to make sure I did

zo everything possible to live up to the trust and confidence that this Congress,

Zi this Senate, and this President might place in me.
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1 SENATOR COLLINS: Thank you very much.

z Thank you, Madam Chairman.

3 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: Thank you very much.
t

4 If there are no further questions, john, I would like to associate myself

s with what Senator Rockefeller said. I've sat through a number of these

6 hearings; I don't think I've ever heard anyone more forthright or more honest

~ or more direct. You really didn't hedge. You said what you thought. And

s want you to know that that's very much appreciated.

9 And I actually think you are going to be a fine and strong leader for the

so CIA, and, you know, I can't help but say I am really fully supportive of this

11 and will do everything I possibly can to see that our Committee works with

12 you closely and honestly.

13 We will have a classified hearing. I am specifically going to just warn

14 you that I would like to have you respond in detail to what I perceive as a

15 difficult, evolving situation in North Africa now, with Tunisia, with Libya, with

16 all these countries, and certainly with Mali, and how you plan to direct the

1~ Agency to deal with this evolving momentum that's taking place in Northern

ss Africa.

19 So that will be for Tuesday. And at the request of Senator Levin, I ask

zo unanimous consent to enter into the record anoint Statement that he and

Zi made on April 27, 2012.
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1 (WheYeupor►, the Joint StAten~ent of Senators Feinstein And Levin,

2 dated Ap►-i127, 201 ~, was srabmitted for the record. A copy o f the

3 StAtement follows.)
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1 CHAIRMAN FEINSTEIN: And secondly, in order to have Mr. Brennan's

z answers to questions for the record by the time he returns before us in

3 closed session, I ask Members to the right questions for the record by 5

4 o'clock p.m. tomorrow -- that's Friday, February the 8`" -- so we have them

s for you as soon as possible so that you can respond to them Tuesday.

6 I want to thank you and your family for being here, and I wish you well.

~ Thank you, and the hearing is adjourned.

s MR. BRENNAN: Thank you, Chairman.

9 (Whereupon, at 6 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned.)
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Exhibit 2
To the Declaration of Colin Wicker
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WHITE PAPER

Draft November 8, 2011

Lawfulness of a Lethal Operatiton Directed Against a U.S. Citizen Who
Ys a Senior Operational Leader of Al-Qa'ida or An Associated Force

This white paper sets forth a legal framework for considering the circumstances in
which the U.S. government could use lethal force in a foreign country outside the-area of
active hostilities against a U.S. citizen who is a senior operational leader of al-Qa'ida or
an associated force1 of a1-Qa'ida—that is, an al-Qa'ida leader actively engaged in
planning operations to kill Americans. The paper does not attempt to determine the
minimum requirements necessary to render ;such an operation lawfiil; nor does it assess
what might be required to render a lethal operation against a U.S. citizen lawful in other
circumstances, including an operation against enemy farces on a traditional battlef eld or
an operation against a U.S. citizen wha is not a senior aperationalleader of such forces.
Here the Department of Justice concludes only that where the fallowing three conditions
are met, aU.S.- operation using lethal force in a foreign country against a U.S. citizen
who is a senior operational leader of al-Qa'ida ar an associated force would be lawful:
(1) an informed, high-level official of the U.S. government has determined that the'
targeted individual poses an imminent threat of violent attack against the United States;
(2) capture. is infeasible, and the United States continues to monitor whether. capture
becomes feasible; and (3) the operation would be conducted in a manner consistent with
applicable law of vc~ar principles. This conclusion is reached with recognition of the
extraordinary seriousness of a lethal operation by the United States against a U.S. citizen,
and also of the extraordinary seriousness of the threat posed by senior operational al-
Qa'ida members and the loss of life that would result were their operations successful.

The President has authority to respond to the imminent threat posed by al-Qa'ida
and its associated forces, arising from his constitutional responsibility to protect the
country, the inherent right of the United States to national self defense under international
law, Congress's authorization of the use of all necessary and appropriate military force
against this enemy, and the existence of an armed conflict with al-Qa'ida under
international law. Based on these authorities, the President may use force against al-
Qa'ida and zts associated forces: As detailed in this white paper, in defined
circumstances, a targeted killing of a U.S. citizen who has joined al-Qa'ida or its
associated forces would be Ia~wful under U.S. and international law. Targeting a member
of an enemy force who poses an imminent threat of violent attack to the United States is
not unlawful. It is a lawful act of national self defense. Nor would it violate otherwise
applicable federal laws barring unlawful killings in Title Y 8 or the assassination ban in
Executive Order Na. 12333. Moreover, a lethal operation in a foreign nation would be
consistent with international legal principles of sovereignty and neutrality if it were
conducted, for example, with the consent of the host nation's government or after a

~ An associated force of al-Qa'ida includes a group that would qualify as a co-belligerent under the
laws of war. See Hamlily v. Obama, 616 F. Supp. 2d 63, 74-75 (D.D.C. 2009} (authority to detain extends
to "`associated forces,"' which "mean ̀ co-belligerents' as that term is understood under the laws of war").
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determination that the host nation is unable ox unwilling to suppress the threat posed by
the individual targeted.

Were the target of a lethal operation a U.S. citizen who may have rights under the
Due Process Clause and the Fourth Amendment, that individual's citizenship would not
immunize him from a lethal operation.. Under the traditional due process balancing
analysis of Mathews v. Eldridge, we recognize that there is no private interest more
weighty than a person's interest in his life. But that interest must be balanced against the
United States' interest in forestalling the threat of violence and death to other Americans
that arises from an individual.who is a senior operational leader of al-Q'aida or an
associated force of al-Q'aida and who is engaged in plotting against the United States.

The paper begins with a brief summary of the authority for the use of force in the
situation described here, including the authority to target a U.S. citizen having the
characteristics described above with lethal force outside the axea of active hostilities. It
continues with the constitutional questions, considering first whether a lethal operation
against such a U.S. citizen would be consistent with the Fifth Amendment's Due Process
Clause, U.S. Coast. amend. V. As part of the due process analysis, the paper explains the
concepts of "imminence," feasibility of capture, and compliance with applicable law of
war principles. The paper then discusses whether such an operation would be consistent
with the Fourth .Amendment's prohibition on unreasonable seizures, U,S. Coast. amend.
IV. It concludes that where certain conditions are met, a lethal operation against a U.S.
citizen who is a senior operational leader of al-Qa' ida or its associated forces--a terrorist
organization engaged in constant plotting agaznst the United States, as well as an enemy
force with which the United States is in a congressionally authorized armed conflict and
who himself poses an imminent threat of violent attack against the United States, would
not violate the Constitution. The paper also includes an analgsis concluding that such an
operation would not violate certain cxizninal provisions prohibiting the killing of U.S.
nationals outside the United States; nor would it constitute either the commission of a war
crime ox an assassination prohibited by Executive Order 12333.

I.

The United States is in an armed conflict with al-Qa'ida and its associated forces,
and Congress has authorized the President to use all necessary and appropriate force
against those entities. See Authorization for Use of Military Force ("AUMF"), Pub. L.
No. 107-40, § 2(a), 115 Stat. 224, 224 (2001). In addition to the authority arising from
the AUMF, the President's use of farce against al-Qa'ida and associated forces is lawful
under other principles of U.S. and international law, including the President's
constitutional responsibility to protect the nation and the inherent right to national self-
defense recognized in international law (see, e.g., U.N. Charter art. 51). It was on these
bases that the United States responded to the attacks of September 11, 2001., and "[t]hese
domestic and international legal authorities continue to this day." Harold Hon~ju Koh,
Legal Adviser, U.S. Department of State, Address to the Annual Meeting of the
Aanerican Society of International Law: The Obama Administration and International
Law (Mar. 25, 2010) ("2010 Koh ASTL Speech").

2
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Any operation of the sort discussed here would be conducted in a foreign country
against a senior operational leader of al-Qa'ida or its associated forces who poses an
imminent threat of violent attack against the United States. A use of force under such
circumstances would be justified as an act of national self-defense. In addition, such a
person would be within the core of individuals against whom Congress has authorized the
use of necessary and appropriate force. The fact that such a person would also be a U.S.
citizen would not alter this conclusion. The Supreme Court has held that the military
may constitutionally use force against a U.S. citizen who is a part of enenny forces. See
Hamdi, 542 U.S. 507, 518 (2004} (plurality opinion); id. at 587, 597 (Thomas, J.,
dissenting); Ex Parte Qui~in, 317 U.S. at 37-38. Like the innposition of military
detention, the use of lethal force against such enemy forces is an "important incident of
war." Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 518 (plurality opinion) (quotation omitted). See, e.g., General
Orders No. 100: Instructions for the GoveYnment of Armies of the United States in the
Field ¶ 15.-(Apr. 24, 1863) ("[m]ilitary necessity admits of all direct destruction of life or
limb of armed enemies") (emphasis omitted); International Committee of the Red Cross,
Comrrtentat~y on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12
Aug. 1949 and Relatzng to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed
Conflicts (Additional Protocol II) § 4789 .(1987) ("Those who belong to armed forces or
armed groups maybe attacked at any time."); Yoram Dinstein, The Conduct ofHostilities
Under the Law of International Armed Conflict 94 (2044) ("When a person takes up arms
or merely dons a uniform as a member of the armed forces, he automatically exposes
himself to enemy attack."). Accordingly, the Department does not believe that U.S.
citizenship would immunize a senior operational leader of al-Qa'ida or its associated
forces from a use of force abroad. authorized by the AUMF or in national self-defense.

In addition, the United States retains its authority to use force against a1-Qa'ida
and associated farces outside the area of active hostilities when it targets a senior
operational leader of the enemy farces who is actively engaged in planning operations to
kill Americans. The United States is currently in anon-international armed conflict with
al-Qa'ida and its associated forces. See Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 548 U.S. 557, b28-31
(2006) (holding that a conflict between a nation and a transnational non-state actor,
occurring- outside the nation's territory, is an armed: conflict "not of an international
character" (quoting Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions) because it is not a
"clash. between nations"). Any U.S. operation would be part of this non-international
armed conflict, even if it were to take place away from the zone_ of active hostilities. See
John O. Brennan, Assistant to the President for Homeland Security_ and Counterterrorism,
Remarks at the Program on Law and Security, .Harvard Law School: Strengthening Our
Security by Adhering to Our Values and Laws (Sept. 16, 2011) ("The United States does
not view our authority to use militaxy force against al-Qa'ida as being restricted solely to
`hot' battlefields like Afghanistan."). For example, the AUMF itself does not set forth an
express geographic limitation on the use of force it authorizes. See Hamdanr 548 U.S. at
631 (Kennedy, J., concurring) (what makes anon-international armed conflict distinct
from an international armed conflict is "the legal status of the entities opposing each
other"). None of the three branches of the U.S. Government has identified a strict
geographical limit on the permissible scope of the AUMF's authorization. See, e.g.,
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Letter for the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President Pro Tempore of
the Senate from the President (June 15, 2010) (reporting that the armed forces, with the
assistance of numerous international partners, continue to conduct operations "against a1-
Qa'ida terrorists," and that the United States has "deployed combat-equipped foxces to a
number of locations in the U.S. Central ...Command area[] of operation in support of
those [overseas counter-terrorist] operations"); Bensayah v. Obama, 610 F.3d 718, 720,
724-25, 727 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (concluding that an individual turned over to the United
States in Bosnia could be detained if the government demonstrates he was part of al-
Qa'ida); al Adahi v. Obama, 613 F.3d 1102, 1003, 1111 {D.C. Cir. 2010) (noting
authority under AUMF to detain individual apprehended by Pakistani authorities in
Pakistan and then transferred to U.S. custody).

Claiming that for purposes of international law, an armed conflict generally exists
only when there is "protracted armed violence between governmental authorities and
organized armed groups," Prosecutor y. 7'adic, Case No. IT-94-1AR72, Decision on the
Defence Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on Jurisdiction, ¶ 70 (Int'1 Crim. Trib. for the
Former Yugoslavia, App. Chamber Oct. 2, 1995), some commenters have suggested that
the conflict between the United States and al-Qa'ida cannot lawfully extend to nations
outside Afghanistan in which the level of hostilities is less intense or prolonged than in
Afghanistan itself. See, e.g., Mary Ellen O'Connell, Combatants and the Combat Zone,
43 U. Rich. L. Rev. 845, 857-59 (2009). There is little judicial or other authoritative
precedent that speaks directly tv the question of the geographic scope of a non-
international armed conflict in which one of the parties is a transnational, non-state actor
and where the principal theater of operations is not within the territory of the nation that
is a party to the conflict. Thus, in considering this potential issue, the Department looks
to principles and statements from analogous contexts.

The Department has not found any authority for the proposition that when one of
the parties to an armed conflict plans and executes operations from a base in a new
nation, an operation to engage the enemy in that location cannot be part of the original
armed conflict, and thus subject to the laws of war governing that conflict, unless the
hostilities became sufficiently intense and protracted in the new location. That does not
appear to be the rule ofthe historical practice, for instance, even in a traditional
international conflict. See John R. Stevenson, Legal Adviser, Department of State,
United States Militaxy Action in Cambodia: Questions of International Law, Address
before the Hammarskjold Forum of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York
(May 28, 1970), in 3 - The - Vietnam YYar and International Law: The Widenzng Context
23, 28-30 (Richard A. Falk, ed. 1972) (arguing that in an international armed conflict, if a
neutral state has been unable for any reason to prevent violations of its neutrality by the.
troops of one belligerent using its territory as a base of operations, the other belligerent
has historically been justified in attacking those enemy forces in that state). Particularly
in anon-international armed conflict, where terrorist organizations may move their base
of operations from one country to another, the determination of whether a particular
operation would be part of an ongoing armed conflict would require consideration of the
particular facts and circumstances in each case, including the fact that transnational non-
state organizations such as al-Qa'ida may have no.single site serving as their base of

4
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operations. See also, e.g., Geoffrey S. Corn &Eric Talbot Jensen, Untying the Gordian
Knot: A Proposal for Determining Applicability of the Laws of War to the War on
Terror, 81 Temp. L. Rev. 787, 799 (2008) ("If ...the ultimate purpose of the drafters of
the Geneva Conventions was to prevent `law avoidance' by developing de facto law _
triggers—a purpose consistent with the humanitarian foundation of the treaties then the
myopic focus on the geographic nature of an armed conflict in the context of
transnational counterterrorist combat operations serves to frustrate that pwpose.").2

If an operation of the kind discussed in this paper were to occur in a location
where a1-Qa'ida or an associated force has a significant and organized presence and from
which al-Qa'ida or an associated force, including its senior operational leaders, plan
attacks agaainst U.S. persons and interests, the operation would be part of the non-
international armed conflict between the United States and al-Qa'ida that the Supreme
Court recognized in Hamdan. Moreover, such an operation would be consistent with
international legal principles of sovereignty and neutrality if it were conducted, for
example, with the consent of the host nation's government or after a determination that
the host nation is unable or unwilling to suppress the threat posed by the individual
targeted. In such circumstances, targeting a U.S. citizen of the kind described in this
paper would be authorized under the AUMF and the inherent right to national self
defense. Given this authority, the question becomes whether and what further restrictions
may limit its exercise.

II.

The Department assumes that the rights afforded by Fifth Amendment's Due
Process Clause, as well as the Fourth Amendment, attach to a U.S. citizen even while he
is abroad. See Reid v. Covert, 3S4 U.S. 1, 5-6 (1957) (plurality opinion); United States v.
Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. 259, 269-70 (1990); see also 1'n re Terrorist Bombings of
U.S. Embassies in East Afi~zca, 552 F.3d 157, 170 n.7 (2d Cir. 2048). The U.S.
citizenship of a leader of al-Qa'ida or its associa#ed forces, however, does not give that
person constitutional immunity from attack. This paper next considers whether and in
what circumstances a lethal operation would violate any possible constitutional
protections of a U.S. citizen.

A.

The Due Process Clause would not prohibit a lethal operation of the sort
contemplated here. In Hamdi, a plurality of the Supreme Court used the Mathews v.
Eldridge balancing test to analyze the Fifth Amendment due process rights of a U.S.
citizen who had been captured on the battlefield in Afghanistan and detained in the

2 See Prosecutor v. Tadic, Case No. IT-94-1AR72; Submission of the Government of the United
States of America Concerning Certain Arguments Made by Counsel for the Accused, at 27-28 (Int'1 Crim.
Trib. For the Former Yugoslavia, App, Chamber July 17, 1995} (in determining which body of law applies
in a particular conflict, "the conflict must be considered as a whole, and "it is artificial and improper to
attempt to divide it into isolated segments, either geographically or chronologically").

5
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United States, and who wished to challenge the government's assertion that he was part
of enemy forces. The Court explained that the "process due in any given instance is
determined by weighing `the private interest that will be affected by the official action'
against the Government's asserted interest, `including the function involved' and the
burdens the Government would face in providing greater process." Hamdi, 542 U.S. at
529 (plurality opinion) (quoting Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 335 (1976)). The
due process balancing analysis applied to determine the Fifth Amendment rights of a U.S.
citizen-with respect to law-of-war detention supplies the framework far assessing the
process due a U.S. citizen who is a senior operational leader of an enemy force planning
violent attacks against Americans before he is subjected to lethal targeting.

In the circumstances considered hexe, the interests on both sides would be
weighty. See Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 529 (plurality opinion) ("It is beyond question that
substantial interests lie on both sides of the scale in this case."). An individual's interest
in avoiding erroneous deprivation of his life is "uniquely compelling." See Ake v.
Oklahoma, 470 U.S. 68, 178 (1985) ("The private interest in the accuracy of a criminal
proceeding that places an individual's life or liberty at xisk is almost uniquely
compelling."). No private interest is more substantial. At the same time, the
government's interest in waging war, protecting its citizens, and removing the threat
posed by members of enemy forces is also compelling, Cf. Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 531
(plurality opinion) ("On the other side of the scale are the weighty and sensitive
governmental interests in ensuring that those who have in~fact fought with the enemy
during a war do not return to battle against the United States."). As the Hamdi plurality
observed, in the "circumstances of war," "the risk of erroneous deprivation of a citizen's
liberty in the absence of sufficient process ... is very real," id. at 530 (plurality opinion),
and, of course, the risk of an erroneous deprivation of a citizen's life is even more
significant: Bufi, "the realities of combat" render certain uses of force "necessary and
approprzate," including force against U.S. citizens who have joined enemy forces in the
armed conflict against the United States and whose activities pose an imminent threat of
violent attack against the United States—and "due pxocess analysis need not blink at
those realities." Id. at 531 (plurality opinion). These same realities must also be
considered in assessing "the burdens the Government would face in providing greater
process" to a mernbex of enemy forces. Id. at 529, S31 (plurality opinion).

In view of these interests and practical considerations, the United States would be
able to use lethal force against a U.S. citizen, who is located outside`the United States and
is an operational leader continually planning attacks against U.S. persons and interests, in
at least the following circumstances: (1) where an informed, high-level official of the
U.S. government has determined that the targeted individual poses an imminent threat of
violent attack against the .United .States; (2) where a capture operation would be
infeasible—and where those conducting the operation continue to monitor whether
capture becomes feasible; and (3) where such an operation would be conducted consistent
with applicable law of war principles. In these circumstances, the "realities" of the
conflict and the weight of the government's interest in protecting its citizens from an
imminent attack are such that the Constitution would not require the government to
provide further process to such a U.S, citizen before using lethal force. Cf. Hamdi, 542
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U.S. at 535 (plurality opinion) (noting that the Court "accord[sJ the greatest respect and
consideration to the judgments of military authorities in matters relating to the actual
prosecution of war, and ...the scope of that discretion necessarily is wide"); id. at 534
(plurality opinion) ("The parties agree that initial captures an the battlefield need not
receive the process we have discussed here; that process is due only when the
determination is-made to continue to hold those who have been seized.") (emphasis
omitted).

Certain aspects of this legal framework require additional explication. First, the
condition that an operational leader present an "imminent" threat of violent attack against
the United States does not require the United States to have clear evidence that a specific
attack on U.S. persons and interests will take place in the immediate future. Given the
nature of, for example, the terrorist attacks on September 11, in which civilian airliners
were hijacked to strike the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, this definition of
imminence, wkuch would require the United States to refrain from action until
preparations for an attack are concluded, would not allow the United States sufficient
time to defend itself. The defensive options available to the United States maybe
reduced or eliminated if a1-Qa'ida operatives disappear and cannot be.found when the
time of their attack approaches. Consequently, with respect to al-Qa'ida leadexs who are
continually planning attacks, the United States is likely to have. only a limited window of
opportunity within which to defend Americans in a matuier that has both a high
likelihood of success and sufficiently reduces the probabilities of civilian causalities. See
Michael N. Schmitt, State-Sponsored Assassination in International and Domestic Law,
17 Yale J. Int'1 L. 609, 648 (1992). Furthermore, a "terrorist `war' does not consist of a
massive attack across an international border, nor does it consist of one isolated incident
that occurs and is then past. It is a drawn out, patient, sporadic pattern of attacks. It is
very difficult to know when or where the next incident will occur." Gregory M. Travalio;
TerNorism, International Law, and the Use of Military Force, 18 Wis. Int'1 L.J. 145, 173
(2000); see also Testimony ofAttorney-General T,ord Goldsmith, 660 Hansard. H.L.
(Apri121, 2004) 370 (LT.K.), available at
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/1d200304/ldhansrd/vo040421 /text140421-
07.htm (what constitutes an imminent threat "will develop to meet new circumstances
and new threats .... It must be right that states are able to act in self-defense in
circumstances where there is evidence of further imminent attacks by terrorist groups,
even if there is no specific evidence of where such an attack will take place or of the
precise nature of the attack."). Delaying action against individuals continually planning
to kill Americans until same theoretical end stage of the planning far a particular plot
would create an unacceptably high risk that the action would fail and that American
casualties would result.

By its nature, therefore, the threat posed by al-Qa'ida and its associated forces
demands a broader concept of imminence in judging when a person continually planning
terror attacks presents an imminent threat, making the use of force appropriate. In this
context, imminence must incorporate considerations of the relevant window of
opportunity, the possibility of reducing collateral damage to civilians, and the likelihood
of heading off future disastrous attacks on Americans. Thus, a decision maker
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determining whether an al-Qa'ida operational leader presents an imminent threat of
violent attack against the United States must take into account that certain members of al-
Qa'ida (including any potential target of lethal force) are continually plotting attacks
against the United States; that al-Qa'ida would engage in such attacks regularly to the
extent it were able to do so; that the U.S. government may not be aware of all al-Qa'ida
plots as they are developing and thus .cannot be confident that none is about to occur; and
that, in light of these predicates, the nation rr~ay have a limited window of opportunity
within which to strike in a manner that both has a high likelihood of success and reduces
the probability of American casualties.

With this understanding, ahigh-level official could conclude, for example, that an
individual poses an "imminent threat" of violent attack against the United States where
he is an operational leader of a1-Qa'ida or an associated force and is personally and
continually involved in planning terrorist attacks against the United States. Moreover,
where the al-Qa'ida member in question has recently been involved in activities posing
an imminent threat of violent attack against the United States, and there is no evidence
suggesting that he has renounced or abandoned such activities, that member's
involvement in al-Qa'ida's continuing terrorist campaign against the United States would
support the conclusion that the member poses an imminent threat.

Second, regarding the feasibility of capture, capture would not be feasible if it
could not be physically effectuated during the relevant window of opportunity or if the
relevant country vt~ere to decline to consent to a capture operation. Other, factors such as
undue risk to U.S. personnel conducting a potential captuxe operation also could be
relevant. Feasibility would be a highly fact-specific and potentially time-sensitive
inquiry.

Third, it is a premise here that any such lethal aperatian by the United States
would comply with the four fundamental law-of-war principles governing the use of
force: necessity, distinction, proportionality, and humanity (the avoidance of
unnecessary suffering). See, e.g., United States Air Force, Targeting, Air Force Doctrine
Document 2-1.9, at $8 (June 8, 2006); Dinstein, Conduct of Hostilities at 16-20, 115-16,
119-23; see alsa 2410 Koh ASIL Speech. For example, it would not be consistent with
those principles to continue an operation if anticipated civilian casualties would be
excessive in relation to the anticipated military advantage. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff Instruction 5810.OID, Implementation of the DoD Law of War Program ¶ 4.a, at
1 (Apr. 30, 2010). An operation consisfent with the laws of war could not violate -the
prohibitions against treachery and perfidy, which address a breach of confidence by the
assailant. See, e.g., Hague Convention IV, Annex, art. 23(b), Oct. 18, 1907, 36 Stat.
2277, 2301-02 ("[I]t is especially forbidden ... [t]o kill or wound treacherously
individuals belonging to the hostile nation or army ...."). These prohibitions do not,
however, categorically forbid the use of stealth or surprise, nor forbid attacks on
identified individual soldiers or officers. See U.S. Army Field Manua127-10, The Law of
Land Warfare, ¶ 31 (1956) (article 23(b) of the Annex to the Hague Convention IV does
not "preclude attacks on individual soldiers or officers of the enemy whethex in the zone
of hostilities, occupied territory, or else-where"). And the Department is not aware of
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any other law-of-war grounds precluding use of such tactics. See Dinstein, Conduct of
Hostilities at 94-95, 199;-Abraham D. Sofaer, Terrorism, the Law, and the National
Defense, - 126 Mil. L. Rev. 89, 120-21 (1989). Relatedly, "there is no prohibition under
the laws of war on the use of technologically advanced weapons systems in armed
conflict—such as pilotless aircraft or so-called smart bombs-as long as they are
employed in conformity with applicable laws of war."2010 Koh ASIL Speech. Further,
under this framework, the United States would also be required to accept a surrender if it
were feasible to do sa

In sum, an operation in the circumstances and under the constraints described
above would not result in a violation of any due process rights.

Similarly, assuming that a lethal operation targeting a U.S. citizen abroad who is
planning attacks against the United States would result in a "seizure" under the Fourth
Amendment, such an opexatzon would not violate that Amendment in the circumstances
posited hexe. The Supreme Court has made clear that the constitutionality of a seizure is
determined by "balanc[ing] the natuxe and quality of the intrusion on the individual's
Fourth Amendment interests against the importance of the governmental interests alleged
to justify the.intrusion." Tennessee v. Garner, 471 US. 1; 8 (1985) (internal quotation
maxks omiitted); accord Seott v. Harris, 550 U.S. 372, 383 (2007). Even in domestic Iaw
enforcement operations, the Court- has noted that "[w]here the officer has probable cause
to believe that the suspect poses a threat of serious physical harm, either to the officer or
to others, it is not constitutionally unreasonable to prevent escape by using deadly force."
Garner, 471 U.S. at 11. Thus, "if the suspect threatens the officer with a weapon or there
is probable cause to believe that he has committed a crime involving the infliction or
threatened infliction of serious physical harm, deadly force may be used if necessary to
prevent escape, and if, where feasible, some warning has been given." Id. at 11-12.

'The Fourth Amendment "reasonableness" test is situation-dependent. Cf. Scott,
550 U.S. at 382 ("Garner -did not establish a magical on/off switch that triggers rigid
preconditions whenever an officer's actions constitute `deadly force."'). What would
constitute a reasonable use of lethal force for purposes of domestic law enforcement
operations differs substantially from what would be reasonable in the situation and
circumstances discussed in this white paper.. But at least in circumstances where the_
targeted person is an operational leader of an enemy force and an informed, high-level
government official has determined that he poses an imminent threat of violent attack
against the United States, and those conducting the operation would carry out the
operation only if capture were infeasible, the use of lethal force would not violate the
Fourth Amendment. Under such circumstances, the intrusion on any Fourth Amendment
interests would be outweighed by the "importance of the governmental interests [that]
justify the intrusion," Garner, 47I U.S. afi 8—the interests in.protecting the lives of
Americans.
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Finally, the. Department notes that under the circumstances described in this
paper, there exists no appropriate judicial forum to evaluate these constitutional
considerations. It is well-established that "[m]atters intimately related to foreign policy
and national security are rarely proper subjects for judicial intervention," Haig v. Agee,
453 U.S. 280, 292 (1981), because such matters "frequently turn on standards that defy
judicial application," or "involve the exercise of a discretion demonstrably committed to
the executive or legislature," Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 211 (1962). Were a court to
intervene here, it might be required inappropriately to issue an ex ante command to the
President and officials responsible for operations with respect to their specific tactical
judgment to mount a potential lethal operation against a senior operational leader of al-
Qa'ida or its associated forces. And judicial enforcement of such orders would require
the Court to supervise inherently predictive judgments by the President and his national
security advisors as to when and how to use force against a member of an enemy force
against which Congress has authorized the use of force.

Section 1119(b) of title 18 provides that a "person who, being a national of the
United States, kills or attempts to kill a national of the United States while such national
is outside the United States but rx+ithin the jurisdiction of another country sha11 be
punished as provided under sections 1111, 1112, and 1113." 18 U.S.C. § 11 I9(b)
(2006.).3 Because the person who would be the target of the kind of operation discussed
here would be a U.S. citizen, it might be suggested that section 1119(b) would prohibit
such an operation. Section 1119, however, incorporates the federal murder and
manslaughter statutes, and thus its prohibition extends only to "unlawful killing[s]," 18
U.S.C..§§ 1111(a), 1112(a) (2006}. ,Section 1119 is best construed to incorporate the
"public authority" justification, which renders lethal action carried out by a government
official lawful in some circumstances. As this paper explains below, a lethal operation of
the kind discussed here would fall within the public authority exception under the
circumstances and conditions posited because it would be conducted in a manner
consistent with applicable law of war principles governing the non-international conflzct
between the United States and al-Qa'ida and its associated forces. It therefore would not
result in an unlawful killing.4

3 See also 18 U.S.C'. § 1119(a) (2006) (providing that "`national of the United States' has the
meaning stated in section 101(a)(22) of the Immigration and Nationality Act," 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(22)
(2006)).

4 In light of the conclusion that section 11 I9 and the statutes it cross-references incorporate this
justification, and that the justification would cover an operation of the sort discussed here, this discussion
does not address whether an operation of this sort could be lawful on any other grounds.
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Although section 1119(b} refers only to the "punish[ments]" provided under
sections 1111, 1112, and 1113, courts have held that section 1119(b) incorporates the
substantive elements of those cross-referenced provisions of title 18. See, e.g., United
States v. Wharton, 320 F.3d 526, 533 (5th Cir. 2003); United States v. White, Sl F. Supp.
2d 1008, 1013-14 (E.D. Cal. 1997). Section 1111 of title,l8 sets forth criminal penalties
for "murder," and provides that "[m]uxder is the unlawful. killing of a human being with
malice aforethought." 18 U.S.C. § 1111(a). Section 1112 similarly provides criminal
sanctions for "[m]anslaughter;" and states that "[rn]anslaughter is the unlawful killing of
a human being without malice." Id. § 1112(a). Section 1113 provides criminal penalties
for "attempts to commit murder or manslaughter." Id. § .1113. It is therefore clear that
section 1119(b) bars only "unlawful killing."

Guidance as to the meaning of the phrase "unlawful killing" in sections 11.11 and
1112—and thus for puxposes o~ section 1119(b)—can be found in the historical
understandings of murder and manslaughter. That history shows that states have long
recognized justif cations and excuses to statutes criminalizing "unlawful" killings.s One
state court, for example, in construing that state's murder statute, explained that."the
word ̀ unlawful' is a term of art" that "connotes a honnicide with. the absence of factors of
excuse or justification." People v. Faye, 10 Cal. Rptr. 2d 217, 221 (Cal. Ct. App. 1992).
That court further explained that the factors of excuse or justification in question include
those that have traditionally been recognized. td. at 221 n.2. Other authorities support
the same conclusion. See, e.g., Mullaney v. YYilbur; 421 U.S. 684, 685 (1975)
(requirement of "unlawful" killing in Maine murder statute meant that killing was.
"neither justifiable nor excusable"); cf. also Rollin M. Perkins &Ronald N. Boyce,
Criminal haw 56 (3d ed. 1982) ("Innocent homicide is of two kinds, (1) justifiable and
(2) excusable."). Accordingly, section 1119 does not proscribe killings covered by a
justification traditionally recognized under the common law or state and federal murder
statutes. "Congress did not intend [section 1119] to criminalize justifiable or excusable
killings." YYhite; 51 F. Supp. 2d at 1.013.

The public authority justification is well-accepted, and it maybe available even in
cases ~vhere the particular criminal statute at issue does not expressly refer to a public

5 The same is true with respect to other statutes, including federal -laws, that modify a prohibited
act other than murder or manslaughter with the term "unlawfully." See, e.g., Territory v. Gonzales, 89 P.
250, 252 (N.IyI. 1907) (conshuing the term "unlawful" in statute criminalizing assault with a deadly
weapon as "clearly equivalent" to "without excuse or justification"). Por example, 18 U.S.C.
§ 2339C(a)(1) (2006) makes it unlawful, inter alia, to "unlawfully and willfully provide[] or collect[]
funds" with the intention that they maybe used (or knowledge they are to be used) to carry out an act that
is an offense within certain specified treaties, or to-engage in certain other terrorist acts. The legislative
history of section 2339C makes clear that "[t]he term ̀ unlawfully' is intended to embody common law
defenses." H.R. Rep. No. 107-307, at 12 (2001).
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authority justification. Prosecutions where such a "public authority" justification is
invoked are understandably rare, see American Law Institute Model Penal Code and
Commentaries § 3.03 Comment 1, at 23-24 (1985); cf. Visa Fraud Investigation, 8 Op.
O.L.G. 284, 285 n.2, 286 (1984), and thus there is little case law in which courts have
analyzed the scope of the justification with respect to the conduct of government
officials. Nonetheless, discussions in the leading treatises. and in the Model Penal Code
demonstrate its legitimacy. See 2 Wayne R. LaFave, Substantive Criminal Law
§ 10.2(b), at 13S (2d ed. 2003); Perkins &Boyce, Criminal Law at 1093 ("Deeds which
otherwise would be criminal, such as taking or destroying property, taking hold of a
person by force and against his will, placing him in confinement, or even taking his life,
are not crimes if done with proper public authority."); see also Model Penal Code
§ 3.03(1)(a), (d), (e), at 22-23 (proposing codification of justification where conduct is
"required or authorized by," inter alza, "the law defining the duties or functions of a
public officer," "the law governing the armed services or the lawful conduct of war," or
"any other provision of law imposing a public duty"); National Commission on Reform
of Federal Criminal Laws, A Proposed New Federal Criminal Code § 602(1) (1971)
("Conduct engaged in by a public servant in the course of his official duties is justified
when it is required or authorized by law."). And the Department's Office of Legal
Counsel ("OLC") has invoked analogous rationales when it has analyzed whether
Congress intended a particular criminal statute to prohibit specific conduct tk~at otherwise
fa11s within a government agency's authorities. See, e.g., Visa Fraud Investigation, 8 Op.
O.L.C. at 287-88 (concluding that a civil statute prohibiting issuance of visa to an alien
known to be ineligible did not prohibit State Department from issuing such a visa where
"necessary" to facilitate an important Immigration and Naturalization Service undercover
operation carried out in a "reasonable" fashion). '

The public authority justification would not excuse all conduct of public officials
from all criminal prohibitions. The legislature may design some criminal prohibitions to
place bounds an the kinds of governmental conduct that can be authorized by -the
Executive. Or the legislature may enact a criminal prohibition in order to limit the scope
of the conduct. that the legislature has otherwise authorized the Executive to undertake
pursuant to another statute. See, e.g., Nardone v. United States, 302 U.S. 379, 384 (1937)
(federal statute proscribed government wiretapping). But the generally recognized public
authority justification reflects that it would not make sense to attribute to Congress the
intent to criminalize all covered activities undertaken by public officials in the legitimate
exercise of their otherwise lawful"authorities; -even if Congress clearly intends to make
those same actions a crime when committed by persons not acting pursuant to public
authority. In some instances, therefore, the best interpretation of a criminal prohibition is
that Congress intended to distinguish persons who are acting pursuant to public authority
from those who are not, even if the statute does not make that distinction express. Cf. id.
at 384 (federal criminal statutes should be construed to exclude authorized conduct of
public officers where such a reading "would work obvious absurdity as,' for example, the
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application of a speed law to a policeman pursuing a criminal or the driver of a fire
engine responding to an alarm").6

The touchstone for the analysis whether section 1119 incorporates not only
justifications generally, but also the public authority justxficatioxi in particular, is the
legislative intent underlying this statute. Here, the statute should be read to exclude from
its prohibitory scope killings that are encompassed by traditional justifications, which
include the public authority justification. The statutory incorporation of two other
criminal statutes expressly referencing "unlawful" killings is one indication. See supra at
' ~ .Moreover, there are no indications that Congress had a contrary intention.
Nothing in the text or legislative history of sections 1111-1113 of title 18 suggests that
Congress intended to exclude the established public authority justification from those
justifications that Congress otherwise must be understood to have imported through the
use of the modifier "unlawful" in those statutes. Nor is there anything in the text or
legislative history of section 1119 itself to suggest that Congress- intended to abrogate or
otherwise affect the availability of this traditional justification for killings. On the
contrary, the relevant legislative materials indicate that, in enacting section 1119,
Congress was mexely closing a~ap in a field dealing with entirely different kinds of
conduct from that at issue here.

The Department thus concludes that section 1119 incorporates the.public
authority justification. g This paper turns next to the question whether a lethal operation

6 Each potentially applicable statute must be carefully and separately examined to discern
Congress's intent in this respect. See generally, e.g., Nardone, 302 U,S. 379; United States Assistance to
Countries that Shoot Down Civil Aircraft Involved in Drug Tracking, 18 Op. O.L.C. lab {1994);
Application of Neutrality Act to Official Government Activities, 8 Op. O.L.C. 58 (1984).

Section 1119 was designed to close a jurisdictional loopholerexposed by a murder that had
been committed abroad by a private individual—to ensure the possibility of prosecixting U.S: nationals who
murdered other U.S. nationals in certain foreign countries that lacked tfie ability to lawfully secure the
perpetrator's appearance at trial. Ses 137 Cong. Rec. 8675-76 (1991) (statement of Sen. Thurmond). This
loophole is unrelated to the sort of authorized operation at issue here. Indeed, prior to the enactment of
section 1119, the only federal statute expressly making it a crime to kill U.S. nationals abroad (outside the
United States' special and maritime jurisdiction) reflected what appears to have been a particular concern
with the protection of Americans from terrorist attacks. See 18 U.S.C. § 2332(a), (d) (2006) (criminalizing
unlawfizl killings of U.S, nationals abroad where tha Attorney General or his subordinate certifies that the
"offense was intended to coerce, intimidate, or retaliate against a government or a civilian population").

18 U.S:C, § 956(a)(1) (2006) makes it a crime to conspire within the jurisdiction of'the United
States "ta commit at any place outside the United States an act that would constitute the offense of murder,
kidnapping, or maiming if committed in the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United
States" if any conspirator acts within the United States to effect any object of the conspiracy. Lilce section
1114(b), section 956(a) incorporates the public authority justification, In addition, the legislative history of
section 956(x) indicates that the provision was "not intended to apply to duly authorized actions undertaken
on behalf of the United States Government." 141 Cong. Rec. 4491, 4507 (1995) (section-by-section
analysis of bill submitted by Sen. Biden, who introduced the provision at the behest of the President); see
also id, at 11,960 (section-by-section analysis of bill sulimitted by Sen. Daschle, who introduced the
identical provision in a different version of the anti-terrorism legislation a few months later). Thus, for the
reasons that section 1119(b) does not prohibit the United States from.conducting a lethal operation against
a U.S. citizen, section 956(a) also does not prohibit such an operation.
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could be encompassed by that justification and, in particular, whether that justification
would apply when the target is a U.S. citizen. The analysis here leads to the conclusion
that it would.

C.

A lethal operation against an enemy leader undertaken in national self-defense or
during an armed conflict that is authorized by an informed, high-level official and carried
out in a manner that accords with applicable law of war principles, would fall within a
well established variant of the public authority justification and therefore would not be
murder. See, e.g., 2 Paul H. Robinson, C~irrcznal Law Defenses § 148(a), at 208 (1984)
{conduct that would violate a criminal statute is justified and thus not unlawful "[wJhere
the exercise of military authority relies upon the law governing the armed forces or upon
the conduct of war"); 2 LaFave, Substantive Criminal Law § 10.2(c) at -136 ("another
aspect of the public duty defense is where the conduct was required or authorized by `the
law governing the armed services or the lawful conduct of war"'); Perkins &Boyce,
Criminal Law at 1093 (noting that a "typical instance[] in which even the extreme act of
taking human life is done by public authority" involves "the killing of an -enemy as an act
of war and within the rules of war").9

The United States is currently in-the midst of a congressionally authorized armed
conflict with al-Qa'ida and associated forces, and may act in national self-defense to
protect U.S. persons and interests who are under continual threat of violent attack by
certain al-Q'aida operatives planning operations against them. The public authority
justification would apply to a lethal operation of the kind discussed in this paper if it were
conducted in accord with applicable law of war principles. As one legal commentator
has explained, "if a soldier intentionally kills an enemy combatant in time of war and
within the rules of warfare, he is not guilty of murder," whereas, for example, if that
soldier intentionally kills a prisoner of war—a violation of the laws ofwar—"then he
commits murder." 2 LaFave, Substantive Criminal Law § 10.2(c}, at 136; see also State
v. Gut, 13 Minn. 341, 357 (1868) ("That it is legal to kill an alien enemy in the heat and
exercise of war, is undeniable; but to kill such an enemy after he has laid down his arms,
and especially when he is confined in prison, is murder."); Perkins &Boyce, Craminal
Law at 1093 ("Even in time of war an alien enemy -may not be killed needlessly after he
has been disarmed and secuxely imprisoned ...."). Moreover, without invoking the
public authority justification by its terms, this Department's OLC has relied on the same
notion in an opinion addressing the intended scope of a federal criminal statute that
concerned the use of potentially lethal force. See United States Assistance to Countries

y See also Frye, 10 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 221 n.2 (identifying "homicide done under a valid public
authority, such as execution of a death sentence or killing an enemy in a time of war," as examples of
justifiable killing that would not be "unlawful" under the California statute describing murder as an
"unlawful" killing); Model Penal Gode § 3.03(2)(b), at 22 (proposing that criminal statutes expressly
recognize a public authority justification for a killing that "occurs in the lawful conduct of war"
notwithstanding the Code recommendation that the use of deadly force generally should be justified only if
expressly prescribed by law).
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that Shoot Down Civil Aircraft 1'nvolved in ~3rug Trafficking, 1.8 Op. O.L.C. 148, 164
(1994) (concluding that the Aircraft Sabotage Act of 1984,18 U.S.C. § 32(b)(2) (2006),
which prohibits the wilifizl destruction of a civil aircraft and otherwise applies to U.S.
government conduct, should not be construed to have "the surprising and almost certainly
unintended effect of criminalizing actions by military personnel that are lawful under
international law and the laws of armed conflict").

The fact that an operation may target a U.S. citizen does not alter this conclusion.
As explained above, see supra ,the Supreme Court has held that the military may
constitutionally use force against a U.S. citizen who is part of enemy forces. See Hamdi,
542 U.S. at 518 (plurality opinion); zd: at 587,, S97 (Thomas, J., dissenting); Exparte
Quinn, 317 U.S. at 37-38 ("Citizens who associate themselves with the military arm of
the enemy government, and with its aid, guidance and direction enter [the United States]
bent on hostile acts," may be txeated as "enemy belligerents" under the law of war.).
Similarly, under the Constitution and the inherent right to national self-defense
recognized in international law, the President may authorize the use of force against a
U.S. citizen who is a member of al-Qa'ida or its associated forces and who poses an
imminent threat of violent attack against the United States.

In light of these precedents, the Department believes that the use of lethal force
addressed in this white paper would constitute a lawful killing under the public authority
doctrine if conducted in a manner consistent with the fundamental law of war principles
governing the use of force in anon-international armed conflict. Such an operation
would not violate the assassination ban in Executive Order No. 12333. Section 2.11 of
Executive Order No. 12333 provides that "[n]o person employed by or acting on behalf
of the United States Government shall engage in, or conspire to engage in, assassination."
46 Fed. Reg. 59,941, 59, 952 (Dec. 4, 1981). A lawful killing in self-defense is not an .
assassination. In the Department's view, a lethal. operation conducted against a U.S.
citizen whose conduct poses an imminent threat of violent attack against the United
States would be a legitimate act of national self-defense that would not violate the
assassination ban. Similarly, the use of lethal force, consistent with the laws of war,
against an individual who is a legitimate military target would be lawful and would not
violate the assassination ban.

IV.

The War Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2441 (2006} makes it a federal crime for a
member of the Armed Forces or a national of the United States to "commit[] a war
crime." Id. § 2441(a). The only potentially applicable provision of section 2441 to
operations of the type discussed herein makes it a war crime to commit a "grave breach"
of Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions when that breach is commifted "in the
context of and in association with an armed conflict not of an international character."lo

'o The statute also defines "war crime" to include any conduct that is defined as a grave breach in
any of the Geneva Conventions (or any Geneva protocol to which the United States is a party); that is
prohibited by four specified articles of the Fourth Hague Convention of 1907; or that is a willful killing or
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Id. § 2441(c)(3). As defined by the statute, a "grave breach" of Common .Axticle 3
includes "[m]urder," described in pertinent part as "[tJhe act of a person who
intentionally kills, or conspires ox attempts to kill ...one or more persons taking no
active part in the hostilities, including those placed out of combat by sickness, wounds,
detention, ar any other cause." Id. § 2441(d)(1)(D).

Whatever might be the outer bounds of this category of covered
persons, Common Article 3 does not alter the fundamental law of war principle
.concerning a belligerent party's right in an armed conflict to target individuals who are
part of an enemy's armed forces or eliminate a nation's authority to take legitimate action
in national self-defense. The language of Common Article 3 "makes clear that members
of such armed forces [of both the state and non-state parties to the conflicts ...are
considered as `taking no active part in the hostilities' only once they have disengaged
from their fighting function (`have laid down their arms') or are placed hors de combat;
mere suspension of combat is insufficient." International Committee of the Red Cross,
Interpretive Guidance on the Natzon of Direct Participation in Hostilities Under
International Humanitarian Law 28 (2009). An operation against a senior operational
leader of al-Qa'ida or its associated forces who poses an imminent thxeat of violent attack
against the United States would target a person who is taking "an active part in
hostilities" and therefore would not constitute a "grave breach" of Common Article 3.

V.

In conclusion, it would be lawful for the United States to conduct a lethal
operation outside the United States against aU.S.- citizen who. is a senior, operational
leader of al-Qa'ida or an associated force of a1-Qa'ida without violating the Constitution
or the federal statutes discussed in this white paper under the following conditions: (1)
an informed, high-level official of the U.S. goveznment has determined that the targeted
individual poses an imminent threat of violent attack againstthe United States; (2)
capture is infeasible, and the United States continues to monitor whether capture becomes
feasible; and (3) the operation is conducted in a manner consistent with the four
fundamental principles of the laws of war governing the use of force. As stated earlier,
this paper does not attempt to determine the minimum requirements necessary to render
such an operation lawful, nor does it assess what might be required to render a lethal
operation against a U.S. citizen lawful in other circumstances. It concludes only that the
stated conditions would be sufficient to make. lawful a lethal operation iri a foreign
country directed against a U.S. citizen with the characteristics described above.

infliction of serious injury in violation of the 1996 Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of
Mines, Booby-Traps and Other Devices. i$ U.S.C. § 2441(c).
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Exhibit 3
To the Declaration of Colin Wicker
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cc~~urr~ I<i;E~ 71 aarut'i~ ,ion c+r cxtt~r~., St is [h+.:it~r~~~' itacit`ia~~ v [ew ~I'th~ uri~ao~l i'atcas dia~ ~~ ji'f inr~ zt Mum sn Usrnk;
~t; urltu++,IG^1 ~'ca~ ~ata~u?~~,, s~:t :tuti zs+e,vy:4~dn rri~en ct~rzac µ~%t1t~>ut.;ji~sdfl~.sumi o~ v~e~.su.' M4;6~~ua;{ ltrr~Ce~nri~.A4~~.tia_!
IJ~sit~:ri Stntc;; t;%Y~i)~ cii:,:)_ o.t ttl..~:i,. tint; c b.Y, cc~i»t~~ent (c')(~) (er„;risr~sS:~;;~riJ i~>cll. (t:Jl

y kViz~ic at ;t~ x~rti{ eri~~iinal :Aatiatc, tnc~>i~c~t~ret.tli.~ p~c~tiG nua~i~~ t~~ ju~uttc.~~ti.<i~t sn~i tti4 }~t~V~i~ir~lLn1
~pFtf~I~P)t~:I Y1. ~1b1llt, ~.l&~i!!]1,(1)CI FI~iC S~Uf?L'U:~,'l~l~ti{.JS16~l1 EIGJ~(11371~ ~l.I.arc is~»~i:: ii~c~ ttre4~ami~rrt: ~'~.YE 1~1~5 4I1C. ~4,[tl Y~UtilC~flill7dUi6ka(3

I.l'it:4: E1(SCN i'4`~~`ilIl:~~i: {SlT~)~I7$G~-jY~ f1I O.I~~1C.1'ti\!;~tiG~ ~)~' :iSfill~ G~it~I7.Cf l'(itllll~G=~l~l~Jl 11i4~~1;1:~I.~lbfi1(lhl~I~'AIiI:I:1.CifS~:; CI1~G-:(:i0~(%Cd{IaLG11T:i~~.

(~)~T.}.
tt~~t:~}
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tty)f~~ ~
(~`)t.~~

.lu ,~~:'ic:ati~>ii i~a rr~ve~~;;i:d ;~r~ i.rtc7ct•~a;~r~t.l.j}iir~ riai'i., :tii;[~ ~iarct~icuit 1~:aLv lr.~ytiti~.~~;; l+~9udc;1 l~~n~i) ~,r°~~1~:
~r~~i (::~~i~.~i~~u;,~rk!'i::S }~ .).~a,.; (:.-oaa:~:tr~Li~t I,;tl 2<I {~~~~3:+;i;:c/~ {-`i:~`fr f~i•rit~r~hn~i!.crt~,~~alG~~vi, ~ (:)~). CJ,i..,,C;:
?S , '?s,> ~i.,'. ~ 8,'~ ~ I r~lir~), i~.ncf this [kr~ ~`.I~ Ilf(IG 1..~:`iCs Itl':v iii R'~'li ~:l:~ c:a~t~~~~ l~civr a~~:~:f1~~:c:r1 t.i~~:.
tit;~i)~r,;_o4'l.f~~ jci5i~fitx~.ti:>i~ ~~~iila ce-si.~c..c:t rc.i tltc e.otrtlwct c~t~~~>~~ca'ia~fifcr3l calitc.i.tx~4,Era Tt}cu~.ei17~f~.s:;,.
~i~~t ili'~S}k)ita i:rr. tl;.c; I~,au:Gu~{? tr:~;.il~:sGs ,+nil i~.l tlra t~f~Jt;i: }rc ~u) ~ ~c~c cl~;n~c~rr. tr;t~x~ .titi lel ii.irncrr.~. :Src~
.7 ~~`,a1~as~: }:..1_,<tZ 7vc, ,~il~);i!lit/1fIkQ: (~t•f.77~1)1fll I,.(l~v ~ :) ~Y.~~~~~,. ~:r.:~ 3S (~c! :+:,cl.:,'~t.},I); frc;rk.irls ~~:
iic~}.e:c: t rirras;r~ll l cr~,~ pit, ~(~GD3 (`T;~,~.~.ci:,.~t~is )r:ati~^~~~} c,1~~a~ ~.r#:lie c:~intif~ti!., swc11 its ta~~ittc; ~a:e
cacstrc:~rfin,F' laru~, , t~~. t,Yl. i~~ .jrnl~. c~i' 7 ~; c t~ea:~:i f~~A It~rce.~~nd ~~;ratirt !rrs ~~~~lt, ~~I1C:111~. I:1DiI1 ;g
Cf:l!'1~JrI1CfiI~i1,E; t)1 41~.C;iB liiftlll[;.~i15 {I~(a.'A~'G }IUI:G'f1f17~,S 1.f ttU{1t. JV.I:E~~ }Ii'flJ2C:j'}SF~~~.~~l.C.illlxl3i'i~`l$~,~'~i.,f:(t.~,
r,l.~;~i Mt>tf,.k l''Gr~a~ (:t:>:ci~ 4 `i.~13(I ~(ri~; ~c#~ fi );, tii ~ ~ ,?~l.tN~c~Ta~?±~a~~~; cuciitrwutinli ta~l~.ju:~t~fi~;ici~~u
avirc.ru uc~Fi~itai:i. [;; .<rGe~.€~iit.ii car` ~~t~iJ~nr •;exi l~~-,,` rratkt ;t~i;~, :̀flt~ Iat>+ elr:liTa~i~m t3i~• tJ4rti~y axt l~t:~i~E{t~r~,;
o('~ pabli~c c:il'ficrr ...':, "tlac hn4~ ~~vcrnrir,~,,_~l.~ ~~r~n~~l'::~cst'~r~r<~;;.tir ih~ Ta~~ti.~~~ ~;~~~i~la;.~t ~~i ~~are,"; w:r~
:.::tIYti' C7lI1C! 31'(''4~isi~n ul lu~ti^ iitipr~si~tr; ~~~~lile citrt.v~,).; ~i~tt~:t~iriif (>:~ar7:~~.» n fi~`ri::~~~~t~sr~aai:a,.t I t,~i:e;r~~t
f.'rirrtiria+l l,~,e~;~. ,:'~ j7rc~r{,atic.el;~J~tiv l :e.~+`crx~1 C; ~ii~~~ns+l C'.~~cii.: ~::rt1~4'•l; ("~dextiFltit:t:s~i;~;ta~uc~ ~za ilk
;7~;l;lic ~;:r~vart :r~ ~he::•nu;si, n9'f~i~;-~,f'ti:;i~€~ duii~,~ f5:.ji~:tit~ft~c~ ~+~taa~3 it is. r~•e~tzix~~9 <:~~•rta~t~c~~xt~:~! }fiy
1~+~~."). A.nfl G~~T,f.'. iirs~ irvc~l.;ed .~;rtt~lcr~~~is ra:~.itxn~tic~ ~Wl~~,ta it:7~~is ~;rri1.}'rvcl ~ul~.ctfu;r G'tur~et~:s:;
i;~tcri~leci. u.{~f~rtii.iii<n~ rK~ftn.~ti~l'st<ittite: to ~~r~~~tihit sl~c,.~i(:a~ ~otti~~c3 a3a~t c~Sfa~rwiKt ~sr~{s ~zri.C~~°i:~t, ~t
Y ~: ,, r. ; c , uj,f~~`(.I'f1:[175;111 lf;~,ili~~ `s ~tai.tinr:i~{1~s. ~1;~)

'd'fa~ }.~~.~ladic ~aGr~~i~,ritY :)~tS:I;tI'1~i9ttt,~A C~13t'~ pF1'.i C:`~G{I~'f;..EI~.T Ci'I~IEICTGt' tk.~~ ~~W~}:I9:c. OJ:~:Gl#B.j.S ~:PfSH7 :4}.E
C,T'If71-Ilan} j:~t'6F~'~il~dti.t);it:S. (I1G I4-~'_I`~I~Stl1'(<`111tt.}'. t~C:ti1~11.Sf1171t ~i fJll~1:11i1~ :j~1'~~A1~31X'1~1`!£ ~fk )3~`cti:l': hl'~'UI]XS9 (717
t!•i~: kiry:cls rai':~;ra~ ~i.~~n;~~ t<ii u~~i~~ttrct.l~~~~t.e<ir~ l~~.: itrtl~A~ri~sd UY 6Y~•c I::~wc~iv~, C9:r t3~~; l~~i~f~~ittr~
iva~.~ c:xt:+~a, ;~ ~.t~~mzrr:ri }} r4~ifi;iitrr~ iii c~k•~.i~r tw.clii)itnit ~fi~ ~ ~c~~>e E~f'itrc ~,~~iicitt~;t ttrk4 E.~t~: l~~!i;;Strit~r~

c•.~ruiz~~i, inclusii::i~ l>>~ tliv- :utl7art7,i~t~;.~t~ii:~.i~: brat rt,ij;iYt sirs{~l~::ti~c {xrc<~ks:tNi°. C~ir t1i4:~r4g~i~,itui ~i`~lie ~~~1~lir, autiii~rit~~
iu~uti:,uic,n i¢sri:: l+nthcrc,; iii sucli::c~rsa~,: tFiQ &i tAit131 FI'.f?ff)~ll~'11I.]C?kl SIfi1~k{~:~F,U+:+~ tilkl:ill)}S~~ (\Y'Tlli. p i~k[C~}J71i`
~;<lwritincr~ial cgiar:trrC. ni :~swv i»:tfii::~TYst i1~~ritrlc,r: ~?xra~iae E~c)Iti~Y.SS ltTl"G~i~~l.~ fI4~11 ftCt1}Jl~)f'tiCll'1 ESk'~~IS. t[7JA~I:If~K}"I7~ "tCti~:
j31EE~i~G ~t~,Ik~iYTl'!k)!,jl~Sl}~f~tGil~lltlfl E'}~t~f kf - [11C1?i'~1.Clt'~klL`5. ~;:~SFI~YCJ'Si~k} ~{`~34i'4~T4[~('jkt(.MC1411EC G~X~?1'.S~$8~(V El~fl~1~1TI~iS,~..~1J18.
g,<svraa~rrei~x:kn erg ;:r~,ts.in i.lt4s~zrisJ~:ic ttiirAlrcC ir,:rj~~usti~n,.tT~ctr t~isaf~e ~~~it~ltC:Ta~ rav: ~tt~Cl !t~ iFlvt~kt~ the b~i~srs~ ~,uia!~~.ni
t~~ai>Li ° r~ii:f~~; ty .jus~ilickl<E.iSu d~~~t~ i~w, ce i~~e i t ~t+td~t~ ~akuiltc ~I~~t~~iEt~e~:~c~1f ~w~;:in ~ff~c~, c;~ira+GcS ntiC.~~.S,~e~itic.
ss,~E:c~miou~.ti~.tnar.t~t.~~; tt~e.c~xec~uivu to:cfa tivlrat ilie Ca~vtat~~r~ Pius atlr~i`~ursq. ~;+~+i~xali}~ Itfrt~it3 ~~ra. ~~,iii~, ;~
ciFe;,i:nttfillCO t4 nxrt i[tl„e~ss~d.fti l~:i~ tvliilc~ ~aa~scr, C~.1

~o .1`4t~: rytres~ic~n o3'a •`fs~~i~la:n~rtlir~rity";jiastiliunciortis. rt~~ae6rtYxare ~'cyv~wt}v ~itt~,a~:ec~. ua ~asaas svfraro
~irFv;ur: ~r~rry cta~~~f~ctt wie!r;~ erifFaa ~i+tG~•;ae~.w~a the ucicnae tfin:.hc rcf'i.ia7 ufs;>rruarilr~rit,~ rTinl:a ~aul~tic trY~3i:~zit ~i~1~~uci~.y.
ccrr~i'~rrc:ci siP.ctii fins tcr.esi~~~s izYflau-cftullL~t~;ccf ctaciilt+ci,..'x;.E~,r,~u,raa~af{p t,inzt~~';~rtva Attv'~ac,ys' i~i7at~~1 tip: ~3,
(;C1t161fi;l~ I~t4~Ul'C~ ~A4SI:t.uFf1 ~ L~:~S .(:d43C/'Tfll'it~,i.QfiTEI: t~fiSPd15S11Y({' Glfi't,cJ t~~~~Ct"C~1K S17G~fi't1~P~f154S Ul~`~jdtry0~:uit~rita~.
kTf! l~~lUl`C()!"); '4.4~2t~tE~' ~~ ~.:Of13bi~1:' IT 6111 ~~l'~Laf:li <t ~ ~'~4CIA; ftl:I~ C:7'~J~tlillJ.f~~ ~~.;f'i~4;'4~ ~11 ~ I~d'<7(~t~SCf~ I`?~G ~,I' C~Gfit~.`Gf`~Yi'324~:t~ ~iYk~:C
§ ti(~~,('~j Mc3tle~ }'Lr~YI f:'odv k 3 U"a~,}~Zb~~se.~ cil~ ~Jnir<s~ Sr ri~„r c (ar~c7r6r 3#kT f~,.3~1'J,4~~, ~3~ .(4t4i Gir. k4~kkC);
t:1~Titcr/ ~t~rfrw~-~. ,`.ta.~utu~~arl, 1~3 } "?~) ~"? Iq. 1:?3~ 3t~~,1':tli[ l,fr :l?.~tlCi,). Uu~rrt~S~atczr. ~~ tdrt3,~,`ra~r, 71?.i~.~d'~<). ~S~-ft~

~i (~.'rr. tyy~i); i~cct: lz,_ 6;~ns. [' 1 ;:3: (rct~~iia~s~ il~.t~iit(urLto aink9i3~ j~ti~cs'~~:xzGrit ifliv: ~~e~;ti~15 Ti) Isrl!t~kC firlstll ii ~.t1~1138

,rutfiari~~ ri~t~nveJ. Suca`r catics. srr~_c nt ackix•~:s~~sl iri tl T.~ vr~l ike }rx~cw, quid iftic xl:(~~;cs~s°iUi~ nttltc "~)tiP~lir.t~t~r}i~sric~~"
ju[i.Cca:a~rn ~~ lcri'r►eJ e~ t~i:~u c}aestioii of"w}tst:t~J' ~ ptr~'i~~:tFtTr r.~ie~r~n~l ~i~~v app4Se& t~..~;~?c~rf~ ccaEtieltrc~ taAs~crC:tk~n t~:y
,~i7wt~rrirrr~nr rx~c~n;~rr s+aut~zeatrnt Is7:t#io. it a~~tl.r.~ar(ttc.a; ~lJa

'' ~3~u, c:~;., 1'i~ca f'hciu~rl ~rrvs~s~a~~€x~ir~~a~ R C"~N_. ~:1~;G. ,tt'~~J-~#3 ~~:c~a~~i~~~txy. t~~.ct v+vtl stuGUtio:_~aiu?~.~it.ii.ig
Iss~c<~nc:e ~~1"visa [Q nn q:i`ria k~le~~h~n 6a l,c finc:l }~~b~v diet ~acrt ptt~ht~it. zt:~4~ l,7e~nrUncE t tr~>tit.isserxn~ st+cFa tt ti~is:z ~chc~Fv
';.1 Ni~~RYy'1F~~" to t~~ ii ca.ic is+s~.t~efal+i i.nil~~bi~ i.:~i3c~~~~ ~+~ac9: T:~01~lIT.ilal'~-h:l3~tY17 SCl"1~tl.`,~?~~~f~ar~~':.~ExYi~t~~fi;~r~e~~i~ra:~ea~ricti U4~rk: ~~i~ ~i~
'ru:+.tiastirilS~i" (asl~iu;t'1.
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f~~f'~-)

~~
(!'ali31

i~.~ c?(1~~~-~~ i c.:,~trihtai.irzcl t1~~; t:,r,~~,r;iuc*: t<x rtT~elea•c~~l~t; i.~~u;~t~~i~ii ts~ .»t~t~~c:~ titntt~l:.~` 'I`~ut G.t~4~
,v c•c~.f.;~~:itic,r, Ylr~t~ i.(i:et~r:tl eri~t~.irt r~ sl~tt:~~tc ri.i-:~~~ inc,~sFj~aa~a~c tirt:.j>ulili~>..~rifEtirttti~j~~stil"rczti~k~~
r~ d%r; fit:; tkic 1aG~ tl~a1 it Guc>ta1CJ Itol ~.3.~:ir~;t scr~s~.t~a i{btri#~~~I.~ I<i ~;:~+ia~ it ti.~ t.l~t. iaiaGiit tinl~i ~'c<>~~~r~e1. L<~
aric ~~i it:, cri,i7,ii..~i ar~rtuter; tct: J~Etyt:til~ic~ill t~nt~~ti~c,9 iretti~iti~::y.~Ei cit,~tri:lt_x a i~y;.~r1ili~; c~.tti~:i~~~w i~~ [iic~.r f~>>iin~t~ic c~Rc~3~cie~~ a•f't.hc;tt nthcrrw~i:,c. la~uifti! ~trlitckiitfiGs,.cvca~ if`C:`utkt;+v~y~ le,~; c.C~.~trty i.klt~,:~rekwc~.cia

ari rl:c: tl7G~e c~~i~j~ ~rct:ia;~g ~i ~:rir~`~c. ~~'Ii(:fl C:C5 1111i1`111~C~-t3)~.~ic.i~Ssat~~ ~ulic~ Fia•u:nx>t ,•ic:ti.~~~,,r:ar;~e~zans.ti~
:,~rc•ia ~tt~lsl~;c iiiicr:it)'. Iti s~7~t~r# anyt~~Escc:~, rktci•ti.(r~i~,.ffit~:~~G~:t.e:r i+rs,~~ cif.;:+ cri~~tT~tial ~3rc7]~il~i~i~ra n~..i~~
~ve~i ize ttt.it t:;ci.i~~ ;:;s tz7e_zt~t t+~ ELni~i~,~ lts}a t•1~~t5+~e Jj~t'st~rrs ~~~1'te~ ,irk t~c~s~;; ~~t:t:;cr;ant tc~ f,i.~ xii.c
~~iit)~caril~~, t~t ;czi~~t ~i~ ;c~it~ec=.•c;:~~s~~t~irTc:~s,..f~rc~irt tltcrsc ~w.fte~;~t~s rtt~t., ~vcr~;ia'ttie .t~ir~itt; I?:~r tcrrras.
~lvc;;..rrc~i rraskc: tl~~.t clistir~~ irc.~n- v!~Ezru~~. (.~' I~'rte~cli~rrc~ ti= l,1~~s"rre;ct,S'tcflr}_~•, :kf12 t.l.~i.:S7r~, i~~ (.!~)~7t
+,1 e1r,;r1:{ (,T'Tt11lI.T~1~ SI.tNU1:C~ .it~cs~:!~i f~~, G~a~tstrutcf tG, ~;\GI116IG:iFIl~Il4~rf'!'l.C~EI .i:O1TlIl7.Cl (~~ ()t7}`1ItC «'1'li~ur:,
~~ I~crr su4~i ~ t~: ~ef:r~rk „~•.cr~i:}ci ~.~~nr1~, cr~ier)c3kr~ ast,v~,ir c(i~:5~ ~~~,> f~c~r.. ~~~,:~xi~~)tile„ t~ac: ~~~r~4,~s~ai.~xr~ c~l'~~ :~~~~~ci
~i.l1ti' ~!~ i! ~14Y~,I.GC1)YYt+ j?C:li~;ilt{il(y.c1.~fllCTl!)(1} ~iT ~flt: l~:'1~~Ci ~.r'.il jITG D:l4:~k19Y; fE."'ij3(>Ill~:€I1~.lp i:`,l il~i'i:'1.t1"~,~ 'i
(~i;

1(~ ~ 4, ~~ thc: e;<~~; ~~f' a..f`~dcr~il iaatircle,t st;~ixt~,, t~iat~c is ~~c?.~cay~r.~~1 b::r tx+;a~~~.71yit~.~ lC~.e ~aulali.c.
~iu~ihr>c~ty ~tasti.ii:cat.nr tc~ c~rrrtl.i;y~.i ~~rc~fi►i;~xt~ut3,..i~cxr. c~c~r~r~ lr.,.~Wi:i:1a ~~~:~}>re:t tu.j~t'e3:~~iEtiti~a~Ftx ci~a i~las.
u.til<t~;~tii! «aL. ~a tis~~cl~y :J'~r~cr r#ic Mc~~r( 3'c:~~;~j _f;:~a<(c.. r~ucesfnrraciz~f~~r,~ tlta:lc;~;~~1~[i~r~:~ s~~~i~rt xr~.ak.c
Efir: ~aut~Jft~ ~ai~ajir,~r:~ ~~>r "puuh`1-:~:.d~~tj•") ju•:til°ie;r~tic~~~ ~z~,ia:k~~t~le;.tlic>rig;Ftci~trly ~~lic^~:1L~~: ►j;~~;~cr(';~~ctr.
fn:•cr 'r~; ~;,,vc;r•~~3 Div ii rrtr>rs; ~~r~rti~til.a►r,j:ustif~~~t:i~sn ~s~~~t1r rt~:tl~;Ea:tt;~: t9:f' ~tti~~s cir ~~u ~1:5~. n~'<t~~tilly
lis~;;~; :}>~~ ~~~~s~ ~:ii~errciesr~4rit}, c~~it.~;r.~ tifu zt,~~: i,.!'nueli:fita~~;. v° :4:u~li~a'it!#5w;.raf+t~~:~sJ~ ~~r.[Izc~rr~.uil ~~~
l~f~~~,'' r,r ~~~t:ict~::~u~} ~"n~~.e:t; "~~~~~~ i°ia :tise l~a~t~i,i~ ~~«riue:t.~~l'~i~;e;'; t~4~~)~:f 1"'~ti~t.I (~~E~w
t, f ti~i(?;~f3J, t '~, .~es~.~lsc~ rc~; C,er=~rnr~t~t 3 at "?b ~e~s~t~: atitl~'f', .~7!'t7Gt'~'..f~k'E~ 1{d clfll~~~l tI~G; ~'~t)CICI
1'< n~ti t,~c3rti. ~~,z.<;ritr.s~~t~_~riltt>t~ ~"i C'7ti1~r ~;~r~lc ti, «ltt~ist~~,.II..FtE1t tl~Ett~~lllt~ ~fkEit j~GG~t:i~, {`C1C311Cfl.rtic~.~,
.''twt~~c> ~sz~~~ctc:cl ::~accitic SGrii:~tes c#wcFl~av~ F~~ri.tr t11c rjt~~;~~icrn ~st'a~~}~rx ~rertili~ c~3~Ciri~.~:s:nrt:.}u~ti1'iec.l :ri
'.~i'~t> ~_l~~udlti~ t~:~:~a, ~~ria~c,;li c~tri+~r rrr.~,~c.rd~iu tfiNt ai~_afit~t;:; m~i{rt:~:it~ ~1» a~c~.i~C'nz~ti;:irie~ ~~t'hiti cal'f'i.ei.~ri
iiutiv;; si7lcs~ rey~car,~i71,~' I1~'~~'~ ~3~~l~t~~;cl ifl~iG 51r~.~1 ~x)YcuC :tvi~S ̀ `it~ec~:~~;~r.~ „as` ~t]~~;r• til:rF~ h~~~c: r~+c>a~c:
~r~~~uifv ;,rx}vici:4ci tt~~t~ G3t~ Fi~ili:I_i~. crnilic.~r~~ ~~(e;ia,c is arv~t)a~31e c~µh~:r~ ~~jc ~,tivot•nttra;rrt ~a:f(i~cr

cnct~a~;~.~ isr a "ray+cc>~7{rt~{c: ~:~i:r;, ~se." c~ftr• ~~Ft:; i~tl f"uri fiift ~;~h 'l:i~.r~ is..}1kY~!d4:r~~~~~,.t~~xfi~s~~r~T

'` S'rc, r:t~ ~.Aravrlonu v:. t/ir%(erJ.~ta,'c~c., J~a? i):.~. ~7~,:7ti~:(:FsJ.:~3}:.{~vv~;rnFr3u~st s~sii~c~~e}~~~:iral;.su:~.~ pr~scri~v;':
by f'~:~[c:t'ttf St~tltt t j. Cllr

~i fi':tc9k ~;ilta~tFu#ly t:y~pli:~trtilc.!tt~tuta r~iu:~;a l~~ .cxret't'l~.1y za~t~:s„4~yrtt~1~ ~a:utrtitr.~d Ec~ aiisc+;~:a~i~ S;.c}i~~;rc~gfi`~
irlt~:gf. Pii eH~~ r4~~:}~~:;r-»:~.ir.#~ a~ ~ah:~.tlicw tC iiiitioa~:a a I~,~s.yuatti4lct~:JS{uti~~}ppa~~tar7 ~~ecks~(~ )1 {~ [1ctj~ai~rs:s: `rc'o
~r4~yTl~F'<7iJ~~. c.k,.,. Urnr~;:cl':St~r~c r(:e.,~fsttarie!v ~~(klairi.~irtkee rl~,1t:~,~~.tr~J~f~~r~r~~~i~f`j}fr~rc~~ l~rrt~rslw.~ll tar.~)rrz„~9're~~paekit+,~f.
Ifi ()(~, C?,t..:G;. I ~y,q (pejr}:}~; ~~1f~p:f~'GnFtcrrr a~'i~cuPi~rr~i{~.~i:~ I<r #,7~etil fiirr~rxaixtizata~l`clrviM'~s, 8_.~:h~. La;S:,L'. 5+'+` (l'~1fi ~~,
l~~

rn ,i,~e, e:AK.. Nea: lk~s~; ~iidt. ~: ;?~'m1~~~#,'~~(~)~ F~'ll. C::~.f4. k 3~~(~~y T44, If1:~ifsi (<z~cs Ytt...:'., ~ ~2;?:l (:b'?. 't€,),1

~~' S4 c. r:,~z,., A.ri.....ltc~°.:4tat; ~ I:i-4 ~ p,~,, :~V4a~nc; ks:v..4tat. A:risi. tit. ! ~:, .~ f Ff? ~?. (4~~

~c :sr4: ~,~t:,,~ln: Stet. ~ 1.9A-~_d"3;; T[: Y. Pernl I.ti~~ ¢.3~5:~:5:(t~;:1.af~nva,:,Snhctrurlh~r,~~';rii~~uval ~.ttcv
tJ tE1.".xtl;'r, ex4 #:S n. i;:.cc~.v uCt't~:3.ttik~irrkr~ei, C;Yti~iit~trl /.ir+v fJ.xi~v;scs.§ f.4'~[ii~;,:a.t v:(S ((ar~,~:i~:Yiit~;.i~i. t fiie ~~^tc;f:;c
;;hc~~rFel.t>u a.vuGlnb:}e~irt~ il'.ci~; ai~t+~r cn~~~„c~'Ititltt:uu.Ehc~rtrv{I Ci111{1UCl"«r#}u~j xrd tc~:tlic c~lCtll tl.tk~5'~~t}!i4~ j~Cttt(+c~
ar fii~~thcr the i~itere:st ~r~tac:tt:d;~r lurckizc~~cl fey EE~~; ,~xzzrct c~f.zsutha~rity,~ a~i~i:ivt.[ui e:k "is r~:uKc3~i:rtsiv itr Cc;Fudi~~~ Iv (aw

. c r~r~riry ;rl~ lfti' tHfrs~c~; ~~rt~ulls;E;~sxaktcnsd a~~t~ tt~~: inia7~rtaircc ~F3t~.c i~rt~rc~ii~ 4~;>tiv.ftirtli~t~ed U:~~ such e~~ctcist+• ~~'
trutirra~ it}~"j;. trl. ~. t~~7(~:}, ~e'djb-'1.t1; (lla .

f~,3G~ ~
(r~:j~~}
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~~};t
(~~:f~)

..~-

~,u~tt~tc this r, :;i~,:ic,~,.t~tr;t, Sjnd ~~cilltc r sc~~.tiai~ I I 1 ~ r~.<.~r ;t~.t)~ p'f ~li~, ~rtt>.c,r~ax.~i-aieel ti~i_~ :k;3 ~~ir~~,~ait>ia~~:t
:c.tun~; irirtli [lip; ;~.rl>s.twntia~c: ~;1F;ntcria:~ ra( 61 t..>i;.c~ic~~.t i l .l ~l(!~~ ~,l~~c:~i a, }7a•c~vtd.i~ and ~,x;.>s•c:ss
p;.~,i~i;~nr~: ~r; tc~ i~~ cx. ~;te:ncc~ car tic:ca~~-, t71' khi;~;jtastkllCal'ti3'al: (i:.:l

~t~aiii : ~i±i~. Ezatt:{,~,:eca:encl, t:irL tcrti,,:!ss:4a~.~e: I't>r ~lt~~:~i i ii:)r5~~ c~f~ s++.lk~tl~c,:t ~a.~a~it~~i i 'r l ~3
in~~ ~,'a:~,s~;~.r>~~ nt~i crnty~ j:iatit~fit~<tti~»S.f;c;ac~~l'1~~. taut t~I~.~~ tl~~ ~,~~~Iie r~~~Fhc7a•.i~ty I~u:,iS~rr,~iirtta iii
~~~ari.icu:i~;•, is t'i~c Irei+l:z~:~,u~i7i~~at ~.zct~Jt:rlj~iic~; tla.F~ c:t7~i~ii7~a ~t~turc. 1•l~rc., tltc~ s:t~~ttr~~ sl:~.ra~ifc~:laE•
rc;ati is, ::~c.~ii~ic (r >it~. its i ~~a~t~i.t~itot~r ;;~;o~r~. l~rTl3ir~~s• tlir.~t:.~i•~..~i~c:txs~t~>a:,•;t~ c~ ~~3,,f:~:fu~tt e~~~sa{
,~5~~€a.i~:;~i icr~z;.,, z4h e~7 inc}ud~; tt ~ r~~at~.Sit ~~ ~19~.rrii~~,1w;~~i(i~:.~ri.~ai~. `i'~iazrc~ arti i~cr itx~fcc,~t~~~::;-t,(r~T
C,t:rte>..~~:~s fi;i~ ~~ r s~.:tr•~~y ttifcns~.~7it. ?~~~~tlaait:? ii1 "1~3~ tr xt:.t~i l~v~:i~Ji~~~~~~ li7k~cii;y c~~'sr,~.a:~c~ni~ (i ~:1::.
1 1_ 13 cif ti.tt~ .1'K s~~~~~;~ sts ll~at ~,.rx~~;~ c:~;d:~azi~.rt<i~~ra zca axci~+~~E{~ t'l~e:t~t~~ii:~ktc;ci {3x~lal~i~: s1~~:tizcrr~Ey
jt~.,ftl'tcitin~~ fiu:~it t)a.c~~e tlt~t f~t~t,~it~.z:~ ~t}ic~~~iaci ~r~tis~ kJc~ ~~itciiEs:'1~1ct~~:lta:ft~r~+~: ir3~~><rrl~c~t'Itr.~rt~;t~t~
tii~: uti4 cat' [I~~i~ n~c~ilifi~r ` uu~lin~~:i~~~ ti~~ Clrr~~c ~~.,atat~~:~. (~~~~.i~!rk K~a.c::s~jl~ttttGGl ttt31~~VGF;:C~i~ti'sliyt~ flic~
;uhtit:trrtrt~e ~;c:;,~~c: ~>1°;vul:i>fi I ~.0 ~~1(I,7~): t7 'N.Oi' 1.4' IIl't3G4 ~i~t;~il~j.i.~~;.i~p tlac t~,~t.t~~• ~~~;i~ltct~~~c ~ti:~4tsr} a!'
~~~etinri I't. f~1 ii~,•c1i'tx:s }ikl~~~:rf'CI:T~3E C;~s~ ~rt~ts ii~.tvnt~cc}.:t.t, ~ii~iu~b~il~ ter ofli~:rsx~~c as'i'~%c.:t t,hc:
zi+~<i lat~iii.t~• irracic,r tl~Y~l;.~.t~xtu~~cz~ of this t:~~d~t~rs~~~~l jtt~tific~~rciti ̀ tir~''.1:'slfi~i~s. t;)a'i ~li~,wt~y~tr.,Fr~+,. Fria
ck:lc~ art ;.~;t;;;i..1i ~c.. r~.rt~irri<7.Is ii~r~ic;:~tt~ ti1~iE in~ ~:7iu~.cii~r~.sci:tEe3f~ ! l y J t„~~nL,;Y~:; t~xa~ rne;rci~ ~:tt~..inZ
a rai;~.in ci 1•i~.(i, ~Ic.:iliai~~ ~4itlY~ ctti°r~.lv cl.(~'~sr rxt:};iatkl~ ~f cnin<hie;~ i`1a;~n t~~~et ~t:t i:;;~t~c~ l~~.te. ~~.: )

"C'trr: ~~rit~,iir ~~J'st~:tieit:~ .t°11.<) y~fts:~ E~iile~ttztlt~.i~tit~ "~~~~t.az;r.ot ~.}~ia~c~c3:~7.a~Is:~:~a°lit~rrt~r:~,
r~ci of'f~1~~~;" .vE~ii:la ;5~~iator'~'Ea4lr~aacr~a°~~~nt~~~f;ia~at~ ~lti~c~i~~;~ ti5~ lt)2zi~Crs~ti~r~;ys.iii rr.:s~x~r~~s~ ia~ lie;
~xt~.rr~~N~.,>.i`~~r ^x~jzy~~i~~~~ri~i:~c►tis[r.~.c~~e~~-w~1~r~i~~teiG.~c~~.dick.~°it<~tiit::~~~ri1Fn1Gs~::la~:~a.}t~:c~r~x. ~~c~c ~~•
t;`csni, i:cc:. ~,.ti'7:.." t:!'J9k) ~:;~°atae~y~:~~t crCS`~E~. `:'i~ts~~:~~r~i~~): ~~ir~riy •ri~tvrll~e rr~t~i~:c,~, ~~i~nil~4x
,1:~rtcriti;t;rl tciac;~cr :.t tdi~: ~;~t3tu} rxc~a;~~t:~k :~ Ctar~n~c a~,~l~{rg~r~: (~~)fc~' tnr~tsa.,~:~,~;~ `~1;~;. ~~ti»«i~~ ~~t
~rrrir:s~ e~~tijatiitt~c[ 4hc rtlu~•r~ti; anti ~X~t~ ~;t~n4~:;~tc~:ti lt~ ~i~tJ~iia~:i~l~~ lFi.rrz~~i~ r,~rEJ!c~~.w~: e:ta~+~r. uj~:ihe

j c7.is~~c. 'i'f:c. t~i~>.ri:~rr ti,~~1Ca RCzliCC~'rSF:~ >4'(i3~ CY:1{1~~TC,CGt~:kk} x'i:~n'1tG~I :I~{131~Et~1 Gd4~1Xf ~1d~E~Csr(f"c1}'-it3~!,.t.t+itlf:TtYt~;

,~n:J ;;icri, t~~. ~.xc:~~~4 ~:rt' ~S:4riuxic~ttl..atE~{~~:~t;:t~iEt,tti~;:i~tdr~~i~~~trl~ti~ Gt~:~ii:~.~~ crfi.~i~is~3r:ittrxa~_
r~~:ixa°x~cxl :tcrctz~ l,'Trrt~rl ~t~tu~~#~~,~art~ l~rt ~,c~~~#cssEx~~~. 1d.. ~Yt ~G75 '•~'l~~ ~rz~i~~~i ~~ac~:~ ~iiit r~~~ 3~<<~t~

~ u~i ~r~t:~sci.ic~~lEn~a~y ~viY.~i.S~~t~t~~:`hc>r~a~lt~ ~vciit~.CrJti~r~!~~'i~i~t~tr;~.€ii~ssc~~rticui c~Ct}i~ttfJc:~~zi
rr~~i~tt~r~rand.l;~c.r~:E~rc>,:a~it~~.r:tlit.7i:-z:~~tir3:~ta~t~a ``flip'~~~Cii.~:~i~i~~~!T13d3ItiJt..}lid~:C 'll`~'~:.~~C:1SCSi~.i4'~il

'~ (7lt~:iE`1.t14t r7 }~Gl~rt'~il t'~:ti7S~dI7~ 111 t'}lu ~.#11ILC€~ ~tt1~4~S ~'~'}1:U. El~1~fl~ !1'6EIl'CLR.iClt~: (Sii f~b11C1°11:2111 a1~3P(~r1fk

L;~.~.~j)E i(1 ~?1;1JlC~C~ ~Ii1;tUtl:ii~~ItC(:;~J StlG~t ll:i it 44"t'Ct'~t1Rl Ilt67lt~tii 4f.0 ~~k }17it!'t~C;l S~-~~1 ~ E%f1Cl'~~ cY{~fl~l.t4~,r,

j ltd ~{..r~

'~'~r c1s.~sc t1.~e "1.~c1rr17.c~:1~ wxrsk.i~ I~r,•t1~r~l.l~:v,~ v~~}~i;~:}a y~crs.~~iC~ k>:~~sc~~~ wt~q t7}~~r~i~r fiai'►~~:'s~~~as
ifi €;c.rt.~arij i'cr}•<~ ~;~.a. uc~uaCrz' :~ its ~;~ ~~x F~~:~i1i~~;'`' tr~::,'41 ~'I'lxt.a~~a~~~7.~t <~iElT.kv~E~lc~'l~~tt<<: ~x~~~lcc~ ~} f. ~v
;,~..r.cp:~ ~cy t{i:)~ ;:~s .~irc~~rri3:"t~t~ t~tat <`{,bv:~`fracu~r kf~~ ~i'`~C:t~1~1:~?~?r'lia i~1.~I.~ti 1TYELt~11]€tI, l7{~l~ll•: '~J113:1C',l~

ti.t~t~c~; ~~1t[e sts~;~ z~rit~u-~~~it i~ ~Gt~icict}~e ~.t~tii~tT: ~tt~t~~ ~ttt ~~aflfiTt 4}t~. ~iii~~~~Ia~:ir•~sn ~t`2~e~Eatli.~r
c~i•irtr~ry ~+lit~lt t7r; 7~cs1~ ;1'~ert:~iy 7~r.:vvic~ u~lt~cr ~~~tirr~i:, t ~ .l i k ~ 1 #?„ aid !~i }"~ c~l;il~i~ iiltc:." .~. ~t~l,
I:t~:?.E~ ~.c~~xs. {l41~(.) ~irtc::~r~a.ar~zuw:i<%n ~. d.~~t, 1':~J2cl:E:.~i.~~,: ~~ ~~:~t=t~.'i-r1~f.1.~~~. `~1~~~;jit~~~~.~~ts~xC~~{:4.b

i' •t'}~a;-~}r~,urracr t t~is~t the' asp. crCt~~ t~cxlt .":wul~~v,~ i~">s~~pj3crtts. tltt cc3rtz;9:+t~4un ~t1u# s~cfir>n_ f::Gt;~ aas~:tstp~r.~u~,t
lu ~}ut~kic 1litiic~tt~~ ~usq[iext~ari clr~cs ~~~+~ ~~l,JaClf 1I3~11 Ellt~ AbSS.f1C~ C?~ b1fCli ii' iki'tit tVUH.~L~ f1:C~ftYlC d V(I(tt7:lFd'p

ux>nrl~a!,inn zi,ieatiit~.~ t~.~t~ FPl(CRLIGC~ il(7~`~h ti~333~,111 UTiI.(.Ct4kEl6fN) SCU~IfII.'lt) K41Ii~d`ti~isa +ntt~nn~ai~ ~cavcmt7triit rc~tiift~ct. rs:
ntl,r! ut: ~~; 1aaGli ska~tuw~ utttst i~c; cW~5c3ureai tm _}ks r~~tin t,..nty tt~'c~etcrs7ti~ts; tlry tatuvttnt c~~nur~+fr;u~k41~in1:eF~t_ ,Secr

f ~1
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~~:)(~ l
.._.. _..

Lc>eit;ran{ cl tj ~ep,a~:ue~:;[.:ri~esv~i3it~ti sumi:~ t{"i:i~~ tla4:~~r~j~ecl;ur~S (ni ~~~~adttt~~i1.'`tn ~xt'(311CIC:::I:~1~ 1T44?t1.I7~!~
bi~t~ul'i w.i;tJ~ tlrc t~~;~c~s:ary si.u:tii.uri~y~, i~~ ili~.Eilisenc,c ~(''ti~~tc~;tt+tieltti~ia:L`~e~~i~, c~.,y4~rtci~elsr ro
Ci~ruii3~~ ~nvexiin~er~ls tiiiusativlrcr ac~rnia~iC vii#~;~~ ~r~i~sGs u~uiari~t L1.S. ~~~~e~onf~i:,:`' t17 C:nn~;: 6tt;c,
~iC>7G (191)-(;~i~t~ia7_~[a1 o1'i;cn.'C'}iurrnnaf~l) (i1~i~~lt~si:i~~.:~i., 8~~,.:1~2d.C::hafi,..~;3) i~ 1'l;i
']'}.iirreir~c~~i E~r~:pe~s~l vv~s:ttrcai~~{)iut:CCJ.111.1~. Elil..txnSl:~l~)1FS c.~hi~a<. ~>'I}~ th~l:.~7(>tII t11Fi i~i~~usc. ~itti Si.:i.r~~:
a~ ~tisccl:, f~r:ti cl~<11 bill tlici ii~.t la~;cc~~x~~ {~n~:~. (CJ}

I'i:r tltc tfJ:~.t! E~u~.~gr4s~,.tr re~~l~i:~i vtrtiiat~ o~f'~llc'G'}~4r~~tic~n~ bill 4•as i~~G;:Ri~'c~~,ct pis ~~~~rt ~(°ti~v
~~ro.l.e'ru C<rimc t,nn~~•c~l noel i nw.Uati~rc'rxn~t~t Aat of 19'94. (-1,I~ 3.355 ~ fi{~(°lf?~, lZ')::~ct ~;or7~.
(1 J~7=1:),_ 7'tic e~ew lc_b.isl:~tinit d.is1C~,rcel`l'rUrn_Clio:pr~vic~tiis lilt zn:t~vc~.f~~ed~:~c,~nc.c:i:s l~i:r.t, i~
~~rr:sc,r~hc d c:riti~rnul jrrriScl~~:tii~n ~r~ly~ ~ ~hcr.~ ~vil~ this ~~[j~s~tr~#cai~~aad ~•l~:c victr;r~, ~~crc: k:l:fi:
~r,lzicii-ale, ~vlt~.rc.~;~ :lip i>r~~r[S~il: "t hurn~ni~d: fa~~( w~.~~irJ'h~~~~~:t:5c;t~~~14i1:x~~r~ycl7cti~~sa to a(_i iiis[ai~c~s
in ~va~.i.~:h t1~~.wi:c.Wttt .~~i;i;, a tJ.~y~zt~ktt~:~a~til.(I~~~v.~:t>~i so.~~;t~l°I~d "{3m;ts ~a:E~vrsanallty' j:tu'i;~dre,;i~5n~`~a.
~+4c~~n~,. titc.i~h~~t~~:c~ l:u~a~~c+L1pI].Lltt~' ll(?4..l11t,~t1~C1':CI~~. ~CjI'ai~~te.tjru~%i~i~:tt Grt~~t~ tfic:. ~a~Itcr `l'lt~~n7oa~ei.
l~~i~[.iil~Uri ~lrtii a~ic~ulu tinvc a~.n:~s~iet~d tlrc {~i~ccd~e~:s ft~rc~~l~`~1~~ ti.~n, ~~n~~~s~s'wtx~t (~cf th e
re ~~isa,rl.lcc~~i ~l,~tica~i i1.~ la~~ u~>~~~[rt t~f 'axUlrc t.tr~~`7~?~, i (~~~~'~~; Fyt~ti ii :~~~5 ~~t3it'7c:d•~~s: sccl~xsn
1. ! i z) cif' lit1c f ti'. ~S`.itc F' ~l~ :~:,. l~f'o. t~~-:;':?mss :§;l~:C~n~};: #f~~ :~ l~i~.:.i.'~:~~> ~:i7'7~.;G'I.~`~~J:)~ (;tJ3

'.1.'hti~:, .cuetrc~at t: ~ ] ~ ~sr~~.<lot~i:~~trc:.d t~ .cCar;~: ~i;jur ;sdiet''rna~~.(:1bi~'~sfa jt~.>..y4~;Yi2~a~,c~ ~r~' ;~.na~,~~~icr
lha-i fi~itl I~cctt cca,~anittccl ~13t~~s~31~3, a :i~~~iv~ntc ir~t~av~t~#~~l~~t7.:.G13a~~.GC: ~~itS (litSS,i}~at.it~ t~!' ~~rcj~u~u~:iaa~~;:
tJ,.~, iirat~c>n~~_l~ cvtic>:ia~urz~:ej~w~.t~~Tiir I'1:~..nc+titsnu~~ ~~i certa#~~ fz~rer~t~:c;c~u:ntrias:'ti-ink9~i~~c.~3 rfi~c•

b . ,tbi:lity ~U I~c~~t:u~'I~~ 1~~urc the p~r~3.~:trtitor°s ~}~~S~araricc ~t it ttl., `t'lri~ l;oo~sli~:1~; lTct~l t~c~tl ink :tn-ciz~
t ~~~) ~, ~ilz tlac s~~rF~ni'.~ 3~Ji1.:i:~~ntc:rc~rrorxb~ i. c~~,c~ra~c~« at ~:~~~ae trs~rc..~ ti~rl~c ~, ~~rio:r to

ific;.:Gttil:GttT:l4~it.(il y(~Cl.intl 1 ! 1.3.7.1}1w Q°It1~ I~t%C~~t'71.:;~t~tC~lllt~ ~xj~i~c~C~f.~F ~»~k.in~ i~t a crial~~.t~~ (~91! t~.,~i..
~:i~icie~ii°t~1~ ~~~1ss°~tae9,.~t::1:~rr~i.:~ui;~ ~l.a tine::~x~~c►~~'~~ra~t ►~r~ri.~i~ta:~:jxrri;~;ilicliait t>f#~~c~ iJ~~~a~l ~its,~~.~;,
i~c llut~~f. ~~~~rit ~~j}f~~r~a~s t:p :r~s~~~c:~:~~:►a-~a .pizrtii:silttt.~~r:c~~;c~r~~ ~~~~t(t {~rtale~ti~t.» ~t' ~n~er::i•c~na ~fr~1~~
a~rf~~•isr 7~uFt~:1~:~: ;i'~~~ t.~.v ins...~:..~.:33~'~~~:)'h .~~l~-:(~r~ta ~~rt~ll~if~~. ucEl~tvs('~'l ~ Cl!_~n a:~:i'Lt,:~3.. clati't~izt~t:5
~i~a•«~ci jtiilavru €ht' ~:`~~~tAY33'~~►~C~:IYtI~(~~'ITiS SU'{l~CZ~.113~1~t3'Gf'iX$k~fT:S`{I~'i1E.I.C~~'rtG)~;fi~~-a~.~vaiuwint~iid~d tca
~~a.~ ~~ ~, i~a~i►~~i~.~r~; :car a'.utc~l~i~it~ r aa~a5t.z~:~c~v~rit~:nei~t:.ar. t~. ~~ ~~i~:iir~ ,~o~til~atican."~.Z~ .I.l l~~C*f4~fN'~

H'UIfIL) bG-111~ti~31~~Y3:Ufi 1p: AE}~'fC~t3i.~ ~~~p~~ ~I.~ ~-~'"S G~~~~J1~ ~1~ Q..~iCd'►L~7C~.~Lti1.5YIii,ELCl:II{i} f{~'j1'.f~4J11iVF11'(,

i~i~e:n i~.r_t~ntiesd Icr }c~~ti.~~:n xr.~~~ta~la~~4~.s~~~li.~~t~i~~t~ e~Ct~~~: os~~~t3^!3t<i~ j~b~tic ,~trtlz~~°r#~ ~u~s~:C°iiw~~i~an,
J~sirtiat~:f;~i~iy iit IJ~;I~I sil~rh~z ~:t~i~`t~l~'S ~~~arJ~t~i'd~rdt~ of ~r~1~~~atYti~~c ct~lari~u~ ccatl:it~'i~ti• ~x~:~~nt~iii~iy .

~ 8 7~tc"fl~nrcnrrritf pruj~~ a~i h}xo cr~n.tnin~f ~Srosaetwtinl>~i~rili t~i~rns:~~:Tu'ascGuiic~t~.vir~~.i tly i:eiccsii~cif ter t~ii~:;a
th;u G:crn~,~~3s►i•Iti~ir~t~ly ra~~~Ervd:ati~lc~ac~ir~ti>iitd.'.5.~),b;C.~ ~1%T~(~}. ~vr~~:8t's.t., !~7<16:Ysn~;..~'i. (t7j

~ A ,,:r Uceil~c~z 1t, l~n~~i~.n, "1.`t.~~: !?e~~.s~F:i~c l'x~rsvrru(~rp f'rio»Ip~irr, ~8'~ux, t~ft:'t t.,,1°. 1,. a;i (19~~~ 1:17 C:c,~a:g:.
Rce. 8~i?~ {t J9::1.}°(1.4tter fs~r ~r~rrattrr ~'rxtus.t l?..t~t~o46~ii'as;l~on~ JatiAt CT:: tui~ltitFs.; lxs~sista~nt: S:ectctui~,l.a~i+iitrivc
~lfl,ars, U,:~, tifiatcs go~r~rai~~;ttt {t?~:x. ~fi; 't98~1Ir s~~.b~»ittiad:for tf~!::r~cc~rd~iu~'Pr~ ilacw~'~c:l~n;a. oir iti~'E h:~firmnn~° ~.ili)
(S X757) ('"PI~C Llit~tc"d $1flf~t hi~S ~+Sip'BC~fIf' t[i~:'4t1 tf1C ~~~~11011!tEtt11 tl~m'R~FufC1St~ UCH'%TCik{S"17`1l4)CAt¢l GxtllElittl~
j:~tr'r.Fdiciioi~ hns~cl anlely on thti c~uFia3a~tty~o~C~a ~4c4irt.Czllei'f~r~a.u~itl.~tl'X w~c[h tiiea~~~~tfcnflvuvCCcrcisl l"at~: hry tu~rtl.

~o Gt~u~~~ (rove 1cs[~c€~t~ef:.c->t~rar ~t'~;cf.er~l'fitt~~iai,~le stalt~t~sta un.~r13+ Va1~'a,4'errcciri~zl1y.e#~i;~~3:t~ tl~rx::~bscn4~ of

an cx~+icss ~Sra~Fsla~i~' f<ir c~cErntc~rrlic~i'idtf fip~lict~t~on Spa; e.~;;.1$ t1 ~ ~" ¢ ~ t t4 (c xi~aainnl~~r~~ unl ~~vf;~i.i:.{,~~fiti~~ xafi

toilc.~n! v.f~c.crs:un:d einnlo~ceS} Ut€tsz/ Stzaier:u.~1.f A:nsrar,:58~ F.;.S:~H.Bdd88, 4~7 (~.M~,t~;Y.2~l08).(a~nstrui~~;.

f R U:S,C;, .§ f:l::! ~i tb tinply.~xiri)t~r`ritoPi~~.1y~: f~1)

{~`)~.1 }
~~jC~).
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E~~~~ j
p~~„ ,(

t>rrs~ria•ie~ni~, t1rt~ (rc:+~~ iul ~:ac~it~i~(ct~n, v~.cr~. ifiit~irde.cl to i.~7w;r~ri;e~rFi.tu i.e•.cn:t'a117/CCI ~U;aiIG..~1Ui)I t ~uis:P

It ~f .tria~; ll~t~t h~;rra tit t:sr~ras na~~~=k~tx ~r t7 S, c;~[i:'rc:ti ~'eu~t~il~cl~sx, l).;. 4~t~ ra~~~ I;i~~i uci.~-:~;rtr>I rirc,~tcE~: at~a~~~ t:e~ru~i~rEiti~(rt~~li~n ~~eti.~i~ 11_I:~ x~r<r~ilc~ Iriil iu ii~~dr~,u~~ttc>: tl~w ~~~2~1ii~v}.Lcl
E~ar~Iic ~~uF(icr!-iiv justr~iLc~ft~ir f'cac ~t ki3~iri~ iat.thas c~:~c:.~s ex~~F~~t3~,c1 <i1;ii~~c. t;siuttc,i~ 1 l :l;rl ',.
ii~uc~r2ss>ra~u, tli~, ter9~.ral c~i~rs'ctar,~~i~{ ~~~ia,a~l~cuc;(~t,~r;s:t~rttxtufi a~ic~:~.t~u~ itt;:~~.cil~"s~~rtinr7 ~:+~.itnci~; exn;~ _
to iG rlEi~tifuF,~ E,~kliat~ ~;.1~ U„i.0 s~.9.171, ,11 ~ t~ ~ptc~;~~~~'tl~ttT l~.z5 lt~tciy(itcl iu inc;I:ti~1~. fri~i~i ~il;l
t,' t(re. c~vicic,.r~c:c cal I~,};i::,l<~.u~.e fj~l.~~tt. t~ttt~F if t7~t; t~lilit~~s t~~t~t r7tRi~. nc~t }ar ~~c~r~ri..>sib!~: ;i~:1.i~,iit n(~
irs<<riirm.il jig:~('r1ic:,::t~cEns#t3~~.sttc:lt ~clinr~ At thy; hn~c~ tli . ~:~rcc3`~;c;~.:;;s~za~ vc~r~i~st~:, r.~1 sc,c;tic~;.~s i l.t }
F~~~cl I I I I' ~~'~rc r„ia~e;icci, iF ~,a:~ u~7c1~~i'tili'i()f~:1ItQL.E~II)IttE{;ti.artc~~r~i~k~er~ i.i~ ~r~ctntl ~+°iih lhcr ~.i~i1~Ei~_ .
~1t~~lit,.>rit;'_i~t~.ti~ic.~rt.Ft>.r.~ ~i~t;l'G tiSt1 ~ >IH)I1t\"(~~~I" hc:c~itu~e tt5~~~ ~vt;1't: j~~~,titibxl. 'l'f~c.~x_ is n{~~ iai€tic„ lia>a~
tli r[, f~c;c nu~~. ~~;c,tii~:ii: l f ~ `)f l~~ ~r~~r>;;cribes lltc~-eilt`l.t~~~fi~l 1:ri$trs~;.~l~iruttiCl:~>fi.~..ir;ttia;i;~i?~ tiy~ if. t;.
n;~:t~jf~;iJ~ it ~,i.~~ltClw ~a~tiiu!^~ii~,l~~it~:cf .ttt,:j~Est~~ic,ll~nt;~h 12.7r ~; fk tr~5 ~,:i~,Y~tr.~tr;,t ~,uf~{iii x~~.tltfyi:r>~ :.

tea. ~~~~3.:.

C 11'fy.1 I,I1~I1 four <~~i: t:t.l £3 i~crospirt~<i(t;~ t1ar: E~c~bl.ic;_~tttk~c~x~:tws~ ju~~ific.~~i<zn, tliw ii~;xf.c~uc~tt~iw.
i• ~,lrut;h~r ,~ ricztit~a fit f:>I.~ ag~~:r~tit>n titiwulit'f~L ~i~r«~irJaa~<~e:~i ~~y 11~:~.,gziK:~i(~ca,ri<~:n ~~~aEi: iii
;~:~•tic;ul i~ v,l~s~4lec,r~i~~;t .~a~Kl Cis,it,<,,~~~~~x,a~~.:ap~j~Js~~~~~c:n ~~~acn°.tti~ t~t~ci.tstt L~ni,wcf +t~aters~.ri~~e.i~
~t~i~v .~iiFi~+J.°rl.~~ l:~~il;~ ic,.tla~ ~~a~c;I:t)SCt~It. ~~t~1t fl. +~~'t)Llltl•-~-.i ~cu~~lta~iti:t~ that .~l~j~~ntls k7 ~s:i~~t.c~~t t(~:r
ii~r~licr :leter~}:iarrstinri t~lj~~t Elti~ I~i~~ci c?i'rs~.~c;r~ti~~n ~r~otalz3~ ac:c:urtl~v~~'rit~ ~rn.~~:pxc~r~~ttt:tal c:nn5titc}tie.~i~~I:
pl wi~x: tiers:; c~t';~ tliiiie.~l ~~~~t~;;~ cd~rfc~~.xrk til~~sc, circru~}s~~~rtc~:s <~~u.~ lrt~~~ ~~~t~t ~t[~: try rc.2ti•l~ir~~, rC3i~: ..
cxatrcl~~;;i~,r~t. lL;i's ~~~t~te, ~~a~~er c~~~~ t~q~t•~xci:clt': ~~tl'ac.r~i~rurp~~~t~~c.~s irti~c~l~Ni1~ <~_i~'tsit~~n! fxact~; 'l'!~c .
G<rct~; .~c~<~rc5:~ut1 t3c.r~ s~~i.a~f~.d ~~;»~;;tat~~i~~i~~+t to'e:s!ttli~is(t thr. js~~lf~c;~rt~c~n., ~~~lis}~~~r.<sr neat rei.z}~
~a:~rtt,;t;}.i1~ ltiCl i5 t*ci t,-~~azai;Y tt~ ta7i ~i~11r~1~~~1tN1,"' ~~~{.~

.::
• e~.:

.;.~.hrc~:!~~~srt~;ci'r•~~'vr~sircc ~;~~c ~4 Fliva..lC~~~ ti~~~it~t~.:~:~t~tcfi 1S C.33'1'll:r[tt~~r 11i'tl'l~ t7Ctf~:~t:~1':tr~:nrn7:cc1
~c~i~i~lut, sa:r. ,~~rtl~asr~~:~sian ~4r~~c~~f~~wtki~iatr~~ ,l~ir~:~:.(~~;~C~~~1=Y,~~ i'~it>, 1.~. ~~, i>~r;.x{C~,,t.i.~ ~i~u~. _.
1.~.':~t > ~ :?{,ij (~:QQ1:~', ziriil tlYt~ ~r~i1~la~.zsuil~~~1~~~ j~~i~~i`c.~ticrrr:~t~iiktl'it~~~iia~3t~s;~ <~rr c~.jxsr.;i:~irtTa.titai:h.us
tl}i~ ~~rr ~vra:~; it ~:.sii~;t~~~:t~~ l~y~ tk1'c f~~ililaiy ~c~~as6st~;n.t ~vdth' tl~e.l.~i~r~ cat, w+.s;r. ~1.s ~~u~, Ir;~u1 .
ci~~~3{ai~nt:~ic~i~ h<~:, cay3lz~i~Fxrei.l>~ v;~~~Ya~at~, .̀~f'a t,ctitlicr i:iatc~xi`i~~~t)J~y 3. tt~ air cia~;.t•rx~ cc.~r~i`k~~~i,~~7E i»
~,i7rtcc~!'wfird~l~uill~ii:i~}7i ~zi~~::r.ra('~L•a~it~x,.htrizti~t'c~E.~.;tri~~;~~tii~'ilater~~r,,,~~~c~u~;~,(:car~;;.~cjz~xlFi,..i.~'..:. ..

~~i~ t sci•ltl~c i is.~t~t~icr~a~~~l~! ̀ F.itl;; t~ ~5t'~:+~~~t~r p~.1P~t~'_. a.u~~F~3~t~~t 41:`~IY4~'Ii1.li~y U~ 4~Vt1T,~~ (h.~:tr 1~~:
~;~+s~;:t~it~ ix.,tzrsG~r: ,'. ~:~~7 tav~,.;~tr~ttu~rfi.~~s~~;`~~r~1~7~rCl.a}~1 ~ t.A?~(~~;:A~:13ti;,te:zr~~crr,'.~rrric: v, ~xrr~,
l , l+t~r;:i, 3~1 t :~_`i7 ~:l.~.fr~s~.(`°"~~~~r~ ~t i~.'kc~;~rl:.Cp ~~ilt ~t~~ ~►~ruticit►~~ iT7 1IlL.I~Gtt{`A[2C~ C:1Y;1'41;~~ f3~ C~~t~P.
,;. iir~c3~,r~i .b~lci, :~t~:t tt~ hi'l~ :ii~r:~x ~tlz c~t~rr~}y 113e;r:Ti~; lr~i~c~. clti~~i ~ti.~ ~~a~l~, K~i:~e! ~,iipc:~~i:rl►~ raNcrt 1tY: is
c~ttsli..i~ss~ A~i i~riiT, i.~.crrt~rcf~sz."~; f''~r~,is~~ c~; !`~~.~!Cc, fy~i~i;r1~~11`.fcii,x:it 1t)~`3 ~ ]1xV'll tll Lf.11'I:C ~:I`t~,ar
;ui alri:s ~~ic~sty iaafiu t~~~i.f7e~l.€I(.~d air,~i#~~'~„1~~::Kt~ier}ac.}i~~!, lktsat~ ~r~t~r~s~c~ci ~tE~ei:~y~ctzrvl~~ : .

...^'" I~t IF~;14ryU~Cl1~' Lt71}~{U,51~7] Ill~d wecian! ~:I'1 arac3 tfic~~ta~t:~~.+~ it ~;r+~5a•t'c#kaf~~F~:~.s ~vi~~3r.~xrr~tc~ tl~~s
;ivaatit"cc nti~>i~ ULS~.~'FI~E (Ilc )3tSllrC4lfJC)Il ~5'91gC(~ 6tYkCX flit p~H°Ct~~lO(1 dfi 6Flk S~1F~ i{l6G)l3~Et{.~f4fC l}VIS .F7J GU~'~t011.(ItiCA fl(~l,

_~ ~ ~ :I.l(;,L~;~v✓(ttCllRtiS::Hif~.Pttit)1t~~lii3_~TiE :6~jh1~`f~'f.¢491ix.Itf4U91~;iI~tSi9t9~f1~itiCi§JF~f~klCiC511.ti'CYUk(}~S4JNti~CtP ~F'J ~ .. .~.

.~.
~#~){:1 ~

,.
., - e~~e~~
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~r.~t~:)
~b~~~j

G.ii~;xri~t7~it.c.;"j.''~ '~~fc~r~c~~~ t~, ~t'ltl7t~ fi tl:ik"xi~;li1~ (IIL :}:)[II~~1~. i11d'I1f5111~ ~usti[ivat.ic?n: !~v c~;rn~~, 4.)1,(~: Iris
iali~e! „~i tJ.x: s; ~n,res. i~gitE.~tt i~a :ut c>}a~iri«.ta icicli-t~:.>.ii.t~ tiat~ t~turic~c:~f at:~i~e v!"€~. te~1+: i,ai ~~r~.rtin.~r:l
stt~.~c,.rs, tl%<at <a~i:as:;:t•+re:t~ tfitt' 1,1:3G:.lti~~)A7tS?Iflly IC1I1~iI ~Y)ICC. ~f.(2.(:~FTlIZ11 S'It~tt a ,~l,~:ti~r,~tcrr,x:t~ rr~ (:'>i:itrrl,•i;:~s
1larrl.Slrr~:~f~ /.ar,3i it C Yt+~f rfi~r~c~~~a/11r1tar~/v~rrf '~a 7:1~•azt; 1'r~G~rrck~~t;t;, f R f)~,. i>).(,.t'. 1=1 F;, I.~i-{ (~ ~e):~1}
~ S'/rrat,! ~7ri~+~~~ fa~xr:in»"j (t~;~:u.luel~tj~;lli~l 4h1~./Strerct('!' ciftfarxluF,c< t1C'i n~(' 11_K~I, 1 b. lJ:~:t:.
fi :3.1,(l~j( ~.~, 3v}ticl~ ~~;t`rxhilx~th.t°liti: ~riillul civ~tt~I~(iij~~ tr'f`tr~~a~) ~~c.~~„f~ tu:~rl ut(ac;w~-tic a:j~~~[ius. rta t,1.5.
t~t~~~ecitrrrcaii M~~~~ti~u:t, ~al~caultt t3«t 1i4:~~i~su~iGct i~ {rtlww `ttu, stir'{ir~Sin:~;. aTa~[ ~1rn.<7~,t ~c.r}.:t~rd;,~

~~ir~ , iiritcJ uri~,x t u1'taifzi~r~ ~t~~tir~ urt:i~rrs..f~}~ ~n~li4r:rt~.~~cr'~+ratzntl tiia! arc 1~t~~~fu) ~i~~.tiGr
~i~ .::~,lll{kll<!. i}4\5 ~iijc:l fat. 1~11:Va (~.r ,uit:~~u cai~i}i~.r"j:' C~~,~1

~t~.}~~~
.~5 c> ~~i ai,~4e1 ~rirc~~~•c, inn ~15~,~v~Ci°c~ta f~t't1'ri,;scrrt: ~~,rrtrlei he: r~r~;rr~:cl ~,i ~r;~ ~iar~ 1~*~ifc;r wf';i;-

f ~,ii~!~~ ur i~~~ a~;:.~zriY~,t~E;cl ae~:~:~; .t~~1lU'.~)i13~t~<;i~~;:te<3 t~~ c~~~crt t~p~k~'Yrllnai~i.~~ ic~r ~ttr~.rt1~~~:c:if ~7ti G~;4;;~ u:ir
tf~t~ ksi.i~[~s! `, ~attu5 tin: •b~k~AilJ'iit'~t~al~ i't rc~ui rta~+f: sa~fu~. c:c~~~I~nvi;.~;_ rya dal€i;tr si~<}i ~:t.tri~} : ,1't<< .~•rr~ir~r ail
` s,~it;lt =t.t utt~it^iLlClii~ ts~t~l~~C1.j ivt L1x~~t~vt,[I it3'Cc1t]tjtAi( E>Ftra~~ita~;17ii3ti vWittti~~ tlit ~c.t~pG 15~`tfic•.
'~1:d~'~~; llfl~' i'C13)1:i~I"~' (~~7~T~t1;Ji71J 41~;,.tPfDti( kL14.~I'ii ~L.i''rflt't; llxr..i~,jf1l'C j ~~.iatla;tj {.x, l;ii1'Ifc.Ej ~}11.1,J~«ifl't~1:
:.~m~c.a•,s~c, e~~h.~.~ ,S 1~~IiI11f31I1~: C~Si':G: ~~I"rn<l~w~rl~rriis; a~~i.rrtst ~4rxiii~ C':c~f~g«Ey:ts 17t~s sic~tl~r~r~ccl E;ic trs~ „~"
~,~~;t:w:y~:l~'V 7ii.;d,.t;~~~s•~;~~~ri:llt;'ilt.i'e~.. ('I~~f3~~°

'!'fail;~nrt i'r".c~~~~rv:~lits~r. ~~~ia~tl:~l irltic~ E~'€: <.cn:i~i: teal +v:-lt't:t#:r~ f~~a~;, of"~v~ra~~~~li.c~il5l.t to ti taG~t~-
if~tt~rirtstr~ari;+.1' xii•r~~tY:t ~:c,t3fl:icr;~ fl c Ct'1G~ C)iCt ti,,~_~~7tlnai•3r qua ta~i~rcl,. A.nlr~iitl f.~r5 it~c riita4r

.... w...._M,....._.........~._.,........,._._..
~" t::~ :'ufr'i~: 4`.ra~turrlGt.~tz rt s~triar~t 7t1r1urr°,ra[ !srn~x c: (,'~~xcerazr~i:~r:~ f ls~•rr4#x f f"{;>J :jai{1(t3 t :~ f~s~ A:fi;{.i:: dvt, .:i lS,

,;ti (fsria~E;4.~;,C~`~tic~f.'uin~{'sit(Ais~~::astlr~ff~i~;7~~ttux~i.~.(~JiCfiFie~:~?~(~Fij{.̀'L1~'1.i~if:;~at~iiv~~::cal'tdiGi~:a~cl.t.>~:l'utisu)<err~•.ca
t~ta: pu:`!i~{ii4f1 €LP FE3E• G~~i•~ xrf air;s~eil:s;~!allib~t. GiG4~,tiv ~ctioF~ "iM l~r~', AJl6~.~14'~ }7(7VU.A'hi1tUS':~12F17ICL'ai~i»a.ct~a~:t:~c; tr.+
cr:~r:;n,ib rui~cEhr;ri~~J, r is~,a~t~uur: ]F{~ld'~': 1L:4 CrYITtPiIF~' ~#! IIFL: Id4YR'Qa'•::~'fr:4.f% QC?li{IdUI LI11:S':13)if}'.~>~~:.I~i~uO' t)rff7~. ~71tI1",:~ttY_l,~•
li~(sYiiti~Y tl~~:i::ai::[icxnr "); L:~r;Bcn- r,.~`riFltiti rrzc.3iS~:T%:?~u lea, !~3 ~SF;i ~;'fC: 1~"~5~~' ara t~celv~:t~ 1'tfFci.it"::~~!SIf1:_'.
t'icia.;t~ire^e ,3:L,~.R~ tic ~ir~ itlx~ e~~• c>rc1~:+•. ,~~ttf... , if j:f•1~c+. tEtli+c~<iFznysl l:.~c+~ 1fi8.~ri3cr <~~as il~cu;tt <rr;;luiu~tf.}iti4ts Rrruwia ii
1•:.ii8 lj~t°k;~i4't., (1~.71:,(iY4:ilC4~lt7~iif1 i7P~C~'~15;i!$.43UI~-t4:{4~v'4.}~.1tC:FW1~SC~rt• lzi~. -

~:t .1'hc i't~t~cs t~l ~taa~-t~Ete~~:t~~t v~ia.l :r~~r~K:d:c:s>trftici ;rr~; reiv~t~ti ~iccri9~se: ~;,e ~,a~~~tcuir4 ~`~wfy tins lrvlc~ ~:.at iti~.
@Jrrit~:t1 5at[t~:s i:r err~t+~;et~~[~zr nvr3~lrrir~r~tiai}~~f'a:~:ircd r{~n11~[c~ ~s:FCti Ear G~~t~lii Ifciaf~;lr:~; r. ltiyrr,:sf~,art5.~ (3:x..5:±7,
a'~-33 f2t)~'~~~ F'~ffttt~t~;~fis.ia~~ ~a~~ur~~.ti~i~f n~~1~tC k'ttuF c!t$4tJw2'et:B.<c :vop9tl:ai~~rr-fi3 1.4tr~~;it, :~:tnc~jii~~n tta+ ~s f~u~ fi~nr~,
than n ~xt;~.ct(wa t~ici~tcr ~tt`cr,itti~~it fie{}~~~~~{ fitry t:3 tii:E~~ ~itc~:7iiitn.C~~ai;is:;:i,€i:ir: <:h~es ~ea~ uC'fi ~~ the ruu~tusie~zt. '1:`hc:n~
11:~)43C'vkfB~ 147 ~I3U' T:IEi' lilik.~lC~d7'f'~C '~C)f I~tf3 {?2"Q~.YUSily~6H2:F}liH~: 4Y}1C21 tklbt: D ~ LHC: ~7ifitii:~,v .iar;i~~i: a~ ii:~eet. v:wiili~:~.. ii~si~s~ ~:~tecl~ u~.ec:ti:wac
r~~s~.F~rxti~itis ta~nna tY:tr.€tsi^'vn ~ t~~a nq~tinri,.nn czE>er~tiara tc~ st~n#~~ t~~e s.~jccii~: itx dtraF:li~ca~:ic~rr:rstti:ttevur tsc ptu~ eat`t.hi:
t~rip,a3~n{ sciY1CG#'fr~r~9(laC~4w..a~iaci~#ius~ ~~iRju~i.~o ~t~'c: ~eu~ ~i~#':~nr;~~ssea~ei~~ chnccantlie~-~~t'tiEaa~ ~i~li_~vFitrl.tt~o.i~~~sti:Gitrcra
l,acaarrru s~t"faiaril.4y ~ru~F~s[v4 ~ ~rc3 1r~ci~.~ w~it{Yin t~rtirncr~.~u~asimt ~2ta~:is ti~~:rr a~t~~ ~b:~rrF3u5e rtiasein ti~Fr~ taah;
iS4yi"Q~r:~41~"-f~.~~?7'FCt:t,'.1c1"I~iSFr-3i(y4(:.~f:Bli CUati ~6~1A.t7~X~: bfit`L'i'1L~~71'U. tt#xl~~l'71045'iltltlttttill':A t'61TF,•<{~Y'~1TfI'FI%6. _F~~t11~:\(:f:,. l~l.lk"; tlt;t~`7'.ra4MaE~ii~'li
~y~`~~~7C~{~'it;~ .t'~Fill{tGilifV tix()C1':Y~t(2f.3'S4tiMU~LCf ~k.~S32`F ~1~f1'Altthl~ftli)f~1~FYf'KXtt"i~Gk)19~t.4t_~KfC E~741N~'~.{'~4tSS.li~~- CI1lS.l!1!'J~~l)[tti.~ k~\1'

~~F:f.~t!i."•~S CCr[lYlt{~G.iIFLi7Y f%Fr Cf~)tS ~dilFtl~.C~t1~:lP~~'it=tii:N~l4~~t%re!ru::6i24flk~4'S',(?Y4`3Cl~[l~'Jfi'CtIL~.~ GfitiC:.

Ira: z~r:~}. put~;aci7i ii~~~~t.iz,n s;~r~u°itf.tr~r~~si. se tirniar liaicicfi is{";r1~~Y@~ilti t~r:its n:~~ctaci+rt~:tl:lbrCss, ~~f:i,r~~ati~c;r..
sci~:l~ ,in c~~cr.;~ii~arr ~ve~sa:tt~ tit; r„surble~ct4;~# fn l'~:~iy1.~I7 ~ ~YI'ItiJ~: ~.~ C'~a~-h~Ili~;e:tia~t ~i :a1-E'~~iii3:~, kr1y;H'~;Ct! tn: lsnst.~'i:i~~.s:n~rrri~isi
tlrs l.i»iduci St~ttkc as ~~k:-e srf thc; s Kruk s:t~~ii~at~eliirn:~o~'c az~~n~tzl cnri~:tivt ane) hi.7:ca~;~~c .s+iS'la A1~r ~»•ir.uiyy~t! e;~e~li~., Ims ~t
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tl.Tilt tl•4TU:It,~ .~:tGt fl!~9,;)IV.:If), FI,1L i:4~re~! fi;.;='c~4ti:.

(~}('! 7
;r~}{;~1

't'!tu ~, 3~iwF r.~
t c~;~~zr:::~,r, ~vx+c~l~~ i~.<fit.t3.iL ~r~t~;~icicti;;e".•~ic~n 1:.l.i~a.tc~ C~arrt nlflit:~r~5';~t'..tzc~l; ~~:i thc~ ~c~t't ai`int1~~~~d4iri(
elcti~::rt~E,.+,~ <<I~c~vc:, 1'!l'.lRIYGI' \V(3Y1.JCJ I~:I.Ii~YC t12ll.Yl~:GL) !hr..{7~x,vis~a~~. try ~a~e~l:~iiait r~~7 a;.1<r~:l; ~z~:~ tlii ~,jn~c
tafr~r.•t., 'rn flit. a<<iY(tr ~ittthc.~k`ir~:!J c~csitiliGt ~r.~id in su~til.zt~.c<i.tts~~tl~ti.t:.1:u,: ~+~~i~1~ ll~~;: E~;~~:~.>Fi~irt`, <,.tt~rir~~ catrt
i•~s~ ti~cr t: l~ ~;~ ,ti~V"fJiY{ IYJia3

(~~~(~ )
~~)~~a

i%iitir.i~~~., tfre~.r..~.. ~5 taci f~~tgt~ Pi~'j)i7krT C)}.:C: dsr~.s:~cl~~c.lU~`:r~~tc~F9lk14~ ~i.'d~F'~'Gci~,~:~.~.cc;rtol.u.~:iti:n.
t)t~fi~~i:~ [i~.. ~;~~tl(~~r ~1~lI1:~ C:l~t; t~l e4u~tliu lea :wr:-, t~l.,t. ini:~:a,t~i ~~;u;i~i~fEz: tcf ~tirt~~~:5:, ~r~d:ull.it:
f>Firli.4ct_i:~e c:ti~~;i~al} ~1;tk~~lts ~ltt~t~lcl'.1~r;.c'.ui~:,,~citt:1 tt~.~.,~~it~o~:.;;~l'~~ tixl-it;w'xs~.~s~y:,ai~tit,ra~:~,cf.~,a+:vc:tznta~~t
;:ictia,iii~s~ r~~~~~~it;iasttriltfra~'t.lrt;.~ik}stalc,c. ~I';~~.e;~}1ru;;~ c~:~c~~l6sara tc~ ,#~~~t ~t~i~~, E~I,,E:;';~ ~~jsii'~~~nw cyn

'JJ {;?U(1~t?~ a•~rG:r.~x~ ~i,~istct~, ~~w~aE~wi! ,,(7irjsris~w~<~;.ec(l:~tc-11~~:4•:~i.c?s,;"~~ tlei:i: 5'..I~~fi~t'I.t•..~rt Ri3.~:.1{?; ~,~iF~:l~a.4}~l..........,
5cteriiita, ffal,rAn;irrr,~~u~: t~r~}i~ e~~rrldJr3~ir~t ~'~rr~'ci~,~rrrin~~ la: ~lrr,4(%Iitfity (tJ~ ~tr1!i!idH.;~.~Ajlfrc~~~Ry1,4~t1f' ~,.15'IFICtfi ~':ns~i~rvc~sc, S
i;~iit. J.. ttt('i i,. 51 i. ~7: n.+f 5 ( C~~kSa> 1t+. t~a5~s.]?urkv; ;5j~ucl~l.J~`arr~,r ~ [{'e~i:ca~"Ntrxr-Sdrn~i~~rx:! t.~~z;Curmx, n CI}ic. 7,
t~ri'! ~„ ~I ~~, 51(3-t l ~.:~ } (?tif79 ). •rJu1~•'a c~+~Y~c i~t lvtnu.ii<r.I tur :vtrlftxry Gt~r~t~iisxiruaa~t~totiv~v~r, iii>rs 7rn+ rci~9~rxc tl'us
wic:s• prat t(~c acs~mrtissicsrc irf.:~n: ut~~ rt~ilc~,;~tl:~c~li.(;~~::rrc.;tct. ~~iCiit~~ti.[t~(~rc,.wt~ii~.tilEst~s 21 v1itIAFtUk1 tip tlyr., ill k£iR'Xtli2fpt:~
i~PL§ 0'F 41~~az•. S.cc ,Ml~srtt~~1~ i`iit lSA.i.~li#aFu F.extrii~~(x~siui~a, !'~{ci !'Y`.-t,~~.~(t~3j; C~o~t3~~i~unt, t~~l T1r...1 ~ (.~?t?:lt5•.cd~~..~~.~r ~7'~~, ;'41J(~}
4`.r:ri:~n ils.r'rar Wst`kiH(dx~rt ~1' r~c;riaat~ot dinAi t1' t~~j.irF2r "vssrn~G~itit~c!'~v] :H.c ifiL aeeti~:T tFiCE lilzf Ti1G'lf4' (ISM; .NCC~U.iC1:1114'IY[{~ tN
(ti7i~il4l~~t;i~ r)Ga~(~:Cit'7)~Cp" 4fSf1 ~)c~CI1zfI I7~' 0 tllt~,t{~tt~ wY)11F6T51«Atihi `~Cvi1~~1~S1.it'~.t~Ctlltatlt.F~c~OGs~iT?~~t Y'1.Gl~t6lu (~.-lL

~v As nr:c. c~:;~i~}~l;e, i}tc: ~W~fi;Cts ,~~~Ai~.~hciiritoti to ttis.t':rc~,tor~i3~+.uit td':~z~;ctiizr`s ~:~s~re~Cnsic~z~. hit iiru~ 7~i~utrt~t~Pty
~~c1;, Y~; t~;~.~;. !~ ;~~Sf~.:,.~tPQItII11S~•~;~.F~f~#t4:# ~Y:~YIRKfkICf"()71fIt1:~ ut~.F.:s'ncri:;~z~'~i3~i~?9L:ir~:~ti.°~;1~ .anc$:s;rtii~~ ~;nvcr;7~tti~nt
ri~;~uz:~c~s. Jd: "t'I~: ;~asnuc~; °k~~:p<>n u~.'tu~~as~k.ilt~~ itiu k~~~ts~it~~rerst'a ~~+~~tiwii~n {+~+aeiEG:tlxv t~P~tatrfifity./~et .~cus p:•aiifisud
<:aii t~r~ ,~z~ur'4icsn .l+,~ajt ita tla.v G,45& At.j;gNa ~n Fltli3Y TC~etscliJs,. d1~.s c: is ate Tt1ls~r cc ~7~i(tr ~i16;l~n rC;~: ne~as~:'s1~~ io the
i,~1"c.nvci," /rL lip f:~t. ~ii31'S'4V6 ̀ ,:C{3lY'I')i.ra;~rzzi=c~crk . i:tii~cFustca~~ tit cii#t lfswt Ai:c++ins pud.la,~ss:il ¢,n cjiiv~li.~ists ei` ~ne~ix ~u~,
1ai~~ :iir~t~:stif. tara.ti. Gas~~:l`R~I.~itr:~l~;~it~ dcrt:az~~~ti~zntt=s~:t9~~st t~oat~~•es~ ciizt:ncit iiuc;G~J tiiu .~1~t, ~ta~~iti.: #~x v~orefs ef..#~t~narnl
i~s~~it tuFxilit~~, Gc~ r~p~~Fytu t3xc.aeiivi~i~?s.a.C~avern~zi~nt cif'iici aia t~ctiai~~ w~thin_tlia ~.c~urs.4 ~n~t sca~,zPc~l'tits>ir dau~;s ns

k~t`iic•ci~s.. of Flit: Ut}itucl Stp{c; , ~"~~~r.,~{~~~lr~~(rv.+r F~}'rW~,utr~ilJr~ «lG't itz C7~,cttrl five errantcnt Acfts~i.~.1~;s;,'f. Oar. (} l.:G,.$8~

~'t~l~`~1t.Tti`p.`L (~'I'f ~ ih
,,..~

~~ 3~ ~ :~.

{~~fi~~
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t~?~~~~~t~}

tiucli c~~~c~li:c7i~~;. l~:Ft~+c~-ttcii c'~rc.~'tl~ rrti`~~t~kc,i1 CGt~ }ai~l~ltr, rrtflcsi~r~~ ji~~ti~i~'atic~it,:~'~~i~ t~~~,; )t~~~~: t;~r.~;a.~;.c:<;u~ tltr. ~,itt7c;1?~~i~,~c; ctri(c .~ ~t~~c,~,i{'ic~ i~~{~r~~rti, c.~cxnt,critttr~,;+tih~ll~c'i~ (..gti~;~c~~ iitttiri.l~:ei EIrF i:~ }iciiir~7:)
:s~,r.F~ikt~ ~t iy1:~e tai J,r~stiil>it. ~1,:Elt!Cl'11C~'IGk~1.d4F1\{11]G`S FF1 G11`Ct#P~3,( riicr.ti ti,~1ie~~c. t?:tr strt7ri:. cr.>n`dur.[ ~vrz~.lzl1~c: tan.l~r~uf'ui i;f ~~c,rlc~s~~zi~~i icy t;~~ii~~irc ~~,i:5an. C?f t'.._c;tjixc.I'UCIGlJ 111 (Y11.C:~U.t;~~ <tr~iiricrri ili;al ,~.
:;tiit~itr~ry ~~rc>~7e1>i~.iEm <ka~ Lr<int'in~ vis;ti:, tc~ ~ili~rr;s tip ~ li~titi i~l j('rla~;~ ~s,. ~~ l:f S,C,', ~ f ?t~'3 t19)('>.1, ~vfa:ul~!
+7~~:t ~;rr~1Y'il~ii f~r;i~~tinf;.siis,li ~'iAisti ~~4 ~ iiri ol: ~~:n ua~r}~.c~<~wer c>~>~:r~itia+~. lfi;sx~ I~rf~url F+zi>~~,svr;~;r~:r~tia,. fi
l?a~. C:~.1 t.;. tii.?;,~. G.7:I:.~' ~~r7:l~,inu~-ilia.l c,er«rt:, }i a~sr a•esa~~~7ireci that it anrt~~ lir, }.eta+°itrl Soi~ ia~.~~~a
c;rriirr4~a~ai:uc~t ~r~,rnt~ t.t> cl~;.~,;~~jrci c~:t1:~e.rtw.~c a~7j~li:Z,~l+.lc i~~+~~s "v~~lc,a~ t~~~itr~ ~ic..ii.cari tby~it is iie~.~,:~f;~er~,
tt~ ~t.t:~in tk~c: ~3c;r»r<~tii~krlc I~jsa fsi~fi.~rt:.e;~~tcirt c~UaG,t~~ive, ~s~lz~.n l)rz ae:ti:~iai in 4~r~iau~l:r„gut ir.; :~. tc.is4a~7c~l>i'c:
las:4titiat,” 1~(..,it "tS'7. ,f,ltt cs.:~«anc,~ crf urn t~tl~:sr~~r;,~, r~i~Ir~~Giul i~i:a i• ttirrk ~v ~~ ric~c:c~:sE,a~~^ Ii>r t}i.c:
ti~ule~r~:<rvc:~ r>,t~~.iri<~.ri ~c~ ra~~~~resc:e.{, s14~c~e:.miiee:ia~t~f;[rti~c~~—..~"Ji;t a~ i{it3,i.ttt! ~r~a:~{3~a:~i:.:}ricl tr..i~~ti~r~;c~se
~:cc}sc.~~visi•~~ii''M---drat ~vcr<, ` ~ ctr:tr~ :Gtltiii.:" chi i rii7t_ vrc~.i<~tr.t~~a tGcl:~rrrl :~~~rtxt:tt~. Jr~ ,RE :?~~~. ~ii~r~.rT thcr
ctxiart~trt~r~i~+~t ut'~ F~r,~iittil~~ttucs ~taric;~~~tin~} zu~:Ji :rin c~~.j7v~~i+t~ci~,.it tsl2r:i~15~ +at3.~~.1ti ~.5`~~Hz;t ti~i: ~t ~n~l~irci-
.~t;c~ ra~su-1r~Ji•~. pit I h '~ 3 -(tea }al~f~i~i~~P~.tt~~t a E:Ii1 a~~~ r~~i€xis tta~rlv~;.t~7o [ai~~J3e~w~ci c ir~t~~~r;~,t~ar.4e-sE ezi~r~rkcl

~srr.~k3;~~. +~ ~tl?. k:~71~Si1!1i11C)ll~ta (~CK- ~1tt)~,t~4R ~~~c! t)aE l c~~ttlfs.r~}t~t:rrc)~~i~ t7l'~ "t,.~i:~~,n.a~~lu~r~c:~s"•ri:s~: tnc
{~~~,~~

,~c er~r<ji.Gt,~;h~ tlty c.c~trrl~.it~t ~K>~a t~.~ c:~r;.xt~~:~t s~ic~ x ~~rz ~~r~E !ri ac ti~~'~:~rua~tx. [ix~}t~i~~.i~t~,at i?7~it ct
. C.'C/~ c~.~,c i~it~~~.~a c~~ tlti~;~.+~~~ri ~~c,wid l,c eni;cat~a:t~assuFi k~9. tlns nu{il€.t: r,u~}~i~rit~.ju~E.i~i~.u.r~,n.~~~~;~r,r7~

~~~}ac~:~tioi~, ~17~.r~:1"carp, tivsrt~td, nr~i: ras:ilt iu ,rri ..s:rntairi~u:l'~ 1,+iftti~ ~fracic..i :t~:c.t.iur~ 13 17 :s~u~ tTau: ~~~in~lt~
~̀'1 r
ll

7~~• ~~~~~.~

~'t!1'w'(iT1iI'.fFr retirscrtls;.Cl~ c~~?t~~t'iti~ra eiCii~'r~:ki~tt~:r~i:~~a:~sett 1~c~i::4vi7i~itk:n~rf.xSciFi~ec~zx~7.~,~laer
~;,4 r~ i €;; iez~ii~~:i. st~Hittc ~c:alirl~t: ~':it~i: °'~~i.Gn~cf~r'' t~trr;;ui;.: E.s .t~,.5.:~;,. ~ ~~:S:f{~:;). '1"lttct CeFx~:~~~~l~;~; .ii a

c.~•ijn~; tcy ~.:~rz:;}7;r~. tia~~t}i~i7~ tlt~,jutis~lirtYo:r~ e~€:̀Eli~c:C:fii:ic4'ci.~~k~t_~~:~_.,~~,~ xki:i~ctii~# 4et-~i~a~~ J~l~i.c:c*. c~~r~~i.cl~:tEic
k,i;:7it~.^ci~'-t~ui;s.~a€~ xrct llzr~t ~c:~a:~~:?.Ci rt~~.i~df~~~~.:tlae r~~Trfa~~~-vl'~i~t~~~icr;.=~tit~n~~~~in~,k.c~i~.fi~:~i~~~i:r:~ i{'
c:nk~nriisN~ti iG~ kiYG s~3 °~:it~t a~~7~iti~ire ~at~~t tcrrit~.ri;~} ft~~'f~.~lc,t~~ir ~rt`zh; ll~r~F~: St:~t~;s'F i('~F~~y
r:cri~{~rrrrto~•:€cots ~vatl~ksi~ flit, i~~r~.it~.~i S~:~Ees try. ~4Yt~:t tat~~A.<~~ja ~c ~~~ ~lae ci~rtR~air~+~y~. ~✓~;,~l4~'~~)

l.,ii~~:_s~hti~.ir I:tC;~~fs~; ~c~~:i'ie~ia:~5°~i{~i;~1~~ar.~:~cy~~~~r:t~~tiE~~~4l►;ki_~~~sa~t;.; ~i~tl t!'~ C1F'~ttct-~:~.r~ri~~'
use; ~a~' I:~~~xtf t~ruc~ i~.} ~+t~tifizt~c~l: ~c t.f=:d~f~.,~ts~; . ri~~f;~t~i. ~:~~l~~i~r~'ui~ ;ti~l"ri~T~,. ~:ci~c~.~ f:}~.G(~r°~'_a~tY;:~ax~5~rrzit~s
k~~ r~f~rc.rt~:~ t~~c t4~3~~;c:~>t~tn~l~in~ wt'~".t~u:~~7~:r"'s~, ae~ttara 12 ~ 1 r~i'tit(t~ 1 ~:: 1't~~° rct~~c~ns ~::~~~~a%iartl
i~tr~aict .iif' ~11~.s alt`txt.~>:teatr.,..v%c~:~.~a~ar~r:7t:)••7,.~eC'~ic~az ~~~(ilk';ICa: i:~:iF9c:;c~i~:f~e~t ~;: t~r~: ta~arf`rritr~tul,Eit~.fr.~ic..: 
.tiiat~tt~~it'~~;~;ti:;~ifi~:~+tts~tt t]i~j1 ;;~cti'~xtt:1 ~ 8:.1: r~.~c~ji~itus....~:.C.'~1:;.~v~a~:~r~ti~'.~t3 t .~.r.~. tic;. f~its.cr~tl:i~~u~j
4t~fii~'~`, ~li~~:il~!`I~~ c;ct~~~r~sel ~~~ tlz~it~~7~tati itl:i~r~rt, ?tsar:. tic~t;~.£;~~:a:~~i~~:~:~'~~c°i'~:rci7c:~:..i~~:r:~~~~i.c,~~ ~~taE~a)
~c~ `"ll~; ~E)C:G'f:t~''tt'1'ttr~ina~;.sit~t~.ti:~'ri~vral ~~rr.i~ila~t°.i~~ cif'i~i~; l3vtit~'e~' ~~t~;:' ~~cf1~.~~t.x~~~ iia~G;r~ tcs
ir~~rr;i,rrt7 a,~ici~ a. k:i~ll:iaa{; iritrx ~..`a~crrcl.cr" i~~ tT~s-s.~ ~rtc;uiTisaai~i4c::~-=~i~w~~~~iJss~~~a.cl~tz~ .tl7~+i tla
.~t~tt~!y~5i~~ z~-!: rlJts ~~~ls:lic~:l~il~t.y cki' Gti~ ~~~rla..ir: ~iertt~t~riip.rti~ti(ie:r.~Cic3~r:i~ Iiit~ritwd 'ti~.i• E7e:s~>i~~:t.~~,.iaa~l;7sxtcs ~.ci
u(ac';YEtIiC>k1S CUt'ic~tlCFt+il' ;Gtii:c~iac`i. A e:xiitt~~~ry u~r~e:1u:~'iar~ i~cstil~-i•ca~ju~i~c i~tti~.rf5~.r4iia'F, tc~ l.c+:ia~arc,~s'tf~~
:;lU}7flStll}a !l1tC•fY1147.11 Q(~ci'i.~itis~:t![.1:in.~; ri~.~pur~}a ~c~6iut:t ~`t.~i~tr.~ a.t~:~~tli~:i~F;~~.tr~~~~liil.ki.l:iai.~..t?1`~in
t'32C['tl~' 14;.t1:{{~.C:fi~1flf f.1IYVE~1t3T $lcllkll~ S~3C:.C1I~1ClSkpV ~3d'C~J11}}:fI.IFI.f~`:I~i:t'.11"t,ICC1t"I' C?~~ ~:7 `~. I~~llYlktfci~.S:el~;i'It3~fC~

:~;fr~';i iiCrL.~Xi'i7~1I.~?l.. k'~rl~J

:.

~b}~'1)~~:~~~~.
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{~a)~ ~ )
,. (n~~~y

~.

'i'Fae ;ek;islriGiv~; hist.c>>y ~3f'scctictn ~).>~i.(u) i'i:rtla:rr cc>t~ti~~.~s ~!'rc. crz:~clt+:sir.~r7 tlaxt tl~ i~ xt;~rtrtc
+hc,ulcl n;~,i k+e: ~vr, <,c~r~~trt~Gcj.. V~.nc~t; tic` ri'~1JlS1RI1.~V€l:i.Jll"5.l 6111CUC~'l!Q%UKI Ii! t~1C::ii;11:.1~C Idt I ~Jr1~, :t:;
::~~r.,i1~,~y~~ <~iiefa~:~cwe:-! arc! ruj~.e..te<~ life: iiciiit>~~. tilsit t(~c:.:ccan~~~irac;~ ~rrc~lii.1»:Fuel:F,y.tli~tt ;;uuiic~ii a+~c~tild
~~~.~+,a:i~~ try ;I~rl:~~ t~f~~.~<,>'ri ~~.! a:c=lic~s~a uriclx:rtt~keti ~>u lti~l~t~lf >f tlt~ t:~i~~;r~~l ~~~~v~rnfi~c:rit. k,'u~~.i.4~~i•
l.i~:;c:r; inir•o~iir~ c! lt~: ~~r~.ivitii~~s eat tt; 1~c~7cs t~l 11~~. ~'r'<cSactu~a;:ati.j~aa'a.itl'~ IRir~;w~ p~,.~lEa~~~~,c>I'anti•
rccr`i.~ri~,t~7 Icti.s3ira~:ix~~~. Sc~c: I~'1 } C~c~tit;...!'~Cc:. ~~t~)1 (I'I'?~1(~t ~teiricatt.ziC:Sz.~,. l~i<ic,~~1 ~;ti c 4~~Ik~i.iui3
tiatid 6i~t ~rEliv:s~isar~ iiFa~~~i~,~,i}::~~;r.[ tu."f'i1~t}:~i,>srici ~~~ il~r..ln~t•," Lic~.c„~u:~~, ~~~tri3t~'.>,'~G ~i,:t:`t~: ti~;,t
~zru}iil i4c,ci:ani, ~1 ~,.-Grx+.t,c9 i s>izs~t.[~'~ci~,~ ~crc-cara~~~~ai rc:i~l~+ii; ~irci~>cttj+ ca`iinc.~ t~1~;~caz:rl, ;~xTr{ iliii r1;:>t
.ttldra:~, ~ nr;:i.Ls .s,~riti54 ~~~.:c's+:zrts, lct..~t~: l.r~~f"~. "I'hC ~c~.~riittl~ttcnl:~ 1~ tl~;~'s~ifc~1 1:~.~:~~~~~;;' yin <~(i'rrt_si~
':.u;alF,iiii~~d i•~~ tr,r+•s>a~ist~, .i:ri~i ~~~urs."ir~:twic~cd:tu ~.~r~>~ta°~tla<~t irc:gir>~ti~a;n~otit iti:ablr tc~ r~~r~~i:clJ

:~rG~;~~ {>t,;c~n~ ~,v~rr~ ~r:~,c ~it~, l:ii.iitc,c~ 5~ile„ .~s:,~. l~~r,,c. ttt.+~lttui'~ 1t~ty~f<Ai titii;:f.i ~.i c,t~.:~~r .tu fae.c a~ rk~t~:~ataiy.nitt;,'tt}i, i.i~c +:c~ri<~~ltt^i~c:~: t~.f`41i.e; ~Jnrtcci:5l~;tc~s." {rl. ~u#~~i~15', tEtis:~~;c:~r~cla'S c~~.l`~1t4~ iav~4~.Gt.f;is6t~~tc~at
c~c;iila~:r;i~:i,~y ~lei:ii~arcl to rjl~a.rsc;llr{. trc~v c~:Ct;:i~5.c' wIl:I1L'f '~V{L~lf9.i G~<s~~t`r;r'19 ~,~~~ ~.i.t~•~: 1 y:,. ~~~1~i:~;1~ i.;
<l=.vc,1E.~~ in t:~'irns~~irea~;X,".o:r a~~ttl~:i~f c;7;:E~t~;r S.l.~.~+'(xie;?a {.allcut;s' C^It~:niic;ielci" c~f'li~~r,~:s li~rck~i<ii~t.cr,.
tl~{!;~.c: c ;,t~fI7IC`fltl.tl f11 sreti.~~ns f ! .1:1., .i ! 1 ?.Y I. ] i a acrd f..l '1 ~1 ~r~.~~c»h~:i:~ ri:~ ;`~+.;.n,~trr~• 13iilc;n i~pl..ii~t4G1,
,.(~~jw.~'G~,sir ~1 ;> ~y ctt7ll~:tllk:cl "itl cI14t}atEf ~1,~3 {1I'tills: ]~, l.)tttt~c~ `a':.itsGc;s ~,`•~t~c, rs:la.ti~i~r u.,.i~atc:`lE:rx.ric~c~

' k1'{i;fi ~~1F ilxll..:t!ll it ~~ilJ(?1:1' (1~~ t~9C< ~~1'17i{:({ ~i1,nCc:.;;' .~tiiil iE7u5 .v;~s at~t~:ric~~ct Ica "l;.:)Vl.'I'~, l~7ii`.ti
I~I;CId~Yt~4l:ilti Wj1tt talilll.4~t11 .t7.J)()I'(7{?Ptstl(S.:~.it\+6 t~111`t7b~i]1f1I .£141•f~If:17Ii311C)Ti.~ Gilfy~k~~~s ~~.~: Eirc~iti.~,it~ci r•.~r~~i,.~.c:t
;Iz~it is'!Y ~~rt~i:ii~. t~, tl~.:(~sr~ i~i:t t~z ~~rt►~~rs ts~'tlac (~a~itc~f ~taik:s." I~t Fu 1 fiQ:~', f3c:a,a~~. ,,:, ris `;e;:~,ttr~r
t3:.~:ic:i~ cx.E~:~~ir~::ci. t!r~ };sf~~+iy:ioil t~,~~~:; ci~:v~bnc~~. Trb~ c~t:fi~:r }arcavi.4i~>i~:~ ~al'k1a i~~.~° ~: ;r tr} ~i.~~~.r~t
~i.iY::~~. ~iil~ , t:t.~~;:i~r.~~ ~~ita~.lJ.~. r~7t~i~2~l:r~.i,it~t~e:s; j.r}{.iY; ic~t ~r~~~^uc3~.~~ ,.ri: ~~~,lat~ t~ ~.iEtl.} Et~tl~~~~i~:r~~1
+ct~c~t~s tc~~c}:~E°;~rk~c rr~c~tt ~€ h :C('~,~ #3c t.l~iPC~;i ~;t~~~:.; Le'~s~'cra ~~r~tr~'` lct,;,t>szr. fzl,•z,:~S ~.?r, t.f.l,.~:;

# 1~1~~~~ ~c~rlr.~tru`ir.r; ~::a't ~~~ut:i.c~:~ S c~('t.~c i~~:iat.ral~t~r !~~t; l:fi t1:4.C.. 'y ~>ti(~ wuliz:l~ ~s ~i€cc~ ir> >:t~~r~a~:rr
r{ 5 ;;ni( ~a~t~~c;t: Si,riai.cl~, t~.~E:~3i.a.F~atf~~. ~;~l;.x~.r }~'~rtictl.~iacic~F1. iri, i7aili€a~'y t,f° :aa~~ti:( c~::~cttiia~:;~ c:~,1.iE~
~:it1:1L'EI ('ITT ~~filltl 1~7~: ~.~1ltllt~'.tl~i:i:IC,'~` ct(~£i1.(fi9T <"3 ~E)CU1~►1 ,~~R~ff. iV1~~S 1~t1S%k) {rY#: ~„~d4.`Ill~~ ~i4lC~.:t I:i ~kk ~tk'~~E:t',

l ~tl~l9ET;!t1lK (112~~' ~h'fSE+i)5 Ft~.rra~:~ i~3 tt~a.it}7ri~ii}f.e~'w~)<Cli~°.lLC~171 G13~ti,~;i7?j~"itl :~lle:)3 l%Cri1C~Cii~t, .a l(~ CI't~vk

c~c3t ~~rc±~,~ }ht acii~~i~i~~;~ iuzr~~:t~i~4~.c~r~ l~~ ~,crvertii.~ac;~at t~i7ii;aul;~~~G~i~~ ~wi:G}ti j tfa<~:.~oi~r:~c: ~+.reel sru~~c pf
tlacii• 4luc~c,.;s as { Rniic:cl ;~dFli~,`:: iY~~~t4:Gf9~. ~;ac:natcxr [)i~s~l~l~: ~~~~rt;~;~c:~i c~ri~ ~~~i~~c: ~~~~ci~:~~x.ta~a~i~~~; ~rh~~:~,
fTC Y(1tIY3(jt1G~'~~ f.~L" ii.4P.:,1a.t,Csl~ ~#QV.d.il~7fd' IIl' a (~1~'f~vC~:ll~: V4't'fi~'(TIl fY(~ ~t1G'31>Tl1:-l~d'Y(Y!'15I7 ~.i:U,ISIiI~,l.t37.1 i1 ~~W

ai~t,~~:tlts iiste:r. 1ut~ .l ~ i C;t~n~~;:: sec;: l ~>~~(~.4:t.995} (:;z~it•~ ttaartG';e~C Sc;ra. t7~a:;earic ), .~'sa3t} ~i^;~:~ cn~sct~:cl
Gl~e~ i:~~w ~e:;ia:.n ~15~s~st) file fin4lcry ~ra~.w~~r;-~~s pt~rt cif C:f'~w.i3.iit36tx~t~4~~;,~i~'. rrrt~~ 1;.!'1`4.c;.i.i~~u~E ~c~t}i
lYt~~tr.itl;' ~~t:t, 1'irG. I.: I~l:u.. 1(}~#-'C"3.~.~ fiit. ~'II; :~ 7t~9ttt;3, [ 1 Q. a3t~t:t~ ]::.~3:,~~ j.~.Ek;.~~ f 1 ~~~'.Cr.). '1'T7~.
t~:~«ker.ivi~ 1:xar;4~yr;~ s~~,~;acY!'ti:lt) 4k)il_C:ltit 91c)pJ.YFf1jy C4~ w,"~i3tCc`ti~i:~1 ~t~'G ~fi?i1S{I:Utilitrll i)i':>~;i~air~Gi::~.`:~(~.)
c6e4crihcci tj~• tic;:i~~tc>l~:t l~tlun ~t~rc3:t;7:rs~;~~~c. {1:~~ .

11~rc~r~cli:r.~s,l.y, cr~;ti~ix ~ISt~~~rj w.ia~r~eJ zti~t.~»'~Fti~)1'1 ~1::.1,I;ej1~:~'~k71C1~ Of .l~X` ~ca~a:cl t?i:~c;u:~;G~ci l~tr.~.

k°k~?~~a i~,

'1'1yu ~~{c3) t~'a~~i~a~~ ~1i,~, l:~s U S C:,; ~.:?~'4i x Nrh~~l~; t~a~~~a ~t ti f+„c~~~.4+1 c.iil~~ ~ for i ~ta~.tr;l~t~r {y .
Cott /t~FlTl't~ ~"(~J`CI;R ~)1 7 i1~i~.2y'S:1r1~`UI ~I'iC~J1~IIC.Z.I,S111~"t~ NU uL1t'}f7YI`~'{Il~~ EI V1W:11' 1Ylilr.,,. ~ ~t~ ~ ~^~~ 1lil~.

i ~7k9~?91,;'f:flt71~ .~ ~<i ~ fi"~_~~4'ri114:, ~f ~~VJ`al ~:3'SE.$3p" ~,t~:t`'~'lUI~'ft)SC.S fif lltt`:fit~TliltV i.t~ tti~l[il :t!)~ 4 ~11~C~.l.iCt.~i~ ~~tl;

i ~ E'i (~t Sft9:Ct~ lSlf (r1~t121 ~'9~C.i1~31 f17 lli~" (7~~.4~Ili ~t't9~Vc1 ~Ll~~?GIl?I(~713 ~~I .f11}I (~x„1114t~&T ~~it)(LlGf2~'(Y 1~~:1C:~7'

tlfic _11.x. i.; ct ~~~art,,~~;;,it) tl~t~t ds: liru~.iat,~~t4:ei by f'~4ar.:;r~~~.i9c~~.': ~1•rt}r.~c:~ ~I'tlte i~ca~i.~•tE:;1 I.t~xt:i:
j C:u~~~~4;ttiut~ ;7t` i~t4?7, (l11~ ~}t~t1.TS.f1 "~;rt~~c bruaaE~' c~d'.C'.c~~j[a~~,c~r ~'~atirlr 3 i,{ ~)r~~ f,;;crnrv;s
i

,,,.~ . .

(:b~~:i 3
t~3(.~'?
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C c,~t~~ca~;~~i~s {i:ti ~iGf~.rrc:ci cl~c;~ti~f~tre; .in .Sci~ti~~xa µa..~ I. j c~r1,Gn c,~~~ ~~n~u~~(. ,°~~~ ~1~~ c.c~f~~:~~;t ~,!'~inei irer,;`~~ciiui<, ,,ii:I~,r::.$rra7~:c1 s~rint~rc.:t:i~r~a:c~!'rE~t i~t~r.~.i~tritrn;~~ ;lrr~r.~c.tcr,,;c~i (t~~..)::tEtxt i.s<~.+~~ldle:~I~iJ:1 i~~, c~; i~illic i<sn r~i' Sc~t•icitia~ i~t}trr~F iii ~~iUltitit+tt ti'('.11iu I ~)~?(r l~l'UlCJ4C1I (){} ~ xf'F?}k1C1i-LlU13S l~[':~~szfr;:;~o~t;i c>n tli 1..~~c: ~a~'1w1.iEt~:~, li(St~{>j~-'{7t~~ss aitf:S:)Ilicr t~~~r~.c..~. c1f';h4~;4~., Itrc r,~:l~~ ~~ut>: c:etir,aiJ'~C)lcl.lf~tll~' Fij>C1I1C::t~li~ 1Yc rur;: til;~t cl~:ralix~.~~ ~.~.~itti C:r,m~ii~xrr ~i'~i.rl~;i.~>!'rfiu c:~r:iuvr~ C:s,isvc:.r!tir>n:; rx(t..t?

Inc+c;ii:;ii~; ~j~fia! ts.>r~c{uuc:i ct~i~,~ittitc~.ti. ̀ ~~,rt~r~e big: trcli" ci~i, i~~it.r~~~in f`~ra.i.uiv :3 fcar ~>u.r~ac~~c..sui ~1,~ t! ar;.:ri ~r .:s t^~Y:,. ,~ul.~.tiGctis~it :',~i~1 l(cs} i~~:~:li{~ii;s, "i7Ttri~icr.,'° cic:sc:rilrc.il .iii ~~e~rluteiat 2arir. r~s~(~.l:u:_;,r t Sri';; ~'..t.xt)11 Wl1i) It1l~~Tillfi717tit:I~~~ ~,~~.I~;, tir tc>n~~}7trc;~c~r.aiic~ii~il~:ts~ ~.ilf.... xi.nc a~ .r~~~~rG~7cr:~:c~rt4 c~~~;i~s;y :icy stta~Ea~s. ~>,srl:.+ii r11~; I~c~,;i~li~itti; iit~ Itch°ii:~; i)~rr:~r 1,~<~,~~.~J::z~ctt r~t.~ l:~C77tbL"Sd~..I>:S' ~IG.h11(, 55,~+c+~u~~r.+~~;, !c i~a~itir~rr, t5~• t+i~t~ w~ctuSi~ r~ti.~~;~:"' l4 1.i.,~ C'.: ~ ~~~1~I I ~~I)(1 i(t))~, '.E`~~~~ 1~~~~;i~ t~;d c~~:ii~lt.w ~ft•~ir~4aciiErr.ia,~ r,~.~.r.!c.:xi (~. i.~r~~4 ~~l~aic:[a:;~rxs1irhii:~ cw~twi.rrt<r4.t;; (ir~clia:~i~r~;~~ta'~~rri~t; tt~~~~a.ia~t `'{}7.!t:::~;Eifr~
~N~;in~~ l..i) <Lt;'~I~~t .~)714'I I.it 1.,?G ~1t-7;;E~~Yl9~.:i; 1:1Y1 F~7E~.~~~i~: t1`C~131~f::f4 Cat ;Ti'i' lltG~ (~3:1'(:f~ i ~r}j i:3 {7i1:V.L~ ~t12~~ (,~iJ~1t1•i.
lf'lt:ll':Ii'l11;~i1'flCi l~1tT4{..1~~`F!t'Gt~ ~lt7z)'.3'LP'<'1`~Nl~)flf r ~f'} ~l@~i:t~~xi!i~ . 4~~S1tZd1C~S~ C~t."1R:E1CfC?(dy 41P Sf ;)' q~1.1L:r
t tllSC." .~~;'t.~ i'-.,~~ :Sil:la4'7+.i1 ~;.~'L1J'l1*t:3J11G~41 }~~*~ 1~1:VG lU:~~S: .C~t't i1:113VI3~ t5~ Jxi'F:6;31~GIS: (7{ ~~k."tlt~ t~41f.',. I~,i.a;~c), (i~~:i~~, art. _.t1)> Cz E.l a~..'I', ~:ik~i~ "x~~6-:?:(}; .-~1taj.t~c~l;~a~f:,tx i~r~t5ti ~rtickJc it i~ i7~ra:~t ccirn~7~ctitl~~,t~~~,.lic~~z ~<a~;r r~~„~,e,.~ (« }~~:r;;~sr7's ~~4itdaarE rt ~i~l)r~~c~ ~t~~ p~rr~t~ q ~s~4:~cr1, ~3~cf :~s cic~tar~».,x, t:11e.

119ET:1."rif;i` (7~~1(il: ~kYf1L:i~ I:; ~Cii h(). Jit+lit~;c?._.mil Eat't9tLc:lS 1~'~. c̀~~.D~l:t'~Jtl[l~ tcI'{:lLlk~ 99:C7.lif;LlVl', f.1:iT'{ :Il itl~'
I~c~~~iFiti~;~;,, itE Sri <7r~r~;;fi1 ctiaai3ii:t nc~t ckF~~~ iut~cri<iti~~nz~!<~ltari c:t~r. (!:I)

Gt lr,~cr~ti,'t~~i~~lit t~~: ttio ~at~tt;t•l7ciu~3ct~ ~~I'tHi.s e:ttt~~~;r~r~~ ~rf cacsv~;r~ci ~~Grs~i~~~, iE ;;e~iFCel.Fttat
~ri~.;a;:t~~ i,~:, raa iruliuttl~a<tl E~:!'tli:c` y~~ri c~aia:;itlt~~c~l:l,cr~.. f:~+~7~E1~t~~~;::'~ri.ie!~s ? ~I~~e~ ~i~;:t z~it::r the
~'u~i:J~in~.eia:t:r:f I;.t.4ti~..6t~=ti~i'TI' jSCfltCfj'tC~ Ch:~t~~cr::r117di(~'(a i9~~~E~~,~rui~t;~xir~;}'' ri~rltt iir t~i1 iirr;ie~1 uortl;l:i~:t tip
tuir;et .iai~3.ivi.:h~r;tly ~v#icy a~'~:;~;ta'~:.<>.':s~t~ r~.a~ci~ti>'s. ari-ai:t~i~: ipi~ €;;~. "1='! ~~ l~i~t.c,xi:i~4 t),I ~::c:k:~n1~u~ :1x`t:ic~.l~~ i,:i.lt:x,.~c: c.i~. r= ~.ft.rt :taci~a:~~ers:cif'~i;ela.u~tircti. fe*rt.cM• ~'aT'.liafll ~1.r~:;;:tt1t~~ eiitci.i~cui.:titatx: ;~z~rt.rcati.:lxr Vitae
::iir~f~i~:l~ .. ;i:~: ccxE~sicCF;~~uii .ah"aki~~~; t:ic,~ici~~~u E1~zrt i~t1~~.:7rcr~t;Ct~i~s`;i~:t} ~~1rt:c: tl~~,~^{:x.~~c.
c~.~~~a~..i~~.t:,~ IiL~aar sft;~i~ ti~titi~~~ ~t~.t~t~ie'i~t (`1~ttw~:l°~°tt~:~it~~utr t1~c~ir. ttiz~:.;~' ). iai~ n~~c: faE,zuc:~i l~~rr;,t. t7c.•
eri;rcf~<rr, arle~~r :;t:s~~e::t~i~~fr c>i" ~a~uE~~it i~ xn~.€s~rii;G~r~t. ' . tt.~twrit~+t:x~i~°~l ~..<~~7zi~9at~i~c. ~r~ ~[t ~~rc~ C rte:>,.,
/7:tcrrj:~rc:rt~~4 ~rrizlrrr~z.ti.vt~.t',~i(::n'r~ti~n..e+,~t~i~~e.~l ~~c~~iac~x~xlji~~ r1~.~'~a~t~:~irr.~:~ ~~r~~t~e lrric~irrcr!i.arrtrl,..;.. ,.!lrurr~rrrr~rJrF~~rt bc~r~~.:?.~ (~~1a;~:3;, c:'f. ~r~,s~r~ kit,: ~l~ :~:~1 ~„intl+ r~ti~lti: ~t~tis~c: c:~rit~tatta:ca.u~ 4~i~a~;t.can J:i r.~+~l:vcss
tfie: y~c<~;~~~~~ati<r~i. ~~G:~aari~~y, ctx•: e~~.7~i1tt~:t~~1 t~!`;a~ts nr ~~c:rr~.ti~~~s ~irz~l~rki~.c~ xc, d~a.g.~t j~e~~~;i~,:i~~~ticic~ii iE~
hra~liiiti~~ ;at•~: tt5sa~rr~aial:~ aT ~;Uaiti.nif+3~4:t t~S~+asl~ti'f'U1~~tpta"-izl'~c=~;i:~t~ c:ahwl,IYcj~ ~~Cia:ta€s.Eirsvrttu~l tc~ ~.c
I rtct.t3~~c:r~, t~f' u. ttt~r~..5t,rtt~ tt~'ci~~ ~res~:tp °~til~j~e:I •ho ~t~t7lai.rtc'aU~ Y~~'~~tsai~j.; ~ec:air~~ FiJt~'l~i:J~r~ r~, t:~7acrzkJ~t.,
lac3~1 .i:~. ~;1j~ ~i.:~rl ~;~., t~5 (~a,E~:C`„ :~1JU~3).{„ he ia~t l~x.1.`i t'c+~Y 1~4~r ~:.el~aiat~aa~{ tixrre:~ a~:icz-ir~ vc Ir~i~f

r=::<cic}~wij ~aicii~ a~~ia;x. tin€1 tln~;ti~;.}~~a~;cd 1~~~~•s:etc~.t,tai~rfifir( xtrr,: nc~d t~a~.~taif,.~~i2;~ 2C.cx1\!4'(3.tit`.t'tIi.1IT~:
!lt~:tifl'stlTG'ti~ :lc~::5?tCh~~"9:t1}~~'E1GS 1:{111 `C't74St1#IY~;r3 Ci~'~l~pa'5;.4) T(Jl,'L'C,y'' 4~~tEl"):Ita~~. MCN tizi17'c:it~,~CC~wt`I 4'~Y llt~c,Y;
iia.a~;~~u~;i~a~Ceci iirc a lil;:141i~.~illl,~.IIGI;u~ pfi~rt`.fy1 E:Lx~s#a<):;i;lafies' ;s`ii~~~3,:)~ b~` ~~i.~~t.tie~ r,~iC~~,i'r~•rr~;i~~txc:r;~h.i`.p
7~t ~liE,.s~ ~a~•~r~ra~l t'c,.~~tt."); ,irl fl► F? (;;t'`c3:F~~~i9t~rt itCli:cil:C a".i::~.t~c~1 t.si~i(iC1.ispac~, ii:;cicirti:;'r'~t ~~t•ca~~ici.~ ,~
i rc;~~ ~,a~;s iiir tl~~; r~a~;ra~~`rc.rs t~:1' i~i~ t~tt4~i~~~+'s: ;~~ttt:~el: ItS:~:~s fez ~,c~ u~. czr :{ ~.~ uy.tlri:y jzF~a;;u 3.ix ion~t, as,
ti7r~ ~;~:~ikaif~l.c;, ;,~o« E~iw-.ir~t ~ir~t#, tiv~i~~a~ xiic Z~o:r e:R.t3[ca~lutl, <~t~ T7fia~c;~~ ~Yz~s~ r~c~t isi~rx~z~:eci' ~. ~~,r.

,...,~_.,,._....DS.-.'fin cryr~ratia7l~.!"tlsr~ kat~tiit~.tlueatis~: i~~:rc: yvriuld:ngi i~vo7+~~ crrR~3ue~t ttzvt;rcci )~y.rfia i tw~.ci:M:'iu~~
P~~~tanc:~I. 4n~1 tl~U:~tHit.l v.uf ~~te C'#enu~a Cc~~:r:Yeniit~frs lv a~1~icG~:Ttse lJnitcd Sl kt~.s its cNrrktil~ 7:;I~art~• r~tJr~r 11irr~z
~;itir~iii:c5n •~rtici~e ~, sis ~ss~ i1 as f1~cr~lC~v t~~J }~rc~~isas~t3.s ~.f Eito At~nv.,r ter rhq.l~'¢rixsXt li•tt(~~rQ C.~ii1vg;~txc~n ,+~~+.~c~ G~• tiar~r
t~:~rrs cirri;- rn::irir~.~zJ ~,r~rs~]~Es.E,~.F~w1;.ik! lXiESt~.C1Yit1tC S"~~ l"I3C (~8Y(1~;31.U{~l£ C(~~1~"61~1t1{~:9._ :11~tr, ~r.~;:, (~4n~:~f~a ~ t~r~a+~i~.(it~rr
1~4:?<<iiv,:.t„ttcu ('~~s~etuYi*:~~:~a:rlanisefat.r~~~kiltin,.~lii:b.l~,las1~,{1'~1~:5J,p14:L:~rl.1.ti"~',~:31("z,.~~EtY.1G ~":F`~a~~'I%}
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(~)(~)

~~~u~~~ c.7~~~.`~'% :jam,'

~jtti~>e, hi~;}i•Ic~~c.1 Ic;cieicr ~f~tri ane~T~}r fi~rcc t~~l.a ~S:c~:~rru~~Inl:l,~~.invQ:l~~cd. i~~::~xl.ir~xni:n~ ~~nei' r~.c.ruiliir~; i'ur ic:9rr>:rist atifir.l.~., t>tirt c>n that Utisjti fititl~ t~~ 9~t~~l-tq b~;.~~tkin~ ".im. u~.tiue..Eaiit.7 i.ilhc>ctiiit~cq " .hcc~rcl:in~,ly tnri,~,t~~~~~.liii~7 an i)~c .ct.~'~.~rinst~x~~Ls tl'isaufi~vci h~rc:.v:~iuisl r~iat v~~i1~ileC.c~arrrnai5n ~1a~trelc::i :~u~l tiie,a41'atc ~raric~ ~~~~1 ~~i:cal~~u.t1i~.'.'~~t~tr ~`rir~~~;s.ni:t:~

~it}rc~:ii~;lt ~s~~ ca~~tr~ix~eei ~~n~~c~ tf~i.3 tart taf C1.A c~~~G~<sii~m w~ititd tot ~~i~lnS:~ SM~-tar~ra;~;1 ! I)(la) ~a(~~i~ ~t~ci.2zli~1 aCt:itJt- 1b t~7'`#ti 11:5, Ctzckc:,:lht, i~t~c:1 tl~~~t tit.icl~ an u~~~:r~i(ix~r~ ~a~ i~~ tiic~;c:~s~i U.S, eit~t~t~:e~.u(ci r~is~ cititr~tcR <~u~s:tic>txs wi~cicr i~~e-Cc~nyliciali~>rl.:i~~G;n crllcfess; ei:n.tl~~~I:~cisnultiz~~ci a~~Uvs;, tliu C:cans~~~u.ticir~ i~~s>~il~cl:nc~l ptec~ucGcstic3t 1~ Icl.1~:~I a~ticiai hccnt~se n.fa t~r:,;c~`sll.ti. Cifaf4itsa~i~7. ~ ._.. .... .. } ~~7){1:)
(~~fi~)(t.~~ l~i,J7la ~1ni:cr~~lt~t~.~x[.'.a f)ciu 1?rr7c;c5s Gl~nt;~~, ,fs ~wall a;~ ~l~e !_~o:urlh Ar~ac,iitli~i.~i7.t, li'Ic:l~,~~tca:is;ct:. ~t f.~.;a,.~tti~ctsrr in ,,.q~a14 rvti~~cctti euc~i ryvt~~c'I~G is ttbrc>ticl ~St.c [i`~nl ,.. (~riuZr:~, i:54 (:1,~;, 1.5-G.(.1 x:57): ~j~~:irrtrJiiv <~~rnro~x) iJrlrtr~~l;ric~tc~e 1r::.i'~~rc~~r~~ ~-~Ir~julfi~x,:49~1 ~.1 S. ?:~9, ?'li~~-7(~ ~l ~l>f~},scc~ al;sr~ lei ie ~ea~~~t~r•ii~ ~brr~~atii,~;ti~•raf t~ ~' 1s'»~l~~a:ss~eh iri Xcrit ~frrcz~, 5j:~ 1 3~1 :l::S 1, 7'IG) ra.7 ~2.~1.C,~i 2~i)~}.. 'I`li~s fAit;t illt~t a ~.~nkrz~G 1i~,~ur:4, its ul'-~4+i•t~ts.a~r ttti'ns,~cr~:~iiti~cl lrar~.n:;, r~ s~ (J.S. uiiir..~iz,f~~~~;~~~~x, ~zsi;.~ pot (~i:~~L:flzat i~trsi~at cs~usd~ti~~int~tl:~:~~7ia~uatat§' f'rnan.~iCf~~l. ~`lri:c: rcaa~c9ciri:njj faic(ai ~u~7~Yc~i°t ire ~~i~~~en~c Grrt~t~ sc: l~«' ~~d [~~;~~rif~ ~~'IS~4~i~r~C~~c ii~ill~sty is try consti~~iti.~~ai~kly t~sx.
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Exhibit 4
To the Declaration of Colin Wicker
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P~c~:67 061231tJ~.~ 125465
U.S. Department of Jusfice

Office of Legal Counsel

~cc of the Assistant Attorney Gcneral Washington, D.C. ZOS30

Juiy 16, X020

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTf~R.NEY GENERAL

Re: Applicability of Federal Criminal Laws and the Constitution to
Contemplated Lethal Operations Against Shaykh Anwar al-Aulagi
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XT.

We begin our legal analysis with a consideration of section ] 119 of title 18, entitled
"Foreign murder of United States nationals." Subsection Z 119(b) provides that "[a] person who,
being a natiflnal of tFie.IInited States, kills or attempts io kill a national of the United States while
such national is outside the Ucuted States but within the jurisdiction of another country shall be
punished as provided under sections 1111, Y 112, and I 1 l3." 18 U.S.C. § 1 l 19(b).6 In light of
the nature of the contemplated operations described above, and the fact that their target would be

a "national of the United States" who is outside the'United States, we must examine whether
section 1119(b) would prohibit those operations. ~,~e first explain, ira this part, the scope of
section l I Z9 and why it must be construed to incorporate the public authority justification, which
can render lethal action carried out by a governmental official lawful in same circumstances. We
next explain in part III-A why that public authority justification ~.vauld apply to the contemplated
DoD operation. Finally, eve explain in part III-I3 why that justification would apply to the
contemplated CIA operation. As to each agecicy, we.focus on the particular circumstances in

avhich it would czxry out the operation.

r

Although section 1119(b) zefers only to the "puiush[ments]" provided undez sections
11 l 1, 1112, and 1113, courts have construed section 11 I9(b) to incorporate the substanfive
elements of those crass-referenced provisions of title 18. See, e.g., United States v. Wharton,
320 P.3d 526, 533 (5th Gir. 2003); United States v. YYhite, 51 ~'. Supp. 2d 1008, l 013-14 (E.D.
Ca, l 497). Section 1 111 of title l 8 sets forth criminal penalties for "murder," and provides that
"[m]urder is the untawfuI kitting of a human being with malice aforethought." Id. § 11 l 1(a).
Section 1212 similarly provides criminal sanctions for "manslaughter," and states that
"[m]anslaughter is the unlawful killing of a human being without malice." Id. § 1112. Section
1113 provides criminal penalties for "attempts to commit murder or manslaughter." Id. § 1 I I3.
It is therefore clear that section 1 l 19(6) bars only "unIa~vful killings."~

6 See also 18 [I.S,C, § ] 119(a) (providing that "national of the United States" has the meaning stated in
section 10I (ax22) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. § Z 10 F (a){22)).

Ssction 1 119 itself also expressly imposes various procedural limitations on prosecution. Subsection
i ! 19(c)(I) requires ti~at any prosecution be authorised in writing by the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney
General, or an•Assistant Attorney General, and precludes t}ie approval afsuch an action "•ifprosecution has been
previously undertaken by a foreign country for the same conduct." In addition, subsection l 1 ! 9{c)(2) provides that

12
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This limitation an section 11 ] 9(b)'s scope is significant, as the legislative history Co the
underlying offenses that the section incorporates makes cleax. The provisions sectipn 1119(U)
incorporates derive from sections 273 and 274 of the Act of March 4, 19Q9, ch. 32I, 35 Stat.
1088, l 143. The 1909 Act codified and Amended the penal laws of the United States. Section
273 of the enactment defined murder as "the unlawful killing of a human being with malice
aforethought," and section 274 defined manslaughter as "the unlawful killing of a human being
without malice." 3S Stat, Y 143.E In 194E, Congress codified the federal murder and
manslaughter provisions at sections 1111 and 1112 of title 18 and retained the definitions of
murder snd manslaughter in nearly identical farm, see Act of June 25, 194$, ch. 645, 62 Slat.
683, 756, including the references to "unlawful killing" that remain in the statutes today—
references that track similar formulations in some state murder statutes.g

"(nJa prosecutiosi stialJ be approved ender this section unless the A[tarn~y Getteral, ui consultation with the
Secretary of Szaie, dcterrnines That t13e conduct took place in a country in which the person is no longer present, and
the coantry lacks the ability to lawfully secure the person's return"---a determination that "is not subject to judicial
review," id.

" A 1908 joint congressional committee report on the Act explained that "[uJnder exlszing law ji.c., prior to
the 1909 Act], there (had been] no statutory definition of the crimes of murder or manslaughter." Report by the
Special Joint Comm. on the Revision of the Laws, Revision and Codification of the Laws, Etc., H.R. Rep. No. 2,
6th Gong. 1st Sess., ut 12 (Jan. G, 1408) ("Joint Committee Report"). We note, however, that the 1878 edition of
die Revised Statutes did contain a deftnition for manstau~rter (but not murder): "Every person who, within any of
the places os upon any of the waters [within the exclusive jurisdic[ion of the United States) unlawfully and willfully,
but wid~out ma3ice, strikes, stabs, wounds, or shaou at, otherwise injures another, of which striking, stabbing,
wounding, shooting, or other• injury such other person dies, either on land or sea, within or without the United States,
is guilty of t2~e crime of manslaughter." Revised Statutes § 53~ J (1878 ed.) (quoted in United States v..4lexander,
471 F.2d 923, 944-45 n.5a (D.C. Cir. 1972}). bVith respect to murder, the 1908 report Hated that the legislation

"enlarges the common-ta~v definition, and is similar in terms to the statutes defining murder in a large majority of

the Suites." Joint Committee Report at 24; see also Revision of the Penal Laws.• Hearings o,i S. 2982 Before the

Senate as a i~'hole, both Cang., 1st $ess. 1184, 1 !85 (1908) (statement of Senator Heyburn) (same). With respect to
manslaughter, the report stated that "jwjnat is said with respect to [the murder provision] is trite as to this section,
manslaughter being defined and classified in laneuaee simiiar to that to be found in the statutes of a large majority
of the States." Joint Committee Re~on at 24.

9 See, e.g., Cal. Fena1 Godc § 187(a) (West 2009) ("Murder is t}ie unlawful killing of n human being, or a
fetus, with malice aforethought."); Fla, Scat. § 782.04(1)(a) (West -2009) (including "untawFul killing of a human
being" tss an element of murder); Idaho Code Ann. § I S- 001 (West 2Q09) ("Murder is the unlawful killing of a
human being"); Nev. Rev. Stat.'Ann, § 200.010 (West 2008) (including "untawfuJ kiIiing of a human being" as err
eletttent of murder}; R I. Gen. Laws § I I-Z3-1 (West 2008) ("Tt~e unlawful killing oT a human being with malice
aE'orechaught is murder."); Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-13-201 (West 2009) ("Criminal homicide is the unlawful killing of
another person"). Such statutes, in tum, reflect the view often expressed in the common !aw of murder that the
crime requires an "unlawful" killing. See, e.g., Edward Coke, The Third Part of the Inslitules ofLmvs of Engla~rd 47
(London, W. Clarke &Sons 1809) {"Murder is when a man of sound memory, and of the age of discretion,
unlawfulf}~ kiIleth within any county of the realm uny reasonable creature in rerum nature under the king's peace,
with malice fore-thought, either expressed by the party, or implied by lxw, sa Fss the party wounded, or hurt, &c. die
of the wound, or hurt, &c. within a year and a day after the same,"); 4 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the
haws of England 195 (Qxfard t 769) (same); see also A Drgest ojCJpinions ojthe Judge Advocates General of the
~trnry ! 07A n.~ (1912) ("Murder, a[ comcnan law, is the unlawful killing by a person of sound memory and
discretion, of any reasonable creature in being and under the peace of the State, which malice aforethought either
express or implied.") (internal quotation marks amined).

13
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As this legislative history indicates, guidance as to the meaning of what constitutes an
"unlaw#ul killing'•' -in sections 1111 and 1 I 12—and thus for purposes of section 1119(b}---can be
found in the histaricai understandings of murder and manslaughter. That history shows that
states have Iang recognized justifications and excuses to statutes criminalizing "unlawful"
killings.20 C?ne state court, far example, in construing that state's murder statute explained that
"the ward `uniawfizt' is a term of art" that "Connotes a homicide with the absence of factors of
excuse ar justification," People v, Frye, 10 CaI. Rptr. 2d 217, 22I (CaF. App. 1992). That court
fiuther explained that the #'actors of excuse or justification in question include those that have
traditionally been recognized, id at 221 n.2. ether authorities support the same conclusion. See,
e.g., Mullaney v, YYilbur, 42I U.S. 684, 68S (1975) (requirement of "unlawful" killing in Maine
murder stafute meant that killing was "neither justifiable nor excusable"); cf. also Rollin M.
Perkins &Ronald N. Boyce, Criminal Zativ SS (3d ed. 1.982) ("innocent homicide is of two
kinds, (1) justifiable and (2) excusable."), j ~ Accordingly, section 1 l 19 does not proscribe killings
covered by a justification traditionally recognized, such as under the common law or state and
federal murder statutes. See Wj~ite, S 1 F. Supp. 2d at 1013 ("Congress did not intend [section
1119] to criminalize justifiable ar excusable killings."),

Here, we focus on the potential application of one such recognized}ustification—the
justification of "public authority' —to the contemplated Don and CTA operations. Before
examining vc-~hether, an these facts, the public authority justi~ca.tion would apply to those

operations, we first explain why section 11 19(b} incorporates that particular justification.

The public authority justificati, n, generally understood, is well-accepted, and it is cleaz it
may be available even in cases where the particular criminal statute at issue does not expressly

~ o The same is true with respect to other statutes, including federal laws, that modify a prohibited aGt other

than murder or manslaughter with the term "unlawfully." See, e.g., Territory v. Gonzales, 89 P. 250, 252 (N.M.
Ten. 1907) (construing the term "unlawful" in statute criminalizing assaalt with a deadly weapon as "clearly
equivalent" to "without excuse ar justification"}. For example, 18 U.S.G. § 2339C ma4ces it unlawful, r~rrer atia, to
"unlawfully and willfully provide[) or collect[) funds" with the intention that they be used (or knowledge they are to
be used) to curt' out az~ act that is an offense within certain specified treaties, or to engage in certain other terrorist
acts. The legislative history of section 2339C makes clear that "(the term `unlawr"ully' is intended to embody
common law defenses." H.R. Rep. No. 107-307, at l2 (2001). Similarly, the Uniform Code of Military Justice
makes it unlawful for members of the armed forces to, "without justification or excuse, unlawfully kill[) a human
being" under certain specified cucumstances. 10 U.S.C. § 918. Notwithstanding that the statute already expressly
requires lack of justification ar excuse, ii is the longstanding view of the armed forces that "jk}iliing a human being
is unlawfuP' fotpurposes of this provision "when done without justification or excuse." Manua! far Courts-Martial
United States (2008 ed.), ai IV-b3, art. ] 18, comment (c)(1) (emphasis added).
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refer to a public authprity justi~cation.1z Frosecutions where such a "public authority"
justification is invoked are understandably rare, see American Law Institute, Model Penal Code
and Commentaries § 3.03 Coznrnent 1, at 2~ (1985); cf. VISA Fraud Investigation, 8 Op. O.L.C.
284, 285 n.2, 2&5 (19$4), and thus there is little case taw in which courts have analyzed the
scope of the justification with respect to the conduct of government afficials.13 Nonetheless,
discussions in the Ieading treatises and in the Model Penal Cade demonstrate its le~itimacy..See
2 Wayne R. LzFave, Substantive Criminal Lcrry § Y 0.2(b}, at 135 (2d ed. 2003); Perkins &
Boyce, Criminal Law at 1093 ("Deeds which otherwise would be criminal, such as taking or
destroying property, taking hold of a person by foroe and against his will, placing him in
confinement, or even taking t~is Life, are not'crimes if done with proper public authority."); see
also Model Penal Code § 3.Q3(1)(a), (d), (e), at 22-23 (proposing codification of justification
where conduct is "required or authorized by," inter olio, "the Iaw defining the duties or functions
of a public of~"icer ..."; "the Iaw governing the armed services or t ie lav~•ful conduct of war"; or
"~.ny other provision of law imposing a public duty"}; National Coznzn'n on Reform of Federal
Criminal Laws, A Proposed New Federal Criminal Code § 602(1) ("Conduct engaged in by a
public servant in tie eau~se of ~s off duties is }ustified when it is squired or authorized by
law."). And this Office h~,s invoked analogous rationales in several instances in wYuch it has
analyzed whether Congress intended a particular criminal statute to prohibit specific conduct that
otherwise falls wit~un a government agency's authorities.~d

lz Where a federal criminal statute incorporates the public authority justification, and the government
conduct at issue is within the scope of that justification, there is no need to examine whether the criminal prohibition
has been repealed, impliedly or otherwise, by some other sustute that might potentially authorize the governmental
conduct, including by the authorizing statute that might supply the predicate far the assertion of the public authority
justification itself. Rather, in such cases, the criminal prohibition simply does not apply to dte particular
governmental conduct at issue in the first instance because Congress intended that prohibition to be qualified by the
public authority justification that it incorporates. Conversely, where another statute expressly authorizes the
government to engage in the specrfec conduct in question, then there would be na need to in~ake the more general
public authority justification doctrine, because in such a case the legsslature itself has, in effect, carved out a specific
exceptiaii pern~itting the executive to do what the legislature has oticerwisc generally forbidden. lVe do not address
such a circumstance in this opinion.

13 The question of a "public authority" justification is nauch more frequcnily litigated in cases where a
private party charged with a crime interposes the defense that he relied upon authority that a public official allegedly
conferred Up0I1 him t0 en~Fage in the challenged conduct. See generallyUnited States Attorneys' Manual tit, 9,
Criminal Resource Manual § 2055 (describing and discussing three different such defenses of "governmental
authority"); National Comm'n on Reforrz of Federal Criminal Laws, A Proposed New Federal Criminal Code
~ 602(2); Model Penal Code § 3.03(3)(b); see also Untied States v. !"ulcher, 250 ~'.3d 244, 253 (dth Cir. 2001);
United Stares v. Rosenthal, 793 F.2d 1214, 1235-36 (1 I th Cir. 1986); United S~a~es v, Duggan, 743 F.2d 59, 83-84
(2d fir. 1984}; Fed. R. Crim. P. 12.3 (requiring defendant to notify government if he intends to invoke such a public
authority defense). We do not address such cases in this memorandum, in which our discussion of the "public
authority" justification is tim9ted to the question of whether a particular criminal law applies to specific conduct
undertaken by government agencies pursuant to their authorities,

~ 6 See, e.g., Memorandum for

15
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The gubIic authority justification does nat excuse all conduct of public officials from all
criminal prohibitions. The legislature may design some cziminal prohibitions to place bounds on
the kinds of govemmentaI conduct that can be authorized b~ the Executive. Or, the legislature
may enac# a crimin.ai prohibition in order to delimit the scope of the conduct that the legislature
has otherwise authorized the Executive to undertake pursuant to another statute.~s But the
recognition that a federal crimznal statute may incorporate the public authority justificatean
reflects the fact that it would not make sense to attribute to Congress the intent with respect to
each of its criminal statutes to prohibit all covered activities undertaken by public officials in the
legitimate exercise of theix otherwise Iawfizl authorities, even if Congress has clearly intended to
make those same actions a crime v~~hen committed by persons who .are not acting pursuant to
such public authority. In some instances, therefore, the better view of a criminal prohibition may
well be that Gongxess meant to distinguish those persons who are acting pursuant to public
authority, at Least in some circumstances, from those who are not, even if the statute by terms
does not rna1:e that distinction express. Gf, Nardone v. United States, 302 U.S. 379, 384 (1937)
(federal criminal statutes shoald be construed to exclude authorized conduct of public officers
where such a reading "would work Qbvious absurdity as, for example, the application of a speed
law to a policeman puisuing a criminal or fhe driver of a fire engine responding to an alarm").16

Here, we consider a federal mwrder statute, but there is no general bar to applying the
public authority justification to such a criminal prohibition. For example, with respect to
prohibitions on the ~.uxlativfal use of deadly force, the Model Penal .Code recommended that
legislatures should make the public aufharity (or "public duty") justification zvailable, though
oily where the use of such farce is covered by a mere particular justification (such as defense of
offiers or the use of deadly force by law enforcement), where the use of such force "is otherwise
expressly authoz~ized by law," or where such force "occurs in the lawful conduct of wax." Model
Penal Code § 3.03(2)(b), at 22; see also id. Comment 3, at 2G. Same states proceeded to adopt
the Model Penal Code recommendation.17 Other states, although not adopting that precise

see also Visa Fraud Invesrrgarran, 8 Op. O.L.C. at
287-88 (concluding that civil statute prohibiting issuance of visa to an alien known to be ineligible did not prohibit
State Department from issuing such a visa where "necessary" to facilitate important Immigration and Naturalization
Service undercover operation carried out u~ a "reasonable" fashion).

'S See, e.g., Nardone v. United Stales, 302 U.S. 379, 384 (1937) (government wirct~spping was proscrsbed
by federal statute);

16 1n accord with our prior precedents, each potentially applicable statute must be carefully and separately
examined to discern Congress's intent in this respect—such as whether it irnposes a less qualified limitation than
section 1119 imposes. See generally, e.g., lJnited Stales Assistance
to Countries that Shoot Down Civil ~fircrafi Involved in Dn~g Trafficking, 18 Op. O.L.C. 148 (1994); .4pp(icatian of
Neutrality itct to O~cia! Gaverrtment Activities, 8 Op. 0.~..C. SS (1984}.

'~ See, e.g., Neb. Rev. Stet. § 28-1408(2)(b); Pa. C.S.A. § SO4(b)(2); Tex. Penal Code tit. 2, § 9.21(e).

m
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formulation, have enacted specific statutes dealing with the question of when public o~cials are
justified in using•deadly farce, which often prescribe that an officer acting in the performance of
his of~'ieiat duties must reasonably have believed that such farce was "necessary."i$ Other states
have more broadly provided that the public authority defense is avaitabie where the government
officer engages in a "reasonable exercise" of his official functions.19 There is, however, no
federal statute that is analogous; and neither section 112 9 nor a»y of the incorporated title 18
provisions setting forth the substantive elements of the section 1219(b) offense, provide any
express guidance as to the existence or scope ofthis justification.

Against this background, we believe the touchstone for the analysis of whether section
1 l 19 incozporates not only justifications generally, but also the public authority justification in
particular, is the legislative intent underlying this criminal statute. We conclude that the statute
should be read to exclude from its prohibitor~~ scope killings that are encompassed by traditional
justifications, which include the public authority justification. lfierc are no indications that
Congress had a contrary intention. No[hing in the text or legislative history of sections 1111-
1113 of title 18 suggests that Congress intended to exclude the established .public authority
justificAtion from those that Can~ress otherwise must be understood to have imported through
the use of the modifier "unlawful" in thas~ statutes (which, as we explain above, establish the
substantive scope of section 11 I9(b)).2D Nar is there anything in the text oz legislative histoxy of
section 11 l9 itself to suggest that Congress intended to abrogate or otherwise affect the
avaiIabilzty under that statute of t~iis traditional justification far killings. On the contrary, the
relevant legislative materials indicate that in enacting section 1119 Congress was merely closing
a gap in a field dealing with entirely different kinds of conduct than that at issue here.

Tlxe origin of section 1119 was a bill entitled the "Murder of United States Nationals
Act of 1991," which Senator Thurmond introduced during the I D2d Congress in response to the

murder of an American in South Korea tivho had been teaching at a private school there. See 137

Cong. Rec. $b75-77 (1991) (statement of Sen, TFiurmond), Shartfy after the murder, another

American teacher at the schUvl aocused a former colleague (who was also a U.S. citizen) of

having committed the murder, and also confessed to helping the farmer colleague cover up the

crime. The teacher who confessed was convicted in a South Korean court of destroying evidence
and aiding the escape of a criminal suspect, but the individual she accused of murder had
retx~rned to the United States before the confession. Id. at 8675 The United States did not have

i8 See, e.g., Ariz. Ray. Slat. § 13-A 10.C; Maine Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 17, § J 02,2.

t9 See, e.g., Ala. Stat. § 13A-3-22; N.Y. Penal Law § 35.05(1); Larave, Substantive Criminal Law

§ 10,2(b), at 13S n,15; see also Robinson, Criminal Law Deferues § 149(a), at 215 (proposing that the defense
should be available only if the actor engages in the authorized conduct "when and to the extent necessary to protect
or further the interest protected or furthered by the grant of authority" and where it "is reasonable in relation to the
gravity of the harms or evils threatened and the importance of ttic interests to be furthered by such exercise of
au~.hority"); id § Z 49(c), at 218-20.

z0 In concluding that the use of the terns "unlawful" supports the conclusion that section l l 29 incorporates
the public authority justification, eve do not mean to suggest that the absence of such a term ~vauld rec}uire a contrary
conclusion regarding the intended application of a criminal stafute to otherwise authorized government conduct in
other cases, Each statute must be considered on its own terms to determine the relevant congressional intent. See
supra note 16.E

l7
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an extradition treaty with South Korea that would have facilitated prasecutian of the atleged
murderer and therefore, under then~e~isting law, "the Federal Government ha[d] no jurisdiction
to prosecute a person _residing in the United States who ha[dJ murdered an American abroad
except in limited aiccumstances, such as a terrorist murder or the murder ofa Federal official."
Id.

Ta close the "loophole under Federal Iaw which permits persons who murder Americans
in certain'foreign countries to go punished," id., the Thurmond bill would have added a new
section to title 18 praviduig that "[wJhoever kills or attempts to kill a natianai of the United
States while such national is outside the United States but within the jurisdiction of another
country shall be punished as provided under sections 1111, l 112, and 1113 of this titIe." S. $61,
1Q2d Cong. (1991) (incorporated in S. I241, 102d Cong. §§ 320103 (1991)). The proposal also,
contained a separate provision r~mendin~ the procedures for extradition "to provide the executive
branch with the necessary authority, in the absence oi'an extradition treaty, to surrender to
foreign governments those ~~ha commit violent crimes against U.S. nationals." 137 Cang. Rec.
$676 (1991 (statement of Sen. Thurmond) (discussing S. 861, 102d Cong., § 3).21 The
Thwmond propo5a~ was incorporated into an arrulibus crime bill that both the House and Senate
passed, but that bill did not become la~v,

In the I U3d Congress, a revised version of the Tfiurmond bikl was included as part of the
Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994. ~-~.R, 3355 § 60009, 103d Cang.
(1994). The new legislation differed from the previous bi]I in two key respects. First, it
prescribed criminal jurlsdietian only where both the perpetrator and the victim were U.S.
nationals, whereas tihe original Thurmond bi11 ~~auld have extended jurisdiction to all instances
in which the victim was a U.S. national (based on so-called "passive personality" jurisdiction22).

Second, the revised legislation did not include the separate provision from the earlier Thu~tnond
legislation that would have amended the procedures for extradition. Congress enacted the
revised legislation in 199 as part ~f Public Law I~'o. 103-322, and it was codified as section
1119 of title I8. See Pub. L. Na. 103-322, § 60009, 108 Stat. 1796, 1972 (1994).

Thus, section 1119 vas designed to close a jurisdictional loophole--exposed by a murder
that had been committed abroad by a private individual--to ensure the possibility of prosecuting
U.S. nationals who murdered other U.S. nationals in certain foreign co►.ultries that tacked the
ability to lawfully secure the perpetrator's appearance at trial. This loopkiole had nothing to do
with the conduct of an authorized mzlitazy operation by U,S. armed forces ar the sort of

CIS countertenrarism operation contemplated here. Indeed, prior to the
enactment of section 1119, the only federal statute expressly making it a crime to kill U.S.
nationals abroad, at Least outside the specia] and maritime jurisdiction of the united States,

~~ The Thurmond proposal also contained procedural limitations an prosecution virtually identical to those
tha; Congress ul;icnately enacted and codified at 18 U.S.C. § 1119(c}. See S. $6l, 102d Cong. § 2.

1z Seo Geoffrey R. Wauon, The Passive Personality Principle, 28 Tex. Int'i L.J. 1, 13 (1993); 137 Cong.
Rec. 8G77 (1991) (letter for Senator Emcst F. Hollings, from Janet G. Mullins, Assistant Secretary, Legislative
Affairs, U.S. State Depamnent (Dec. 26, 1989), submitted for the record during floor debate an the Thurmond bill)
(54752 ("The United 5taces has generally taken the position chat the exercise of exvaterritariat criminal jurisdiction
based solely on the nationality of the victim interferes unduly with die application of local law by local
authorities.").

18
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reflected what appears to have been a particular concern with protection of Americans from
terrorist attacks..See 18 U.S,G. § 2332(a), (d) (criminalising unlawful killings of TJ.S. nationals
abroad where the Attorney General or bis subordinate certifies that the "offense tivas intended to
coerce, intimidate, or retaliate against a goveznment or a civilian population").~3 It therefore
would be anomalous to now read section 1119's closing of a Limited jurisdictional gap as having
been infended to jettison important applications of the established public authority justification,
particularly in light of the statute's incorporation of substantive offenses codified in statutory
provisions tkiat from all indications were intended to incorporate recognized justifications and
excuses.

It is true that here the target of the contemplated operations would be a U.S, citizen. But
we da not believe al-Auiagi's citizenship provides a t~asis for concluding that section 1 119 would
fail to incorporate the established public authority justif cation far a killing in this case. As we
have explained, section 11 I9 incorporates the federal murder and manslaughter statutes, and thus
its pro~ubition extends only to "unlawful" killings, 1 S U.S.C. §§ 1111, 11 I2, a category that was
intended to include, from all of the evidence of tegisIative intent we can find, only those killings
that may not be permissible in Iigl~t of tradztiona.l justifications for such action. At the time the
predecessor versions of sections l I Y I and 1112 were enacted, it was understood that killings
undertaken in accord with the public authority justification were not "uxilawfi~l" because they
were justified. !'here is no indication that, because section 1119(b) proscribes the unlawful
killing abroad of U.S, nationals by U.S. nationals, it silently incorporated all justifications far
killings except that public authority justification.

Given that section 1 119 incorporates the publio authority justification, we must next
analyze whether the contemplated Aol~ and CIA operations would be encompassed by that
justification. In particular, we must analyze c~;hether that justification would apply even though
the target of the contemplated operations is a United .States citizen. We conclude that it would---
a conclusion that depends in part an our deterzninatian that each operation would accord wit~i
any potential constitutional protections of the United States citizen in these circumstances (see
infra part VI). Tn reaching this conclusion, Svc do not address other cases ar circumstances,
involving different facts. Instead, we emphasize the sufficiency of the facts that have been
represented to us here, without determining whether such facts would be necessary to the
conclusion we reach.24

Z' Courts have interpreted other federal homicide statutes to apply cxtraterritorially despite the absence of
h:2 express provision for extraterritorial application. ,see, v.~, 18 U.S.C. § 1114 (criminatizing unlawful killings of
federal officers ~.nd employees); United Slates v. AI Kassar, 582 F. 5upp. 2d 486, Q97 (S.D.N.Y. 2008) (construing
18 U.S.C. § 1 l 14 to apply cxtrate.~ritorially).

2-0 In light oPaur conclusion chat section l I J9 acid the statutes it cross-references incorporate this
justification, and that the operations here would be covered by that justification, we recd not and thus do not address
~vtiether other grounds might exist for concluding that the operations would be lawful.

~~
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A.

We begin with the contemplated DaD operation. We need not attempt here to identify
the minimum conditions that might establish a public authority justification far that operation. In
Light of the combination of circumstances that we understand ~vauld be present, and which we
describe below, we conclude that the justification would be Available because the operation
tivould constitute the "lawful conduct of war"----a well-established variant of the public authority
justification.~s

As one authority has explained by example, "if a soldier intentionally kills an enemy
combatant in time of wax and withzn the rules of ~varfa.rE, he is not guilty of murder," whereas,
for exampte, if that soldier intentionally kills a prisoner of ~var--a violation of the laws of ~var-----
"then he commits murder." 2 LaFave, Substantive Criminal Law § 10.2(e), at 136; ses also State
v. Gut, 13 Minn. 341, 357 (1868) ("'That it is IegaI to kilt an alien enemy Xn the heat and exercise

of wax, is undeniable; but to kill such an enemy after he laid down his arms, arzd especially when
he is confined in prison, is murder."); Perkins &Boyce, Criminal Lmv at 1t~93 {"even in time of
war an alien enemy. may not be killed needlessly after he has been disarmed and securely
imprisoned").z6 Moreover, without invokzng the public authority justification by terms, our
C?ffice has relied on t ie same notion in an opinion addressing the intended scope of a federal
criminal statute that concerned the use of possibly lethal force. See United States flssistance ro
Countries that .Shoot Down Civzl flircraft Involved rn 1?rug Traffic~~r:g, 1$ gyp. O.L.C. 148, 164
(1994) ("Shoot Down Opinion") (concluding that the Aizcraft Sabotage Act of 1984, 18 U.S.C.
§ 32(b)(2), which prohibits the willful destruction of a civil aircraft and otherwise applies to U.S.
government conduct, should not be construed to have "the surprising and almost certainly

23 See, e.g., 2 Paul H, Robinsar,, Criminal Lmv Defenses § i48(a), at 208 (19$4) (conduct that would
viotatc a criminal statute is,}ustiSed and thus aot unlawful "j~v)here the exercise of military authority relics upon the
law governing the armed fgross ar upon the conduct of war"); 2 L.aFave, Substantive Criminal Law § 10.2(c), at ]36
("another aspect of the public duty defense is where the conduct was required or auihoriZed by `the Iaw govcrnin~
the azmed services or the lawful conduct of war"') (internal citation omitted); Perkins &Boyce, Criminal Lmv at
1093 (noting that a "typical instance[] ui which even the extreme act of toning human life is done by public
authority" involves "the killing of an enemy as an act of war and within the ruses of war"); Frye, 10 Cal. Rptr. 2d at
221 n.2 (identifying "homicide done under a valid public authority, such us execution of a death sentence or killing
an enemy u~ a time of war," as one example of a justifiable killing that would not be "unlawful" under the California
statute describing murder as rin "unlawful" killing); Stare v. Gut, 13 Minn. 34 i, 357 (185$) ("that it is legal to kill nn
alien enemy in the heae and exercise of war, is undeniable"); see also Model Penal Code § 3.03(2)(b) (proposing that
criminal statutes expressly recognize u public auQzoriry justiticatian for a killing that "occurs in the lawful conduct
of war," ootrvithstanding the Code reconm~cndation that the use of deadly force ~crieraily should be justified only if
expressly prescribed by taw); see also id. at 25 n.7 (collectin~Jepresentative statutes reflecting this view emoted
prior to Code's pramutgation}; 2 Robinson, Crimina(Lmv Defenses § t48(b), at 2:0-1 l nn.8-9 (collecting pnst-
Model Code state statutes expressly recognizing. such a defense).

26 Cf. Aublic Canmitree,4gai~ut Torture in lrruel v. Government oflsrpel, IIGJ 759/02 ~ 19, 46 I.L.M. 375,
382 (lsraei Supreme Court sitting as the High Court of Justice, 2006} ("When soldiers of the Israel Defense Forces
act pursuant to the laws pf a~~med conflict; they ;sre acting 'bylaw', and they have a good justification defense [to
criminal culpability], However, if They act consrury to the la~~s of armed conflict t}~ey may be, inter olio, crimiraily
liable for their actions."); Colley v. Callaway, 519 F.2d I SQ, I93 (5th Cir. l 975} ("an order to kill unresisting
Vietnamese would be an illegal order, and .. , if [the dcFendaticj knew the order was illegal or should have known it
was illegal, obedience to an order was not a legal defense").
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unintended effect of criminalizing actions by military personnel That are lawful under
international law and the laws of armed conflict").

In applying this variant of the public authority justification to the contemplated DoD
aperatian, we .note as an initial matter that DaD would undertake the.aperation pursuant to
Executive war powers that Congress has expressly authorized. See You~rgstown Sheet r~i Tube
Ca. v, Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 63S (1952) (Jackson, J., concurring) ("When the President acts
pursuant to an express ar implied authorization of Congress, his authority is at its maximum, for
it includes ali that he possesses in his o~vn right plus all that Congress can delegate."). By
authorizing the use of force against "organizations" that planned, authorized, and committed the
September 11th attacks, Congress clearly authorized the President's use of "necessary and
appropriate" force against al-Q~id.a forces, because al-Qaida carried out the September I Ith
attacks. See Authorization for Use of Military Force ("AUMF"), Pub. L. Na. 107-40, 115 Sta#.
224, §2(a) (2001) (providing that the President may "use all necessary and appropriate force
against those nations, organizations, or persons he determines plannEd, authorized, carz~mitted or
aided the terrorist attacks that aacurred on September 11, 2001, or harbored such organizations
or persons, in order to prevent airy future acts of international tez~rorisix~ against the United States
by such nations, or~aruzations, ar persons,").z? And, as we have explained, supra at 9, a
cleeision-maker could reasonably conclude that this leader of AQAF' forces is part of ai-Qaida
forces. Alternatively, and as we iravc fizrt~zer explained, supra at 10 rt.S, the AUM~' applies v~~th
respect to farces "associated with" al-Qaida that are engaged in hostilities against the U.S. or its
coalition partners, and adecision-maker could reasonably conclude that the AQA~' forces of
which al-Aulagi is a leader are "associated with" al Qaida forces far purposes of the AUMF, On
either vie~~~, DaD would carry out its contemplAted operation against a leader of an ar~anization
that is within the scope of the AUMT', and therefore DoD would in that respect be operating in
accord with a grant of statutory authority.

Based upon the facts represented to us, moreover, the target of the contemplated
operation has engaged in conduct as part of that organization that brings him within the scope of
tt~e AUMF. High-level government officials have concluded, an the ba~~is of al-Aulagi's
activities in Yemen, t~iat a!•Aulagi is a Ieader of AQAP -whose activities in Yemen pose a
"continued and imminent threat" of violence to Ilnited States persons and interests. Indeed, the
facts represented to ~us indicate that al-Auiagi has been involved, tluou~h his operational and

leadership raIcs within AQAP, in an abortive attack within the United States and continues to
plot attacks intended to kill Americans from his base of operations in Yemen. The contemplated
DoD operation, therefore, would be carried out against someone who is within the care of
individuals against wl2om Can~ress has aut~iorized the use of necessary and appropriate farce,28

27 We emphasize this point not in order to suggest that statutes such as the AUMF have superseded or
implicitly rapeated or amended section 1 ! X 9, but instead as one factor that helps to make particularly clear why the
operation contemplated here would be covered by the public authority justification tk~at section 1 I !9 (and section
l 111) itself i:~corporates,

Z~ See Ham/ily, 616 F. Supp, at 75 (construing AUMF to reach individuals who "function() or participate(]
~+~ithin or under the command structure of [Al-Qaida]"); Gherebi v. Obama, 609 F. Supp. 2d 43, 68 (D.D.C. 2009);
see a!so al-Mani v. Pucciarelli; 534 F.3d 213, 325 (Qth C[r, ?008) (en bane) (Wi3kinson, 1., dissenting in part)
(explaining that the ongoing hostilities against al-Qaida permit the Executive to use necessary and appropriate force

2l
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AI-Aulagi i~s a United States citizen, however, and sv we must also consider whether his
citizenship precludes the AUM~' from serving as the source of lawful authority for the
contemplated DoD aperatian. There is no preceden# directly addressing the question in
circumstances such as those present here; but the Supreme Court has recognized that, because
military detention of enemy forces is "by `universal agxeetnerit and practice,' [an] `important
incident[ of war,"' Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, S42 U.S. 507, 518 (2004) (plurality opinion} (quoting Fx
parte Quirin, 317 U.S. 1, 28, 30 (1942)), the AUMI authorized the President to detain a anember
of TaJiban forces who was captured abroad an an axnie,~ conflict against the United States on a
traditional battlefield. See i~: at 517-19 (plurality opinioii).29 In addition, the Court held in

under the AUMF against an "enemy combatant," a term Judge Wilkinson would have defined as a person who is (1)
"a mernbcr of {Z) "an organization or nation against wham. Congress has declared war or authorized the use of
military force," and (3) who "lmowingIy plans or engages in conduct that harms or aims to harm persons or property
for the pu.zpose of furthering the tnilitlry spats of the enemy nation or organization"), vacated and ren:anc~ed sub
nom. al-Marra v. Spagone, 129 S. Ct. 1545 (2009); Government ivlarch 13th Guantcf~:Amo Ijay Detainee Brief at F
(arguing that AIJM~ authflzizes detention of individuals who were "part of, or substantially supported, Taliban or al-
Qaida forces or associated forces ghat are engaged in hostilities against the United Slates or its coa~itian partners,
including any person who hus committed a belligerent act, or leas direct)y supported hostilities, in aid of such enemy
armed fo: ces").

Several of the Guantanama habeas petitioners, as we}i as some conunentators, have argued dzat in a no~i-
u~temational conflict of dais sort, the taws of war andlor the AUMf' do not permit the United States to aeat persons
who are part of al-Qaida as analogous to members of an enemy's armed forces in a traditional intcmational armed
conflict, but that the United States instead must treat alt such persons as civilians, tivhich (they contend) would
permit targeting those persons only when they ure duectlyp~utici}~ating in hostilities. Cf. also af-Marra, 534 F.3d at
237-~#7 (Holz, J. concurring u~ the judgment, and writing for four of nine judges) (arguing that the AUMT aad the
Constitution, a~ informed by the taws of war, da not permit military detention of an alien residing in the United
States whom tha government alleged was "closely associated with" al-Qaida, and that such individual must instead

be treated as a civilian, because that person is not affiliated with the military arm of an enemy nation); Philip Atstan,
Report of the Special Rapporterrr on eztraju:licidl, summary or arbtlrary executions ~r 58, at J 9 (United Nations
Human Righu Council, Fourteenth Session, Agenda Item 3, May 28, .20I Q) ("Repor! of the Special Rapporteur")
(reasoning that because "[ujnder the [international humanitarian [awl applicable to nan-international armed conflict,
there is no such thii~~ as a `combatant"'---i.~., n non-state actor emitted to the combatant's privilege—it follows that
"States are permitted to attack only civilians who 'directly participate in hostilities"'). ~'rimarily for the reasons that
Judge Walton comprehensively examined in the Gherebi case, see G09 F. Supp. 2d at 62-G9, we do not think this is
die proper understanding of die laws of war in anon-international arriied conflict, or of Congress's authorization
under the AUN1F, Cf. also International Committee of the Red Cross, lr~terpretrve Guidance on the Nption ojDirect
ParticipaJlon in Hostilities Under International Humanitarian Lrrw 28, 34 (2009) (evan if an individual is otherwise
a "citiaen" far purposes of the Eaws of war, a member of apron-state armed group can be subject to targeting by
viTlue of having assumed a "continuous combat Function" on behalf of that group); Aistan, supra, ~ 65, at 30-31
(aclao~viedging that under the TGRC view, if annc:d group members take on a oantinuous command function, they
can be targeted anywhere and ai any time); infra at 37-38 (explztning that al-Aulagi is continually and "actively"
participating in hostilities and thus not protected by Common Article 3 of the Geneva Canvencions}.

'9 Sec also ~I! Odah v. Obama, No. 09-5331, 20 t0 ~sJL 2679752, at "l, and other U.C. Circuit cases cited
thereui (D.C. Cir. 20i 0) (AUMF gives United States the authority to detain a person who se "part of a1-Qaida or
Taliban forces); H'amlily, b 16 F. Supp. 2d at 74 (Bates, J.}; Gherebi, 409 F. Supp, 2d at 67 (ti~/alton, J.); Mauan v.
Obamo, G 18 F. Supp. 2d 24, 26 (U.D.C. 2Q09) (La~nberth, C. 7.); Al Mutarrr v. U~rrled States, 644 F. Supp. 2d 78, 85
(D.11.C. 2009) (Kollar-Kolelty, I.}; wad v, 05ama, 656 F. Supp. 2d 20, Z3 (D.D.C. 2009) (Robertson, 1.); Anam v.
Ubama, 6S3 F. Supp. 2d 62, 64 (D.D.C. 2009) (Hogan, J.); Hatim v. Obacna, b77 F. Supp. 2d 1, 7, (D.D.C. 2009)
(Urbana, J.); Al-Adahi v. Obama, No. OS-280, 2Q09 WL 2584685 (D.D.C. Aug. 21, 2009} (Kessler, J.), rev'd on
orhergrounds, No. 09-5333 (D.C. Cir. July 23, 2010).
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Hamdi that this euthorizatian applied even though the Taliba~i member in question was a U.S.
citizen. Id. at 519-2~}; see also Quirin, 317 U.S. at 37-38 ("[c)itizens «ha associate themselves
with the military arm of the enemy government, and with its aid, guidance and direction enter
[the United States] bent on hostile acts," may be treated as "enemy belligerents" under the law off'
war). Furthermore, lower federal courts have relied upon Hamdi to conclude that the AUMF
authorizes DaD to detain individuals who are part of al-Qaida even if they are apprehended and
transferred to U.S. custody whzle not on a traditional battlefield. See, e.g., Bensayah v. Obama,
Na. 08-5537, 20I0 WL 2640626, at *1, *5, *8 (D.C. Cir. June 28, 2Q10) (concluding that the
Deparhment of Defense could detain an individual tamed over to the U.S. in Bosnia if if
demonstrates he was part of al-Qaida); ftl-~idahi v. 4bama, No. 09-5333 (D.C. Cir, July 23,
2010) (DaD has authority under AUMF to detain indi~ridual apprehended by Pakistani authorities
in Pakistan and then transferred to U.S.); Anam v. Obarna, 2010 ~7+/J_ 58965 (D.D.C. 2010)
(same}; RazakAli v. Qbama, 2009 WL 4030864 (D.D.C. 2009) (same); Sliti v..IIurh, 592 F.
Sapp. 2d 46 (D.D.C. 2008) (same).

In light of these precedents, we believe the AUMF's authority to use lethal force abroad
also may apply in appropriate circumstances to a United States citizen who is part of the forces
of an enemy organization within the scope of the farce authorization, Tkie use of lethal force
against such enemy forces, like military detention, is an "`important irtcidenf of war,"' Namdi,
X42 U.S. ttt 538 (plurality opinion) (quotation omitted). See, e.g., General Orders 1`'0. 1d0:
Instructions far the Government of A.Tmies of the Untied States in the Field ~ 1 S (Apr, 24, 1863)
(the "Lieber Code"} ("~m]iIitaxy necessity admits of all direct destruction of life or limb of armed
enemies"}; International Gamrnittee of the Red Cross, Commentary on the Additional Protocols•
of 8 J:~ne 1977 to the Geneva Co~~veniions of 12 ~Iug. 1999 and Relating to the Protectiof~ of
Victims ofNan-International Armed Conflicts (Additional Protocolll) § 4789 (1987}; Yorarn
Dinstein; T he Conduct of Hostilities Under the Lax' of International Armed Con,~lict 94 (2004)

("Conduct of Hostilities") ("When a person takes up arms ar merely dons a uniform as a member

of the armed farces, he autarr►atiealIy exposes hirnselfto enemy attack."}. And thus, just as the
ALTMF authorizes the military detention of a U.S: citizen captured abroad who is part of an
armed force within the scope of the RUMP, it also authorizes the use of "necessary and
appropriate" lethal force against a U.S. citizen who his joined such an armed force. Moreover,
as we explain further in Part VI, DoD would conduct the operation in a manner that would not
violate any possible constitutional protections that aI-Aulagi enjoys by reason of leis citizenship.
Accardin~Iy, we da not b~lie~ve al-Aulagi's citizenship provides a basis for concluding that he is
immune from a use of force abroad that the AUMF otl~erwrise authorizes.

In determining whether the contemplated poD operation would constitute the "lawful
conduct of war," LaFave, Substantive Crintir:al .Law § 1 ~.2(e), at 136, we next consider whether
that operation ~vauld comply with the international law rules to which it would be subject—a
question that also bears on whether the operation would be authorized by the AUMF. See
12esponse for Petition for Rehearing acid Rehearing ~n Ba:ic, AI I3il:crni v. Obamu, No. 09-SOS l
at 7 (D.C. Cir.) (May 13, 2010) (AUIvIF "should be construed, if poaszble, as consistent with
international taw") (citing Murray v Schoor:er Charming .~etsy, 6 U.S. (2 Cranch) 64, 1 18
(1804) {"an act. of Congress ought never to be construed to violate the law of nations, ifany other
possible construction remains")); see also F:.FToffman~L•a Roche Ltd. v, Empagran S.A., 542 U.S.
155, l 6~ (20p4) (customary international law is "law that (we must assume} Congress ordinarily
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seeks to follow"). Based on the combination of facts presented to us, we conclude that DoD
would caxry out=fits operation as part of the non-international armed conflict between the United
States and a1-Qaida, and thus that on those facts the operation would comply with international
law so long as DoD would conduct it in accord with the agpiicable taws of war that ~ovem
targeting in such a conflict.

In Ha~ndan v. Rumsfeld, the Supreme Court held that the United States is engaged in a
non-international armed conflict with al-Qaida..548 U.S. 557, 628-31 (20Q6), In so holding, the
Court rejected the argument that non-international armed conflicts are liznifed to civil wars and
other inteznal conflicts between a state and an internal non-state armed group that are confined to
the territory of the state itself; it held instead that a conflict between a iransnational non-state
actor and a nation, occurring outside that nation's territory, is an armed conflict "not of an
international character" (quoting Camrnon Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions) because it is not
a "clash between nations." Icy at 63Q.

Here, un.iike in Hamdan, Che contemplated DoD operation would occur in Yemen, a
location that is far from the mast active theater of combat between the United States and al-
Qaida, That does i~ot affect our conclusion, however, that the combination of facts present here
would make the DoD operation in YemeFi part of the non-intermational armed conflict with al-
Qaida.30 To be sure, .N'arndan did not directly address the geographic scope of the non-
international armed conflict beri~~een the United States and al-Qaida that the Court recognized,
other than to implicitly hold that it extended to Afghanistan, where Hamdan was apprehended.
See 548 U.S. at 5G6; see also id. at 641-42 (Kennedy, J., c~ncuzring in part} (refen-in~ to
Conunan Azticle 3 as "agplicabie to our~I~'ation's armed conflict with al Qaeda in Afghanistan").
T1~e Court did, however, specifically reject the argument that non-inteznational armed conflicts
are necessarily limited to internal conflicts. The Canunon Article 3 term "can.flict not of an
international character," the Court explained, bears its "literal meaning"—namely, that it is a
canflici that "does not involve a clash between nations." Id. at 630 (majority opinion). The
Court referenced the statement in the 1949 ICRC Cammentaxy on the Additional Protocols to the
Geneva Conventions that anon-international armed conflict "`is distinct from an international
amled conflict because of the legal status of fhe e~rtities opposing each other,"' iii at 631
(emphasis ~.dded}. The Court explained tihat this interpretation that the nature of the conflict
depends at Least in part an the status of t fie parties, ratter thin simply on the locations in which
they fight—in turn accords with the view expressed in the canimentaries to the Creneva
Conventions that "the scope of application" of Common Article 3, which establishes basic
protections that govern conflicts not of an international character, "must be as wide as possible. "'
Id. 31

~0 Our analysis is limited ~o the circumstances presented here, regarding the contemplated use of lethal
farce in YemeTi. We do not address issues that a use of force in other locations might present. See also supra Hate
1,

'~ We think it is noteworthy that the AUMF itself does not set Earth an express geographic limitation on the
use of force it authorises, and that nearly a decade after its enactmectt, none of the t}u~ee branches of the United
States Government has identified a strict geographical limit on the permissible scope of the authority the AUNtF
confers on tt~e President with respect to this armed conflict. See, e.g., Later from the President to the Speai:er of the
House of Representatives and the President Pro Tempore of the Senate (June J 5, 2010) (reporting, "consistent with
. , . t}:a War Powers Resolution," that the armed forces, with the zssistance of numerous international partners,
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Invoking the principle that for purposes of international la~v an armed conflict generally
exists only when tl~tere is "protxacted armed violence between governmental authorities and
armed groups," Decision on the Defence Nation far Interlocutory Appeal on Jurisdiction,
Prosecutor a Tadic, Case No. IT-94-IAR72, ~j 70 (ZCTY App. Chamber Oct. 2, 1995) ("Tadic
Jurisdictional Recision"}, same commentators have suggested that the cpnftict between the
United States and al-Qaida cannot extend to nations outside Afghanistan in which the Ie~vel of
hostilities is less intense or prolonged than in Afghanistan itself. See, e.g., Mary~Ellen
O'Canneli, Combata~:ts and the Combat Zone, 43 U. Rich. L. Rev. 845, 857-59 (2009); see aCso
Philip Alston, Report of the Special Rapporteur an extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
ere.cutions j( S4, at 18 (United Nations Human Rights Council, Fourteenth Session, Agenda Item
3, May 2$, 2010) (acknowledging that anon-internatianat armed conflict can be transnational
and "often does" exist "across State borders," but explaining that the duration and intensity of
attacks in a particular nation is also. among the "cumulative factors that must be considered for
the objective. existence of an armed conflict"). There is little judicial or other authoritative
precedent that speaks directly to the question of the geographic scope of anon-international
armed conflict in which one of the parties is a transnational, non-state actor and where the
principal theater of operations is not within tie territory of the nation that is a party to the
conflict. Thus, in considei7ng this issue, we must look to principles a.nd si,atements from
analogous contexts, recognizing that they were articulated without consideration of the particular
factual circumstances of the sori of conflict at issue here.

In looking for such guidance, we have not came across any authority for the proposition
that when ox~e of the parties to an armed conflict plans and exccutcs operations from a base in a
ne~v nation, an operation to engage the enemy in that location can never ba part of the original
armed conflict--and thus subject to the laws of war governing that conflict--unless acid unti3 the
hostilities became su~cie~~tly intensive and protracted within that new location. That does not
appear to be the rule, or the historical practice, for instance, in a traditional international conflict.
See John R. Stevenson, Legal Adviser, Department of State, Unfired States Military Action in
Cambodia; Questions oflnternational Lc»v (address before the I-iaznrnarskjold Forum of the
Association of the 13ar of die City afNe« York, May 28, 1970}, in 3 The Vietnam War and
International La~w.~ The Widening Context 23, 28-30 (Richard A, Falb., ed. 1972) (arguing that in
an international azmed conflict, if a neutral state has been unable for any reason to prevent
violations of its neutrality by the troops of one belligerent using its territory as a base of
operations, the other belligerent has historically been justified in attacking those enemy forces iti
that state). Nor da we see any obvious reason why that more categorical, nation-specific rule
should govern in analogous circumstances in t~iis sari of non-international armed conflict.3z

continue to conduct operations "against aJ-Qa'ida terrorists," and that the United States has "deployed combat-
equippcd forces to a number of locations in the U.S. Central , ..Command area[J of operation in support of those
[overseas counter-terrorist] operations"}; Letter for the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President
Pra Tcmpore of the 8enatc, from President Barack Obarna (Dec. I b, 2009) (similar); DoD May 18 Memorandum for
OLC, at 2 (explaining that U.S, armed forces have conducted AQAP targets in Yemen since
Deeernber 2009, and that DoD has repotted such strikes to the appropriate cangressionat oversight committees}.

J2 Fn the speech cited above, Legal Adviser Stevenson was referring to cases in which the government of
the nation in question is unable to prevent violations of its neutrality by belligerent troops.
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Rather, we think the determination of whether a particular operation would be part of an ongoing
armed conflict for purposes of international law requires consideration of the particular facts and
circumstances present in each case. Such an inquiry may be particularly appropriate in a conflict
of the sort here, given that the parties to it include transnational non-state argazuzations that are
dispersed and that thus may have no single site serving as their base of opexations.~3

We also find same support for this view in an argument the United States made to the.
International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia (ICTY) in 1995. To be sure, the United States
was there confron#ing a question, and a conflict, quite distinct from those we address here.
Nonetheless, in that case the United States azgued that in determining which body of
humanitarian law applies in a particular conflict, "the ean#lict must be considered as a whole,"
and that "it is artificial and improper to attempt to divide it into isolated segments, either
geographically or chronologically, in an attempt to exclude the application of (the relevant]
rules." Submission of the Government of the United States of America Concerning Certain
Axgurnents Made by Counsel .for the Accused in the Case of The Prosecutor of the Tribunal v,
Dusan Tadic, Case No. IT 94-I AR72 (ICTY App. Char~berj at 27-28 (Judy ~ 995} 4"U.S. ~'ad~c
Submission"). Likewise, the court in Tadic—although not addressing a conflict that was
transnational in the way the U.S, conflict with a3-Qaida is--also concluded that although "the
defuution of ̀ armed conflict' varies depending on whether the hostilities are international or
internal ...the scope of both internal and international armed conflicts extends beyond the exact
time and place of hostilities." Tadic Jurisdictional Decision's 67 (emphasis added}; see also
International Committee of the Red Cross, International Humanitarian Law and the Challenges
of Contemporary Armed Conflicts 18 (2003) (asserting that in order to assess whether -an armed
conflict exists it is necessary to determine "whether the totality of the violence tal:.ing place
between states and transnational networks can be deemed to be armed conflict in the legal

sense"). Although the basic approach that the United States proposed in 7'adic, and that the

ICTY may be understood to have endorsed, was advanced without the current conflict between
the U.S. and a!-Qaida in view, that approach reflected a concern with ensuring that the Iaws of
war, and the limitations on the use of force they establish, should be given an appropriate
applicatian.3° And that same consideration, reflected in Hamdan itself, see supra at 2~4, suggests

33 The fact that the operation occurs in a new location might alter the way in which the military must apply
the relevant principles of the laws of war—for example, requiring greater care in some locations in order to abide by
the principles of distinction and proportionality that protect civilians from the use of military force. But that
possible distinction should nal affect the question of whether the laws of war govern the conflict in that new location
in the first instance

"See also Geoffrey S. Corn &Eric Talbot Jensen, Untying the Gordian Knot: A ProposFl jor Determining
Applicability of the Laws of f3~ar to the War on Terror, 81 Temp. L. Rev. 787, 749 (2008) ("If ...the ultimate
purpose of the drafters of the Geneva Conventions was tb prevent `law avoidance' by developing de facto law
triggers--a purpose consistent with the humanitarian foundation of the treaties---then the myopic focus on the
geogaphie nature of an armed con.fIict in the context of txansnatianal counterterrorist combat operations serves to
frustrate that purpose."); cf, also Derek J~inks, September !1 and the Laws ojWar, 28 Yale J. Int'1 L. 1, 4D-41 (2003)
(arguing that if Common Article 3 applies to wholly internal contTicts, then it "applies a fortiori to armed conflicu
with international or transnational dimensions," such as to the United States's armed conflict with al-Qaida).
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a further reason for skepticism about an approach that would categorically deny that are operation
is part ofan armed conflict absent a specified level and intensity of hostilities in the particular
location where it occurs.

For present purposes, in applying the more context-specific approach to determining
«hether an operation would take place within fine scope of a particulaz armed conflict, it is
sufficient that the facts as they have been represented to us here, in combination, support the
judgment that DoD's operation in Yemen would be conducted as part of the non-international
armed conflict between the United States ar~d al-Qaida. SpecificatIy, DoD proposes to tazget a
leader of AQA.A, an organized enemy force3S that is either a component of al-Qaida or that is a
ca-belligerent of that central party to the conflict and engaged in hostilities against the United
States as part of the same comprehensive aimed conflict, in league with the principal enemy. SeE
supra at 4-1 p & n.5. Moreover, DoD would conduct the operation in Yemen, where, according
fo-the facts related to us, AQAP has a significant and organized presence, and from which AQAP
is conducting terrorist training in an organized manner and has executed and is plaizning to
execute atlack~ against the United States. Finally, the targeted individual himself, on behalf of
that force, is continuously planning attacks from that Yemeni base of operations against the
United States, as the conflict with al-Qaida continues. See supra at 7-9. Taken together, these
facts support the conclusion that the DoD operation would be part of the non-international armed
conflict the Court recognized zn Hamdan.36

}s Cj. Prosecutor v, Haradnizaj, No IT-04-84-T 60 (ICTY Trial Chamber I, 20x8) ("an armed conflict can
exist only between parties'that are sufficiently organized to confront each other with military means—a condition
that can be evaluated with respect to non-state groups by assessing "several indicative factors, none of which are, in
themselves, essential to establish whether the `organization' criterion is fulfilled," including, among other things, the

existence of a command structure, .and disciplinary rules and mechanisms within the gXoup, the ability of the group

to gain access to weapons, ot~ier military egeaipment, recruits and military training, and its ability to plan, coordinate,
and cony out military operations),

36 We note that the Dapartment of Defettse, which has a policy of compliance with the law of war "during
all armed conflicts, however such conflicts arc characterized, and in al/other military operations;' Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Instruction 58I O.O1D, Implementation ofthe DoD I,aw of War Program 9 4.a, at 1 (Apr. 30,
2010} (Emphasis added), has periodically used force--albeit in contexts different from a conflict such as this—in
situations removed from "active battlefields," in response to imminent threats. See, e.g., Nat'l Comrn'n on Terrorist
Attacks Upon the United States, The 9/1 J Commission Report 115-17 (2004) (describing 1998 cruise missile attack
on al-Qaida encampments in Afghanistan following a1-Qaida bombings of U.S. embassies in East Africa); W, Hays
Parks, Memorandum oJ~aw: F.xeculive Order 12333 and Assassinalion, Army I.,awyer, at 7 (Dep't of Army
Pamphlet 2?-50-204) (Dec. 2989} ("Assassinprion") at 7 n.8 (noting examples of uses of military force in "[sJclf

defense against a continuing threAt," including "the U.S. Nary air strike against Syrian military objections in
Lebanon on 4 December 1983, following Syrian attacks on U.S. Navy F-14 TARPS flights supporCing the
multinational peacekeeping force in Beirut the preceding day," and "au strikes against terrorist-related targets in
Libya on the evening of IS April 1986"); see also id at 7 {"A national decision to employ military force in self
defense against a legitimate terrorist or related threat would not. be unlike the employment of force in response to a
t}ueat by conventional forces; only the nature of the threat has changed, rather than the international legal right of
self.defense. The terrorist arganirations envisaged as appropriate to necessitate or warrant an anried response by
U.S. forces are well-financed, highly-organized paramilitary structures engaged in the illegal use of force.");
Advisory Opinion of 8 July I 996 on the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons d 42, 199G I.C.J. 226,
2Q5 ("Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion") (fundamental law-of-war norms arc applicable even where military
force might be employed outside the context of an armed conflict, such as when uzing powerful weapons in an act of
national salf-defense}; cf. also 9/l/ Commission Report ac'I 16-17 (noting the Clinton Administration position—with
respect to a presidential memorandum authorizing CIA assistance to an operation that could result in the killing of
Usama Hin Ladin "if the CIA and the uibals judged that capture was not feasible"--that "under the Iaw of armed
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There remains the question whether DoD would conduct its operation in accord with the
realer governing targeting in anon-international armed conflict—nazneIy, intemaCional
humanitarian law, cornmanly ~rnowr~ as the laws of war. See Dinstein, Canduct of Hostilities at
l 7 (international humanitarian law "takes a middle road, allowing belligerent States much
leeway (in keeping with the demands of military necessity) and yet circumscribing their freedom
of action (in the name of humanitarianism"}.37 The 1949 Geneva Conventions to which the
United States is a party do not themselves directly impose extensive restrictions vn the conduct
of anon-international armed conflict---with the principal exception of Common Article 3, see
Hamdan, 548 U.S. at 63~-31. But the nornns specifically described in those treaties "are not
exclusive, and the laws and customs of waz also impose limitations on the conduct of participants
in non-international armed conflict." U.S. Tadic Submission at 33 n.53; see also, e.g.,
Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, pct. I8, 1907, Preamble
("~Iague Convention (I~"), 36 Stat. 2277, 2280 (in cases "not included" under the treaty, "the

inhabitants and the belligerents remain under the protection and the rule of'the principles of the
law of nations, as they result from the usages among civilized peoples, from the Laws of
humanity, and the dictates of the public conscience").

In particular, the "fundamental rules" and "intransgressible principles of international'

customary law," Advisory Qpinion of 8 July 1996 on the Legality of the Threat or Use of

Nuclear Weapons ¶ 79, 1996 I.C.J. 226, 257 ("Nucleaz Weapons Advisory Opinion"), which
apply to all armed conflicts, include fhe "four fundamental principles that are inherent to all

targeting decisions"—namely, military necessity, humanity (the avoidance of uru~ecessary

suffering), proportionality, and distinction. United States Air Force, Targeting, Air Force

Doctrine Document 2-1.9, at 88 (June 8, 2006); see also generally id. at 8$-92; Dinstein,
Conduct off~ostilities at 16-20, 115-16, 114-23. Such fundamental rules also include those
listed in the annex to the Fourth Hague Convention, see Nuclear Weapons Advisozy Opinion
'~ 80, at 258, article 23 of which makes it "especially forbidden" ta, inter atia, kill or wound
treacheraus'y, ; ~fius~ surrender, declare a denial of quarter, or cause unnecessary suffering, 36
Stat. at 2301-02.

conflict, killing a perso n who posed an imminent threat to the United States would 6e an act ofself-defense, not an
assassination"}, As we explain below, DoD likewise would conduct the operation contemplated here in accord with

the laws of war and would direct its Lethal force against an individual whose activities have been determined to pose

a "continued and imminent threat" to U.S. persons and interests.

"Cf. Nucleaz Weapons Advisory Opinion ¶ 25, 1996 I.C.7. at 240 (explaining that fhe "test" of what
constitutes an "arbitrary" taking of life under international human rights taw, such as under article 6(t) of the

International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), must. be determined by "tfie law applicable in armed

conflict which is designed to regulate the conduct of hostilities," and "can only be decided by reference to the law

applicable in armed conflict and not deduced from teens of the Covenant itself'); Written Statement of the
Government of [he United States afAmerica before the Intcrnationai Court of Justice, Re: Request 6y the United
Nations General ,4ssen+blyJor an.~dvisory Opinion on the Legality ajlhe T{irea! or Use of Nuclear T3~eaporu at Q4
{Juno 20, 1995) (IGCPR prohibition on arbitrary deprivation of life "was clearly understood by its drafters to
exclude the lawful taking of human life," including killings "lawfully committed by the military in time of war");
Dinstein, Conduct of Nastililies at 23 (right to life under human rights law "does not protect persons from the
ordinary consequences of hostilities"); ef. also infra Part VI (explaining that the particular contemplated operations
here would satisfy due process and Fourth Amendment standards because, Inter olio, capturing al-Autagi is currently
infeasible).

zs
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DoD represents that it would conduct its operation against al-Aulagi in compliance with
these fiuidamental law-of-war norms, See Chairman of the Jaint Ghiefs of Staff, Instruc~ion
S$10.O1D, Implementation of the DoD Law of War Program ~ 4.a, at I (Apr. 30, 2010) ("It is
DOD policy that ... [m]embers of the DOD Components comply with the law of war dtuing all
armed conflicts, however such conflicts are characterized, and in all other military operations."),
In particular, the targeted nature of the operation would help to ensure that it would comply with
the principle of distinction, and DoD has represented to us that it would make every effort to
minimize civilian casualties and that the officer who launches the ordnance would be required to
abort a strike if he or she- concludes that civilian casualties will be disproportionate or that such a
strike will in any other respect violate the laws of war. See DoD May 18 Memorandum for 4LC,
at I ("Any official in the chain of command has the authority and duty to abort" a strike "if he or
she concludes that civilian casualties wilt be disproportionate or that such a strike will otherwise
violate the laws of war.").

Moreover, although DoD would specifically target al-Auiax}i, and would do so without
advance warning, such~characteristics of the contemplated operation would not violate the taws
of waz and, in particular, would not cause the operation to viatate the prohibitions on treachery
and perfidy—which are addressed to conduct involving a breach of confidence by the assailant.
See, e.g., Hague Convention IV, Annex, a.rt. 23(b}, 36 Stat. at 2301-02 ("[I]t is especially
forbidden ... to kill or wound treacherously individuals belong-i.ng to the hostile nation or
army"); e, f. also Protocol Addztianal to the Geneva Conventions of I2 August 1949, and Relating
to the ~'ratection of Victims of International Azrned Conflicts, art. 37(1) (prohibiting the killing,
injuring or capiure of an adversary in an international armed conflict by resort to acts "inviting
the confidence of [they adversary... with intent to betraX that confidence," including feigning a
desire to negotiate under truce or flag of sturender; feigning incapacitation; and feigning
noncombatant status).38 Those prohibitions da not categorically preclude the use of stealth or
surprise, nor forbid military attacks on identified, individual soldiers or officers, see LJ.S. Army
Field Manua127-10,'~ 31 (1956) (article 23(b} of the Annex to the Hague Convention TV does
net "preclude attacks on individual soldiers or officers of the enemy whether in the zone of
hostilities, occupied territory, or else-where"), and we are not aware of any other law-of-war
grounds precluding the use of such tactics. See Dinstein, Conduct of Hostilities at 94-95, 199;
Abraham D. Sofaer, ?'errorism, 7~e Law, and she National Defense, 126 Mil. L. Rev. 89,120-21
(1989).38 Relatedly, "there is no prohibition under the laws of war an the use of technologically
advanced weapons systems in armed conflict--such as pilotless aircraft ar so-called. smart

3x Although the United States is not a partyto the First Protocol, the State Department has announced that
"we support the principle that individual combatants not kiil, injure, ar capture enemy personnel by resort to
perfidy." Remarks of Michael J, Matheson, Deputy Legal Adviser, Department of State, The Siz1h Annual American.
Red Crass-Washington College of Law Conference on li~ternational Huma~ritarian Law: ~t Workshop on Customary
International Law and the 1977 Protocols Additional to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, 2 Am. U. J. of Int'I L. &
Poly 415, 425 (1987}, (CJ)

39 There is precedent fat the United States targeting attacks against particular commanders. See, e.g.,
Pad-icia Zenget, Assassination and the I,aw ojArrned Conflict, l34 Mil. L. Rev. 123, 136-37 (1991.) (describing
American warplanes' shoot-down during World War II of plane carrying lapanase Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto); see
also Parks, Assassination, Army Lawyer at 5.
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bombs—as long as they are employed in conformity with applicable laws of war." Koh, The
Obama.4dministratian and International Law. DOD also informs us that if aI-Aulagi offers to
surrender, DoD would accept such an of~'er.40

In light of all these circumstances, we believe DoD's contemplated operation against a1-
Aulagi would comply with international Iaw, including the laws of war applicable to this armed
conflict, and would fail within Cc3ngress's ~uthorzza.tian to use "necessary and appropriate force"
against a1-Qaida. In consequence, the operation should be understood to constitute the lawful
conduct of war and thus to be encompassed by the public authority justification. Accordingly,
the contemplated attack, if conducted by DoD in the manner described, would not result in an
"unlawfizl" killing and thus would not violate section 1119(b).

We next considez whether the CIA's contemplated operation against al-Aulagi in Yemen
would be covered by the public authority justification.. We conclude that it would be; and thus
that operation, too, would not result in an "unlawful" killing prohibited by section I 1 I9. As with
our analysis of the contemplated DoD operation, we rely on the sufficiency of the particular
factual circumstances of the CI.A operation as they have been represented to us, without
determining that the presence of those speei~c circumstances would be necessary to the
conclusion we reach,

t0 See Geneva Conventions Common Article 3(1) (prohibiting "violence to life and person, in particular
murder of all kinds," with respect to persons "caking no active part in the hostilities" in anon-international armed
conflict, "including members of armed forces who have laid down their arms"); see also Hague Convention IV,
Annex, art. 23(c), 37 Stat. at 2301-02 ("it is especially forbidden ... [t]o kill or wound an enemy who, having laid
doom his arms, or having na longer means of defence, has surrendered at discretion ); td. art. 23(d) (forbidding a
declazation that no quarter wil! be given); 2 William Winthrop, Military Law and Precedents 788 (7920) ("The time
has long passed when `no quarter' was the rote on the battlefield, or when a prisoner could be put to death simply by
virtue of his capture.").

3a
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We explain in Part VI why the Constitution would impose no bar to the CIA's
contemplated operation under these circumstances, based on the facts as they have been
represented to us. There tkius remains the question whether that operation would violate any
statutory restrictions, which in turn requires us to consider whether 18 U.S.C. § 1119 would
apply to the contemplated CIA operation.42 Based on the combination of circumstances that we
understand would be present, we conclude that the public authority justification that section 1119
incorporates—and that would prevent the contemplated DoD operation from violating section
1119(b}—would also encompass the contemplated CIA -

operation.43

4z We address potential restrictions uc,;•osed by two other criminal laws--I 8 U.S.C. §§ 956(a) and 244 t—
in Parts JV and V of this opinion.

" We note, in addition, tt~a` the "lawful conduct of wad' variant of the public authority justification,
although often described with specific reference to operations conducted by the armed forces, is not necessarily
limited to operations by such fprees; some descriptions of that variant of the justification, for example, do not imply
such a limitation. See, e.g., Frye, 10 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 221 n.2 ("homicide done under a valid public authority, such as
execution of a deaCh sentence ar killing an enemy in a time of war"); Perkins &Boyce, Criminal Law at 1093 ("the
frilling of an enemy as an act of war and within the rules of war").

K~
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Specificallq, we understand that the CIA, like DoD, would carry out the attack against an
operational leadex of an enernxforce, as Hart of the United Staten's ongoing non-international
armed conflict with al-Qaida.

~~.he CTA---
--would conduct the operation in a rrtanner that

accords with the rules of international humanitarian law governing this armed conflict, a.nd in
circumstances
See supra at 10-1 l.aa

44.

If the killing by a member of the armed forces would comply with the law of war and otherwise be lawful,
actions of CIA officials facilitating that killing should also not be unlawful. See, e.g., Shoot Down Opinion at 165 n.
33 ("(0)ne cannot be prosecuted for aiding and abetting the commission of an act that is not itself a crime") (citing
Shuttlesworth v. City afBirmingham, 373 U.S. 262 (1963)),

Nor would the fact that CIA persoane! would be involved in the operation itself cause the operation to
violate the laws of war. It is true that CIA personnel, by virtue of their not being part of the armed forces, would not
enjoy the unmunity from prosecution under the domestic law of the countries in which they act for their conduct in
targeting and killing enemy forces in compliance with the laws of war—an immunity that the armed forces enjoy by
virtue of their status. See Reporl of the Special Rappo~teur q 71, at 22; see also Dinstein, Conduct of Hostilities, at
3 I . Nevertheless, lethal activities conducted in accord t~~ith the laws of war, and undertaken in the course of
lawfully authorized hostilities, do not violate the taws of war by virtue of the fact that they are carried out in part by
government actors who are not entitled to the combatant's privilege. The contrary view "arises ...from a
fundamental confusion between acts punishable under international law and acts with respect to which international
law affords na protection." Richard. R Baxter, So-Called "Unprivileged Belligerency"; Spies, Guerillas, and
Sabotews, 28 Brit. Y.B. Int'[ L. 323, 342 (1951) ("the taw of nations has not ventured to require of states that they .
.. re&ain from the use of secret agents or that these activities upon the part of the'v military forces or civilian
population be punished"). Accord Yorazn Dinstein, The Distinction Between Unlawful Combatants and War
Criminals, in lnternationalLaw al a Time of Perplexity: Essays fn Nonour ofShabtai fZosenne 1Q3-ib (Y. Dinstein
ed., 1989);

Statements in the Supreme Court's
decision in Ez pane Quirin, 317 U.S. 1 (1942), ure sometimes cited for the contrary view. See, e.g., id. at 36 n.12
(suggesting that passing through enemy lines in order to commit "any hostile act" while not in uniform "renders the
offender liable to trial for violation of the laws of war"); id. at 3 ] (enemies who come secretly t}uough the Sines far
purposes of waging war by desWctian of life or properly "without uniform" not only are "generally not to be
entitled to the status of prisoners of war," but also "to be offenders against the law of war subject to trial and
punishment by military tribunals"), Because the Court in Quirin focused on conduct taken behind enemy lines, it is
not clear whether the Court in these passages intended to refer only to conduct that would constitute perfidy or
treachery. To the extent the Court meant to suggest more broadly that any hostile acts performed by unprivileged
belligerents are for that reason violations of the laws of war, the authorities the Court cited (the Lieber Coda and
Colonel Winthrop's military law treatise} do not provide clear support. See John G. Dehn, The Harndan Case and
[he.4ppllcatron of a Municipal Offense, 7 J. Tnt'1 Crim. J. 63, 73-79 (2004); see also }3axter, So-Called
"Unprivtlegad Belligerency, " 28 Brit. Y.B. Int'1 L. at 339-40; Michael N. Schmitt, Humanitarian Law and Direct

Participation in Hostilities by ,Private Contractors or Civilian Employees, 5 Chi.1. Int'! L, 51 t, 521 n.45 (2005); W.
Hays Parks, Special Forces' Wear ofNon-Standard Uniforms, 4 Chic. J. Int'1 L. 493, 510-1 I n,37 (2003). We note
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Nothing in the text or legislative history of section 11 I 9 indicates that Congress intended
to criminalize such an operation. Section 1119 incorporates the traditional public authority
justification, and did not impose any special limitation on the scope of that justification. As we
have explained, supra at 17-19, the legislative history of that criminal prohibition revealed
Congress's intent to close a jurisdictional loophole that would have hendered prosecutions of
murders carried out by private persons abroad. It offers no indication that Congress intended to
prohibit the targeting of an enemy leader during an armed conflict in a xn.anner that would accord
with the laws of war when performed by a duly authorized government agency. Nor does it
indicate that Congress, in closing the identified loophole, meant to place a limitation an the C1A
that would not apply to DaA.

Thus, we
conclude that just as Congress did not intend section 1119 to bar the particular attack that DoD
contemplates, neither did it intend to prohibit a virtually identical attack on the same target, in
the same authorized conflict and in similar compliance with the laws of waz, that the CIA would
carry out in accord with

in this regard [hat DoD's current Manual for Military Commissions does not endorse the view that the commission
of an unprivileged belligerent act, without more, constitutes a violation of the international law of war. See Manual
for Military Commissions, Part IV, § S(13), Comment, at IV-1 t (2070 ed., Apr. 27, 2diQ) (mwder or infliction of
serious bodily injury "committed while the accused did not meet the requirements of privileged belligerene}~' can be
tried by a military commission "even ifsuch conduct does not violate the international law of war").

{' As one example, the Senate Keport painted to the Department of Justice's conclusion that the Neutrality
Aci, i 8 U.S.C. § 960, prohibits conduct by private parties but is not applicable to the CIA and other government
agencies. id. 'T`he Senate Report assumed that the Department's conclusion about the Neutrality Act was premised
on the assertion that in the case of government agencies, there is an "absence of the mens rea necessary to the
offense." Id. In fact, however, this Office's conclusion about that Act was not based on questions of mens rea, but
instead on a careful analysis demonstrating that Congress did not intend the Act, despite its wards of general
applicability, to apply to the activities of government officials acting within the course and scope of their duties as
officers of the United States. See Applicaliox ojNeutraliry Act to 4~cial Governmenl.4clivlties, 8 Op. O.L.C. 58
(Y 984),
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See also infra at 38-4I (exptaining that the CIA operation under the circumstances
described to us would comply with constitutional due.~rocess:and the Fourth tLcnendment's
"reasanableness" test for the use of deadly force).

Accordingly, we conclude that, just as the ~ambination of circumstances present here
supports the judgment that the public authority justification would apply to the contemplated
operation by the armed farces, the combination of circumstances also supports the judgment that
the CIA's operation, too, would be encompassed by that justification. The CIA's contemplated
operation, therefore, would not result in an "unlawful" kiIlin~ ~~ndez section 1111 and thus would
not violate section 1119.

IV.

For similar reasons, we conclude that the contemplated DoD and CIA operations would
not violate another federal criminal statute dealing with "murder" abroad, 18 U.S.C. § 956(a).
That law makes it a crime to conspire within the jurisdiction of the United States "to comznii at
any place outside the United States an act that would constitute the offense of murder,
kidnapping, or maiming if committed in the special maritime and temtorial jurisdiction of the
United States" if any conspirator acts within the United States to effect any abject of the
conspiracy.

°~ Cf. also VIS~f Fraud Invesligarian, 8 Op. Q.L.C. at 287 (applying similaz analysis in evaluating the effect
of criminal prohibitions on certain otherwise authorized taw enforcement operations, and explaining that courts have
rccobnized it maybe lawful for law enforcement agents to disregard otherwise applicabIc Jaws "when taking action
that is necessary to attain the permissible law enforcement objective, when the action is carried out in a reazonable
fashion"); id. at 288 (concluding that issuance of an otherwise unlawful visa ti~at was necessary far undercover
operation to proceed, and done in circumstances—"for a limited purpose and under close supervision"—ghat were
"reasonable," did not violate federal statute).
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Like section 1119(b), section 956(a) incorporates by reference the understanding of
"murder" zn section 1111 of title l 8. For reasons we explained earlier in this opinion, see supra
at 12-I4, section 9S6(a) thus incorporates the traziitional public authority justification that section
111 l recognizes. As we have further explained both the CIA and DoD operations, on the facts
as they have been represented to us, would be covered by fihart justifcatian. Nar do we believe
that Congress's reference in section 956(a) to "the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of
the United States" reflects an intent to transform such a killing into a "murder" in these
circumstances—notwithstanding that our analysis of the applicability of the public authority
justification is limited for present purposes to operations conducted abroad. A contrary
conclusion would require attributing to Congress the surprising intention of criminalizing
through section 956(a) an otherwise lawful killing of an enemy leader that another statute
specifically profibiting the murder of U.S. nationals abroad does not prohibit.

The legislative history of section 956(a) further confirms our conclus[on that that statute
should not be sa construed. When the provision was first introduced in the Senate in 1495, its
sponsors addressed and rejected the notion that the conspiracy prohibited by that section would
apply to "duly authorized" actions undertaken on behalf of the federal government. Senator
Biden introduced the provision at the behest of the President, as part of a larger package of anti-
terrarism legislation. See 1 ~ l Conk. Rec. 4491 { 1995) (statement of Sen. Biden). He explained
that the provision was designed to "fill[) a void in the law," because section 956 at the time
prohibited only U.S.-based conspiracies to commit certain property crimes abroad, and did not
address crimes against persons. Id. at 450G. The amendment was designed to cover an offense
"com.mitted by Terrorists" and was "intended to ensure that the government is able to punish
those persons who use the United States as a base in which to plot such a crime to be carried out
outside the jurisdiction of the United States." Id. Notably, the sponsors of the new legislation
deliberately declined to place the new offense either within chapter 19 of title 1 S, which is
devoted to "Conspiracy," or within chapter S I, which collects "Hornicide" offenses {including
those established in sections l 1 l 1, 1112, 1113 and 1119). Instead, as Senator Biden explained,
"[s]ection 956 is contained in chapter a5 of title 18, United States Code, relating to interference .
with the foreign relations of the United States," and thus was intended to "cover[] those
individuals who, without appropriate governmental authorization, engage in prohibited conduct
that is harmful to the foreign relations of the United States." Id. at 4507. Because, as Senator
Biden explained, the provision was designed, like other provisions of chapter 45, to prevent
private interference with U.S. foreign relations, "[iJt is not intended to apply to duly authorized
actions undertaken on behalf of the United States Government." Id.; see also 8 Op. C}.I,.C. S8
(198 }) (concluding that section 5 of the Neutrality Act, 18 U.S.C. § 960, which is also in chapter
45 and which forbids the planning af, or participation in, military ar naval expeditions to be
carried on from the United States against a foreign state with which the United States is at peace,
prohibits only persons acting in their private capacity from engaging in such conduct, and does
not proscribe activities undertaken by government officials acting within the course and scope of
their duties as United States officers). Senator Daschie expressed this same understanding when.
he introduced the identical provision in a different version of the anti-terrorism legislation a few
months later. See l41 Cong. Rec. 1 ],960 (1995) (statement of Sen. Daschle). Congress enacted
the new section 9Sb(a) the following year, as part of the Antiterrorism and Effective Death
Penalty Act, Pub. L. No. 1 Q4-132, zit. VII, § 704(a); 214 Scat. 1214, 129a-95 (1996}. As far as
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we have been able to determine, the legislative history contains nothing to contradict the
construction of.section 956(a) described by Senators Biden and Daschle.

Accordingly, we do not believe se~.tinn 956(a) wAuld prah.ibit the contemplated
operatians.

V.

We next consider the potential application of the War Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2441,
which makes it a federal crime for a member of the Armed Farces or a national of the United.
Slates to "cotnmit[j a war crime:" Id. § 2Q-4 t (a). Subsection 2441(c) de~'ines a "war crime" for
purposes of the statute to mean any conduct (i) that is defined as a grave breach in any of the
Geneva Conventions (or any Geneva pratocoI to which the U.S. is a party); (ii) that is prohibited
by foerr specified articles of the Fourth Hague Convention of I9Q7; (iii) that is a "grave breach"
of Common Article 3 o#'the Geneva Conventions (as defined elsewhere in section 2 41}when
committed "in the context of arzd in association with an azmed conflict not of an international
charactez"; or (iv) that is a willful`killing or infliction of serious injury in violation of the 1996
Protocol an Prahibitious or Restrictions on the Use of Mines, Booby-Traps and Other Devices.
Of these, the only subsea#i~n~patentially applicable Here is that dealing with Common Article 3
of the Geneva Corzventiozis ~?

In defining what conduct constitutes a "grave breach" of Common Article 3 for purposes
of the War Crimes Act, subsection 2441(d) includes "murder," described in pertinent parr as
"[t]he act of a person who intentionaIIy kills, or conspires or attempts to ki11 ... one or more
persons taking no active part in the hastitities, including #hose placed out of combat by sickness,
wounds, detention, or any other cause." 18 U.S.C. § 244I(d)(1)(D). This language derives frarn
Common Article 3(1) itself, which prohibits certain acts (including murder) against "[persons
taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of armed forces who have laid down
their arms and those placed ̀ hors de combat' by sickness, wounds, detention, ar a.ny other
cause." See, e.g., Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, Aug. 12,
1949, [1955], art. 3(1), 6 U.S.T. 3316, 3318-20. AEthaugh Common Article 3 is most commonly
applied with respect to persons within a belligerent party's COTlt3'OZ, such as detainees, the
language of the article is not so limited—it pxotects all "[p)ersans Calcine no active part in the
hostilities" ~n an armed conflict not of an international character.

Whatever might be the outer bounds of thzs category of covered persons, we do not think
it could encompass al-Aulagi, Common Article 3 does not alter the fundamental law~of-war
principle concerning a belligerent party's right in an armed conflict to target individuals who are
part of an enemy's armed forces. See supra at 23. The language of Common Article 3 "makes
clear that members of such armed forces [of both the state and non-state parties to the conflict]
..are considered as `taking no active part in the hostilities' only once they have disengaged

;' The operations in qucstian here would na; involve conduct covered by the I.,and Mine Protocol. And the
articles of the Geneva Conventions to which the United States is cucrcntly a party other than Common Article 3, as
well as the relevant provisions of the Annox to the Fourth Hague Ganventian, apply by their terms only to armed
conflicts between two or more of the parties to the Conventions. 5'ee, e.g., Geneva Convention Itclativc to the
Treatment of Prisoners of War, Aug. I2, 19A9, [ 1955J, art. 2, 6 U.S.T, 3316, 3406.
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from their fighting function (`have Laid dawn their arms') or aze placed hers de combat; mere
suspenszan of combat is insufficient." Internatiana] Committee of the Red Crass, Interpretive
Cruidance on the Notion ofDirecl Participation in Hostilities Under International Humanitarian
Law 28 (2004); cf, also id. at 34 ("individuals whose continuous function involves the
prepazation, execution, or command of acts ar operations amouziting to direct participation in
hostilities are assuming a continuous combat function," in which case they can be deemed to be
members of a non-state armed group subject to continuous targeting); accord Gherebt v. Obama,
609 F. Supp. 2d ~3, 65 {D.D.C. 2009) ("the fact that `members of armed farces who have Iaid
down their arms and those placed hors de combat' are nat `taping [an] active part in the
hostilities' necessarily irnpiies that `members of armed forces' who ha~~e not surrendered or been
incapacitated are `taking [anJ active part in the hostilities' simply by virtue of their membership
in those armed forces"}; id. at 67 ("Common Article 3 is not a suicide pact; it does not provide a
free pass for the members of art enemy's armed forces to go to or fro as they please so Iong as,
for example, shots are not fired, bombs are not exploded, and places are not hijacked"). Al-
Aulagi, anactive, high-level Ieader of an enemy force who is continually involved in planning
and recruiting for terrorist attacks, can on that basis fairly be said io be taking "an active part in
hostilities." Accordingly, targeting him in the circumstances posited to us wauId not violate
Common Article 3 and therefore would not violate the VJax Crimes Act.

~~

We conclude with a discussion of potential constitutional firr►itations on the contemplated
operations due to a1-Aulagi's status as a U.S, citizen, elaborating upon the reasoning in our
earlier memorandum discussing that issue. Although w~ have explained above why we believe
That neither the DaD or CIA op"oration would violate sections 1119(b), 9S6(a) and 2~1 of title
18 of the U.S. Code, the fact that al-Aulagi is a United States citizen could raise distinct
questions under the Constitution. As we explained in our earlier memorandum, Barron
Memorandum at 5-7, we do not believe that aI-Autagi's U.S. citizenship imposes constitutional
limitations that would preclude the contemplated lethal. action i3nder the facts rep~•esented #o us
by DoD, the CAA and the Intelligence Community.

Because al-Aulagi is a U.S. citizen, the Fifth".Amendment's Due Process Clause, as well
as the Fourth Amendment, Izkely protects him in some respects even while he is abroad. See
Reid v. Covert, 354 U:S. 1, 5-6 (1957) (plurality opinion); United States v. Verduga-Urquidez,
494 U.S. 259, 269-70 (1990); see also In re Terrorist Bombings of U.S. Embassies in East
Africa, SS2 F.3d 157, 170 n.7 (2d Cir. 2008).
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In Hamdi, a plurality of the Supreme Court used the Mathews v. Eldridge balancing test
to analyze the Fifth Amendment due process rights of a U.S. citizen captured on the battlefield in
A#'ghanistan and detained in the United States who wished to challenge the government's F
assertion that he was a part of enemy forces, explaining that "the process due in any given
instance is detemnined by weighing `the private interest that will be affected by the official
action' against the Government's asserted interest, `including the function involved' and the
burdens the Government would face in providing greater process." Sat U.S. at 529 (plurality
opinion) (quoting Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 335 (1976)). .

We believe similar reasoning supports the constitutionality of the contemplated
operations here. As explained above, on the facts represented to us, a decision-maker could
reasonably decide that the threat posed by al-Aulagi's activities to United States persons is
"continued" and "imminent"
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In addition to the nature of the threat posed by al-Aulagi's activities, both agencies here
have represented that they intend to capture rather than target al-Aulagi if feasible; yet we aIsa
understand tint an operation by either a~ez~cy to capture al-Aulagi in Yemen would be infeasible
at this time.

Cf., e.g., Puhlic
Committee Againsl Torture in .Csrael v Gaver•rrmeni o, f Israel, ~;CJ 769/02 S 4Q, a6 I.L.M. 375,
39~ (Israel Supreme Caurt sitting as the High Caurt of Justice, 2006) (although arrest,
investigation and trial "might actually be particularly practical under the conditions of belligerent
occupation, in which the army controls the area in which the operation takes place," such
alternatives "aze not means which can always be used," either because they are impossible or
because they involve a great risk to the lives of soldiers).

Although in the "circumstances of war," as the Hamdi plurality observed, ••size risk of
erroneous deprivatiarz of a citizen's liberty in the absence of sufficient process ... is very real,"
5~2 U.S. ak 530, the plurality_ also recognized that "the realities of combat" render certain uses of
force "necessary and appropriate," including against U.S. Citizens who have became part of
enemy forces—and that "due process analysis need not blirr~c at those realities," id. at 531.

we conclude that at least where, as here,
the target's activities pose a "continued and imminent threat of violence or death" to U.S.
persons, "the highest officers in the Intelligence Community have revzewed the factual basis" for
the lethal operation, and a captwre operation would be infeasible—and where the CIA and DoD
"continue to monitor whether changed circumstances would permit such an alternative,"

see also DoD May 18 Memorandum for QI.0 at 2---the "realities of
combat" and the weight of the gavemment's i~~terest in using an authorized means of lethal farce
against this enemy are such that the Constitution vs~~uld not require the government to provide
further process to the U.S. person before using such farce. Cf H'amdi 542 U.S. at 53S (noting
that Court "~ccard(s] the greatest respect and consideration to Che judgments of military
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authorities in matters relating to the actual prosecution of war, and ...the scope of that
discretion necessarily is wide") (plurality opinion).

Similarly, asstuning that the Fourth Amendment provides some protection to a U.S.
person abroad who is part of aI-Qaida and that the operations at issue here would result in a
"seizure" within the meaning of that Amendment,

The
Supreme Court has made clear that the constitutionality of a seizure is determined by
"balanc[ing] the nature and quality of the intrusion on fhe individual's Fourth Amendment
interests against the importance of the governmental interests alleged to justify the intzusion."
Tennessee v. Garner, 471 U.S. 1, S (1985) {internal 9uotatian marks omitted); accord Scott v.
Harris, S50 U.S. 372, 383 (2007). Even in domesiic law enforcement operations, the Court has
noted that "[w]bere the officer has probable cause to believe that the suspect poses a thxeat of
serious physical harm, either to the officer or to others, it is not constitutionally unreasonable to
prevent escape by using deadly farce." Garner, 471 U.S. at l 1. Thus, "if the suspect threatens
the officer with a weapon or there is probable cause to believe that he has committed a crime
involving the infliction or threatened infliction of serious physical harm, deadly force may be
used if necessary to prevent escape and if .where feasible, some warning has been given." Id. at
11-12.

Ttte Fourth Amendment "reasonableness" test is situation-dependent. Cf. Scott, S50 U.S.
at 382 (Garner "did not establish a magical on/off switch that triggers rigid preconditions
whenever ~n officer's actions constitute `deadly force"'). What would constitute a reasonable
use of lethal force for purposes of domestic law enforcement operations wilt be very different
from what would be reasan.able in a situation like such as that at issue here. In the present
circumstances, as we understand the facts, the U.S. citizen in quesfion has gone overseas and
become part of the forces of an enemy with which the United States is engaged in an armed
eonf3ict; that person is engaged in continua( planning and direction of attacks upon U.S. persons
from one of the enemy's overseas, bases of operations; the U.S. government does not know
precisely when such attacks will occur; and a capture operation would be infeasible.

'. at least where high-level government officials have determined that a
capture operation overseas is infeasible and that the targeted person is Bart of a dangerous enemy
force and is engaged in activities that pose a continued and imminent threat to U.S. persons or
interests the use of lethal force would not violate the Fourth ;
Amendment. ~d
thus that the intrusion on any T'ourth Amendment interests would be outweighed by "the
importance of fhe governmental interests [thaf) justify the intrusion," Garner, 47l U.S. at 8,
based on the facts that have been represented to us.

Flease let us know if we can be of further assistance.

~~ r
N. . :. ~

Acting Assistant Att ~ ~rereral
A, TRUE ~~1

Catherine 4'Hagan Wolfe, Clerk

I •- ,~, o ~ ~~{~~~ ~~ 1
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Exhibit 5
To the Declaration of Colin Wicker
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Exhibit 6
To the Declaration of Colin Wicker
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1NORLD NEWS

U.S. Seeks Cleric Backing Jihad
Preacher Radicalized Activists With- Writings, Officials Say.

By KEITH JOHNSON

Updated March 26, 2010 12:01 a.m. ET

WASHINGTON—One of the U:S.'s prime terrorism suspects doesn't carry a rifle or explosives. But U.S.-

born cleric Anwar al Awlaki's prominence as an apologist for jihad—especially in the English-speaking

world—has put him squarely in the cross hairs of the antiterror effort.

Mr. Awlaki, born in New Mexico in 1971 to Yemeni parents and believed to be hiding in Yemen, is the

most prominent of a handful of native-English-speaking preachers, whose calls for jihad, or holy war,

are helping radicalize a new generation through the Internet, counterterrorism investigators say.

~° z ~ He exchanged dozens of emails with Fort Hood shooter

f'~ ~ ~ Ma Nidal Hasan in the months before the Novemberj.
~~,~ -'~ ~ killing spree at a U.S. Army base. He calls Umar Farouk

{
Abdulmutallab, the underwear bomber who allegedly tried

to blow up a Detroit-bound airliner on Christmas Day, "my

'~" student." His writings helped to radicalize several.

~ ~' ~ „ ~ ~., ~ Canadians, at least one of whom went to fight for al Qaeda
,y

v= in Somalia.

i
"He's clearly someone that we're looking for," said Leon

U.S: born cleric Anwar al Awlaki exchanged emails
with the shooter behind last year's fatal rampage at Panetta, director of the Central Intelligence Agency, in an
Fort Hood in Killeen, Texas. Associated Press interview last week. "There isn't any question that he's one

of the individuals that we're focusing on."

Mr. Panetta cited Mr. Awlaki's role in inspiring past attacks as well as his efforts to "inspire additional

attacks on the United States.°

In a statement disseminated widely on pro-Jihadi Web sites last week, Mr. Awlaki ratcheted up his calls

for jihad against the West, especially the U.S., and said that thanks in part to the spread of his ideas,

"Jihad is becoming as American as apple pie and as British as afternoon tea."

Mr. Awlaki's importance as an instigator of jihad has increased at the .same time that al Qaeda has

become more decentralized. Recent terrorist acts against the U.S. have been attempted or carried out

by individuals with little or no formal connection to al Qaeda's core, some of whom may have become

radicalized by reading English-language versions of violent treatises, such as Mr. Awlaki's "Constants

http:!/online.wsj.com/articles/56100014240527487040941045751441227565376p4#printMode 1,/2
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on the Path of Jihad."

U.S. Seeks Cleric Who Promotes Jihad -WSJ

U.S. officials aren't making that distinction. "He's considered al Qaeda," a senior intelligence official said,

adding that the U.S. government doesn't let terrorist suspects "self-define."

Shortly after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks on the U.S., a presidential covert action finding signed by

George W. Bush authorized the capturing or killing of al Qaeda operatives, including Americans. At the

time, Congress authorized the president to use all necessary force against groups or persons linked to

the 9/11 strikes.

. ,_,_ ___ _ - - An order to kill an American, however, "has to meet legal

t~ °~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ thresholds," the official said. He declined to be more
"'~ .k -~~, ~ ~~ ;~~ specific.

,. _

_~~~'~' ,, ~ ~_ ,~ Mr. Awlaki burst into the spotlight-after the Fort Hood

l -~ ~ ~ :; shootings, when it emerged that he had counseled Maj.
w,w .:,.

~~ `„ Hasan by email about the immorality of a Muslim serving in
k.: t ~4 ' r

~ e ~; _- , the U.S. Army.

But Mr. Awlaki"s links to radical Islam go further back,
Lt. Col. Charles Keller and his family at a vigil for aCCOCding t0 the 9/1 1 C0171miSSiOn RG'p01"t. Itl the lat@
victims of the attack. Getty Images

1990s, while living in California, he was investigated by the

Federal Bureau of Investigation for ties to the Palestinian group Hamas. After 9%11, he was questioned

by the FBI about his relationship with two of the hijackers, whom he met while serving as imam at a

mosque in northern Virginia.

Mr. Awlaki fled the U.S. for Europe, and eventually settled in Yemen, where he was detained by

authorities in 2006 and questioned by the FBI. He was later released.

"The combination of perfect English, having the proper religious credentials, and being a jihadi theorist

makes him a very significant figure, both in terms of radicalizing people and perhaps even in an

operational context," said Daveed Gartenstein-Ross, director of the Center for Terrorism Research at

the Foundation for the Defense of Democracies in Washington.

In late December, Yemeni forces bombed a rural hideout where Mr. Awlaki and other terrorism targets

were believed to be hiding. Mr. Awlaki was initially thought killed, but he promptly resurfaced on the

Internet, through recorded statements and interviews with Arab media.

—Siobhan Gorman
contributed to this article.

Write to Keith Johnson at keith,~ohnsc~n('a.wsi.com

Copyright 2014 Dow Jones &Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved
This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. Distribution and use of this material are governed by our Subscriber Agreement and by copyright law.

For non-personal use or to order multiple copies, please contact Dow Jones Reprints at 1-800-843-0008 or visit
unvw.djreprints.com
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To the Declaration of Colin Wicker
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10/28/2014 'This Week' Transcript: Panetta

~ ~ ~'

'This Week' Transcript: Panetta
Jake Tapper Interviews CIA Director Leon Panetta

June 27, 2010 —

ABC News "This Week" Jake Tapper interviews CIA Director Leon Panetta Sunday, June 27, 2010

TAPPER: Good morning and welcome to "This Week."

This morning of this week, exclusive. CIA Director Leon Panetta. His first network news interview.

Top questions on the threats facing the U.S., and whether the CIA is up to the task.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

PANETTA: And what keeps me awake at night--

(END VIDEO CLIP)

TAPPER: The latest on Al Qaida, the hunt .for Osama bin Laden, Iran, North Korea, global hotspots in an

increasingly dangerous world, and the threat of homegrown terrorists.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

PANETTA: We are being aggressive at going after this threat.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

TAPPER: CIA Director Leon Panetta only on "This Week."

Then, the McChrysta.l mess.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA: I welcome debate among my team, but I won't tolerate division.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

TAPPER: The change in command in Afghanistan raises new questions about the president's strategy to

win the war. That and the rest of the week's politics on our roundtable with George Will, author Robin

Wright of the U.S. Institute of Peace, David Sanger of the New York Times, and the Washington Post's

Rajiv Chandrasekaran.

And as always, the Sunday Funnies.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

http:l/abcnews.go.com/ThisWeek/week-transcript-panetta/print?id=11025299 1114
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10/28/2014 'This Week' Transcript: Panetta

DAVID LETTERMAN, TALK SHOW HOST: It took President Obama 45 minutes to make a decision
to pick a new Afghanistan commander, 45 minutes. It took him six months to pick a dog for the White
House.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

TAPPER: Good morning. When the president takes a look at the world, he's confronted with threats
literally all over the map. In Afghanistan, U.S. and international forces struggle to make headway against

the Taliban. Iran moves ahead with a nuclear program in defiance of international condemnation. North

Korea becomes even more unpredictable as it prepares for a new supreme leader. New terror threats from

Pakistan,. Yemen, Somalia. No one knows these threats better than the president's director of the Central

Intelligence Agency, Leon Panetta. He's been in the job for 16 months, and he's here with me this

morning, his first network news interview. Mr. Panetta, welcome.

PANETTA: Nice to be with you, Jake.

TAPPER: Now, this was a momentous week, with President Obama relieving General McChrystal of his

command. When this was all going down, you were with General Petraeus at a,joint CIA-CENTCOM

conference. And I want to ask you about the war in Afghanistan, because this has been the deadliest

month for NATO forces in Afghanistan, the second deadliest for U.S. troops, with 52 at least killed this

month. Are we winning in Afghanistan, and is the Taliban stronger or weaker than when you started on

the job?

PANETTA: I think the president said it best of all, that this is a very tough fight that we are engaged in.

There are some serious problems here. We're dealing with a tribal society. We're dealing with a country

that has problems with governance, problems with corruption, problems with narcotics trafficking,

problems with a Taliban insurgency. And yet, the fundamental purpose, the mission that the president has

laid. out is that we have to go after Al Qaida. We've got to disrupt and dismantle Al Qaida and their

militant allies so they never attack this country again.

Are we making progress? We are making progress. It's harder, it's slower than I think anyone anticipated.

But at the same time, we-are seeing increasing violence, particularly in Kandahar and in Helmand

provinces. Is the strategy the right strategy? We think so, because we're looking at about 100,000 troops

being added by the end of August. If you add 50,000 from NATO, you've got 150,000. That's a pretty

significant force, combined with the Afghans.

But I think the fundamental key, the key to success or failure is whether the Afghans accept

responsibility, are able to deploy an effective army and police force to maintain stability. If they can do

that, then I think we're going to be able to achieve the kind of progress and the kind of stability that the

president is after.

TAPPER: Have you seen any evidence that they're able to do that?

PANETTA: I think so. I think that what we're seeing even in a place like Marjah, where there's been a lot

of attention -- the fact is that if you look at Marjah on the ground, agriculture, commerce is, you know,

moving back to some degree of normality. The violence is down from a year agd. There is some progress

there.

We're seeing some progress in the fact that there's less deterioration as far as the ability of the Taliban to

maintain control. So we're seeing elements of progress, but this is going to be tough. This is not going to

be easy, and it is going to demand not only the United States military trying to take on, you know, a

difficult Taliban insurgency, but it is going to take the Afghan army and police to be able to accept the

http://abcnews,go.com/ThisWeek/week-transcript-panettalprint?id=11 p25299 2/14
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10/28/2014 'This Week' Transcript: Panetta

responsibility that we pass on to them. That's going to be the key.

TAPPER: It seems as though the Taliban is stronger now than when President Obama took office. Is that
fair to say?

PANETTA: I think the Taliban obviously is engaged in greater violence right now. They're doing more
on IED's. They're going after our troops: There's no question about that. In some ways, they are stronger,
but in some ways, they are weaker as well.

I think the fact that we are disrupting Al Qaida's operations in the tribal areas of the Pakistan, I think the
fact that we are targeting Taliban leadership -- you saw what happened yesterday with one of the leaders
who was dressed as a woman being taken down -- we are engaged in operations with the military that is
going after Taliban leadership. I think all of that has weakened them at the same time.

So in some areas, you know, with regards to some of the directed violence, they seem to be stronger, but
the fact is, we are undermining their leadership, and that I think is moving in the right direction.

TAPPER: How many Al Qaida do you think are in Afghanistan?

PANETTA: I think the estimate on the number of Al Qaida is actually relatively small. I think at most,
we're looking at maybe 50 to 100, maybe less. It's in that vicinity. There's no question that the main
location of Al Qaida is in tribal areas of Pakistan.

TAPPER: Largely lost in the trash talking in the Rolling Stone magazine were some concerns about the
war. The chief of operations for General McChrystal told the magazine that the end game in Afghanistan
is, quote, "not going to look like a win, smell like. a win or taste like a win. This is going to end in an
argument."

What does winning in Afghanistan look like?

PANETTA: Winning in Afghanistan is having a country that is stable enough to ensure that there is no
safe haven for Al Qaida or for a militant Taliban that welcomes Al Qaida. That's really. the measure of
success for the United States. Our purpose, our whole mission there is to .make sure that Al Qaida never
finds another safe haven from which to attack this country. That's the fundamental goal of why the
United States is there. And the measure of success for us is do you have an Afghanistan that is stable
enough to make sure that never happens.

TAPPER: What's the latest thinking on where Osama bin Laden is, what kind of health he's in and how
much control or contact he has with Al Qaida?

PANETTA: He is, as is obvious, in very deep hiding. He's in an area of the -- the tribal areas in Pakistan
that is very difficult. The terrain is probably the most difficult in the world.

TAPPER: Can you be more specific? Is it in Waziristan or--

PANETTA: All i can tell you is that it's in the tribal areas. That's all we know, that he's located in that
vicinity. The terrain is very difficult. He obviously has tremendous security around him.

But having said that, the more we continue to disrupt Al Qaida's operations, and we are engaged in the
most aggressive operations in the history of the CIA in that part of the world, and the result is that we are
disrupting their leadership. We've taken down more than half of their Taliban leadership, of their Al
Qaida leadership. We just took down number three in their leadership a few weeks ago. We continue to

http://abcnews.go.comlThisWeek/week-transcript-panettalprint?id=11025299 3/14
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10/28/2014 'This Week' Transcript: Panetta

disrupt them. ~Ve continue to impact on their command-and-control. We continue to impact on their
ability to plan attacks in this country. If we lceep that pressure on, we think ultimately we can flush out
bin Laden and Zawahiri and get after them.

TAPPER: When was the last time we had good intelligence on bin Laden's location?

PANETTA: It's been a while. I think it almost goes back, you know, to the early 2000s, that, you know,
in terms of actually when he was moving from Afghanistan to Pakistan, that we had the last precise
information about where he might be located. Since then, it's been very. difficult to get any intelligence on
his exact location.

TAPPER: We're in a new phase now of the war, in which the threat can come from within, the so-called
homegrown terrorists or the lone wolf terrorists. I'm talking about Faisal Shahzad, the would-be Times
Square bomber; Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, the failed Christmas Day bomber; Lieutenant (sic) Nidal
Hasan, the Fort Hood shooter. What do these incidents and the apparent increased occurrences of these
types of attacks say about the nature of the threat we-face?

PANETTA: I think what's happened is that the more we put pressure on the Al Qaida leadership in the
tribal areas in Pakistan -- and I would say that as a result of our operations, that the Taliban leadership is
probably at its weakest point since 9/11 and their escape from Afghanistan into Pakistan. Having said
that, they clearly are continuing to plan, continuing to try to attack this country, and they are using other
ways to do it.

TAPPER: Al Qaida you're talking about.

PANETTA: That's correct. They are continuing to do that, and they're using other ways to do it, which
are in some ways more difficult to try. to track. One is the individual who has no record of terrorism. That
was true for the Detroit bomber in some ways. It was true for others.

They're using somebody who doesn't have a record in terrorism, it's tougher to track them. If they're
using people who are already here, who are in hiding and suddenly decide to come out and do an attack,
that's another potential threat that they're engaged in. The third is the individual. who decides to self-
radicalize. Hasan did that in the Fort Hood shootings. Those are the kinds of threats that we - see and we're
getting intelligence that shows that's the kind of stream of threats that we face, much more difficult to
track. At the same time, I think we're doing a good job of moving against those threats. We've stopped
some attacks, we continue to work the intelligence in all of these areas. But that area, those kinds of
threats represent I think the most serious threat to the United States right now.

TAPPER: All three of those individuals were tied in some way to an American cleric who is now
supposedly in Yemen, Anwar al-Awlaki. He has said to be on an assassination list by President Obama.
Is that true and does being an American afford him any protection that any other terrorist might not
enjoy?

PANETTA: Awlaki is a terrorist who has declared war on the United States. Everything he's doing now
is to try to encourage others to attack this country, there's a whole stream of intelligence that goes back to
Awlaki and his continuous urging of others to attack this country in some way. You can track Awlaki to
the Detroit bomber. We can track him to other attacks in this country that have been urged by Awlaki or
that have been influenced by Awlaki. Awlaki is a terrorist and yes, he's a U.S. citizen, but he is first and
foremost a terrorist and we're going to treat him like a terrorist. We dan't have an assassination list, but I
can tell you this. We have a terrorist list and he's on it.

TAPPER: "The New York Times" reported this week that Pakistani officials say they can deliver the

http://abcnews.go.com/ThisWeeklweek-transcript-Panetta/print?id=11025299 4/14
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10/28/2014 'This Week' Transcript: Panetta

network of Sirajuddin Hagqani, an ally of Al Qaida, who runs a major part of the insurgency into
Afghanistan into a power sharing arrangement. In addition, Afghan officials say the Pakistanis are
pushing various other proxies with Pakistani General Kayani personally offering to broker a deal with the
Taliban leadership. Do you believe Pakistan will be able to push the Haqqani network into peace
negotiations?

PANETTA: You know, I read all the same stories, we get intelligence along those lines, but the bottom
line is that we really have not seen any firm intelligence that there's a real interest among the Taliban, the
militant allies of Al Qaida, Al Qaida itself, the Haqqanis, TTP, other militant groups. We have seen no
evidence that they are truly interested in reconciliation, where they would surrender their arms, where
they would denounce Al Qaida, where they would really try to become part of that society. We've seen
no evidence of that and very frankly, my view is that with regards to reconciliation, unless they're
convinced that the United States is going to win and that they're.. going to be defeated, I think it's very
difficult to proceed with a reconciliation that's going to be meaningful.

TAPPER: I know you can't discuss certain classified operations or even acknowledge them, but even
since you've been here today, we've heard about another drone strike in Pakistan and there's been much
criticism of the predator drone program, of the CIA. The United Nations official Phil Alston earlier this.
}nonth said quote, "In a situation in which there is no disclosure of who has been killed for what reason
and whether innocent civilians have died, the legal principle of international accountability is by
definition comprehensibly violated:" Will you give us your personal assurance that everything the CIA is
doing in Pakistan is compliant with U.S. and international law?

PANETTA: There is no question that we are abiding by international law and the law of war. Look, the
United States of America on 9/11 was attacked by Al Qaida. They killed 3,000 innocent men and women
in this country. We have a duty, we have a responsibility, to defend this country so that Al Qaida never
conducts. that kind of attack again. Does that make some of the Al Qaida and their supporters
uncomfortable? Does it make them angry? Yes, it probably does. But that means that we're doing our job.
We have a responsibility to defend this country and that's what we're doing. And anyone who suggests
that somehow we're employing other tactics here- that somehow violate international law are dead wrong.
What we're doing is defending this country. That's what our operations are all about.

TAPPER: I'd like to move on to Iran, just because that consumes a lot of your time as director of the
CIA. Do you think these latest sanctions will dissuade the Iranians from trying to enrich uranium?

PANETTA: I think the sanctions will have some impact. You know, the fact that we had Russia and
China agree to that, that there is at least strong international opinion that Iran is on the wrong track, that's
important. Those sanctions will have some impact. The sanctions that were passed by the Congress this
last week will have some additional impact. It could help weaken the regime. It could create some serious
economic problems. Will it deter them from their ambitions with regards to nuclear capability? Probably
not.

TAPPER: The 2007 national intelligence estimate said all of Iran's work on nuclear weapons ended. in
2003. You don't still believe that, do you?

PANETTA: I think they continue to develop their know-how. They continue to develop their. nuclear
capability.

TAPPER: Including weaponization?

PANETTA: I think they continue to work on designs in that area. There is a continuing debate right now
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as to whether or nor they ought to proceed with the bomb. But they clearly are .developing their nuclear

capability, and that raises concerns. It raises concerns about, you know, just exactly what are their
intentions, and where they intend to go. I mean, we think they have enough low-enriched uranium right

now for -two weapons. They do have to enrich it, fully, in order to get there. And we would estimate that
if they made that: decision, it would probably take a year to get there, probably another year to develop

the kind of weapon delivery system in order to make that viable.

But having said that, you know, the president and the international community has said to Iran, you've

got to wake up, you've got to join the family of nations, you've got to abide by international law. That's in

the best interests of Iran. It's in the best interests of the Iranian people.

TAPPER: The administration has continually said that Iran has run into technical troubles in their nuclear

program.. Is that because the Iranians are bad at what they do, or because the U.S. and other countries are

helping them be bad at what they do, by sabotaging in some instances their program?

PANETTA: Well, I can't speak to obviously intelligence operations, and I won't. It's enough to say that

clearly, they have had problems. There are problems with regards to their ability to develop eruichment,

and I think we continue to urge them to engage in peaceful use of nuclear power. If they did that, they

wouldn't have these concerns, they wouldn't have these problems. The international community would be

working with them rather than having them work on their own.

TAPPER: How likely do you think it is that Israel strikes Iran's nuclear facilities within the next two

years?

PANETTA: I think, you know, Israel obviously is very concerned, as is the entire world, about what's

happening in Iran. And they in particular because they're in that region in the world, have a particular

concern about their security. At the same time, I think, you know, on an intelligence basis, we continue to

share intelligence as to what exactly is Iran's capacity. I think they, feel more strongly that Iran has

already made the decision to proceed with the bomb. But at the same time, I think they know that

sanctions will have an impact, they know that if we continue to push Iran from a diplomatic point of

view, that we can have some impact, and I think they're willing to give us the room to be able ~o try to

change Iran diplomatically and culturally and politically as opposed to changing them militarily.

TAPPER: There was a big announcement over the weekend. South Korea and the U.S. agreed to delay

the transfer of wartime operational control to Seoul for three years because of the belligerence of North

Korea. Kim Jong-il appears to be setting the stage for succession, including what many experts believe

that torpedo attack in March on a South Korean warship. They believe that this is all -setting the stage for

the succession of his son, Kim Jong-un. Is that how you read all this and the sinking of the warship?

PANETTA: There is a lot to be said for that. I think our intelligence shows that at the present time, there

is a process of succession going on. As a matter of fact, I think the--

TAPPER: Was the warship attack part of that?

PANETTA: I think that could have been part of it, in order to establish credibility for his son. That's what

went on when he took power. His son is very young. His son is very untested. His son is loyal to his

.father and to North Korea, but his son. does not have the kind of credibility with the military, because

nobody really knows what he's going to be like,

So I think, you know, part of the provocations that are going on, part of the skirmishes that are going on

are in part related to trying to establish credibility for the son. And that makes it a dangerous period.
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Will it result in military confrontation? I don't think so. For 40 years, we've been going through these
kinds of provocations and skirmishes with a rogue regime. In the end, they always back away from the
brink and I think they'll do that now.

TAPPER: The CIA recently entered into a new $100 million contract with Blackwater, now called Xe
Services for Security in Afghanistan. Blackwater guards allegedly opened fire in a city square in
Baghdad in 2007, killing 17 unarmed civilians and since then, the firm has been fighting off prosecution
and civil suits. Earlier this year, a federal grant jury indicted five Blackwater officials on 15 counts of
conspiracy weapons and obstruction of justice charges. Here's Congresswoman Jan Schakowsky, a
Democrat from Illinois, who's a member of the House Intelligence Committee.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

REP. JAN SCHAKOWSKY (D), ILLINOIS: I'm just mystified why any branch of the government
would decide to hire Blackwater, such.a repeat offender. We're talking about murder, a company with a
horrible reputation, that really jeopardizes our mission in so many different ways.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

TAPPER: What's your response?

PANETTA: Since I've become director, I've asked us to -- asked our agency to review every contract we
have had with Blackwater and whatever their new name is, Xe now. And to ensure that first and
foremost, that we have no contract in which they are engaged in any CIA operations. We're doing our
own operations. That's important, that we not contract that out to anybody. But at the same time, I have to
tell you that in the war zone, we continue to have needs for security. You've got a lot of forward bases.
We've got a lot of attacks on some of these bases. We've got to have security. Unfortunately, there are a
few companies that provide that kind of security. The State Department relies on them, we rely on them

to a certain extent.

So we bid out some of those contracts. They provided a bid that was underbid everyone else by about
$26 million. And a panel that we had said that they can do the job, that they have shaped up their act. So
their really was not. much choice but to accept that contract. But having said that, I will tell you that I
continue to be very conscious about any of those contracts and we're reviewing all of the bids that we

have with that company.

TAPPER: This month, Attorney General Eric Holder announced that Assistant United States Attorney
John Durham is close to completing a preliminary review of whether or not there's evidence that CIA
agents or contractors violated the law when they used brutal methods, some call it torture, to interrogate
terrorist detainees. Do you oppose this investigation? Are your officers -- your current officers,
concerned about their legal jeopardy in the future under a fixture administration and what kind of
guarantees can you give them?

PANETTA: Well look, CIA is an agency that has to collect intelligence, do operations. We have to take
risks and .it's important that we take risks and that we know that we have the support of the government
and we have the support of the American people in what we're doing. With regards to this. investigation, I
know the reasons the attorney general decided to proceed. I didn't agree with them, but he decided to
proceed. We're cooperating with him in that investigation. I've had discussions. with the attorney general.
He assures me that this investigation will be expedited and I think in the end, it will turn out to be OK.
What I've told my people is please focus on the mission we have. Let me worry about Washington and
those issues. And I think that's -- they have and I think frankly the morale at the CIA is higher than it's
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TAPPER: We only have a few minutes left, but I want to ask, you're now privy to information about
some of the ugliest, toughest tactics carried out by intelligence agencies with the purpose of defending
our nation; stuff that probably as a member of Congress or OMB director of White House chief of staff,
you suspected, but didn't actually know for a fact. How rough is it, and does any of it ever make it
difficult for you to sleep at night or run to do an extra confession?

PANETTA: Well, I didn't realize that I would be making decisions, many decisions about life and death
as I do now. And I don't take those decisions lightly. Those are difficult decisions. But at the same time, I
have to tell you that the most rewarding part of this- job -- I mean, we had a tragedy where we lost seven
of our off cers and it was tragic. But at the same time, it also provided a great deal of inspiration because
the quality of people that work at the CIA are very dedicated and very committed to trying to help save
this country and protect this country. They're not Republicans, they're not Democrats, they're just good
Americans trying to do their job and that, I think, is the most rewarding part of being director of the CIA.

TAPPER: What's the flip side? Sleepless nights?

PANETTA: The flip side is you have to spend an awful lot of time worried about what the hell is going

to go on our there and that keeps me up at night.

TAPPER: What -- this is my last question for you because we only have about a minute left -- what
terrorist threat are we as a nation not paying enough attention to?

Or forget terrorist threat, what threat are we not paying enough attention to?

PANETTA: I think the one I worry about is, again, the proliferation of nuclear weapons and the fact that

one of those weapons could fall into the hands of a terrorist. I think that's one concern. And there is a lot

of the stuff out there, and you worry about just exactly where it's located and who's getting their hands on

lt.

The other is the whole area of cyber security. We are now in a world in which cyber warfare is very real.

It could threaten our grid system. It could threaten our financial system. It could paralyze this country,

and I think that's an area we have to pay a lot more attention to.

TAPPER: All right, Director Leon Panetta, thank you,so much fox coming here today. Really appreciate

it.

TAPPER: Scenes from the McChrystal mess, one of many topics for our roundtable with George Will;
from The Washington Post Rajiv Chandrasekaran; from the New York Times, David Sanger, and from
the U.S. Institute of Peace, Robin Wright.

Thanks so much for joining us.

Normally, I would just go into the McCY~rystal thing, but Panetta does so few interviews, I do want to go

around and just get your take on what you found-most interesting.

George, I'll start with you.

WILL: Well, .four things. First of all, he repeated the fact that we are in Afghanistan to prevent it from
becoming a sovereignty vacuum into which Al Qaida could flow. He said there may be as few as 50 Al

Qaida there now, which means we're there to prevent Afghanistan from becoming Yemen and Somalia,
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which raises the question of what we'll do about them.

Second, the president said our job, on December 1st, is to break the momentum of the Taliban. And Mr.
Panetta did not really say we'd done that.

Third, the point of breaking the momentum of the Taliban was to encourage reconciliation so we can get
out on -- begin to get out in July 2011. And Mr. Panetta did not suggest there was much evidence of
reconciliation, which brings us to the...

TAPPER: Quite the opposite., actually

WILL: Right, which brings us to the fourth consideration.. The argument since the McChrystal debacle is
the meaning of the July 2011 deadline. And it evidently has not much meaning..

TAPPER: Rajiv?

CHANDRASEKARA.N: That point on reconciliation was a fundamental admission. Reconciliation is a
key tenet of the Obama administration's Afghanistan strategy: apply pressure so you'll get those guys to
the negotiating table; come up with a deal. We've been pushing the Karzai government for a big peace
jirga. Moving forward on that front, Director Panetta sees no sign that any of those key insurgent groups
are really ready to come to the table, negotiate meaningfully. That's a big red flag here.

TAPPER: David, you, like everyone else here, knows a lot of stuff about alot ofstuff.-But you're,
maybe, most expert on Iran. Did he say anything about Iran you thought was interesting?

SANGER: You know, Jake, I saw three things, I thought that he said that was notable. The first was that

he believed that the Iranians are still working on the designs for nuclear weapons. Now, that is clearly in
contravention to what was in the 2007 NIE, which was the last national intelligence estimate that was put

together in the Bush administration.

He said -- he was more specific on the timeline. He said it would take them a year to enrich what they
currently had in the way of nuclear fuel into bomb fuel and then another year to turn it into a weapon. So
that gives you a pretty good sense where the U.S. believes, you know, is the outline of how far they could

let the Iranians go:

And, finally, he said that there was a division with the Israelis on the question of whether the Iranians
have determined that they should go ahead with a weapons program with the U.S. believing-that there's
been no decision made and the Israelis believing that, in fact; the Iranian leadership does want to move
ahead with a weapon. I thought all three of those were pretty newsy.

TAPPER: Robin?

WRIGHT: Yes; I -- they tools the best headlines already.

(LAUGHTER)

But it's clear that one of the things that's been most interesting in this town is the expected national
intelligence estimate on Iran and it's been delayed over and over and over. And he basically gave us an
outline of what is going to contain and the concern that we're going to reverse what was the controversial

NIE under the Bush administration, that Iran wasn't working on weaponization and naw the U.S. believes

it is. And of course that then escalates the timetable, how much time do we have to try to get the Iranians
to come to talk to us, to engage with the international community. And this is going to, I think, play into
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the questions of what do we do next since there's every indication, as he said, that the sanctions alone are

not going to be enough.. to convince them to either give up their enrichment program or to come back in

the negotiating table.

TAPPER: Interesting. Well let's move on to the big news of the week which is obviously President

Obama's dismissal of General Stanley McChrystal. George, do you think the president did the right

thing?

WILL: Life is full of close calls, this is not one of them. He did the right thing and he did it with the right

way, with the right words and an agreeable parsimony of words saying this is just not behavior

acceptable at the senior levels of our military. And then he picked the only man around who could fill the

leadership vacuum in Petraeus. But this again raises the question of you're sending Petraeus into a

situation with this deadline. One of the reasons of setting the July deadline was to concentrate the

mysterious mind of Hamid Karzai on what, reconciliation. But having the deadline makes the incentive

for the Taliban to reconcile minimal.

TAPPER: And in fact, here's Senator Lindsey Graham talking about that this week.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

SEN. LINDSEY GRAHAM (R), SOUTH CAROLINA: I would argue that when the Taliban sends

around leaflets quoting members of the administration and suggesting to people in Afghanistan after July,

the Americans are going to leave you, that the enemy is seizing upon this inconsistency and uncertainty.

(END VIDEO CLIP).

TAPPER; David, can we do this on this timetable? The timetable is July 2011, U.S. troops will begin to

withdraw, according the Vice President Biden, a lot of troops. According to other members of the

administration, maybe not so much. But is this timeline even feasible?

SANCrER: It strikes me from listening to what we have heard this past week and the underlying debate

that was taking place before General. McChrystal was dismissed that the general's timeline and the

politicians' time lines are very different. President Obama has got a big reason to want to begin to

withdraw, even if it's a small withdrawal, by next summer.

There's an election that follows here in a few months after that. But at the same time, anybody who has

done counterinsurgency work in the military tells you the same thing which is counterinsurgency is

taking a decade or more. That was the British experience in Malaysia. It's been the experience in many

other countries.

And certainly if you look at what Director .Panetta said today about how the Taliban are not yet facing

any incentive to reach reconciliation, it tells you that it would take a much longer time. And I think that's

the fundamental issue. You know, the president said he doesn't mind dissent, he can't stand division.

Firing General McChrystal I think only submerged the dissent. It is going to come back when this review

takes place in December of the overall policy.

TAPPER: Robin?

WRIGHT: Absolutely. And I think that one of the challenges is it's not when they do the review in

December, they have to look at what can they accomplish in the remaining six months and the fact is, this

is Afghanistan, this is not Iraq. This is a place where you don't have a middle class. You don't have a lot

of literacy even among the army. and the police you're trying to recruit. The tribal structure, we relied in
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Iraq on the tribes to be the ones we could recruit to turn against al Qaeda. In Afghanistan, they have been

decimated first by the decade-long war with the Soviet Union by the war lords and the civil war

afterwards, and by the Taliban. And so you don't have the kind of network that you can turn in your favor

to help lure, either defeat the Taliban or lure the Taliban in. And so the obstacles we face with just a year

left in the cycle are truly daunting. And it's very hard to see how we can be very successful.

TAPPER: Rajiv, you just returned from Afghanistan. You were there a couple of weeks ago. And in fact,

you were in Marj ah.

CHANDRASEKARAN: Yes.

TAPPER: What did you see?

CHANDRASEKARAN: Along, hard slog there. Contrary to the initial messaging out of the Pentagon

and the White House that Marjah was turning successfizl very quickly, what I saw was the start of what is

going to be a month's long effort to try to stabilize it. And what they had hoped -- General McChrystal

and Petraeus hopes for is that Marjah would be exhibit A in demonstration momentum, showing that the

strategy is working. TAPPER: It's a relatively small town,. 60,000 or so.

CHANDRASEKARAN: And it really should be a fairly self-contained fight. And it is, but it's not

moving as quickly as they want. Now, the White House I don't think was under illusions that counter-

insurgency wouldn't take-along time in Afghanistan. I think what they were hoping for was that in this

narrow window, the 18 months between President Obama's decision to commit those 30,000 additional

troops and next summer, that they would get enough momenturri that it would compel the insurgents to

sue for peace. It would get the Afghan government to get off the fence and move more quickly, to be able

to field more Afghan security forces. That U.S. civilians would get out there and start to engage in

helpful reconstruction efforts.

What we're now seeing is that all of that is taking much longer than anybody anticipated. Really raising

the question, what can you accomplish by the summer of 20 T 1

Now, you know, I think President Obama, he managed to escape any short--term political peril in naming

General Petraeus to succeed General McChrystal, something with broad bipartisan support here in this

town this week. But I think this comes with a potential longer- term political cost, Jake, because he's now

putting out in Kabul the godfather of counter-insurgency, the guy who wrote the Army field manual on

this. So that at the end of this year, when the White House has a strategy review, and next spring as they

start. to debate what will the pace of that drawdown lie, he's going to have -- General. -- having Petraeus

there is a much more formidable advocate for delaying. this drawdown or really attenuating it compared

to what McChrystal would have been.

TAPPER: George?

WILL: And when I saw the godfather of counter-insurgency in Tampa about two months ago, it was

clear to me that he read the crucial paragraph. in the president's December 1st speech about the

withdrawal deadline. The phrase "conditions-based withdrawal" is making the deadline all loophole and

no deadline. That is to say, you can stay as long as you need. We just hope the conditions will be good

then, and that hope is not a policy.

WRIGHT: One of the things that's so important is the fact that, as David pointed out, there are different --

the division that was represented in the McChrystal firing is still there. And it's going to play out over the

next year, because the political timeline is what the White House is thinking about. The military is

thinking about do they want to be seen to replicate the Soviet experience? After a decade, they still
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haven't managed to succeed. And here they are, the mightiest military in the world, fighting alongside the
mightiest military alliance in the world, against a ragtag militia that has no air power, has no satellite
intelligence, has no tanks, and the United States can't defeat that. What kind of image does that leave at a
time when the United States leaves, it is not only superior moral power but the superior military power in
tie world?

TAPPER: David?

SANGER: You know, Rajiv is exactly right that putting Ueneral Petraeus in place bolsters the argument
for continuing acounter- insurgency. But if you listen to what Director Panetta said today, all of the other
evidence that we have that the application of more troops, at least so far, has not quieted the Taliban.

It also bolsters Vice President Biden's case, that in fact applying more troops is not necessarily going to
turn this around. And that's why I think we're headed for a much bigger collision later in the year on the
strategy.

WILL: And the collision is going to be between the president and his base. The president, going into the
2010 elections, looking forward to 2012, hoped for three things. Rapid creation of jobs, the health care
bill becoming more popular after it was signed. Neither has happened. And gird, radical improvement in
Afghanistan. The biggest number haunting the White House has to be enthusiasm deficit between
Republicans eager to vote and. Democrats tepid about this. And Afghanistan is going to do nothing to
energize his base.

CHANDRASEKARAN: Not only not energize his base, it's won him no Republican support. The most
concerning quote uttered by General McChrystal is not anything in those. Rolling Stone interviews,
nothing about the vice president, about Holbrooke. The most alarming thing far Washington that he said

recently was in Europe, a couple of weeks ago, when he acknowledged that it's going to take far more

time to convince the Afghans that international forces are there to protect them: That's a fundamental

prerequisite to counter-insurgency.

TAPPER: In Kandahar. And he said that the Kandahar operation was going to be delayed because of that.

CHANDRASEKARAN: If you've got these guys who don't want us to be helping them out, helping to

protect them, how do you do this?

TAPPER: Right now, President Obama is in Toronto, and I want to move on to the G-20 conference,
because there's been a big debate there between President Obama and many in Europe about stimulus
versus austerity. Spending more money to help the economy versus focusing on debt. Here's Treasury
Secretary Tim Geithner.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

TREASURY SECRETARY TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER: There's another mistake governments, some
governments have made over time, which is to, in a sense, step back too quickly. What we want to do is
continue to emphasize that we're going to avoid that mistake, by making sure we recognize that, you
know, it's only been a year since the world economy stopped collapsing.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

TAPPER: Rajiv, what does this debate mean for the president's agenda?

CHANDRASEKARAN: Well what this debate that played out over the weekend in Toronto means is
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that the president now faces opposition not just among Republicans on Capitol Hill to additional stimulus
activity but he's facing it from his European allies who are also concerned about growing government
debt. Certainly the fallout from the Greek debt crisis reverberating around continental Europe. The
Germans,. the British are all very concerned about this and the president, Secretary Geithner, wanted to
get out of Toronto, they really haven't gotten in terms of a commitment among the G-8 allies to do more
of the second round of stimulus sending.

TAPPER: David, you know, you and I have been on these trips. The president really likes the G-20 more
than he likes the G-8. He kind of thinks the G-8 is an anachronism.

SANGER: He does because the G-8 is filled, by and large, with older economies, Europe, Canada, Japan,
all of whom are deeply in debt at this point, none of which feel that they can afford this kind of stimulus.
And so when he brings in the G-20 for all the difficulties of managing a group that large, and the G-20
could barely come to an agreement on when to break for lunch, there -- the one advantage they bring is
that there are big, growing economies there -- China, Brazil, India, and these are countries I think that the
president feels over time he can manage to help stimulate the world economy in a way that he'll never get
out of the old G-7.

WILL: And in the G-8, Germany lives large. And Germany and the United States have different national
memories. The great economic trauma of the United States is the deflationary episode of the 1930s, the
Depression. For Germany, the national memory is the inflation of the 1920s that destroyed the republic
and brought on Hitler. Furthermore, the Europeans are not in that big mood to be lectured by us. They
say, where did this crisis start? Oh, that's right, it was in the United States. Whose central bank kept
interest rates at a bubble producing low for toa long? Whose social policy encouraged an unreasonably
high home ownership in the United States? And by the way, whose stimulus has by its own criterion,
failed?

TAPPER: Now Robin, one of the things that the White House says is look at thegrowth rates. Germany,
less than 1 percent. Europe, as a whole; about 1 percent. The U.S., 2.7 percent. How can they lecture us
or disagree with us when our way is winning?

WRIGHT: Well, look, I think the stakes in Canada are really that two years ago, or the last two years,
you have seen the international community respond, or the- major economies respond as one voice.
They've followed the same kind of pattern. Ror now, they're beginning to differ. And the danger is
recovery is a lot about psychology. And if there's a sense of uncertainty, there's a danger that people don't
know which way things are going to go. And the U.S. keeps arguing, look, if you don't keep stimulus,
you're not likely to generate whether it's new jobs or and if you retrench too far, then that affects the
sense of recovery, that you have to cut back, and that hurts the economies across the board. So there's
real danger that the uncertainty generated out of Canada is going to begin to play against that sense -- the
kind of momentum they've created.

SANGER: And the president's also in the position in Canada of saying, don't do as I do, do as I say. I
mean, just the day before he left, Congress could not come to an agreement on a very small extension of
unemployment benefits, the most basic stimulus effort that the president tried to push.

TAPPER: 1.2 million Americans are going to lose their unemployment benefit extensions -- or
unemployment benefits this week.

SANGER: That's right. So there's a .fundamental stimulus action and the president had to go up and tell
the Europeans they weren't doing enough for stimulus. TAPPER: George, why can't they pass this
unemployment extension? I don't understand. The Republicans say spending cuts should pay for this, the

http://abcnews.go.com/ThisWeek/week-transcript-Panetta/print?id=11025299 13/14
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10/28/2014 'This Week' Transcript: Panetta

Democrats know it's emergency spending. It seems like this is something where there could be a
compromise.

WILL: Well, partly because they believe that when you subsidize something, you get more of it. And
we're subsidizing unemployment, that is the long-term unemployment, those unemployed more than six
months, is it at an all-time high and they do not think it's stimulative- because what stimulates is the
consumer and savers' sense of permanent income. And everyone knows that unemployment benefits are
not permanent income.

TAPPER: Rajiv, I'm going to let you have the last word, we only have a minute left.

CHANDRASEKARAN: Both sides in this town have an incentive to let this drag out longer. The
Republicans certainly playing to their base don't want to be seen as adding to the debt issues in a midterm
election year. The Democrats I think are trying to sort of push the Republicans and trying to make them
look like the party that's denying 1.2 million people an extension of these benefits.

And so, this is going to play out for several more weeks, and both sides are going to try to use it for their
-- unfortunately, far their political gain, as we head toward the November midterms.

TAPPER: All right. Well, the roundtable will continue in the green room on abcnews.com. Hopefully
they'll talk about Wall Street reform. We didn't get a chance to talk about that today. And at
abcnews.com, you can also later find our fact checks of our newsmakers, courtesy of the Pulitzer Prize-
winning Politifact.

CopyrightO 2014 ABC News Internet Ventures
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10/27/2014 Treasury Designates Anwar AI-Aulagi, Key Leader of AI-Qa'ida in the Arabian Peninsula

~..,1.`'`. 1°t ~i, 1 it ~ ;~~.~~~< ~'i' _ ,.?.~

Press Center

Treasury Designates Anwar AI-Aulagi, Key Leader of Al-Qa'ida in the Arabian Peninsula

Iii sizo~ a

TG-779

Treasury Targets at-Qa'ida Leader with Ties to Umar Farouk Abdufmutaliah

WASHINGTON --The U.S. Department. of the Treasury today designatedAnwar al-Aulagi, akey leader For ai-Qa'ida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), a Yemen-
based terrorist group. Aulagi was designated pursuant to Executive Order 13224 for supporting acts of Terrorism and for acting for or on behalf of AQAP. Since its
inception in January 2Q09, AQAP has claimed responsibility for numerous terrorist attacks against Saudi, Korean, Yemeni and U.S. targets. Executive Order
13224 freezes eny assets Aulaqi has under U.S. jurisdiction and prohibits U.S. persons from engaging in any transactions with him.

"Anwar al-Aulagi has proven that he is extraordinarily dangerous, committed to carrying out deadly attacks on Americans and others worldwide," said Under
Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence Stuart Levey. "He has involved himself in every aspect of the supply chain of Terrorism --fundraising for terrorist
groups, recniiiing and training operatives, and planning and ordering attacks on innocents:'

Aulagi has pleclged an oath of loyalty to AQAP emir, Nasir al-Wahishi, and plays a major role in setting the stwategic direction for AQAP. Aulaqi has also recruited
individuals to join AQAP, facilitated training at camps in Yemen in support of acts of terrorism, and helped focus AQAP's attention on planning attacks on U.S.
interests.
Since late 2009, Aulagi has take« on an increasingly operational role in the group, including preparing Umar Farauk Abduimutaliab, who attempted to detonate an
explosive device aboard a Northwest Airlines flight from Amsterdam to Detroit on Christmas Day 2009, for his operation. In November 2fl09, while in Yemen,
Abdulmutallab swore allegiance to the emir of AQAP and shortly thereafter received instructions from Aulagi to detonate an explosive device aboard a U.S:
airplane over U.S. airspace. After receiving this direction from Aulagi, Abdulmutallab obtained the explosive device he used in the attempted Christmas Day
attack.
Aulagi was imprisoned in Yemen in 2006 an charges of kidnapping for ransam and being invpived in an ai-Qa'ida plot to kidnap a U.S. official but was released
frarn jail in December 2007 and subsequently went info hiding irr Yemen.

"Aulagi has souc~hl to encourage his supporters to provide money for terrorist causes. Those who provide material support to A~dagi or AQAP violate sanctions
and expose themselves to serious consequences;' continued Levey.

Tgday's action supports the international effort to degrade AC~AP's capabilities to execute violent attacks and io disrupt, dismantle, and defeat its financial and
support networks. The U.S: Govemmen[ will continue to work with allies to identify and take action against persons acting for or an behalf of, or providing financial
and other prohibited support to, Aulayi and AQAP.

J~gp~,tjjying Information
individual:
Anwar ai-Rulayi
AKR:
Anwar al-Awiaki
AKA:
Anwar ai-Awlagi
AKA:
Anwar Nasser Aulagi
AKA:
Anwar Nasser Abdulia Aulagi
AKA:
Anwar Nasswer Aulagi
DQB:
ApriI21, 1971
Alternate DOB:
April 22, 1971
POB:
Las Cruces, New Mexico
CitizQnship:
United States
Citizenship;
Yemen
Location:
SYit~hwah Gc7vernor~ate, Yemen

http://www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-releases/Pages/tg779.aspx ~~~
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` r(~` ~f~r~ ~a~ ~k~e .~#arne~ C~~ener~C
~~.~in~~~zrt, . t~. ~*ri,~~o

May ~z, Zai~

The. Honorable Patrick. 7. Leahy
Chairman
Committee on the Judiciary
United. States Senate
Washington, DC 20530

Dear IVIr. Chairman:

Since entering office, the President has made clear his commitment: to providing
Congress and the American people with as much information as possible about our
sensitive counterterrorism operations,. consistent with. our national security and the proper
functioning of the Executive Branch. Doing :so. is necessary, the President stated :n h -s
May 2l; 2009 National Archives speech,; because it enables the citizens of'our democracy
to "make informed judgments and :hold [tl~eix Government] accountable:”

Iia furtherance of°this coznmitmerit? to e Administration has pxovidec an
unprecedented level oftranspare~~cy into how sensitive counterterrorism operations are
conducted. Several: senior Administration o~fie als, including myself, have taken
numerous steps to explain publiclq the legal basis for the United States' actions to the_
American people and the Congress. For example, icz March 20l 2, I delivered ari address
at Northwestern Un versitq Law Seh. ~~l discussing certain aspects of the
Adzn nisiration's counterterrorism )eg~l fi~3rriework. And the D'epart~~ent of Justice and
other departments and agencies have continually worked with the approprzate o~e~sight
coanrnittees'n the Congress: to ensure that those commi.~tees axe fully infoi°zned o~the
legal basis for our actions..

The Administration is determined to cgntinue these extensive outreach- efforts to
communicate: with the American people: Indeed, the Pxesxdent ~•~iterated in his State of
tl?e Union address earlier this year that he would continue to engage: with the Congress
about our counterterrorism efforts to ensure that: they remain:consistent with our laws and
vaiu~s, and beeorne more transparent to° the American people and to the world..

Ta this end,. the President k~as directEd me to disclose certain tnforcn~tion that until
now has: been properly classified, You: and other Members of your C'oi~ullittee have on
numerous occasions expressed a particular iriterest.in the Administration's use o~ lethal
.force against U.S. citizens, Tn light Qf t11is fact, I aim writing to disclose to you certain:.
information about the number of U:.S: citizens who have been killed h5~ U.S.
counterterrorism operations outside of areas o~'active hostilities. Since 2009, the United
States, in the conduct of U.S. counterterrorisrri:operatons against a1-Qa'iaa and-its
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ass~ci~ted forces outside of, areas cif active Izosiilit es, I1as speei~e~lly taz-~etecl and killed
cme t).S. citizen, lLnwar al-Aulac{i. The. LJnted States is :further aware a~three other U.S.
citizens who hive-been killed in such U.S. counterterroris~~~ operations giver that same
time period:: Sannir Khan, ̀ Abd al-Rahman Anwar a1-Aulagi, and Jude Kenan
Mohammed. These'indiv :duals were not specifically targeted by the [)niter States:.

E1s I n~tc;d in my speech. ai N~rtl~western.; "it is an unf~rttuiate but undeniable
fact" ghat a "sr~z1a11 n~zn~ber" of U.S. crtizr ils ̀ s~~ve decided to commit vzolent attacks
against their c~wn country from abroad." .Based. on generations-old legal principles and
~uprenle Court decisions handed down ciLYrii7g VJ'orld Wax IT, ~s well a5 ctur .ng the
current conflict, it i.~ clear and lU~ical that C1n tad States citizenslli~ done doses not make
such individuals iin.mune from being tar~et~ti.. Rather, it means th~tt~e .government must.
take s~s~eial care Inc take into account all ~~levant constitutional cnnsideratio.~is, -the Laws
of war, and other law with respect to U.S. citir~iis —even those who are leading efforts tp
kill their fellow, iruzocent t ericaa~s. Such considerations allow for the use of lethal
force in a fire ~,n coixr~iry against a U.S. c tia~n -who is a senior aper~tional leader of a1-
Qa'ida or its associ4itied forces, at~d ~vh~ is ~.ctivel~ engaged in playa lizl~ to kill
Aine~ricans, i.n the it~Ilowirig circumstlzices: (1): the U.S. gc~ve~ment has determined,
after a th~rougli and. careful review, that tl~e in.clvidual poses ~1~ mnninent. threat of
violent attack against the United States; (2) capture zs not feasible; and (3) the operation
would be conducted zi a manner consistent with applicable-law off` war principles..

These condrt ans should not erne as a surprzse the Administration's legal views
an this weighty iss~.~e have been char and. consistent pier time. The analysis in my
speech. at N~rtllw~st~rn lJniversity I,aw School is entirely consistent with not only the
analysis found in tike unclassified white paler tl- e Department cif Justice provided, to yciuz•
Cor~unitt~e soon after rr~y speech, but also vuz~h the classz~iec~ a~aiysis the Depart nent
shared z~vith other ca~gressional cotn.mtte~s i~~ ?vT~~v 2'(}t l —xnonth5 before the ~7peration
that resulted_ r~ ille depth c~~ Anwar al-A~ ~aqi, 'I°tzc a~aalysis in m~-~ ~~ee~h is a[~;o entirely
consistetat with. the classifiVci legal advice an films issue the Dep~rt~i~~nt of J.i:~stice has
shared with ~~t~r Comrnittce more ~eeent~~. Tn ~hart,'t~e Adrninistrati~n hay
demoiistrate~ its cpmm.itinent to discussing with the Con~;~ess and tic A~~e1~:c~1 people
the circumstances iiz which it could lawfully use. lethal force z~ a foreign counffy against
a U.S. citizen v~h.c~ i,s a se~iior ap~r~~t7t~r~al l~adel~ ofal-Q.a'ida ox its as~,oci;ated forces, anti:
who is a~ti~~ely en~a~ eel i~: pl~vi rid; to i< ll l~m~:ricans,

Anwar a4-Aulac~i plainly satisfied X11 cif the conditions I autl a ec~ r~ my speech at
Northwestern.. Let ine be mUre specific. Al-~ulagi was a. senior c~~~~rati:onal leader of a1-
Qa'zda in the Arabian Peninsula (At~AP), the most dangero~xs regional affiliate ofa1-
Qa'ida and a ~;rc~up that lids comet tt~ci Humorous terrorist attacks overs~a5 and attempted
:multiple times to corlduet terrorist attacks against the U.S. h~~axcl~in~1. ~1,zad al~~ulagi way
7iot: just- a scni~r leader ot` AQAP — he was the ~raup's chief nf' external c7~eratic~ns,
intimately ir~~rc~l~veel in cietai:led planning anc~ putting in place plots ~~~itastTJ.S. persons,

In this role, a1-Aulagi repeatedly rnadc clear his intent to att~~ek t;.~„ persons an~i.
his hope that th ese attacks would take American live. ~ ar e~am~i~ in a message to
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Muslians living iri t ie LJn te;d ~tatts, he noted that he had come "tq the. conclusion that
,jihcrc~against Ameiic;a is bi.T.ldin~ u~on..lm:yself jest as it is binning u~at~Xi every c~tlser ab.l.e
Muslim." But it was not al-~uiaq's w~rc~s that led the- L7nted States t~ act against hiria;c
they only ser~~ed to c~en~►c~nstrate -his intent ins and state of mind, that h~; "pi~ay[ed] that.
flllah [wo~rid] dest7•~[y] America and X11 its allies." Ratll~r, it «as al-Aulagi's actions
atic~, in partic;~.~l~~:t•, ~~:s d:irect person~.lan.v~>1vem~~lt in the conti.nuad ~il.aYlrlizig ~nc1
e~cecu~ion of terrarist attacks against the CJ.S. h~m.elancl —that ~naae Iaixn ~a 1a~~~lul target
aird led the United States tc~ take action.

For example, t~hexY Umar Farouk A.bduln~utallab — fhe individual wlia attempted
t~ blow u~ an. ai~~lane t~~und fc~r Detroit ~n C.1~ stlnas Day 2 09 —went to Y~~nen in
2U09; a1-A~.il;agi ~rr~n~;ed an introc~u~tiU~i via text z7~e~sage: Abdulrr i~tallal~ told U;S.
officials that. he stayed at al-Aulaq 's hc~u~~ fox three :days, and thei7 .spent- two 'weeks at
an AQAI' training camp. Al-Aulae~i planned a s~.xicide ~peratic>n for t~bdulmutaJlab,
helped Abd'u7mut~llab draft a. statement ~'zir a martyrc3vm video tc~ be sh.uwn after the
attack, and drrected h .m to take elo~~rn a LJ.~. aitlzne~. Al-Aulagi's :last instructions were
to bIo~vc,~ Lrp ihc~ ai~planc ~~~en xt ~-~s over A.r~~ r;~ p ~~ so 1. AI-At~laq also played a key role:.
in the October 2t)1(~ plat tc~ detonate explt~sx~je; devices on lwo U.S:-bound cargo planes:.
tie .not c~~lly~ helped plan and avexs~e th.e plot:, but tivas also directly ixltirc~l ed in the details
~f its execution --. to the p~ :int flint he took part x~~ the ctevelopr~ent anit test lb c>f the
r xplos ve c~ev c~cs that we~'e placed an the planes. lt~i~reo~rcr; inf~rn atiun tha remains
classified to protect sensit ~•c soui•c~s arid. rnetliods e~.i.ctenc~ s al-~lulac~i's invol~~ement, r
the planning. ~f n~.irz~erous otla~r plots a~;ail~.st U.S. and Vv estern interests az d makes clear
he was cunt nuin~ tc~ plot atl~:cics ~rrhen he way kilted.

Based on thzs information, high-level U:S. government officials appropriately
concluded that al-Aulagi posed a continuing and irnrnizient threat of violent attack against:
the United States. Before carrying out the operat c~za that killed a1-Aulagi, senior t ffcials
also determined, based on a careful eva uatio~i ~f the circumstances at the time, that it
was not feasible to capture a1-Aulagi; Tn acia t on, senior officials determined that the
operation «could be conducted consistent with. a~~plicable law a~~var principles, including
the cardinal principles of (1) necessity — t1~e requirement that the target have definite
military value;. (2) distinction — fhe idea il~at only military objectives may be itrtentionally
targeted and-that civilians-are protected from, being intentionally targeted; (3}
proportionality —the notion that the anticipated: collateral damage of an action cannot be
excessive in relation to the anticipated cancrct~ and direct military advantage; and (4)
humanity — a ~7•inciple that requires us to use weapons that v~v 11 nQt-inflict unnecessary
suffering. The operation was also undert;:il,en consistent with Yemeni sovereignty,

While a sur5tar~tial ain<~~urt ai' nfor~nat nn ini~ sated that Antiwar a1-Aulac~ tiaras a
senior° AQAP leader nett ~~i<Iy ploCtaz~~; tc> kill Arriericuris, the c~ecisic~~~ teat lip way a Ia~~~fui
t~~rget was nit taken 1i~lltly. The: ctecis:iCin tc~r use Iet~ial f'«~-ce is one c.~f`the ~~~~ivest that ~~tir
gflvern~7ent2 ~~t evexy l~.vel, can face. The aperati~n to target ~i~~ar al-1~ulagi vas to u
st~bjectcd to an exceptia~ially rigorous interagency legal xevi~w: not only did I and ache
De}~artment of lustiGe lawyers conclude after a #°hc~raugh and seaxch ~~g rev ez~ that the
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operation was lawful, but so too did other: departments and agencies within the U,S.
government.

The dec sion.to target_ Anwar al-Aulagi was additionally subjected to extensive
pglicy review at the. highest levels of the U.S. Government, and senior U.S. officials also
briefed the appropriate committees of Congress on the possibility of using lethal force:
against al-Aulagi.:Indeed, the Administration :informed the relevant congressional
oversight coirunittees that it had approved the use of lethal force against a1-Aulaq in
February 2010 —well. over a yeax before the operation: in question —and. the legal:
justification was subsequently explained in detail to those committees, well befoxe action
was taken against Aulagi. This extensive outreach is consistent with the Adm'inistration's
strong and continuing commitment to congressional oversight of our counterterrorism
operations —oversight which ensures, as the President stated during his State of the
Union address, that our actions are "consistent with our laws and system.:of checks: and
balances."

The Supreme: Court has long "made clear that a state of war is not a blank check.
for the President when it comes to the rights of the Nation's citizens." Hamdi v.
Rumsfeld, 542: U.S. 507, 536 (2004); Youngstown Sheet &Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 ~CJ.S:
578, 587 (1952). But the Court's case law and longstanding practice and principle also
snake clear that the. Constitution does no"t prohibit the Government it establishes from.
taking action to protect the American people ~r~m the threats posed. by terrorists who hide
in faraway countries-and continually plan:-and launch pilots against the U.S. h~melan.ct,
The decision to target Anwax al-Aulaq was lawfiii, it was: considered, and it vas just,

This letter is only one of a number of steps the Administration Will. be tal~i~i~, to
full the President's :State oFthe t7riion eommitrnciit to engage with Congress end the
American people on our coumterterrorzsm efforts. This week the President approved and
relevant congressional committees will be notified and briefed on a document that.
institutionalizes the Adrnin station's exacting -standards and processes for'ireviewing and
.approving opexatxons to capture or use'lethal force against terrorist targets outside the
United States and areas of active hostilities; these standards ana processes are either
.already in place or az•e to be transitioned into place.. -While fh~t documer~fxemains
classified, it makes clear that a cornerstone of the Adlninistratioil's policy is one of the:
principles I. noted in my speech at Northwestern: that lethal force should nit be user
when it is fusible to captuze a terrorist suspect, ..For circ;wnstances; n; which c;~pture is
feasible, the policy outlines standards atrd:.proceduxes to ensure that' o~~ei~ations to take:
into custody a terrorist suspect are cone~ucted in accordance with all applicable law,
.including the Laws of war: When capture is not feasible, the policy provides that letha l
force may be .used only when a terrorist target poses a:continuing, iinmizlent threat to
Americans, and when certain otk~ex preconditions, including a; requirement that no other
reasonable alternatives exist t~ effectively address the't~raat,:, are satisfied. An~i in all
circumstances there must be a 1ega1 basis for using force against the target, Significantly;
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the President will soon be speaking publicly in greater detail about our counterterrorism
~~erat ins anei the lc~;al anti. policy f'rainewark that ~;c~verns those ~etions.

I reca~nize that even after tl~e Adiniz~istrat on makes uziprecedented disclosures
like those contained i:n this letter; :some unanswerec~l questions wits remain. I assure you
that the President ~~nd his naiional security team are mindful oi'this fldmin stratian's
pledge to public accoutitab ~ ty for our co~~ziterterrorisn efforts, aii~ we will continue to
dive careful consider~tzon to whefhe~• anel hc~w additional informal ~ n nay be declassified
-anci disclosed to the American people without harming ~izr national sec u~•ity.

Sizicerely, ".
~~1

...Y ..+'

` 
~`VWlEric H. Holder, Jr.

Attorney General

ce Rat~lcing Member Charles Crr~ssley
(;h~.irman Dianne Feinste;ri
Vice; Gh~irrrian ~~~x1~y C~llarnbliss
Chalrri~:~n Carl Irevi i
Ranh n~; lv~e ber .~ame~ Inhofe
Gh~.irm~n Btib ~aoc~latte
Raniting Ivlena~ca~ Jahn Conyers; 3r.
~hafrn a~ Mike Rt~.~ ors
Ranking M~rnber C;.:A.. D-utcl~ Ruh persb~i•ger
Chait-~nat~ 1~~~,rrar~d P NIcK~;c~n
Rar7lci~x~; Merzaber Adam Smith
C;hairrtai~ Robert.Menc:n~iez
Rai~icri~; ~Vlei~.ber- ~3ob Cor~e7-
Chairman Gd k~oyce
Ranking Me~nher Eliot Engel
1vlaj~rty Z.,e~cler Harry Reid
IVlint~rity L,~ader Mitch McCoz~ncl7
Speaker Tol e Bael~ner
IvIajarty L~aci~r -Eric Cantor-
IVlinorzt5r I~,~~:~t~er Nancy Pepsi
Nlitlority Wl~~~ Steily Hoyer
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UNDERSTANDING THE HOMELAND THREAT
LANDSCAPE--CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE
112TH CONGRESS

Wednesday, February 9, 2011

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON HOMEI.ANn SECURITY,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:04 a.m., in Room 311,

Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Peter T. King [Chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives King, Lungren, McCaul, Bilirakis,
Brown, Miller, Walberg, Cravaack, Walsh, Meehan, Quayle, Rigell,
Long, Duncan, Farenthold, Brooks, Thompson, Sanchez, Harman,
Jackson Lee, Cuellar, Clarke of New York, Richardson,
Christensen, Davis, Higgins, Speier, Richmond, Clarke of Michigan,
and Keating.

Chairman K~rtG [presiding]. The Committee on Homeland Secu-
rity will come to order. The committee is meeting today to hear tes-
timony from Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano and
National Counterterrorism Director Michael Leiter on the home-
land threat landscape. I look forward to the hearing, and I now rec-
ognize myself for an opening statement.
I want to welcome our returning and new committee Members to

this, the first hearing of the 112th Congress. We also welcome back
Secretary Napolitano and Director Leiter to the committee and
thank them for appearing today, as they have done in the past.

While she is not here yet, let me also take the opportunity to rec-
ognize the outstanding service of Representative Jane Harman,
who has announced that she will be leaving Congress to run the
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars. Jane Harman
has been a leader on this committee.

She has been a leader in the Congress. No one since September
11, 2001, and even before that, for that matter, has been more
knowledgeable or informed or dedicated to intelligence and home-
land security issues, and her departure is a loss to both sides of
the aisle. We certainly---we hope everyone, Ibelieve—we certainly
wish her well in her new role.

Let me also express my deepest sympathy to the family of David
Hillman, a retired CBP officer who was killed by a suicide bomb
in Kandahar while working as a boarder mentor and adviser.
There are other CBP personnel, Michael Lachowsky, Terry Sherrill,
and Vernon Rinus, who were also injured in the attack. Our
thoughts and prayers are with them all.

(1)
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To me that just personifies the level of patriotism that CBP offi-
cers demonstrate no matter where they happen to be located. They
perform a tremendous service to our country. Also, we should never
forget there are members of the DHS family serving all around the
world, working to protect the homeland.

Ms. Harman has just arrived.
We said very good things about you, Jane. Alain, great to have

you here. Thank you.
As we begin the vlork of the 112th Congress, the goal of the com-

mittee today is to get a comprehensive review of the terrorist
threats facing our Nation. Today we will be in an open, unclassified
session, and so I would ask that the Secretary and the Director if
they could report back to us any Members' questions which might
require a classified response.

The top priority for the committee is to counter the serious and
evolving terrorist threats facing our country. Let's put our work in
context. A number of committee Members recently went out to the
NCTC and heard from Director Leiter in a classified setting about
threats and plots against the United States and our allies.

As we approach the 10th anniversary of September 11, we are
constantly reminded that terrorists continue to plot to kill Ameri-
cans at home and abroad. According to Attorney General Holder,
in the last 2 years alone there have been 126 people indicted for
terrorist-related activity, including ,50 U:S. citizens.

There was the Times Square bomber Shahzad. There was the
Fort Hood terrorist, Army Major Hasan. There was the Little Rock
recruiting center shooter, the New York City subway bomber, the
Mumbai plotter David Headley. There is Jihad Jane, dozens of in-
dividuals in Minnesota, and so many other plots and cases—Port-
land, Oregon; Ashburn, Virginia; Riverdale section of the Broruc;
Dallas, Texas; Springfield, Illinois; John F. Kennedy Airport; Fort
Dix; Baltimore. We can go through an entire list of cases - just in
the last several years..

Homegrown radicalization is a growing threat, and one we can-
not ignore. This shift, as far as I am concerned, is a game changer
that presents a serious challenge to law enforcement and the intel-
ligence community. Indeed, Attorney General Holder said that he
loses sleep a~ night thinking of the young men in this country who
were raised in this country who are being radicalized and willing
to take up arms against their own Nation.

Just last week, Senator 'Joe Lieberman and Senator Susan Col-
lins released a bipartisan Senate Homeland Security Committee re-
port examining the :events leading up to the terrorist attack at Fort
Hood. The report concluded that the Department of Defense should
confront the threat of radicalization to violent Islamist extremism
amongst service members explicitly and directly, unquote.
I believe this statement is true for the entire Government. We

must confront this threat explicitly and directly: That is why I in-
tend to hold a hearing next month examining the threat of domes-
tic radicalization in the Muslim community.

Because of policies the United States has implemented since Sep-
tember 11, the threat from al-Qaeda has evolved, but it is still
deadly. Because of the layers of defense that we have set in place
that we have put in motion, it . is very difficult for al-Qaeda to
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launch an attack similar to what happened on September 11. Obvi-
ously, it is possible, but it is much more difficult for them, and they
have realized that.

They have adapted their strategy and their tactics so they are
now recruiting from within the country, and they are looking for
people vaho are under the radar screen, people who are living here
legally, people who have green cards, people who are citizens, peo-
ple who have no known terrorist activity.

Again,, probably the classic example of that would be Zazi in New
York, who was raised in Queens, went to high school, had a small
business in lower Manhattan, and was brought back to Afghani-
stan for training and came back as a liquid explosive bomber at-
tempting to blow up the New York subways.

So that is the type of person we have to be looking for. The good
side of that, I suppose, is that al-Qaeda feels it cannot launch a
major attack from the outside, and it also means that they cannot
send a type of fully trained and skilled terrorist to this country.
The downside of it is that these terrorists are people living under
the radar screen, who are very difficult to detect.

On certain issues that I have a particular interest in, one is the
threat of chemical and biological weapons, which is why I believe

- the Securing the Cities Program is so important, because it is very
likely that the next attack against a major city in this country will
be launched from the suburbs, similar to what happened in Madrid
and London.

A nightmare scenario is to have that attack involve a dirty bomb,
which would put that metropolitan area basically off-limits, besides
the massive lass of human life that would result. So that is a pro-
gram - the Secretary and I discussed. We are particularly interested
in ,pursuing that. But in any event, there can be no doubt that the
threat .against the United States remains extremely high, and we
must remain vigilant and never allow the memories of 9/11 to fade.

With that, I recognize the distinguished Ranking Member of the
committee, Mr: Thompson form Mississippi, for any statement he
may have.

Mr. TE-~oMPSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for hold-
ing today's hearing. I want to join you in welcoming Secretary
Napolitano and Director Leiter.

But before we hear their testimony on the threat posed by ter-
rorism, I want to encourage my colleagues to remember that our
words travel far beyond these four walls. For several weeks we
have seen protests across North Africa and the Middle East. In
many ways -these protests represent a demand for democracy. Yet
we know that this is the same region that has been home to some
of those who call for jihad.

The United States, the world's only remaining superpower, occu-
pies aprovidential position. If we take the right action, many of
our concerns about a terrorist threat from this region could be sig-
nificantly reduced. That is why I want to ensure that our examina-
tion of the global threat from terrorist activities does not com-
plicate the job. being done by the State Department and others in
this administration. We must recognize that this predominantly
Muslim area of the world is seeking to embrace democracy. Let us
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take care that nothing we do or say here today works to undermine
those efforts.

Since September 11, the threat of terrorist attacks has become
an undeniable and unsettling feature of American society.

However, combating the terrorist threat depends on accurate in-
telligence and an unbiased assessment of the size, scope, depth,
and breadth of this threat.

The lessons learned from past wars are clear. We cannot defeat
an enemy that we do not know. Unreliable information, personal
opinions or narrow agendas cannot inform our assessment of a
threat to our Nation..

We have seen the results of unreliable intelligence in Iraq. Our
examination of a global threat must look at the vulnerabilities
within commerce, transportation, and all aspects of our modern
lives.

We must find and eliminate these vulnerabilities, focus on what
we can do, and keep the Nation safe.

We can secure an airplane. We can secure the border. We can se-
cure Federal buildings. We can secure a chemical plant or a nu-
clear facility.

We must not become distracted from our basic mission to keep
this Nation safe and maintain the security of the people.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to bid farewell to my colleague
from. California. She has demonstrated her commitment to the se-
curity of this Nation by her service on the intelligence committee
and this. committee.

We will miss her, but we wish her happiness in her new under-
taking.

Again, I want to thank you.

I want to thank the witnesses and look forward to hearing their
testimony.

[The- statement of Ranking Member Thompson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RANHING MEMBER BENNIE G. THOMPSON

I want to encourage my colleagues to remember that our words travel far beyond
these far walls.

For several weeks, we have seen protests across North Africa and the Middle
East. In many ways, these protests represent a.demand for democracy, Yet we know
that this same region-has been home to some who-have called for jihad.

The United States—the world's only remaining super power—occupies a provi-
dential position. If we take the right action, many of our concerns about a terrorist
threat from this region could be significantly reduced.

That is why I want to ensure that our examination of the global threat from ter-
rorist activity does not complicate the job being done by the State Department and
others in this administration. We must recognize that this predominantly Muslim
area of the world is seeking to embrace democracy. Let us take care that nothing
we do or say here today works to undermine those efforts.

Since September 11, the threat of terrorist attack has become an undeniable an
unsettling feature of American society. However, combating the terrorist threat de-
pends on accurate intelligence and an. unbiased assessment of the size, scope, depth
and breadth of the threat.

The lessons learned from past wars are clear—we cannot defeat an enemy we do
not know. Unreliable information, personal opinion, or narrow agendas cannot in-
form our assessment of a threat to our nation.

We have seen the result of unreliable intelligence in Iraq. Our examination of the
global threat must look at the vulnerabilities within commerce, transportation, and
all aspects of our modern lives. We must Find and eliminate these vulnerabilities,
focus on what we can do, and keep this Nation safe.
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We can secure an airplane. We can secure the border. We can secure a Federal
building.We can secure a chemical plant or a nuclear facility. We must not become
distracted from our basic mission to keep this Nation safe and maintain the security
of the people.

Chairman KirrG. Thank you, Mr. Thompson.
Now we ask unanimous consent to recognize the gentlelady from

California, Ms. Harman, 1 minute or as much time as she—
Ms. HARMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Rank-

ing Member .Thompson. Welcome to our witnesses.
This is probably my last hearing on this committee. As all of you

know, I know this, including the new Members, I have worked my
heart out for many years in this Congress to keep our homeland
safe.
It has been an honor to be one of the initial Members of this

committee and to have chaired its Intelligence Subcommittee for 4
years.
I just want to thank all the Members, and I want to thank all

the staff for the effort we have made so far together.
To these two witnesses, who are both dear friends of mine, I

want to thank you for the effort you make.
Finally, let me urge that the best present you could all give me

is to find a way to get more jurisdiction in this committee, which
ought to be—and I know the Secretary agrees with this—the cen-
tral point in the House of Representatives for oversight and focus
on this critical subject of keeping our homeland safe.

So, once again, thank you all for your good wishes. I am just
moving down the street. I am really not leaving this place. Thank
you very much.
I yield back.
Chairman KING. Thank you, Jane.
I remind the Members of the committee that opening statements

may be submitted for the record.
[The statement of Hon. Richardson follows:]

PttEPARED STATEMENT OF HON. LAURA RICHAADSON

I would like to thank Chairman King and Ranking Member Thompson for con-

vening this hearing today focusing on the ever-evolving threat of terrorist attacks
against the homeland and the current state of America's efforts to counter these
threats. I would like to thank our distinguished panel of witnesses for appearing

before the committee today to discuss what progress has been made in this area and

what else needs to be done..
The events that cecurred on the morning of September 11, 2001 had a profound

impact on the lives of every American. The terrifying images of commercial airliners
flying into the World made Centers are engraved in people's hearts' and minds for-

ever.
Even though the attacks occurred nearly 10 years ago, we are constantly re-

minded of the effects of that- day. Whether we're going through airport security to
board a plane to see our family for the holidays or we're reuniting with a loved one
who just returned from Afghanistan, possible threats and attacks continue to loom

large aver each and every aspect of our lives. For example, the events of that tragic
morning forced us to recognize that ̀ we now live in a new world, with new threats,
and that in -order to combat these threats we must be willing to change and improve
our tactics.

After these devastating events, our Government initiated a number of unprece-
dented changes to our National security infrastructure in order to address these
new threats. For instance, in 2002 the Department of Eiomeland Security was cre-

ated with the stated goal of preparing, preventing, and responding to domestic
emergencies, specifically terrorism. Additionally, we initiated sweeping improve-

ments to our transportation security and made. great strides in securing our Na=
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tion's borders and ports..And in the hills and valleys of Afghanistan, our soldiers
continue to fight against al-Qaeda and its allies to ensure that those who wish to
do or train others to do America harm are brought to justice.

However, as we will discuss today, terrorism has become an ever-evolving threat.
We no longer face a threat from.just one group of people or even from just one ide-

ology. From Joe Stack, who flew a plane into an IRS building to Faishal Shazhad,
the American citizen who attempted to blow up a car bomb in Times Square, we

have learned that we must constantly be changing our tactics to ensure we have

the ability to effectively combat and neutralize the changing methods of terrorists.
As the representative of the 37th district, I understand the need for law enforce-

ment to constantly modify and assess anti-terror strategies in order to protect poten-

tial targets in their communities. My Congressional district abuts the Nation's larg-

est ports, contains oil refineries that produce more than 1 million barrels per day,

and is home to a number of gas treatment and petrochemical facilities that present

a target~rich environment for those seeking to do us harm. These challenges rep-

resent anew and emerging need for us to be increasingly more vigilant in under-

standing and combating the ever-evolving threat of terrorism.
Finally, in the pursuit of these counterterrorism efforts, we must constantly be

aware of the fact that these strategies must not undercut the very principles they

are attempting to defend. In our zeal to combat terrorism and protect our country,

we must be careful not to wrongly accuse our people because of how they look,_

where they live, or their cultural background. To be safe, it is necessary that we

also be smart. It is my hope and belief that my fellow colleagues will remain mind-

ful of these important principles of which this great country was founded upon.
Thank you again Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Thompson, for convening this

very important hearing today. I look forward to hearing from our distinguished

panel" of witnesses on these issues. I yield back my time.

Chairman KING. As I mentioned, we are pleased to have two very
distinguished witnesses today on this topic most important in the
entire Government as Secretary Napolitano, who is third Secretary
of the Department of Homeland Security, overseeing over 200,000
employees.
I have to say, on the record, that she has worked very closely

with us. She does not let partisan lines divide us and she probably
meets with us more than she wants to, but she meets on a regular
basis.

She is always on the phone, both with compliments and criti-
cisms. Tnever know when I am going to get a call from the Sec-
retary. But, again, she is totally dedicated. Whatever differences
we have, are ones of policy and no one has ever questioned her
dedication or her ability.

Similarly, Mike Leiter has served as the head of National
Counterterrorism Center for 3~/z years under two Presidents, done
a truly outstanding job in that capacity.

Prior to that, he was in the military. He was assistant to the
U.S. attorney and, again, absolutely dedicated to combating inter-
national terrorism and protecting the homeland:

So I would ask that the witnesses,, your entire statements will
appear in the record. I have asked you to summarize the testimony
but because of the importance of it, obviously, I am not going to
cut you off.

But I just ask you to keep in mind that many Members here
today do have questions_ for you. With that, I now recognize Sec-
retary Napolitano.

Secretary Napolitano.
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STATEMENT OF HON. JANET NAPOLITANO, SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Secretary NApoLrr~rro. Well, thank you, Chairman King, Rank-
ing Member. Thompson, Members of the committee, for the oppor-
tunity to appear before you today to testify on the terrorist threat
to the United States and what the Department of Homeland Secu-
rity and the NCTC are doing to combat it.
I also have to echo the thoughts about Representative Harman.

You will be missed. You have been totally dedicated to this effort.
That effort has been producing results in terms of safety of the
American people.
I also have to echo your thoughts about the amount of Congres-

sional oversight of this department. We added up the 111th Con-
gress, and our Department testified over 285 times. I testified over
20 times myself
I think that was the most of any Cabinet official. That, of course,

requires a lot of preparation and work. We provided over 3,900: sub-
stantive briefings to different committees of the Congress.

So Chairman King, Ranking Member Thompson, you and I have:
all discussed this. But that amount of oversight does have impact.
So I thought I would just mention that.

So let me turn now to the subject and the very important subject
of today's hearing. There is no question that we have made many
important strides in securing our country from terrorism since 9/
11.

But the threat continues to evolve. In some ways, the threat
today may be at its most heightened state since the attacks nearly
10 years ago.. In addition to the core al-Qaeda group, which still
represents a threat to the United States, despite its diminished ca-
pabilities, we now face threats from a number of a1-Qaeda assoei-
ates that share 'its violent extremist ideology.

Among these groups, we are also seeing an increased emphasis
on recruiting Americans and Westerners to carry out attacks.
These groups are trying to recruit _people to carry out attacks.

They have connections to the West, but who. do not have strong
ties to terrorist groups that could possibly tip off the intelligence
community.

They are also encouraging individuals in the West to carry out
their own small-scale attacks, which require less of the coordina-
tion and planning that could raise red flags and lead to an attack
disruption.

This means that the threat has evolved in such a way that we
have to add to our traditional counterterrorism strategies, which,
in the past, have .looked at the attack as coming from abroad.

The realities of today's threat environment also means that State
and local law enforcement officers will more often be in the first
position to notice the signs of a planned attack.

So our focus must be on aiding law enforcement and helping to
provide them with the information and resources they need to se-
cure their own communities from the threats they face.

To this end, the Department of Homeland Security is working to
counter violent extremism here at home by helping law enforce-
ment use many of the same techniques and strategies that have
proven successful in combating violence in Americans communities.
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DHS is moving forward in this area, based on the recommenda-
tions provided to us by the experts on the Homeland Security Advi-
sory Council.

We are releasing the first iteration of acommunity-oriented po-
licing curriculum for front-line officers, which is aimed at helping
them to counter violent extremism in their communities.

That curriculum is being focus grouped right now down at
FLETC. We are sharing among State and local officers unclassified
case studies about the size of violent extremism. We are helping
communities to share with each other best practices about forming
productive community partnerships.

This way, law enforcement across can better know what .works
and what does not.

We are helping law enforcement to reach out to American com-
munities, to include them as partners in the effort to combat the
presence of violent extremism in our country.

Americans of all stripes resoundingly reject violence, which we
must use as an important tool in countering violent extremism
here at home.

DHS is also expanding our own outreach to communities, and
conducting these_ initiatives in a way consistent with .Americans'
rights and liberties.

At the same time, we are building a new homeland security ar-
chitecture that guards against the kinds of threats we are seeing
right here at home.

There are four major parts of this architecture I want to mention
here today.

The first are the joint terrorism task forces, which are led by the
FBI: These task forces bring together agencies and jurisdictions to
jointly investigate terrorism cases.

DHS has hundreds of personnel supporting the 104 JTTFs across
the country.

The second is the network of State-and locally-run fusion centers
that bring together agencies and jurisdictions to share infox'mation
about the threat picture and what it means for our. communities.

This information sharing and analytical work complements the
investigative work done by the JTTFs.

DHS is intent on helping these fusion centers to develop their
core capabilities to share and analyze information and to provide
State and local law enforcement with useful, actionable information
they can use to better protect their own communities.

We are supporting fusion centers in many ways. Among them,
we are providing DHS personnel to work- in them and are providing
properly cleared law enforcement personnel with classified threat
information.

The third is the Nation-wide Suspicious Activity Reporting initia-
tive, or the SAR, initiative. We are working closely with our park
ners at the Department of Justice on this project.

The SAR, initiative creates astandard- process for law enforce-
ment to identify, document, vet and share reports of suspicious in-
cidents or behaviors. associated with speci#"ic threats of terrorism'.

The reports then can be used to identify and share a broader
trend.
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To date, the SAR initiative is under various stages of implemen-
tation at 33 sites that cover two-thirds of the American population.
It should be fully implemented across the country by September.

We are also working with DOJ and major law enforcement asso-
ciations to provide SAR training to all front-line enforcement offi-
cers in the country. They will learn how to properly make, vet,
share, and analyze reports in accordance with best practices and
with regard to civil rights and civil liberties. Thousands of officers
have already been trained, and we expect to train virtually all
front-line officers in the country by this fall.

The pilots of the SAR, program have proven its tremendous value
to law enforcement, and I believe it will be a critical tool in
strengthening the ability of law enforcement to protect our commu-
nities from acts of terrorism.

The fourth piece of the new homeland security architecture that
I want to mention is the "If You See Something, Say Something"
campaign. This campaign focuses on the positive role Americans
can play in our own security. It focuses on fostering the kind of
public vigilance that we know is critical to the success of commu-
nity-oriented policing.

We constantly see examples of why this sort of vigilance is so im-
portant, not just in the attempted Times Square bombing last May,
but also just last month in Spokane, Washington, when city work-
ers noticed a suspicious backpack and notified police before an
MLK Day parade.

DHS is rolling out this campaign across the country and in many
important sectors, including passenger rail, Amtrak, sports sta-
diums—you may have seen it in the stadium at the Super Bowl—
retail stores, and more.

Now, on top of these four pieces, last month, I also announced
changes to the National Terrorism Advisory System. We are replac-
ing the old system of color-coded alerts with a new system that
aims to provide more useful information to the public and to those
who need it.

- This riew system was developed collaboratively by a bipartisan
group and with the consultation of law enforcement. It reflects our
need to be ready, while also promising to tell Americans everything
we can when new threat information affects them.

In addition, to what I have mentioned here today, there are nu-
merous other areas of action I have detailed in my written state-
ment, Mr. Chairman, and ask that that statement be included in
the record.

Now, thank you again for inviting me to testify today. I look for-
ward to wor$ing with this committee .and its leadership in this new
Congress as we continue to make progress in securing our Nation.
I will be happy to take your questions once you have heard from
Director Leiter.

[The statement of Secretary Napolitano follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JANET NAPOLITANO

FEBRUARY 9, 2011

Chairman King, Ranking Member Thompson, and Members of the committee:
Thank you fox the opportunity to testify today about the changing terrorist threat
that the United States faces, and how the Department of Homeland Security is re-
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sponding. I am glad to be here today with my colleague, Director Leiter. I look for-

ward to continuing to work with this committee and its leadership in this new Con-

gress, and I expect that, working together, we will continue to make great strides
in securing our country.

THE RESPONSE TO A CHANGING THREAT

Since 9/11, the United States has made important progress in securing our Nation

from terrorism. Nevertheless, the terrorist threat facing onr country has evolved sig-

nificantly in the last ten years—and continues to evolve--so that, in some ways, the

threat facing us is at its most heightened state since those attacks. This fact re-

quires us to continually adapt our counterterrorism techniques to effectively detect,

deter, and prevent terrorist acts.
Following 9/11, the Federal Government moved quickly to build an intelligence

and security apparatus that has protected our country from the kind of large-scale

attack, directed From abroad, that struck us nearly 10 years ago. The resulting ar-

chitecture yielded considerable..:success in both preventing this kind of attack and

limiting, though not eliminating; the operational ability of the core al-Qaeda group

that is currently based in the mountainous area between Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Today, however, in addition to the direct threats we continue to face from al-

Qaeda, we also face growing threats from other foreign-based terrorist groups -that

are inspired by al-Qaeda ideology but have few operational donnections to. the core

al-Qaeda group. Perhaps most crucially, we face a threat environment where violent

extremism is not defined or contauied by international borders. Today, we must ad-

dress threats that are homegrown as well as those that originate abroad.

One of the moat striking elements of toda~s threat picture is that plots to attack
America increasingly involve American residents and citizens. We are now operating
under the assumption, based on the latest intelligence and recent arrests, that indi-
viduals prepared to carry out terrorist attacks and acts of violence might be in the
United States, and they could carry out acts of violence with little or no warning.

Over the past 2 years, we have seen, the rise of a number of terrorist groups in-
spired by al-Qaeda ideology—inclu (but not ]united to) al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP) from Yemen, al-S abaab from Somalia, and Tehrik-e Taliban
Pakistan (TTP}--that are placing a growing emphasis on recruiting individuals who
are either Westerners or have connections to the West, but who do not have strong
links to terrorist groups, and are thus more difficult for authorities to identify. We
saw this., for instance, in the case of Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, who is accused
of attempting to detonate explosives aboard a Detroit~bound plane on December 25,
2009; and Faisal Shahzad, who attempted to detonate a bomb in ̀ L~mes Square in
May of last year. These groups are also trying to inspire individuals in the West
to launch their own, smaller-scale attacks, which require less of the advanced plan-
ning or coordination that would typically raise red flags: The logic supporting these
kinds of terrorist plots is simple: They present fewer opportunities for disruption by
intelligence or law. enforcement than more elaborate, larger-scale plots by groups of
foreign-based terrorists.

This threat of homegrown violent extremism fundamentally thanges who is most
often in the best position to spof terrorist activity, investigate, and respond. More
and more, State, local, and Tribal front-line law enforcement officers are most likely
to notice the first signs of terrorist activity. This has profound implications for how
we go about securing our country against the terrorist threat, and requires a new
kind of security architecture that complements the structure we have already built
to protect America from threats coux~ing from abroad.

Over the past 2 years, the Department of Homeland Security has been working
diligently tb build this new architecture in order to defend against this evolving
threat. There are two dimensions of this architecture that I will discuss-today before
I detail other major developments in our defenses against terrorism over the past
year.

The first part of our effort is working directly with law enforcement and commu-

nity-based organizations to counter violent extremism at its source, using many of

the same techniques and strategies that have proven successful in combating vio-

lence in American communities. Law enforcement at the State, local, and Federal

levels are leveraging and enhancing their relationships with members of diverse

communities that broadly and strongly reject violent extremism.
Second, DHS is focused on getting resources and information out of Washington,

]~C and into the hands of State and local law enforcement, in order to provide them

with the tools they. need to combat the threats their communities face. Because

State and local law epforcement are often in the best position to first notice the

signs of a planned attack, our homeland security efforts must be interwoven in the
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police work that State, local, and Tribal officers do every day. We must make sure
that officers everyw here- have a clear understanding of the tactics, behaviors, and
other indicators that could point to terrorist activity. Accordingly, DHS is improving
and expanding the information-sharing mechanisms by which officers on the beat
are made aware of the threat picture and what it means for their communities. DHS
is doing so in alignment with the vision of Congress and the direction the President
has set for a robust information sharing environment. These efforts include pro-
viding training, programs for local law enforcement to help them identify indicators
of terrorist activity, as well as our work with our partners at the Department of
Justice (DOJ) on the Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting Initiative, which has
created a standardized system for reporting suspicious activity so that this informa-
tion can be analyzed against National trends and shared across jurisdictions. And
we are encouraging Americans to alert local law enforcement if they see something
that is potentially dangerous through the "If You See Something, Say Something"
campaign. The kind of vigilance that this campaign promotes has helped to foil ter-
rorist plots in the past, including last month in Spokane, Washington.

Taken together, these steps 1&y a strong foundation that police and their partners
across the country can use to protect their communities from terrorism and violence.
While many kinds of violent motivations threaten our security,l these initiatives are
helping to build a strong foundation of preparedness that will be embedded in the
fabric of cities and towns across the Nation. Indeed, what we are building to secure
America from every type of attack is a homeland security architecture that helps
law enforcement everywhere protect their communities from any type of attack. This
homeland secixrity architecture will be paired with efforts to better understand the
risk confronting the homeland, and to protect the privacy rights and civil liberties
of all Americans.

COUNTERING VIOLENT EXTREMISM (CVE)

Since 2009, more than two dozen Americans have been arrested on terrorism-re-

lated charges. More broadly, a report last month from the New York State Intel-

ligence Center, the fusion center for the State of New York, examining 32 major ter-

rorism cases in the United States related to ai-Qaeda-like ideology since 9/11, shows

that 50 of the 88 individuals involved in those plots were U.S. citizens at the time

of their arrests, and among those citizens, a clear majority of were natural-born.2
This report demonstrates why we must confront the threat of homegrown violent

extremism in order to truly secure our. country. We have a clear path forward to

guide our efforts on this front. The Homeland Security Advisory Council's (HSAC)
Countering Violent Extremism Working Group---comprised of security experts, elect-

ed officials, law enforcement leaders, community leaders, and first responders from
around the country—has provided DHS with a number of recommendations on how
to support -local law enforcement and community-based efforts to identify and com-

bat sources of violent extremism.
One major recommendation. was to develop a CVE curriculum for State and local

law enforcement that is 'focused on community-oriented policing, and that would
help enable frontr~line personnel to identify activities that are indicators of potential

terrorist activity and violence. We have now developed the first iteration of this cur-

riculum, through partnership with the Major Cities Chiefs Association, the Inter-

national Association of Chiefs of Police, the Department of Justice,.the Counter Ter-
rorism Academy, and the Naval Postgraduate School. The first training with this

CVE curriculum will take place this month at DI-IS' Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center (FLETC). Law enforcement from New York, Detroit, the 7~✓in Cit-

ies, Chicago, Washington DC, and Los Angeles are invited to participate. This. cur-

riculum will continue to be develoged and refined in consultation with our partners,

and it will become widely available through regional policing institutes, in addition

to FLETC. The eventual goal is to include_ this curriculum in the basic. and in-serv-

ice training that is provided to all new law enforcement personnel.
In forming these kinds of community-based partnerships, it is important that

communities learn from each other about what works in countering violent extre-

mi§m. To support this effort, we work closely with. a diverse collection of religious,

ethnic, and community organizations. As .the President said in his State of the

i An examination of 86 terrorist cases in the United States from 1999 to 2009 by the Institute
for Homeland Security Solutions (`Building on Clues: Examining Successes and Failures in De-
tecting U.S. Terrorist Plots, 1999-2009," October 2010) shows that nearly half of those cases
were related to al-Qaeda or al-Qaeda-inspired ideology, with the remainder due to a number of
other violent extremist motivations.

Z New York State Intelligence Center, "The Vigilance Project: An Analysis. of 32 Terrorism
Cases Against the Homeland," December 2010.
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Union address, in the face of violent extremism, "we are responding with the
strength of our communities."Avast majority of people in every American commu-
nity resoundingly reject violence, and this certainly includes the violent, al-Qaeda-
style ideology that claims to launch attacks in the name of their widely rejected
version of Islam. We must use these facts as a tool against the threat of homegrown
violent extremism. In conjunction with these communities and with the Department
of Justice and the Program Manager for the Information Sharing Environment, we
have published guidance on best practices for community partnerships, which has
been distributed to local law enforcement across the country. DHS also holds reg-
ular regional meetings—which include State and local law enforcement, State and
local governments, and community organizations—in Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles,
and Minneapolis. These regional meetings have enabled participants to provide and
receive feedback on successful community-oriented policing and other programs
aimed at preventing violence.

DHS has also issued, and continues to compile, unclassified case studies that ex-
amine recent incidents involving terrorism so that State and local law enforcement,
State and local governments, and community members can understand the warning
signs that could indicate a developing terrorist attack. These case studies focus on
common behaviors and indicators regarding violent extremism to increase overall
situational awareness and provide law enforcement with information on tactics,
techniques, and plans of international and domestic terrorists.

DHS has also conducted "deep dive" sessions with the intelligence directors, of

major city police departments and with the leadership of State and major urban
area fusion centers. DHS leaders meet with these individuals to discuss case stud-
ies, terrorist techniques, and current or novel indicators of terrorism, so that these
leaders can inculcate these lessons in their own institutions.

The United States Government as a whole is also working with our international

allies who have experience with homegrown terrorism. The State Department has
the lead for these international activities, but DHS is also working with foreign gov-

ernments that sk;are many of our &ecurity concerns. In the past several months,

DHS has participated in bilateral conferences with partners in Canada and the.

United Kingdom on countering violent extremism, and these and additional con-

versations will continue to leverage lessons our partners have learned that may ben-

efit law enforcement in the United States.
We will also leverage grant programs to support training and technical assistance

in. building community partnerships and local participation in the SAR Initiative.

Pending our fiscal year 2011 appropriation, DHS, the Office of Community .Oriented
Policing Services (COPS) within DOJ, and the DOJ Bureau for Justice Assistance
within the DOJ are working together to develop a joint grant resource guide for

State and local law enforcement that_ leverages relevant funds and programs for

community-oriented policing. At the same time, DEiS is expanding engagement
through our Privacy Office and our Of~'ice for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties to help

DHS personnel and law enforcement on the ground better understand and identify
threats and mitigate risks to our communities while ensuring these efforts respect
the rights enjoyed by all Americans.

SUPPORTING LAW ENFORCEMENT WITH THE INFORMATION AND RESOURCES THEY NEED

As I mentioned above, a major role of the Department of Homeland Security is

to get information and resources out of Washington, DC and into the hands of law
enforcement throughout the country. Local law enforcement, community groups, citi-
zens, and the private sector play as much of a role in homeland security as the IP ed-

eral Government. That is why we emphasize that "homeland security starts with
hometown security."

DHS has been working. to expand our efforts to .build the capacities of State, local,
Tribal, and territorial law enforcement over the past 2 years to support four main
priorities. First, the information and intelligence provided to States and local au-
thorities should be timely, actionable, and useful to their efforts to protect local com-
munities from terrorism and other threats. Second, we should support State and
local law enforcement efforts to recognize the. behaviors and indicators associated
with terrorism, and incorporate this knowledge into their day-to-day efforts to pro-
tect their communities from terrorist acts violent crime. Third, we should ensure
that information about terrorism-related suspicious activity is shared quickly among
all levels of government, so that information from the front lines can be factored
into larger analytic efforts regarding the threat picture across the whole country.
Fourth, we should encourage a "whole of Nation" approach to security, where offi-

cers on the ground are supported by an informed, vigilant public that plays a key
role in helping to secure our country against new and evolving threats.
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We have dedicated significant resources do building four major pieces of our new
homeland-security architecture to work towards these goals. The four pieces are
Joint Terrorist Task Forces (JTTFs), State and major urban area fusion centers, the
Nation-wide SAR Initiative, and the "If You See Something, Say Something" cam-
paign.
Joint Terrorism Tash Forces

A critical piece of the homeland security architecture is the mechanism created
to jointly investigate terrorism cases: the Joint Terrorism Task Forces led by the
FBI. Hundreds of DHS personnel from eleven DHS components are currently work-
ing to support and participate in the 104 JTTFs across the country, ali of which
marsHal resources from a number of sources to ointly conduct terrorism investiga-
tions. Our Nation's JTTFs have been successful in mitigating. the terrorist threat
in a number of instances, including in the investigation of Najibullah Zazi, who was
arrested in 2009 for a terrorist plot to attack the New York transit system. In that
case, several FBI field offices and their JTTFs (including the New York JTTF) con-
tributed to efforts in identifying Zazi, conducting surveillance of him, and arresting
Zazi before he could execute his attack, while also identifying Zazi's associates.

Fusion centers
The second element is the network of State and- major urban area fusion centers,

which serve as focal points for information sharing among all levels of government.
While JTTFs are investigative teams that bring agencies together to investigate par-
ticular terrorism cases, fusion centers are analytical and information-sharing enti-
ties that bring agencies together to assess local implications of threat information
in order to better understand the general threat picture. These centers analyze in-
formation and identify trends to share timely intelligence with Federal, State, and
local law enforcement including DFiS, which then further shares this information
with other members of the intelligence community. In turn, DHS provides relevant
and appropriate threat information from the intelligence community back to the fu-
sion centers. Today, there are 72 State- and locally-run fusion centers in operation
across the Nation, up from a handful in 2006. Our goal is to make every one of these
fusion centers a center of analytic excellence that provides useful, actionable infor-
mation about threats to law enforcement and first responders. To do this; we have
deployed 68 experienced- DHS intelligence officers to fusion centers across the coun-
try. We are committed to having an officer in each fusion center. DHS further sup-
ports fusion centers through the grants process, and, as fusion centers become fully
operational, by deploying the Homeland Security Data Network to provide access to
classified homeland security threat information to qualified personnel. Our support

for fusion centers is focused on supporting them to fully achieve four baseline capa-

bilities: the ability to receive classified and unclassified threat-related information
from the Federal Government; the ability to assess the local implications of threat-
related information through the use of risk assessments; the ability to further dis-
seminate to localities threat- information, so local law enforcement can recognize be-
haviors and indicators associated with terrorism; and the ability to share, when ap-
propriate, locally-generated information with Federal authorities, in order to better
identify emerging threats. The Department of Justice also work closely with fusion
centers to ensare that the analytical work of fusion centers and the investigative
work Pf JTTFs complement each other.

Nationwide Suspicious Actiaity Reporting Initiative
The third piece of our Homeland s0aurity architectixre that I described earlier is

the Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting, or SAR, Initiative, which DHS is
working closely with DOJ in order to expand and improve. The Nationwide SAR Ini-
tiative creates a standard process for law enforcement to identify, document, vet,

and share reports of suspicious incidents or behaviors associated with specific
threats of terrorism. The reports then can be used to identify broader trends. To
date, the SAR. Initiative is under various stages of implementation at 33 sites that
cover twathirds of the American population, and it should be fully implemented
across the country by September of this year.

Importantly,this initiative also trains frontline, analytic, and executive personnel
to recognize behaviors and indicators associated with terrorism, and to distinguish
them from non-suspicious and legal behaviors. Thus far, more than 13,000 frontline
Federal, State, and local law enforcement personnel across the country_ have re-
ceived SAR training, and it is expected that virtually all frontline law enforcement
personnel in the United States—hundreds of thousands of officers—will receive this
training by the autumn of this year, thanks in large part to the partnership of the
International Association of Chiefs of Police, the Major Cities Chiefs Association, the
Major County Sheriffs' Association, and the National Sheriffs' Association. As part
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of the SAR Initiative, we are also installing information-sharing technologies within
DHS that enable suspicious activity reports that are vetted by specially trained ana-
lysts to be forwarded to JTTFs and to be accessible to other. fusion centers and DHS
offices. In conjunction with the Nationwide SAR Initiative, DHS is also working to
provide reporting capability directly to owners and operators of critical infrastruc-
ture.

The initial stages of this program have underscored the value of this initiative.
For example, over the 2 years it was involved in the pilot, one major city reported
that implementation of the initiative resulted in seventeen reports related to an
open FBI terrorism case. Over those same 2 years, a total of 393 reports were ac-
cepted by local JTTFs for further investigation, and local investigations resulted in
90 additional arrests for weapons' offenses and related charges. Separately, as the
media has already reported, a Chicago Police Department officer filed a suspicious
activity report in summer 2009 about David Coleman Headley based on observa-
tions the officer made in a Chicago park. Headley was subsequently tied to the ter-

rorist attacks in Mumbai in November of 2008 and was arrested on U.S. charges
as well. In addition, fusion centers in New York, Florida, and Virginia used sus-
picious activity .reports and other documents to identify associates of both Faisal
Shahzad and Najibullah Zazi.

`7f You See Something, Say Something"
The fourth element of the homeland security architecture I referenced is the effort

to spread awareness about the role the public plays in our security. The vigilance

of Americans continues to help save lives and aid law enforcement and first re-

sponders. We saw this last month in the brave responses of many Americans in the

moments after the shootings in Tucson, when members of the public subdued the

shooter. We saw how the vigilance of the public can prevent an attack when a po-

tentially deadly bomb was found prior to the start of a Martin Luther King Day pa-
rade in Spokane, Washington, after several city workers noticed a suspicious back-

pack and reported it to police. Of course, we all remember how last May, a street
vendor alerted police to smoke coming from a car and helped to save lives during

the attempted bombing in 'I4mes Square. Time and time again, we see vivid exam-

ples of why the American public's vigilance is a critical part of our security.
To foster this vigilance, we have taken a public awareness campaign with a famil-

iar slogan—"If You See Something, Say Something," initially used by New York's

Metropolitan Transit Authority and fixnded in part by DHS--and are spreading it

across the country. This program is based on those tenets of community-oriented po-

licing that enable the public to work- closely with local_ law enforcement to protect

their communities from crime. The campaign outlines a positive role that Americans

can play in our shared security. This public education effort is being expanded to

places where the NatSonwide SAR Initiative is already being implemented; so we

can ensure that calls to authorities will be handled appropriately and iri an environ-

ment where privacy and civil-liberties protections are in place. The campaign has

aheady been launched in a number of State and local jurisdictions, as well as within

several key sectors, including Amtrak, the general aviation community, the Wash-

ington Metro, New Jersey Transit, with the NFL and the NCAA, the commercial

services sector at hotels and major landmarks such as the Mall of America in Min-

nesota, and National retailers like Walmart; and at Federal buildings protected by

the Federal Protective Service.
In addition to these four major pieces of our homeland security architecture, we

are further enhancing our Nation's defenses against threats through reforms we

have made to the DIiS grants and the grant process. Our State and local partners

everywhere are struggling to pay their bills and fund vital services. As a former gov-
ernor, Iknow the hard choices they face. But it is critical to our National security

that local communities maintain and continue to strengthen their public safety ca-

pabilities. In 2010, DHS awarded $3.8 billion to States, cities, law enforcement, and

first responders to strengthen preparedness for acts of terrorism, major disasters

and other emergencies. We are also changing the grant process to help them stretch

these dollars even further. We have eliminated red tape by streamlining the grant
process; expanded eligible expenses to fund maintenance and sustainability; and

made it easier for fire grants to be put to work quickly to rehire laid=off firefighters

and protect the jobs of veteran firefighters.
We also are making significant changes to the National Terrorism Advisory Sys-

tem (NTAS), which will make the system a better tool for disseminating information

about threats both to the public and to specific sectors. Last month, I announced
the end of the old system of color-coded alerts, and that we are moving forward on

a 50-day implementation period in which state and local governments, law enforce-
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ment agencies, private and non-profit sector partners, airports, and transport hubs
will transition to this new system.

Americans have a stake in our collective security, and we trust them to do their
part in our shared responsibility for our Nation's security. The new system is built
on the simple premise that when a threat develops that could impact the public,
we will tell the public and provide whatever information we can.

The new system reflects the reality that we must always be on alert and ready.
When we have information about a specific, credible threat, we will issue a formal
alert with as much information as possible. The alert may also be limited; depend-
ing on the nature of the threat, alerts may be issued only to law enforcement, or,
for example, to a segment of the private sector such as shopping malls or hotels.
Alternately, the alert may be issued more broadly to the American people. The alert
may ask Americans to take certain actions, or to look for specific suspicious behav-
ior. And alerts will have an end date.

This new system was developed collaboratively. It was largely the work of a bipar-
tisan task force that included law enforcement, former mayors and governors, and
members of the previous administration. hook forward to continuing to work with
our many partners and with this committee to improve this system as it moves for-
ward.

STRENGTHENING WLNERA$LE SECTORS

In addition to building this foundation, DHS has also been at work strengthening
sectors that have been—and continue to be—targets of attacks.

Commercial aviation
The latest threat information indicates that commercial aviation is still the toy

target of terrorists; a fact that is underscored by the terrible bombing in Moscow s
Domodedovo airport last month. The attempted terrorist attack on Christmas day
2009 illustrated the global nature of the threat to aviation. That incident involved
a U.S, plane flying into a U.S. city, but it endangered individuals from at least 17
foreign countries. The alleged attacker, Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, is a Nigerian
citizen educated in the United Kingdom. He received training in terrorist tactics in
Yemen, purchased his ticket in Ghana, and flew from Nigeria to Amsterdam before
departing for Detroit.

After this attempted terrorist attack, the U.S. Government moved quickly to
strengthen security. We took immediate steps to bolster passenger screening, while
addressing larger systemic, issues on a global scale. We launched a global initiative

to ensure international aviation security efforts were stronger, better coordinated,

and designed to meet the current threat environment. With the International. Civil

Aviation.Organization (ICAO), the United Nations body responsible for air trans-

port, we held five regional aviation security summits which resulted in five major

regional aviation security declarations, and worked closely with U.S. and inter-

national airline and airport trade associations and airline CEOs on a coordinated
international approach to enhancing aviation security. These meetings culminated
in the ICAO Triennial Assembly at the beginning of October, where the Assembly

adopted a historic Declaration on Aviation Security, which forges.-a historic new
foundation for aviation security that will better protect the .entire global aviation
system from evolving terrorist threats.

DHS coupled these. international efforts with significant advances in domestic
aviation security. We have deployed additional behavior detection officers, air mar-
shals, and explosives-detection canine teams, among other measures, to airports
across the country. Through the Recovery Act, we accelerated the purchase of Ad-

vanced Imaging Technology machines for deployment to airports around the coun-

try, and currently have 486 deployed. The- President's. fiscal year 2011 budget re-
quest would provide funding for a further 500 AIT machines for deployment to our
Nation's airports. We are also purchasing and deploying more portable explosive de-

tection .machines, Advanced Technology X-ray systems, and bottled liquid scanners.

In addition, in April 2010, the United States implemented new, enhanced security
measures for all air carriers with international flights to the United States that use
real-time, threabbased intelligence to better mitigate the evolving terrorist threats.
And in November, DHS achieved a major aviation security milestone called for in
the 9/11 Commission Report, as 100 percent of passengers on flights within or
bound for the United States are now being checked against Government watch lists.

The global supply chain
In addition to our on-going efforts to enhance international aviation security, last

month I announced a new partnership with the World Customs Organization to en-
list other nations, international bodies, and the private sector to strengthen the
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global supply chain. As illustrated this past October by a thwarted plot toconceal
explosive devices onboard cargo aircraft bound for the United States from Yemen,
the supply chain is a target for those who seek to disrupt global commerce.

Securing the global supply chain is an important part of securing both the lives
of people around the world as well as the stability of the global economy. Beyond
the immediate impact of a potential attack on passengers, transportation workers
and other innocent people, the longer-term consequences of a disabled supply chain
could quickly snowball and impact economies around the world. One consequence,
for example, could be that people across the world would find empty store shelves
for food, serious shortages in needed medical supplies, or significant increases in the
cost of energy.

To secure the supply chain, we first must work to prevent terrorists from exploit-
ing the supply chain to plan and execute attacks. This means, for example, working
with customs agencies and shipping companies to keep precursor chemicals that can
be used to produce improvised explosive devices (IEDs) from being trafficked by ter-
rorists. We must also protect the most critical elements of the supply chain, like
central transportation hubs, from attack or disruption. This means strengthening
the civilian capacities of governments around the world, including our own, to se-
cure these hubs; establishing global screening standards; and providing partner

countries across the supply chain with needed training and technology. Finally, we
must make the global supply chain more resilient, so that in case of disruption it
can recover quickly. Trade needs to be up and running; with bolstered security, if

needed, as quickly as possible after any kind of event.
I am confident the global community can make great strides on all of these fronts

in 2011. Just as the nations of the world were able to make historic progress on

enhancing international aviation security in 2010, so too can we make global supply

chain security stronger, smarter, and more resilient this year.

Surface transportation
DHS has also taken major steps to strengthen security for surface transportation,

including passenger rail and mass transit. Many of the steps I have already de-

scribed are especially _important in helping to secure that environment. We con-

ducted the initial launch of the National "If You See Something, Say Something"

campaign at Penn Station in New York, in conjunction with Amtrak. The Nation-

wide SAR Initiative is also geared toward detecting signs of terrorism in mass tran-

sit hubs and vehicles like train stations, buses, or rail cars. This initiative includes

as law enforcement partners the. Amtrak Police Department as well as all police

agencies serving rail networks in the Northeast corridor, providing officers to use

this upgraded reporting system to refer suspicious activity to DHS and the FBI.

This is in addition to the intelligence sharing that the 1~ansportation Security Ad-
ministration (TSA) conducts with Amtrak on an on-going basis, and the information-

sharing work conducted by the Public Transportation Information Sharing Analysis

Center. TSA,special operation teams, known as Visible Intermodal Prevention and

Response (VIPR) teams, work with local partners to support several thousand oper-

ations every year, The expansion of the Nation-wide SAR Initiative will continue to

include our partners in the transportation sector,
We are moving forward on the implementation of the 20 recommendations made

in the Surface Transportation Security E~ssessment, released in Aj~ril as part of an

administration-wide effort to address surface transportation security. DHS has the

lead on 19 of these recommendations; to date we have completed five of the rec-

ommendations 3 and are making significant progress toward implementing the re-
mainder. We are also in the rulemaking process to require background checks and

security training for public transit employees, and to require vulnerability assess-
menu and security plans for high-risk public transportation agencies, railroads, and
.bus operators. 'All of these actions will help to address a landscape where -the
threats to these systems are clear.

Cybersecurity
At the same time that we work to strengthen the security of our critical physical

infrastructure, we are. also. working. to secure cy}~erspace—an effort that reqwires co-

ordination and partnership among the multitude of different entities in both the
Government and private sector that share responsibility for important cyber infra-

3 The completed recommendations are: Number 1, Cross Modal Aisk Analyses; Number 3,
Evaluate and Rank Critical Surface Transportation Systems and Infrastructure; Number 12,
Gap Analysis of Existing Risk Tools and Methodologies; Number 16, SecureT^~' and
FutureTECHTM Programs; and Number 18, Transportation Research &Development Input
Process.
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structure. Indeed, in just the last year, we have seen the full spectrum of cyber
threats, from denial-of-service attacks and spamming-to attacks with spyv✓are. How-
ever, we have made—and are continuing to make—substantial progress at building
the capability necessary to address cyber incidents on a National level.

DHS has expanded its capabilities to further secure cyberspace. Last year, we en-
tered into a new agreement with the Department of Defense and National Security
Agency to enhance our capabilities to protect against threats to civilian and military
computer systems and networks. Through this agreement, personnel from DHS and
the DOD are now able to call upon the resources from each other and the NSA in
order to respond to attacks against our interlinked networks. We -also continue to
expand the number of cyber experts working for DHS, a number which has in-
creased about fivefold in the past 2 years.

The Cyber Storm III exercise was another milestone in 2010. This exercise simu-
lated a large-scale cyber attack on our critical infrastructure and involved partici-
pants from DHS and seven Cabinet-level Federal agencies, but also from 13 other
countries and 11 States. It represented an important test for the country's National
Cyber Incident Response Plan.

DHS has opened and is now growing the National Cybersecurity and Communica-
tions Integration Center (NCCIC), which is a 24/7 watch-and-warning center that
works closely with both government and private-sector partners. In 2011, DHS will
complete the deployment of the EINSTEIN 2 threat detection system across the
Federal space. In addition, the Department will continue to develop, and begin de-
ployment, of EINSTEIN 3, which will provide DHS with the ability to automatically
detect and counter malicious cyber activity.

CONCLUSION

The terrorist threat to the homeland is, in many ways, at its most heightened
state since 9/11, This threat is constantly evolving, and, as I have said before, we

cannot guarantee that there will never be another terrorist attack, and we cannot
seal our country under a glass dome. However, we continue to do everything we can

to reduce the risk of terrorism in our Nation.
Our efforts are guided by a simple premise: To provide the information, resources,

and support that the hardworking men and women of DI3S, our Federal partners,

and State, local, Tribal, and territorial first responders need to effectively prevent

and recover from acts of terrorism and to mitigate the threats we face. This support

helps to build the kind of foundation that can guard against—and bounce back

from—any kind of attack, from newlq emerging threats to specific sectors that have
been terrorist targets in the past. Working with our Federal partners, law enforce-

ment across the country, the private sector, and the American public, we are mak-

ing great progress in addressing today's evolving terrorist threats.
Chairman King, Ranking Member Thompson, and Members of the committee:

Thank you for inviting me to testify today. I can now take your questions.

Chairman KtNG. Thank you, Secretary Napolitano. Your state-
ment will be made part of the record, your full statement.
I will now recognize Director Mike Leiter. Director Leiter.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL E. LEITER, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
COUNTERTERRORISM CENTER

Mr. LETTER. Thank you, Chairman King, Ranking Member
Thompson, Members o£ the committee. Thank you for having me,
with Secretary Napolitano. -
I hate to sound like a broken. record, but I do want to add my

personal thanks to Congresswoman Harman, who has been a lead-
er in intelligence and homeland security for many years now.

She has been a staunch supporter of NCTC. The one anecdote I
would pass along beyond the .laws you have worked on, the over-
sight you have provided, Congresswoman Harman came out and
spent about 21/z hours with a packed room of analysts, about 50 or
60 men and women, to talk to them about what it was like to be
a senior woman in National security. Those young analysts came
out glowing about their experience. I think it was the personal
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touch that you provided which helped, I think; inspire another gen-
eration of National security leaders. So thank you very much.
I also want to thank the committee for coming out and visiting

NCTC. I think the opportunity to see young analysts and the ways
in which NCTC and DHS are so entwined in our work on a daily
basis was a great opportunity.

As Chairman King noted, the past 2 years have obviously high-
lighted the many dangers associated with a geographically and
ideologically diverse group of terrorists that seek to harm the
United States and our allies. These threats are not only from out-
side our borders, but increasingly from within.

Although we have made enormous strides in combating and re-
ducing the likelihood of some complex catastrophic attacks by al-
Qaeda from Pakistan, we continue to face threats from many other
corners.
I will briefly outline those remarks and, again, ask that my full

record be made part of the—my full statement be made part of the
record. To begin, I will touch on the threats that we face. Today;
al-Qaeda and its allies in Pakistan still pose a threat, despite deg-
radation suffered from. extensive and sustained counterterrorism
operations over the past several years and accelerated over the
past 2 years.

Al-Qaeda, we believe in Pakistan is at one of its weakest points
in the past decade, and it is continuously being forced to react to
a reduced safe haven and personnel losses.

But it remains a very determined enemy. Of course, Osama bin
Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri maintain al-Qaeda's unity and stra-
tegic focus on the United States and other Western targets. At
least five disrupted plots in Europe during the past 5 years, includ-
ing the plot to attack U.S. airliners transiting between the United
Kingdom and the United States, in addition to disrupted cells in
the United Kingdom, Norway,- and attacks against newspaper of-
fices in Denmark demonstrate al-Qaeda in Pakistan's steadfast in-
tentions.

We are also concerned about future homeland attacks from one
of al-Qaeda's key allies within the Federally_ Administered Tribal
Areas, or the FATA, Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan, TTP, the group
that trained Faisal Shahzad, the Times Square bomber from May
1 of last year, as well as the potential threat from other al-Qaeda
original allies within the Pakistan and Afghanistan region.

Also on Pakistan, we remain focused on Lashkar-e-Taiba, the
group behind the 2008 Mumbai attacks, which remains a threat to
a variety of interests in South Asia. Although LET has not yet con-
ducted attacks in the West, it does have individuals who have been
trained who have been involved in attacks, and it could pose a
threat to the homeland and Europe, in addition to destabilizing
South Asia more broadly.

Of course, we continue to view-Yemen as a key base of operations
from which al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula can and has
planned and executed attacks. Over the past year, AQAP expanded
operations against the homeland, including, of course, the Decem-
ber 2009 attack, and its follow-on effort to down two U.S.-bound
cargo planes in October 2010.
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In addition to these specific attacks, A.Q. has made several ap-
peals last year to Muslims to conduct attacks on their own initia-
tive. Specifically, over the past. year, ARAP released four issues of
its magazine, English magazine Inspire; .which attempis to per-
suade adherence to launch attacks on their own in the West.

East Africa remains a key operating area for al-Qaeda associates,
as well. Of course, last year, for the first time, they struck outside
of Somalia, killing 74, including one Amexican in Uganda, and they
continue to attract violent extremists from across the globe, includ-
ing from the United States.

Now, these were mostly threats from outside the country. As the
Chairman noted, we are extremely concerned with homegrown vio-
lent extremists here in the United States. Plots disrupted in Wash-
ington, DC, Oregon, Alaska, and Maryland during the past year
were indicative of a common cause rallying independent extremists
to attack the homeland. Homegrown violent extremists have yet to
demonstrate a sophisticated ability, but as Fort Hood dem-
onstrated, attacks need not be sophisticated to be quite deadly.

Now, although time doesn't permit me to go into all of the
threats we watch, I would just like to highlight, in addition to
these threats, we continue to watch al-Qaeda in North Africa and
Iraq, Hezbollah and its targeting of U.S. interests globally,. and also
other terrorist groups, including Greek anarchists that recently
sent letter bombs to embassies in Rome and elsewhere.

In light of this changing dynamic, we .have significantly evolved
our capabilities to try to reduce the likelihood of a successful at-
tack. Most notably, as you saw last week or 2 weeks ago in your
visit, NCTC established a pursuit group that is designed to track
down tactical leads that can lead to the discovery of threats and
against the homeland. As I hope you saw, the pursuit group has
repeatedly identified and passed to our operational partners like
DHS key leads which might otherwise have been missed.

We are, of course, - also focused on continuing to lead infozmation
integration .across the U.S. Government for .counterterrorism. pux-
poses. We have always had access to a plethora of databases, but
in conjunction with DHS, FBI, and others, we have further devel-
oped over the past year an .information technology architecture
which aims to improve our ability to detect this new soxt of threat.

Finally, as this committee knows quite well, connterterroxism ef-
forts are not just about stopping attacks, but also trying to address
the upstream factors that drive violent extremism. Our focus as a
general matter is undercutting the terrorist narrative and building
safe and resilient communities, not NCTC operationally, but with
our partners like DHS, in conjunction vaith other parts of the. U.S.
Government.

Specifically, on behalf of the National security staff, we are co-
ordinating interagency planning in partnership with departments
and. agencies across the U.S. Government. Where appropriate, we
are helping to support and coordinate the Federal Government's
engagement with American communities where terrorists are al-
ready focusing their recruiting efforts.

In my view, while government has an imp octant role in imple-
menting these. strategies, we along with DHS view the private-sec-
tor and community institutions as key players in countering
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radicalization. We believe strongly that addressing radicalization
requires community-based solutions service to local dynamics and
needs.

In coordination with -FBI and DHS, NCTC developed a commu-
nity awareness briefing that conveys unclassified information about
the realities of current terrorist recruitment to the homeland on
the Internet so communities can be mobilized to fight the same
fight that we are involved in.

Chairman King, Ranking Member Thompson, and all the Mem-
bers of the committee, thank you very much again for having us
here today. As you know well, despite the improvements, perfection
in this endeavor is not possible. We are working every day, 24
hours a day, tirelessly to try to stop the next attack, but we cannot
guarantee 100 percent safety.

In this regard, I believe we must continue to foster domestic re-
silience while highlighting the ultimate futility of al-Qaeda's fight.
Without your leadership—and, again, without Ms. Harman's lead-
ership—we would not have made the strides that we have. I very
much look forward to taking your questions and working with you
for years to come. Thank you.

[The statement of Mr. Leiter follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL E. LEITER

FEBRUARY 9, 2011

INTRODUCTION

Chairman King, Ranking Member Thompson, distinguished Members of the com-

mittee, thank yon for the opportunity today to discuss the current state of the ter-

rorist threat to the homeland and the U.S. Government's efforts to address the

threat. I am pleased to join Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano here

today=one of the National. Counterterrorism Center's (NCTC) closest and most crit-

ical partners..
The past 2 years have highlighted the growing breadth of terrorism faced by the

United States and our allies.. Although we and our partners have made enormous

strides in reducing some terrorist threats—most particularly in reducing the threat

of a complex, catastrophic attack by al-Qaeda's .senior leadership in Pakistan—we

continue to face a variety of tlu~eats from •other corners. These of course include

those commonly referred to as "homegrown terrorists" who have long-standing ties

to the United States and who are often inspired by al-Qaeda's ideology. While these

newer forms of threats are less likely to be of the same magnitude as the tragedy

this Nation suffered in September 2001, their breadth and simplicity make our work

all the more difficult.
In response, and espeeially since the failed December 25 attack of 2009, - the

counterterrorism community broadly and NC~C specifically have pursued numerous

reforms to reduce the threat to the American people and our allies. These reforms

address a wide variety .of areas, including prioritizing CT activities across the intel-

ligence community, clarifying counterterrorism analytic responsibilities, and improv-

ing information integration. Perhaps most notably, NCTC created a new analytical

effort, the Pursuit Group, to help track down tactical leads that can lead to the dis-

covery of threats- aimed .against the Homeland or U.S. interests abroad. None of

these reforms are a panacea, but in combination I believe they reduce the likelihood

of a successful attack.
Finally, while defending against current threat's we must remain focused on deny-

ing al-Qaeda - and its affiliates a new generation of recruits—especially in the home-

land. In that light, ItTCTC has remained at the forefront of identifying, integrating,

coordinating, and assessing efforts that aim to undercut the terrorism narrative and

prevent the radicali2ation and mobilization of new additional terrorists.

AL-QAEDA AND ITS ALLIES IN PAKISTAN PpSE THFtE(~T DESPITE DEGRADATION

While al-Qaeda in Pakistan remains focused on conducting attacks in the West,

the group must balance that intent with concerns for its security. Sustained CT
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pressure on al-Qaeda in Pakistan has degraded the group's capabilities, leaving it
at one of its weakest points in the past decade.

• During the past 2 years, al-Qaeda's base of operations in the Federally Adminis-
tered Tribal Areas (FATA) has been restricted considerably, limiting its freedom
of movement and ability to operate. The group has been forced to react continu-
ously to personnel losses that are affecting the group's morale, command and
control, and continuity of operations.

Al-Qaeda continues to prize attacks against the U.S. Homeland and our European

allies above all else. We remain vigilant to the possibility that despite the degrada-

tion of the organization, al-Qaeda already may have deployed operatives to the West

for attacks. Al-Qaeda's senior-most leaders—Usama Bin Ladin and Ayman al-

Zawahiri—maintain al-Qaeda's unity and strategic focus on U.S. targets, especially

prominent political, economic, and infrastructure targets.
. Europe is a key Focus of al-Qaeda plotting. At least five disrupted plots during

the past 5 years—including a plan to attack airliners transiting between the
United Kingdom and the United States, disrupted cells in the United Kingdom
and. Norway, and two disrupted plots to attack a newspaper office in Den-

mark—demonstrate al-Qaeda's steadfast intentions.
We remain concerned about .future Homeland attacks from one of al-Qaeda's key

allies in the FATA, Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), the group that trained the

bomber who failed in his attempt in 2010 to detonate a bomb in 1~mes Square. TTP

is an alliance of militant groups that formed in 2007 with the intent of imposing

its interpretation of sharia law in Pakistan and expelling the Coalition from Afghan-

istan. TTP leaders maintain close ties to senior al-Qaeda leaders, providing critical

support to al-Qaeda in the FATA and sharing some of the same global violent ex-

tremist goals.
Other al-Qaeda allies in Pakistan the Haqqani network and Harakat-ul Jihad

Islami (HUJI), have close- ties to al-(~aeda. Both groups have demonstrated the in-

tent and capability to conduct attacks against U.S. persons and targets in the re-

gion, and we are looking closely for any indicators of attack planning in the West.

Lashkar-e-Tayyiba (LT}—another Pakistan-based Sunni extremist group—poses a

threat to a range of interests in South Asia. Its previous attacks in Kashmir and

India have had a destabilizing effect on the region, increasing tensions and brink-

manship between New Delhi and Islamabad, and we are concerned that it is in-

creasing ita operational role in attacks against Coalition forces in Afghanistan. Al-

though LT has not previously conducted attacks in the West, LT—or individuals

who trained with. LT in the past—could- pose a threat to the Homeland and Europe,

particularly if they were to collude with al-Qaeda operatives or other like-minded

terrorists.

THE INCREASING THREAT FROM ALrQ~1EDA'S REGIONAL AFFILIATES

t1s al-Qaeda's affiliates continue to develop and evolve, the threat posed,by many

of these groups to U.S. interests abroad and the Homeland has grown. The affiliates

possess local roots and autonomous command structures and represent a talent pool

that a1=Qaeda leadership may tap to augment operational efforts.
Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP).—We continue to view Yemen as a

key battleground and regional base of operations from which AQ,AP can plan at-

taeks, train recruits, and facilitate the movement.of operatives. We assess AQAP re-

mains intent on conducting. additional attacks targeting the Homeland and U.S. in-

terests overseas and will Continue propaganda efforts designed to inspire like-mind-

ed individuals to conduct attacks in their home countries.
• AQ~1P has orchestrated many attacks in Yemen and expanded external oper-

ations to Saudi Arabia and the Homeland, including the assassination attempt

on a.Saudi Prince in.August 20.09,. the attempted airliner attack during Decem-

ber 2009, and its follow-on effort to down two U:S: bound cargo planes in Octo-

ber 2010 using explosives-laden printer cartridges.
• Anwar al-Aulagi, a dual U.S.-Yemeni citizen and a leader within AQAP, play ed

a significant role in the attempted airliner attack and was designated in July

as a specially designated global,terrorist-under E.O. 13224 by the U.S. Govern-

ment and the LTN's 1267 al-Qaeda and Taliban Sanctions Committee. Al-

Aulagi's familiarity with the West and his operational role in AQAP remain key

concerns for us.
• AQ~P's use of a single operative using a prefabricated explosive device in their

first attempted Homeland attack, and the lack of operatives associated w9th

their second attempted attack, minimized its resource requirements and re-

duced visible signatures that often enable us to detect and disrupt plotting ef-

forts.
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Al-Qaeda Operatives in East Africa and Al-Shabaab.—East Africa remains a key

operating area for a1-Qaeda associates and the Somalia-based terrorist and insur-

gent group al-Shabaab. Some al-Shabaab leaders share al-Qaeda's ideology, publicly

praising Usama Bin Ladin and requesting further guidance from him, although So-

mali nationalist themes are also prevalent in their public statements and remain

one of the primary motivations of rank-and-file members of al-Shabaab. The Soma-

lia-based training program established by al-Shabaab and al-Qaeda continues to at~

tract foreign fighters from across the globe, to include recruits from the United

States: At least 20 U.S. persons—the majority of whom are ethnic Somalis—have

traveled to Somalia since 2006 to fight and train with al-Shabaab. In June and July

2010, four U.S. citizens of non-Somali descent were arrested trying to travel to So-

malia to join al-Shabaab.
• Omar I-iammami, a U.S. citizen who traveled to Somalia in 2006 and is now

believed to be one of a1-Sliabaab's most prominent foreign fighters, told the New

York Times last year that the United States was a legitimate target for attack.

The potential for Somali trainees to return to the United States or locations in

the West to launch attacks and threaten Western interests remains a signifi-

cant concern.
• This past year, al-Shabaab claimed responsibility for its first transnational at-

tack outside of Somalia—the suicide bombings in Kampala, Uganda in July that

killed 74 people including one American. Al-Shabaab leaders have vowed addi-

tional attacks in the re 'on.
Al-Qaeda in the Lands o~he Islamic Maghreb (AQIM).—AQIM is a threat to U.S.

and other Western interests in North and West Africa, primarily through kidnap-

for-ransom operations and small-arms attacks, though the group's recent execution

of several French hostages and first suicide bombing attack in Niger last year high-

light AQIM's potential attack range. Disrupted plotting against France and pub-

licized support for NigBrian extremists reveal the group's continuing aspirations to

expand its influence. Sustained Algerian efforts against AQIM have significantly de-

graded the organization's ability to conduct high-casualty attacks in the country and

compelled thegr oup to shift its operational focus from northern Algeria to the vast,

ungoverned Sahel region.in the south,
Al-Qaeda. in Iraq (AQI).—On-going CT successes against AQI—to include the

deaths of the group's top two leaders last year in a joint Iragi/CT.S. military oper-

ation—have continued to put pressure on the organization. However, despite these

on-going setbacks, AQI remains a key a1-Qaeda affiliate and has maintained a

steady attack tempo within Iraq, serving as a disruptive influence in the Iragi Gov-

erninent formation process and a threat to U.S. forces. We are concerned that AQI

remains committed to al-Qaeda's global agenda and intent on, conducting external

operations, to include in the U.S. Homeland.

HOMEGROWN EXTREMIST ACTIVITY REMAINS ELEVATED

In addition to threats emanating from outside the country, we also remain con-.

cerned that homegrown violent extremists (HVEs) continue to pose an elevated

threat to the Homeland. Plots disrupted in Washington, DC, Oregon, Alaska, and

Maryland. during the past year were unrelated operationally, but indicate that the

ideology espoused by al-Qaeda and its adherents is motivating, or being used as a

justification by, individuals to attack the Homeland. Key to this trend has been the

development of a U,S: specific narrative, particularly in terrorist media available on

the Internet that triotivates individuals to violence. This narrative—a blend of al-

Qaeda inspiration, perceived victimization, and. glorification of past Homegrown

plotting—addresses the unique concerns of like-minded, U.5 -based individuals.

HVEs continue to act independently and have yet to demonstrate the capability to

conduct sophisticated attacks; but as Forb Hood shooter Nidal Hasan demonstrated,

attacks need not be sophisticated to be deadly.
• Sunilar to 2009, arrests of HVEs in the United' States in 2010 remained at ele-

vated levels, with four plots disrupted in the Homeland. The individuals in-

volved were motivated to carry out violence on the basis of a variety of personal

rationales, underscoring the continued intent by soiree HVEs to take part in vio-

lence despite having no operational connections tq terrorists :overseas., :. .

• Increasingly sophisticated English-language propaganda that provides extrem-

ists with guidance to carry out homeland attacks remains easily accessible via

the Internet. English-language web forums also foster a sense of community and

further indoctrinate new recruits, both of which can lead to increased levels of

violent activity.
•. The prominent profiles of U.S, citizens.within overseas terrorist groups—such

as Omar Hammami in al-Shabaab and Anwar al-Aulagi in AQ~1P—may also
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provide young U.S.-based individuals with American role models in groups that
in the past may have appeared foreign and inaccessible. These individuals have
also provided encouragement for homegrown extremists to travel overseas and
join terrorist organizations.

AL-4ZAEDA AND AFFILIATES SUSTAIN MEDIA CAMPAIGN

AI-Qaeda senior leaders issued significantly fewer video and audio statements in

2010 than 2009. As previously, public al-Qaeda statements rarely contained a spe-
cific threat or telegraphed attack planning, but they continue to provide a window
into the group's strategic intentions.

Al-Qaeda spokesmen continued to call for violence against Western targets, in-

cluding appeals last year for Muslims to conduct attacks on their own initiative, and

they reiterated assertions that U.S. outreach to Muslims is deceptive. Bin Ladin, al-
Zawahiri, and American spokesman Adam Gadahn also released statements that de-
cried the evils of climate thange and expressed sympathy for Muslims affected by

severe flooding in Pakistan, probably in an effort to bolster the group's image among

mainstream Muslims.
AQ~,P since September has released three issues of Inspire--the group's English-

langnage on-line magazine produced by its media wing—including a "Special Edi-

tion" in Npvember that glorified the group's disrupted 29 October cargo plot.

OUR EVOLVING RESPONSE: LESSONS FROM 12/25 AND BEYOND

In light of this dynamic terrorist landscape, the CT Community has significantly

evolved to improve our chances of disrupting terrorist attacks before they occur and

reducing the likelihood that attacks will be successful. These reforms address a wide

variety of areas, including prioritizing CT reforms across the intelligence commu-

nity, clarifying counterterrorism analytic responsibilities, improving our ability to

develop tactical leads like the identity of a future Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab by

creating NCTC's "Pursuit Group," expanding watchlisting resources and modifying

watchlisting criteria,_ accelerating information integration across key interagency

data holdings, and continuing to prioritize sharing of intelligence with State, local,

and Tribal partners.
With respect to our improved ability to develop tactical leads, 1 year ago I di-

rected the creation of a new "Pursuit Group" within NCTC, which now focuses ex-

clusively on information that could lead to the discovery of threats aimed against

the Homeland or U.S. interests abroad. The _Pursuit Group's svc analytical teams

work with our IC partners to identify and examine as early as possible leads that

could become terrorist threats; to pursue unresolved and non-obvious connections;

and to inform in a timely manner appropriate U.S. Government entities for. action.

Although I cannot discuss these findings in an unclassified setting, I can inform the

committee that the Rursuit Group has repeatedly identified key leads that would

have otherwise been missed amidst_a sea.of uncorrelated data.
We are also continuing to uriplenient revamped watclilisting protocols, and—in

conjunction with the FBI and AI-IS--we have made major improvements to the Ter-

rorist Identities Datamart Environment (i.e., the classified backbone of terrorist

watchlisting also known as "TIDE") to better support watchlisting, information

sharing, and analysis. In addition, a comprehensive training program has been de-.

velopec~ for the counterterrorism community involved in watchlisting and screening

to ensure consistent application of watchlisting standards across the U.S. Govern-

msnt. Finally,- I restructured NCTC's directorates to bring improved focus to ter-

rorist identities; the new directorate brings additional resources to bear to enhance

watchlisting records and fuse biometric end biographic watchlisting data.
Supporting all of these and. other NCTC missions, NCTC has continued to lead

information integration across the counterterrorism community.-NCTC has long had

appropriate access to a plethora of databases that span every aspect of terrorism

information, but over the past year in conjunction with the ODNI, DHS, CIA, NSA,

DOD, and DOJ (including FBI), we have further developed an Information Tech-

nology infrastructure to better meet the demands of the evolving threat. Such steps

include tlie. enhancement of_a "Google-like" search across databases,-and the devel-

opment of a "CT Data Layer" to "discover non=obvious terrorist relationships so that

analysts can examine potential findings more efficiently. All of these efforts are

being pursued vehemently, but they also require careful consideration of complex

legal, policy, and technical issues as well as the implementation of appropriate pri-

vaey, civil liberty, and security protections.
And as we improve our ability to counter the evolving threat, we remain focused

' on sharing intelligence outside the "Federal family;" Working with and through

DHS and FBI, NCTC's Interagency Threat Assessment and Coordination Group
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(ITACG) continues to bridge the intelligence information gap between traditional in-

teliigence agencies and State, local; Tribal (SLT) partners, playing a pivotal role in

assisting Federal partners in interpreting and analyzing intelligence intended for

dissemination to SLT mission partners.

COUNTERING VIOLENT EXTREMISM

As this committee knows well counterterrorism efforts are not just about stopping

plots but must also include addressing "upstream factors" that drive violent extre-

mism. NCTC continues to play a significant role in this realm, both overseas and

at home. Pursuant to our authorities under the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism

Prevention Act, NCTC helps identify, integrate, coordinate, and assess U.S. Govern-

ment efforts that aim to counter and prevent the recruitment and radicalization of

anew generation of terrorists. Our focus is on both near- and long-term efforts to

undercut the terrorist narrative and promote safe and responsive communities,

thereby minimizing the pool of people who would support violent extremism.
More specificallp NCTC works with colleagues in Federal, State, local and Tribal

governments; with international partners; and with the private sector to integrate

all elements of National power to counter and prevent violent extremism. We are

coordinating an interagency planning effort to address domestic radicalization.

Where appropriate, NCTC is also helping support and coordinate the Federal Gov-

ernment's engagement with American communities where terrorists are focusing

their recruiting efforts.
In all of our efforts we work closely with security agencies such as DI-IS and FBI

as well as non-traditional Federal partners such as the Department of health anc~

human Services and the Department of Education. For example, NCTC participated

in an event with the Department of Education where five school districts came to

gether to discuss unique challenges facin schoolchildren of Somali descent, includ-

ing targeted recruitment efforts by al-Sha~aab. These non-security partners offer ex-

pertise in social services and the capacity to act on the local and community level.

By coordinating and integrating a broad community of interest, NCTC ensures a

"whole of government" approach that is vital to addressing and preventing

radicalization.
While Government has an important role in developing and implementing strate-

gies, we view the private sector and community institutions as key players in di-

rectly countering radicalization, and we believe strongly that addressing

radicalization requires community-based solutions that are sensitive to local dynam-

ics and needs. In this regard, NCTC has engaged the private sector to provide fo-

rums in which to examine these issues. Specifically, we recently participated in an

event hosted by a prominent think tank that brought.together private technology

,experts and community members in order to explore ways to counter terrorist nar-

ratives on the Internet. .
NCTC in coordination with FBI and DHS has also worked with community lead-

ers, State and local governments and law enforcement involved in countering violent

extremism to understand how governments can effectively partner with their com-

munities. It has become clear that Government can play a signiFicant role by acting

as a convener and facilitator that informs and supports—but does not direct—com-

munity-leduiitiatives. Based on this, NCTC has developed a Community Awareness

Briefing that conveys unclassified information about the realities of terrorist reczuib

ment in the FIomeland and on the Internet. The briefing aims to educate and em-

power parents and community leaders to combat violent extremist narratives and .

recruitment. NCTC has presented the briefing to communities—including Muslim

American communities—around the country, leveraging, when possible, existing

U.S. Government engagement platforms such as DHS and FBI roundtables.

CONCLUSION

Chairman King and Ranking Member Thompson, I want to thank you for the op-

portunity to testify before your committee today. Together we have made great

strides in reducing the likelihood of a successful terrorist attack—especially a cata-

strophic one. But as you know well, perfection is no more possible in counterter-

rorism than.it is in any other endeavor. NCTC and the entire counterterrorism com-

munity work tirelessly to reduce the likelihood of attack but we cannot guarantee

safety. In this regard, I believe we must continue to foster resilience domestically

while highlighting the futility of al-Qaeda's fight.
Without your leadership,the strides we have jointly made to counter the terrorist

threat would not be possible. Congress's continued support is critical to the Center's

mission to lead our Nation's effort to combat terrorism at home and abroad by ana-

lyzing the threat, sharing that information with our partners, and integrating all
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instruments of National power to ensure their coordinated application and thereby

ma~cimize our effectiveness at combating the threat. I look forward to continuing -our

work together in the years to come.

Chairman KING. Thank you, Director Leiter. I thank both wit-
nesses for their testimony.

Secretary Napolitano, 2 years ago, when you made your first
statement before this committee, I pointed out the fact that you do
not use the word "terrorist" or "terrorism" even once. In toda~s
statement, you used it more than 60 times. Is that a reflection of
the growing terrorist threat? Is it a reflection of the changing em-
phasis within the administration? Or is it just something that hap-
pened?

Secretary NnPOLiTAtvo. Well, I think my initial statement before
the committee was one of several speeches, and it just happened
to be the one that didn't use the word "terrorism."

But the plain fact of the matter is, is that I spend the bulk of

my time working on counterterrorism-related activities. It can be

in the TSA world. It can be in the CBP world. It can be with Intel

and analysis and woxking with our fusion centers with the NCTC
and others, but this is a top priority for us.

Mr. Chairman, one area that is really not . up to bat today' but

is a new one and is also one I think we need to watch out for is

the whole word of cyber and cybersecurity and how that is going

to interconnect with the terrorist—
Chairman KING. Yes. In fact, Chairman Lungren—is going to be

working on that extensively during the year. How prepared do you

believe the Department is to deal with the threat from biological,

chemical, radiological weapons?
Secretary NAPOL~'rArto. Yes. Now that is an extraordinarily dif-

ficult area in the sense that we are still working on-~at the science
and technology level on things like detection mechanisms that are
effective in all areas. Mr. Chairman, I think I would say that we
are more prepared now- than we were 2 years ago. Two years ago

w.e were more prepared than 2 years before then. But there is still
much work to be done.

That is why we have funded and are continuing to fund pilots
of different types with laboratories and universities and actually

private-sector .entities around the country, particularly in the
CBRN arena. That is why those things are so important. Securiing

the Cities is ari example of that.
Chairman KzNG. Thank you. Director Leiter, with the splintering

of these--the development of these various splinter groups, how

much control do you see coming from al-Qaeda central to those
groups If there is not control, is that good or bad?

Mr. LEITER. Mr. Chairman, I think there remains certainly ideo-
logical inspiration from al-Q~eda's senior leadership but- less and
less operational control, I think that is in large part due to the of-
fensive pressure that we are applying to al-Qaeda in Pakistan.
I think to some extent that is quite good. It reduces the likeli-

hood again of a large-seale organized attack. I think the negative
aspects of it is it allows the franchises to innovate on their own.
In the case of al-Qaeda and the Arabian Peninsula in Yemen and
folks like Anwar al-Awlaki they have been quite successful at being

innovators that make our jobs more challenging.
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Chairman KING. Not to be, I guess, grading them, but would say
that al-Awlaki is at least a severe threat today as Bin Laden?

Mr. LErTER. I actually consider al-Qaeda in the Arabian Penin-
sula with al-Awlaki as a leader within that organization probably
the most significant risk to the U.S. homeland. I am hesitant to
rank them too quickly, but certainly up there.

Chairman KING. Would al-Awlaki be the one who has been the
most successful as far as radicalizing through the Internet?

Mr. LEi'rER. I think al-Awlaki is probably—certainly is the most
well-known English-speaking ideologue who is speaking directly to
folks here in the homeland. There are several others who we are
concerned with but I think al-Awlaki probably does have, the great
est audience and the like. So in that sense he is the most impor-
tant.

Chairman K1r~G. How effective do you find Inspire?
Mr. LETTER. It is a difficult question. Mr. Chairman. We obvi-

ously look at Inspire. It is spiffy. It has got great graphics and in
some sense we think probably speaks to individuals who are likely
to be radicalized. Frankly there is very little new information in In-

spire. So to that extent it is not I don't think something revolu-
tionary and new in the substance. But again, in the way it conveys

the message it is useful and we think it is attractive to English
speakers.

Chairman KING. How concerned are you at the possibility of mes-
sages or signals being sent through Inspire?

MT. LETTER. I t~li11I~ I would take that more in a classified set
ting, but as a general matter I think Inspire is attempting not to

build a secret network between A(~1AP folks in the United States
or other English-speaking countries. It is more looking to what the

title suggests, inspire them to act on their own.
Chairman KING. Secretary Napolitano, in your State of the

Homeland Security speech, you mentioned D-block and the Presi-

dent made reference to it in his State of .the Union speech. We

don't have the ,details yet. Can. you .give us any indication of when

it will be formally unveiled or what the specific details of D-block
will be?

Secretary Nt~oLiTarro. I don't know the exact date. We will find
that. for you, Mr. Chairman. But I know the President is intent on
working with the Congress to set aside the D-block for public safe-
ty. It is something that both our Department and :the Department

the Justice advocated very strongly within the administration. But
I don't know the exact date when they are going to approach the

Congress about the legislative change that will
Chairman KING: I look forward to working with you and the ad-

ministration on that.
Secretary NaPOL~TANo. Indeed.
Chairman KING [continuing]. Ranking Member, Mr. Thompson.
Mr. TxoMPsorr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for hold-

ing this hearing.. Secretary Napolitano, in your testimony you went
to great lengths to describe your involvement in the homeland rel-

ative to home-grown terrors. Law enforcement agencies have also

talked about neo-Nazis, environmental extremists and anti-tax

groups as more prevalent than al-Qaeda-inspired terrorist organi-
zations. Have you looked at`this'to _see if that in fact is the truth?
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..Secretary N~Ori~ANo. Representative .Thompson, not in that
sense. I mean, we don't have like a scorecard. The plain fact of the
matter is, is that from a law enforcement, terrorist prevention per-
spective we have to prepare law enforcement and communities for
both types of acts.

Mr. TxoTv[Psort. Well Mr. Leiter, given what has occurred in the
last 2 years here in this country, have you been able to analyze
what that threat looks like?

Mr. LEIT~R. Congressmen, by law the National Counterterrorism
Center only looks at international terrorism or that inspired by
international terrorism. So my analysts do not actually look at
some of the groups that you described in your question to the Sec-
retary.

Mr. TxoMpsoty. But you do communicate to the people. Am I cor-
rect? On the domestic side:

Mr. LETTER. We generally work through the Department of
Homeland Security and the FBI, who has the direct operational re-
sponsibility.

Mr. TxoMPsort. Madam Secretary, could you help me with that?
Secretary N~POL~TA~v0. In what sense?
Mr. ~oMPsorr. Relative to the information in terms of individ=

uals who are being a threat to the homeland. I am trying to look
at it in a broader sense. Sometimes we tend to narrow the focus.
But I think what we have to do in looking at the threat is look at
the entire threat. Can you share with the committee some of those.
other threats that. you have deemed necessary to address?

Secretary NaPOL~Tr~vo. Well, what we are focused on is helping
law enforcement and communities look for the tactics, the tech-
niques, the behaviors that would indicate that a violent act, a ter-
rorist act, is impending. Now, some of those are inspired by
Islamist groups, Al-Qaeda and so forth. Others can be inspired by,
like, anti-government groups flying a plane into the IRS building,
for example.

So the JPTS are the ones on which we have members, who case.-
by-case analyze what was the motivation of a particular actor at
a particular time. I would say, Representative Thompson, that we
see a variety of different types of motivations in addition to the
Islamist motivation that we are here talking about right now.

Mr. THOMPsorr. For the sake of -the record, give us some of those
varieties.

Secretary N~oL~TANo. They can be anti-Federal Government
type of motivation. I mentioned the individual who flew the plane
into the IRS building.. Tim McVeigh. I worked on the Oklahoma
City bombing case. Would be another great---I don't want to say
great example—another example of that sort of motivation. It can
be a variety. of other things. As Mike indicated, the FBI works di-
rectly on those cases, has operational lead for their investigations.

Mr. THOMpsoN. Mr. Leiter, let's take an international situation.
The incident that occurred in October with the printer bomb. Were
you involved in that?

Mr. LEITER. Yes, we were.
Mr. THOMPSON. Can you share with. the committee, if you can;

whether or not security gaps like that are being reviewed going for-
ward, so that others hopefully will be closed?
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Mr. LETTER. Congressmen, I can. Then I will also defer again to
Secretary Napolitano, who has some broader responsibilities for

cargo. Actually even before that event we were obviously concerned

with the possibility of using cargo in a terrorist attack. You only

have to look back at the Lockerbie bombing to know that this is

something that could occur.
Since that event, we have worked at NCTC and the intelligence

community to find new ways to support DHS to sharpen our ability

to find individuals or shippers who we consider high-risk so those

packages can be put through further screening. I think as Sec-

retary Napolitano will echo, it is a challenge.
Secretary N~oLiTANo. Yes, Representative Thompson, even

prior to October we had assembled an international initiative simi-

lar to what we have been doing on passenger air travel with re-

spect to cargo. It involves the World Customs Organization, the

International' Civil Aviation Organization; and the International

Maritime Organization.
What we are doing is working to have international standards

requirement's, and also working with the private sector who are the

main air shippers. This of course was an air shipment. We are now

screening 100 of at-risk cargo that is on a passenger plane inbound

to the United States,. which is something we had not had the capa-

bility of doing until the last year. We continue to work across the

world, across different nodes of transportation, across different

types of cargo; across different types of personnel who handle that

cargo to secure the entire supply chain.
Mr. LETTER. Congressmen, if I could just add one point. I think

this is an area where the cooperation between DHS and NCTC has

really improved and been stellar over the past year. Not just with

cargo, but with screened. personnel. The movement now of informa-

tion as we see a threat in the intelligence stream about a country

or a name or a.region and where we think an attack might be com-

ing to, that movement is moving—that information is moving in

real time to DHS so DHS can rapidly adjust their screening pro-

tocol. Again, that is happening on an hourly basis.
Chairman KtrrG. The gentleman from Texas, Mr. McCain.
Mr. McCAUL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Madam Secretary, Director Leiter. In November

2009, I attended the Fort Hood. memorial service just north of my

district in Texas and saw the 13 combat boots, the rifles, talked to

the soldiers who had been shot that day. They described how the

Major Hasan said, "Allahu Akbar." It was very. dramatic.
Some. said.. that wasn't an .act of terrorism: I said. it .was. I think

it is the deadliest attack we have had since 9/11.
Since that time, the Senate has issued a report called, "A Ticking

Time Bomb." In that report, it talks about how the Joint Terrorism

Task Force .in San Diego had information about Major Hasan's con-

tacts with what you described, Director, as the most- dangerous

threat to the United States' security, and that is Awlaki. Unfortu-

nately, that information was not shared with the commander, Gen-

eral Cone at Ford Hood; who I talked to, and I said, "Wouldn't you

have liked to have known that?"
When the attack took place, the FBI agent was quoted as saying,

"You know who that is? That is our boy. That is our boy."
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Can you tell this committee and the American people what hap-
pened that day and what Major Hasan's connections are to the ter-
rorist community?

Mr. LETTER. Congressman, to begin, I would just say at NCTC,
within about 48 hours of that attack, we designated that a terrorist
attack in what we call the worldwide incident tracking system. So
from our perspective, it was—as soon as we had the initial indica-
tion of the motivation, we counted it as a terrorist attack. It can
always change back; in this case, it hasn't.

With respect to his connection to Awlaki and AQAP—and I want
to be very careful here, because obviously this is still a case for
prosecution—but we have said publicly - it looks to us like inspira-
tion, rather than direction.

Finally, your question about what happened, I want to be careful
not to speak for either Director Mueller or the Department of De-
fense. Ithink they said quite clearly at the time that information
was not shared effectively between the FBI and Department of De-
fense. They have taken remedial action. to address some of that.
I know on—for NCTC's part, since then, we have worked with

the FBI to produce improved training materials and training for
field offices, so there really is no question for the next special agent
when he is investigating a case that he will recognize the telltale
signs of radicalization and moving towards mobilization, and not
just convey that to the Department of Defense, but probably be
more aggressive in following that up.

Mr. McCAUL. I mean, I think. the American people—it is hard to
understand—you know, you have to—and we can talk about infil-
tration of the military and what the threat is there, but it is hard
for the average citizen to understand how the FBI could have this
kind of information, that_ you have a major at the biggest installa-
tion in the United States in contact with one of the, biggest threats
to the security of the United States, and yet that information is not
shared at alL
I think that is a major breakdown. Ihope—and I know that is

not totally within your purview and .your jurisdiction, but I sure
hope we can fix that—fix that problem.

Mr. LETTER: Congressman, I will say, again, I do know that the
Department of Defense and FBI now have a much tighter relation-
ship, so that information is shared. During the investigation, it was
shared with a Department of Defense agent on the JTTF, but not
shared back to the Army. We have also since then expanded
NCTC's access to some of that granular information that -was the
basis for the investigation, so NCTC can help to fill those gaps and
make sure the information is properly shared..

Mr. MCCAUL. Okay:
Madam- Secretary, you were quoted in the Hill newspaper as. say-

ing that, witth respect to the border, that the border-it is inac-
curate to state that the border is out of control.

We had a briefing with Border Patrol. They said that about 44
percent of the border is under operational control. As you well
know, the killings, the violence going on, you know, coming from
Arizona, me coming from Texas, I would say my constituents do
view it as an out-of-control state.
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The special interest aliens have—has increased by 37 percent.
Those are persons coming from countries that may have potentially
terrorist influences. There was recently a potential terrorist that
was found in the trunk of a car, paid a Mexican cartel drug dealer
$5,000 to sneak across the border.

Could you just clarify the statement, in terms of your statement
that it is not out of control down there?

Secretary N~oL~TANo. Oh, absolutely. First—and I will give you
the full talk that I gave at .UTEP.

But the border—thanks in part to the bipartisan efforts of the
Congress—has more manpower, technology, and infrastructure
than ever before. The numbers in terms of seizures that need to go
up are going up, and the numbers in terms of illegal immigration
are going way down.

The communities that are along the border—San Diego, Nogales,
El Paso, and so forth—are among, in terms of violent crime statis-
tics, are among the safest in the United States.

So what I was saying at that—from which I am quoted in part
was to the cartels in Mexico: Don't bring your violence that you are
doing in Juarez, et cetera, over into the United States. You will be
met with an overwhelming response.
It is true that there are crimes on this side of the border. The

murder of a rancher in Arizona is one example. But it is inaccurate
to extrapolate from that to say that the entire border is out of con-
trol.

With respect to the 44 percent number, I think it is important
to recognize that operational control is a very narrow term of art
in Border Patrol lingo. Basically, it is restricted to where you have
individual agents located.

It does not take into account infrastructure. It does not take into
account technology, which is a force multiplier, as you know; so
that I think it would be inaccurate to take from that number or
that phrase to say, well, that means the other percentage of the
border, 56 percent, is out of control. That would not be accurate.

Chairman KING. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentlelady from California, Ms. Sanchez.
Ms. SArrcxEz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank both of you for being before us again.
Secretary Napolitano, I am still worried about this whole issue

of overstays with respect to visas, in particular because I belong to
a couple groups that deal with the Europeans. As you know, the
European Union is having a difficult time understanding why we
accept some and not some others on Visa Waiver.

So I would like to know 2 things. First, can you discuss the secu-
rity measures with respect to somebody-being able to come from a
country where there- is Visa Waiver going on and how that might
be infiltrated by someone like a1-Qaeda to get people over here?
Second, what progress are we making on the exit part of US-
VISIT?

Secretary NAPOLITANo. Well, in terms of Visa Waiver, what we
have is ESTA. What ESTA does is that it gives us advanced infor-
mation on someone traveling to the United States on a visa waiv-
er
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Ms. Sa~cxEz. Is it working? Have we seen any places where
someone or some cell group might be, in fact, trying to come in that
particular way?

Secretary N~oLtT~vo. Well, let me just say that it is working
in terms of smoothly identifying individuals coming across. You
know, we deal with so many passengers every day. So, from a sys-
temic point of view, it is working.

However, I think it important to say that there is—no system,
no matter how well working, is a 100 percent guarantee that some-
one will not be able, ultimately, to infiltrate it. It may be somebody
about whom we have no advance information; it may be somebody
who has managed to steal an identity of someone else.

This is, unfortunately, a business in which we cannot give guar-
antees. What we can do and what we are doing is maximizing our
ability to catch somebody ahead of time and minimize the risk that
they will be infiltrated.

In terms of visa overstays, in addition to, U.S. Exit, let me just
suggest that one of the most effective investments the Congress can
make is in ICE investigative agents, because they are the ones that
really -find the visa overstays and get them into proceedings.

So one. of the things we -are looking at doing as we move forward
in the budget process is being able to staff ICE appropriately in
that regard.

Ms. SANCHEZ. You. stated earlier, in response to one of my col-
league's questions, that you believe that all this technology that we
have been using at the border, in particular with respect to Me~cico,
is a force multiplier.

The entire time that I was the chair of the Border Subcommittee,
we would get both GAO and Border Patrol saying they didn't know
if some of this technology was actually going to require that. we
have more people or that we actually -get that savings -that we intu-
itively think should -come from that.

Do you have a new study, do you have new numbers, do you
have something that is showing that relationship? Because the en=
tire time that I was the chair, which was for about 3 years, we
have on record people saying that maybe it doesn't lower the
amount of body power that we need.

Secretary N~oLZT~rro. We1T, you still need manpower. I mean,
technology is no substitute for manpower. But you are never going
to have enough money to put a Border Patrol agent every 100
yards along the thousands of miles of border.

So you have to have technology and infrastructure as a three-
legged stool as part of a system. Then you have to have interior en-
forcement inside the country to back that up.

One of the reasons that I stopped the SBInet program was so
that we could redeploy those moneys into technologies that we
know work, that we know are force multipliers, that enable, for ex-
ample, asmall forward-operating base near tie Tohono O'odham
nation in Arizona to be a deterrent and be able to cover a larger
distance than otherwise they would be able to do.

Ms. SANCxEz. Last—and this would be to our other guest I rep-
resent a vent' large Arab Muslim community in our Nation, have
the second-largest community mosque, if -you will. We have had a
lot of situations with FBI probes and local infiltration, et cetera.
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What are the safeguards that we now have in place so that we
aren't sending people into mosques and trying to elicit proactively
somebody to create some sort of terrorist attack?

Mr. LETTER. Well, .Congresswoman, Iwant to be a bit careful, be-
cause although I am familiar with them, I am certainly no expert
on the FBI domestic intelligence operating guidelines and the at-
torney general guidelines.

What I can tell you is the FBI, approved by the attorney general,
has very strict guidelines on the level of intrusiveness and what
they can do based on specific information about individuals not
having radical thoughts, but moving to action, which should be ter-
rorist actions.

One of the key requirements is that no investigations can be
predicated on the exercise of first amendment rights. There always
has to be additional evidence on which to predicate an investiga-
tion that would then lead to some of the tools that you referenced.

Ms. SANcxEz. Has that always been the case? Because we have
documented cases, of course, even out in the press and out in the
public where the fact of the matter was there was instigation of
these things within the mosque by our own undercover.

Mr. LETTER. I can tell you that the current attorney general
guidelines were developed during the end of the Bush administra-
tion and ultimately approved under the Obama administration and
signed by the current attorney general.

The key piece here, if I may, is that you have to—obviously,
there are going to be places where you have to do law enforcement
investigations. In my view you have to have a balanced approach,
not just those law enforcement investigations,. but you have to en-
gage with those communities, with other non-law enforcement ele-
ments of the U.S. Government to make clear that this is not an ad-
versarial situation. In fact, this is a partnership.

As you know well, many of our tips to uncover active terrorist
plots in the United States have come from the Muslim community.
So we have to make quite clear that the communities are part of
the solution and not part of the problem. You do that through
using a variety:of tools, not'just,law.enforcement.,

Chairman KttvG. The time of the gentlelady has expired.
Dr. Sroun of Georgia.
Mr. BRou~. -Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary, Director, appreciate you all being here today. I have

several pressing questions for both of you, and in my limited
amount of time, it will allow for only one or two, and I trust that
you wi1L send a prompt response to my written questions.

My first question is for both of you, but I would like the Director
to give me a written response, but I would like to address this par-
ticularly here in this hearing.

Secretary, most terrorist experts believe that given the list of in-
cidents of homegrown radicals—and trained terrorist recruits, the
United States is now a little different from Europe in terms of hav-
ing adomestic terrorist problem involving the immigrant as well
as indigenous Muslims as well as converts to Islam.

However, in April 2010 the Obama administration announced
that it intended to remove religious terms such as "Islamic extre-
mism" from the National security strategy. Moreover, in a May
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2010 speech at the Center for Strategic and International Studies,
the deputy national security adviser for homeland security and
counterterrorism, John Brennan, stated that the administration
would not "describe our enemy as jihadist or Islamist."

Do you believe that by disregarding the ideological factor behind
the recent rise in domestic and international terrorism mainly by
Islamic extremism the administration is inhibiting our ability to
address and combat this dangerous trend?

Secretary N~oLr'r~vo. Representative, without having seen
John Brennan's speech or having recently reviewed the National
security strategy, let me, if I might, respond to that in writing. I
would venture to say that what the concern was is that in addition
to Islamist terrorism or Islamist-inspired terrorism, we not over-
look other types of extremism that can be homegrown and that we
indeed have experiences with, as I described to Representative
Thompson.

But as our testimony_ here today indicates, we understand full
well that Islamist-inspired, al-Qaeda-inspired, however you want to
call it terrorism, be it coming from abroad were now being home-
grown, it is part and parcel of the security picture that we now
have to deal with in the United States.

Mr. BRouN. Well, I appreciate that—I went through. security
TSA not long ago, and I went through it. There was a guy who fol-
lowed me that obviously was of .Arabian and or Middle Eastern de-
scent. Both of us were not patted down. There was a grandma who
followed me, and she was patted down. There was a small child
with her. He was patted down. I have yet to see a _grandma try to
bomb any U.S. facility with chemicals in her bloomers, so I think
we need to focus on those who want to do us harm.

Secretary NA1~o1,~TANo. Representative, if I might respond to
that, because that is a common complaint that I

Mr. BROUN. I saw it myself.
Secretary N~oLrTANo. Well, I know: Let me just suggest, first

of all, that when we add random screening to whatever we are
doing, it has to be truly random. Otherwise, you use the value of
unpredictability.

Second, I would be happy to have you briefed in a classified set-
ting about how when we set firm rules about we won't screen this
kind of person or that kind of person, that our adversaries, they
know those rules, and they attempt to train and get around them.

Mr. BxouN. Well, thank you. I would appreciate that briefing.
We have to focus on those people who want to do us harm. This

administration and. your Department are seen to be very adverse
to focusing on those entities that want to do us harm and have
even at times back_when your spokesman came and testified before
this committee, he would not even describe that Fort Hood mas-
sacre as a terrorist threat and talked about an alleged attack.
I think this is unconscionable. We have to focus on those. people

who want to harm us. The people who want to harm us are not
grandmas, and it is not little children. It is the Islamic extremist.
There are others, and I want to look into those, - too, _but your own
Department has described people who are pro-life, who are--who
believe in the Constitution, and military personnel as being poten-
tial terrorists.
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Now, come on. Give me a break. We do need to focus on the folks
who want to harm us. I encourage you to maybe take a step back
and look and see how we can focus on those people who want to
harm us. We have to profile these folks. You all have not been will
ing to do so, in my opinion. I hope that you will look at this issue,
because I think it is absolutely critical for the safety of our Nation
and for the American citizens.
I will submit the other questions for written comment. Thank

you both for being here.
Secretary N~oL~TANo. Mr. Chairman, may I make a response to

that?
Chairman KtNG. Yes.
Secretary N~oL~TArro. First of all, Representative, there are

hundreds of thousands of men and women in my Department. They
come to work every -day to protect the American people. The writ-
ing or the document I think you are referencing was something
that was actually drafted at the end of the Bush administration
and issued by mistake at the beginning of this administration. I
would point out that we just established that in the Hasan matter;
he is a terrorist, and he was an active duty military individual.

Chairman K~~vG. The time of the gentleman has .expired.
The gentleman from New York, my colleague, Mr. Higgins.
Mr. H~GG~Ns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman K1rrG. New Member of the committee. Good to have

you aboard, Brian.
Mr. HIGGINs. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Madam Secretary, the Peace Bridge connects my community,

western New York, to southern Ontario. It is the busiest passenger
crossing at the northern border and is a vital economic asset to
western New York and to the country and of profound National se-
curity importance.

We are advancing a project to reduce congestion at the Peace
Bridge by building a new span and customs facilities; but our
progress has been slowed in part due to ambiguous -and sometimes

-, conflicting communications from the Department of Homeland Se-
curity. Specifically, confusion exists about whether the project
would include pre-clearance, a shared border management strat-
egy,but would locate the American customs plaza on the Canadian
side of the bridge.

On August 20, 2009, you wrote to me that pre-clearance was not
possible, because it would require the United States accept a lower
level of security at the Peace Bridge than at any other U.S. port
of - entry or require Canada to accept actions contrary to its charter
of rights and freedoms.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to enter that letter into the record.
Chairman KItvG. Without objection.
[The information follows:]

SUBMITTED FOA THE RECORD BY HON. BRIAN HIGGINS

AuGusT 20, 2009.

The Honorable BRIAN HIGGiNs,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, DC 20515.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE HIGGINS: Thank you £or your March 26, 2009 letter regard-
ing land preclearance for border crossings between Buffalo, New York, and Fort
Erie, Ontario. Public Safety Canada Minister Peter Van Loan, Secretary of State
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Hillary Clinton, and Representatives Louise Slaughter and John McHugh have also
asked me to personally look into the shared border management issue.

The United States and Canada negotiated in good faith on a pilot program for
land preclearance between 2005 and 2007. Although our two governments were able
to reach agreement on some key issues, negotiations ended in 2007 when a mutually
acceptable framework could not be reached due to sovereignty issues for both the
United States and Canada.

Implementing the proposed land preclearance framework would have required the
United States to accept a lower level of security at a land preclearance crossing than
at any other U.S, port of entry or required Canada to accept actions contrary to its
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. U.S. Government concerns included limited U.S.
law enforcement authority, the right of individuals to withdraw applications, limita-
tions on fingerprint collection and sharing, and potential future interpretations of
the Charter. The Department of homeland Security (DHS) subsequently developed
a concept that would have deployed U.S. Customs and Border Protection officers to
Canada to perform primary inspection and reserved all authority to conduct sec-
ondary inspections on U.5. soil, but Canada was not interested in pursuing that op-
tion and suggested that attention shift to other efforts to facilitate low-risk commer-
cial traffic.

Since the beginning of the land preclearance negotiations, there have been signifi-
cant improvements at the Peace Bridge that have facilitated travel and trade, and
more are planned. These include an expanded number of truck lanes, a redesign of
the plaza,-the creation of a new pedestrian lane and expanded passenger processing
terminal, the creation of a dedicated NEXUS lane and opening of a second enroll-
ment center, and the installation of radio frequency identification (RFID) tech-
nology. Current plans to redesign the U.S. plaza at the Peace Bridge, long term
plans to build a companion bridge, and the ex~ peeted saturation of the traveling pub-
lic with WID-enabled Western Hemisphere Travel Initiative-compliant documents,
are expected to address long-standing challenges of limited capacity and outdated
infrastructure. These improvements will lead to the relief sought through land
preclearance well before it would have been possible to implement land
preclearance.

Having reviewed the significant legal and sovereignty issues that were at the
heart of the decision to terminate negotiations, as well as the current situation on
the ground, I have decided DIiS will not be reopening negotiations on land
preclearance at the Peace Bridge. However, DIiS will continue to engage with.Can-
ada on preclearance issues more generally and will continue to explore new ideas
for creating additional efficiencies at our shared ports of entry I welcome your
input, as well as the input of public .and. private sector stakeholders, in these en-
deavors to further enhance the flow of, legitimate trade and travel at the Peace
Bridge and the U.S.-Canadian border more generally.

Thank you again for your interest in homeland security, and your commitment
to the physical security and economic well-being of the United States and Canada.
A similar response was sent to Representative Christopher J. Lee, who cosigned
your letter. Should you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact
me.

Yours very truly,
eTANET NAPOLITANO.

Mr. HIGGINS. Yet in response to recent media inquiries on the
issue; the Department of Homeland Security officials have issued
vague responses that have caused confusion about_ the status of the.
pre-clearance proposal.

Madam Secretary, we need clarity from the Department of
Homeland Security on this issue in order for this important project
to proceed, so can you please tell us does the position of the De-
partment of Homeland Security remain consistent with your letter
that due to security and constitutional obstacles that cannot be
overcome, the Peace Bridge project will not include locating the
American customs facilities in Canada?

Is it your position that the Department. of Homeland Security
will not reopen negotiations on pre-clearance at the Peace Bridge
and that the pre-clearance proposal is for the purposes of this
project dead?
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Secretary NaPOL~T~ro. Representative, I will be very clear. We
have looked into pre-clearance on the Canadian side. We cannot do
it. The position has -not changed. When and if the bridge and the
facilities are expanded on the U.S. side, we are fully prepared to
provide the staffing and support for that on the U.S. side.

We understand the importance of the span for trade and tourism
and so forth, but we are not going to be able to resolve the pre-
clearance issues in Canada.

Mr. HIGGINS. Okay.
I yield back. Thank you.
Chairman KING. The gentlelady from Michigan, Mrs. Miller.
Mrs. Mrr,LER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think I will follow up

a bit of my colleague from New York, who xaised sort of a northern
border issue.

If I could talk a bit, Secretary and Director—and, first of all,
thank you both for coming, and we appreciate your. service to the
Nation sincerely—we have a lot of people on the committee that
talk about the southern border, and, believe me, I am not mini-
mizing. Irecognize the challenges that we have on the southern
border and the safety of our Nation. But I do sometimes think we
forget, almost, about the northern border.

One of my colleagues said there was 44 percent of operational
control on the southern border. According to the GAO report that
came out last week, we have' less than 2 percent under operational
control of our 4,000-mile—with our wonderful, wonderful trading
partner—our biggest trading partner is not Mexico, it is Canada by
a huge, huge margin. As you mentioned,. the Peace Bridge in Buf-
falo, which is, I think we have always thought, sort of the third-
busiest crossing, I think the first in passenger.

But in my district and my colleague from Detroit, Mr. Clarke,
where he has the Ambassador Bridge, which is the busiest commer-
cial artery on the northern tier, the Windsor Tunnel there, and the
Blue Water Bridge in my district, which is 30 minutes, 30 miles
to the north, it is the second-busiest border crossing. The Canadian
national rail tunnel runs under the St. Clair River there, as well.

We were very concerned about what the GAO said about essen-
tially no operational control, far all practical purposes, along the
northern border. I would just like to address that a bit, because as
we think about our wonderful trading partner, our neighbors of
Canada, there are several Islamic. terrorists, extremist groups that
are represented there, as you are well aware.
I thought it was interesting, with the GAO- report coming out, on

the heels of that, President Obama and Prime Minister Harper
came out with aU.S.-Canadian agreement, which was a wonderful
step. forward—they are going to put this working group together,
but talking about some- of the various unique challenges, dynamics
along. our shared border, how we can have interagency, cooperation,
sharing of intelligence, et cetera, et cetera.

So from ahigh-tech perspective of the kinds of resources that I
think we—are necessary along the--obviously, we are not going to
build a 4,000-mile-long fence along the northern border. So cer-
tainly the kind of technology that we need to be utilizing there; as
well as low-tech—low-tech, K9s. There are about 60 K9s, as I un-
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derstand it, at El Paso. There are zero at the Blue Water Bridge
and maybe one at the Ambassador Bridge.

So, believe me, I am not minimizing what is happening on the
southern border, but for everything to be going on the southern
border at the expense of the northern border, I think we need to
have a bit of a balance.

Even the UAV missions, which I am heavily an advocate of, now
with a ground mission at Corpus Christi—and I know we do have
one along the more northern part of our border, but I think in the
Detroit—certainly, Michigan, New York sector, having those kinds
of—we need those kinds of technologies, off-the-shelf hardware, es-
sentially, that has worked extremely well in theater that the tax-
payers have already paid for, that we can utilize along the north-
ern border.

So I just raise this as a concern. Perhaps when we think about
threats from abroad, et cetera, they are not all going to come on
an airplane from Amsterdam. Of course, as the terrorists think to
cripple our Nation, and they think about doing it economically, just
to use the Blue Water again- as an example, at that, as it comes
into the United States, that is the genesis for I-69, I-94, two of the
most major trade routes that we have.

As my colleague talked about, what we consider to be reverse in-
spection, that is ~ another thing we have been trying to advocate for.
Could we have reverse inspection so that we are inspecting things
before they start coming across our major infrastructure, as well?

So I raise some of these questions. I am not sure who I am di-
recting them all to.

Secretary N~oLrTANo. I think they are mine. Mike is going like
this.

Mr. LEITER. All yours.
Mrs. MILLER. Thanks, Secretary.
Secretary N~oL~'rANo. I will be brief, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, again, on the GAO report, we are—I encourage the

committee, the term "operational control" is a very narrow term of
art. It does not reflect the infrastructure and technology and all the
other things that happen at the border, and so it should not be
used as a substitute for an overall border strategy.

One of the most sigxuficant things that has happened in the last
month, quite frankly—or even in the last year—was Prime Min-
ister Harper, President Obama signing the shared security stray
egy; border strategy between our two countries.
It is our No. 1 trading partner. Canada is now beginning to do

or conducting some of the same kinds of things around its perim-
eter that we used to be concerned about coming across inland on
the border. We will be working more in light of this shared vision
statement on an integrated northern border strategy. Indeed, we
have prepared one. It is in review right -now at the OMB.

Because as you recognize; Representative, borders are—they are
law enforcement jurisdictions, and you have to protect the borders
in that regard, but they are also huge trade jurisdictions, and you
have to be able to move legitimate trade and commerce.

We are very much in favor of looking at ways to pre-clear certain
things before they—cargo, for example, before it gets to the border
so .that we can relieve 'the pressure on the lines..The technology for
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being able to do that kind of thing gets better all the time. So that
is one of the things we will be, I am sure, working on and imple-
menting over the coming months and years.

Mrs. MILLER. Thank you. I know my time has expired, but I
would just also point out, in regards to the TIDE list, ,without
quantifying it, it is much higher—there are much higher hits on
the northern border than they are on the southern border with the
TIDE list, much higher.

Mr. LETTER. Congresswoman, I will just say that I have been
working extremely closely, going up to Ottawa since 2005. It is a
very different set of challenges on that border, but it is one that
we are acutely engaged on with the Canadians who are an excel-
lent partner in information-sharing and the like.

So although we talk about it less than the southern border quite
often, that--I don't want to leave anyone with the impression that
it is not a very high priority for us and the Canadians.

Mrs. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman KING. Now to the other side of the aisle, one of the

more enthusiastic new Members, Mr. Clarke of Michigan.
Mr. CLARKS of Michigan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you

for calling this meeting.
Thank you, Secretary Napolitano, Director Leiter. You know, I

want to make sure that I address you directly, but I have to speak
into this mic.

Secretary N~oLiTANo. That is okay.
Mr. C~,e~tz~ of Michigan. All right. Okay.
Secretary N~orrTazJo. We are good.
Mr. CLAR,KE of Michigan. 'I want to thank Chair Miller for out-

lining the importance of the .busiest international border crossing
in North America, which is in the city of Detroit, and also the fact
that we have a large airport, which is an international hub.

This makes this area at high risk of attack and also high impact,
in case of a natural disaster or other emergency.. In the event of
such an emergency, it will be local police, Iocal firefighters, our
local emergency medical providers that will be the first to respond.
My concern, though, is with the security of those first responders.
I realize that this Department cannot be the local law enforcement
or first responders.

Last week, I visited a police precinct in Detroit, which a few
hours earlier had been attacked by a lone gunman who tried to kill
virtually every officer in that precinct, to find out that that precinct
needed a metal detector that would have cost $5,000, but because
of the city's budget restraints, couldn't afford that.

I. am aware that many of the grant programs are awarded on a
competitive basis or based by formula. There are some districts;
some areas that will get resources, some that won't.

In your written testimony, Madam Secretary, you rightfully say
that homeland security starts here with Hometown security. What
types of resources in addition to the grants are available to protect
our first responders so they can be in a good position to protect our
citizens in case of an attack or other emergency?

Secretary N~oLrTarto. Representative, I would suggest, in addi-
tion to the grants, some of which are formula-driven, others of
which are based on analysis of risk and threat, one of the—or two
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of the things that .are of direct assistance to our first responders
are, A, training.

That is why as we do our countering violent extremism curricula,
we are testing it at FLETC with representatives of the chiefs' asso-
ciation, the sheriffs' associations, and others who would have to im-
plement this on the ground.

The second is information sharing, so that they have maximum
access to actionable intelligence.

Now, the latter probably would not help much in the case of a
lone wolf gunman.. Those are—and I will ask Director Leiter of his
comments on that. But the .lone wolf-type situation is almost im-
possible to prevent from a law enforcement perspective.

So when you deal with the first responders, you deal with maybe
early tips that somebody is getting ready to come in and then the
ability to respond very effectively. That is SWAT training and
equipment and the like.

Mr. LErTER. Congressman, what I would say is, immediately
after the Mumbai attacks in November 2008, we started working
with DHS and FBI to look at the techniques that were used in
India and how U.S. law enforcement and Homeland Security would
be able to respond.

Qut of that, we created a scenario that has been used in Chicago
and other cities. by the local authorities in conjunction with the
Federal authorities to see what kind of response could be brought.

Recently, we. combined with FEMA, and we now have a program
for each of—I think it is the eight FEMA sectors. The last one, the
first one was run in Philadelphia just several weeks ago, involved
over 300 people, including the Philadelphia police chief, DHS,
FEMA, FBI, again, running through a scenario like Mumbai with
multiple shooters.

Because you are absolutely right: It is going to be the Detroit po-
lice or the Philadelphia police that are there first. How do they re-
spond? What specialized tools can the U.S. Government -bring to
bear? Certainly we would .be happy to work with—I think it is
Sheriff Bouchard or the Detroit Police Department or others to get

-that sort of training in conjunction with DHS and FBI to Detroit.
Chairman KING. The gentleman from Pennsylvania is recognized,

Mr. Meehan.
Mr. MEExniv. Thank you, Mr: Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to be with you here today.
I have noticed that the gentlewoman from California has de-

parted, but I did want to take a moment on the record to express
my regret that I will not have the opportunity to work so directly
with her, having 'been given the opportunity to chair the Sub-
committee on Counterterrorism, and it would have created that
chance. Ithink—I spoke to my staff—it is a little bit like finally
making it to the Yankees and realizing that they just traded away
Derek Jeter.
I am very grateful for your presence here today and for helping

us set the table.
Let me ask both Madam Secretary and Director Leiter, I came

on to this issue just 5 days after September 11, like many of each
of us did in different capacities, as United States Attorney.
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But we are sitting here now 10 years later. We have done a lot.
We have done a lot right. I think the gravest marker of what we
have done right is the incredible record of safety in the .American
homeland in that 10-year period.

But we have also spent a lot of money. As you said, Madam Sec-
retary, we have had hundreds of thousands of people deployed in
this—we have—right.

What are we doing now to begin to look back at what we are
doing and say, hey, where are we going wrong?

Where are we creating redundancies? What does our process
now, 10 years later, for asking some tough questions about whether
We could be doing something better?

Or if we are doing something that—you know, the institution
keeps moving forward because it is there. But maybe it is not the
best expenditure of dollars, making tough choices.

Secretary N~oLITANo. I will take that one first, Representa-
tive--say we are always asking those hard questions. I~-I begin
every morning with an Intel briefing and I think my briefers will
tell you, it begins with hard questions, why, where, how, what
could have been done to prevent, what is needed, et cetera.

With respect to those dollars, we all appreciate the fiscal dis-
cipline needed by our Department, even—you know, even though
it is security and everyone says they want to protect security, we
still have a duty to really protect dollars and use them in the
wisest possible fashion.

So it is everything from procurement reform that we have under-
taken, acquisition management, which sounds really government-
ese.

But I will tell you, it is those kinds of. things that help find
projects before they get too far along, that are not really going to
work or be value added to the process.

Then, the third—and we have literally found hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars, that we have built into our budgets now, of cost
avoidances, using some of -those just plain old management tech-
niques.

Lastly, I think that our ability and the—just the—and I have
seen it just even over the last 2 years, the increasing integration
and leveraging of the data resources that NCTC has with its pur-
suit teams, with our incredible data resources that we collect an
the customs and the TSA side.

The- ability to leverage those resources together is a Homeland
Security kind of architecture that we. just plain didn't have before;
and allows us to make maxixrium use of the dollars we do get.

But I ask the Director if he has anything .to
Mr. LEITElt. Congressman, I have three quick points. But I will

open with the fact that the Yankees have traded a 'lot of greats.
They keep on winning, so---

Yes, but it is much ~o my>ch~agrin.
Chairman KING. I share the Director's chagrin.
Mr. LETTER. The Mets keep making a lot of trades and not win-

ning.
Three quick points, Congressman. First,- the amount of change

that already goes on is really quite incredible.
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Ms. Sanchez asked about the :visa waiver program. The way in
which we screen—ask the travelers today, compared to how we
screened them a year ago, is radically. different.

So it really has not been a steady state in the first place. There
have been lots of twists and turns. Unless you are kind of in the
counterterrorism trenches, you don't necessarily know that is going
on. Second, we, of course, try to learn lessons from our failures. But
we also do a lot of gaming to try and figure out what the next at-
tack will be and how we have to shape things.

Vow, that is an imperfect science, and you are going to end up
going down some wrong paths.

But there are significant things like that, as I said to Congress-
man Clark about gaming here domestically of about a Mumbai-
style attack, when you look at that, do we have the right resources,
do we have the right communications, what could we buy, even
though we haven't seen that event here in the United States yet.

The third is, Congressman, NCTC has a statutory responsibility
to do net assessments, and that is looking both a"t the changed
enemy, our U.S. capabilities and the changed global environment,
including here in the United States.

We provide that annual net assessment along with targeted net
assessments to the White House. We also work closely with the Of-
fice of Management and Budgets to try to look across all of these
expenditure centers and see which are being the most effective.
I will' tell you that that is a huge challenge, because simply iden-

tifying what satisfies part of a counterterrorism purpose, as you
can imagine, is very difficult. The Department of Homeland Secu-
rity is a perfect example.
It is not just counterterrorism what CBC does. It is immigrant

smuggling, it is drugs, it is all of these pieces.
So trying to parse this out remains a challenge, but, one that I

think—especially over the last 2 years—we have made some good
progress on.

Mr. MEEHAN. I agree with the—I am not looking at it just from—
although in this day and age, we are paying particular attention
to how the dollars are spent but some—also technique as well.
I mean, at what point iri time do we reach a tipping point? While
I ascribe to the belief that we are doing the right things—hear pea
ple say, he , when I have to walk through an airport screener and
make .the ~ecision about whether I am groped or photographed, you
know, are we going too far along?

We keep pushing where—I went to that UPS terminal. The- im-
pact of trying to push .off further and further the screening of the
'packages; at some point, it is going to have an impact on their abi1-
ity to do business.
I mean, where do we make those analyses? They are tough

choices. But we say, hey, maybe we are overcompensating in order
to try to create some, sense of safety.

Or is it necessary?
Chaixman KING. The gentleman's time has expired. We can an-

swer the question.
Secretary NnYOLiTr~ro. Well, thank you, Congressman.
Well, first, with respect to the AITs and the at-downs, it was

very interesting, but between Thanksgiving an~ Christmas, that
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heavy travel season, fewer than 1 percent of travelers opted out of
using the AITs.

As you may have seen, we are now piloting the next software,
which will be even less invasive and will allow us to do fewer pat-
downs.

But the plain fact of the matter is, we do that because, from a
security and intelligence perspective, and just looking at what
Abdulmutallab did, going into Detroit in Christmas 2009, we know
they try to hire non-metallic-based explosives to get on a plane.

We know that aviation, be it cargo or passenger, continues to be
a target.

So that is something that we have, you know, had to deal with.
The TSA administrator, who is the former Deputy Director of the
FBI, has to deal with it on a daily basis.

We are working with UPS and FedEx and the other major ship-
pers on how we secure cargo. We are moving toward kind of a
trusted shipper regime so that cargo can move and we can meet
the needs of real-time inventory.

That is part of the global cargo supply chain initiative I was de-
scribing earlier. They are part and parcel of how we are devising
that strategy.

So we are not just sitting here, as the Government, figuring this
out. We have the private sector, who has to move those planes and
move that cargo, helping us.

Mr. LEITER. Because, I will simply add, I think, almost every-
thirig we do in counterterrorism, there is a second-order effect. If
we increase screening, that is going to affect people's perceptions.
If we increase investigations domestically, that is going to affect

the community.
We have to build into those required and necessary preventive

steps additional programs to address those second-order effects so
you are not worsening the situation inadvertently. .

Again, that applies to screening. It applies to homegrown e~re-
mism. It applies to overseas efforts.

Chairman KING. Virgin Islands.
Mrs. CHRISTENSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome and

thank you for the great job you are doing with these tremendous
challenges that the country faces, to both of you.

My first question is to both of you: I want to focus on another
part of the southern border that I don't think gets enough atten-
tion.

As the representative from the U.S. Virgin Islands, where a dis-
trict where. I even seek acts, I am always concerned that not
enough attention is being paid to the Caribbean, either in assessing
the risks or in building strong partnerships that we need in that
region.

So do you feel comfortable that the Department and the Center
are. seeking and getting adequate information from the Caribbean,
and even from South and Central America, where there are coun-
tries that are friendly with areas in the world that_ have radical Is-
lamic extremism?

Or are there any efforts, for example, to prevent radicalization,
reduce the likelihood of radicalization or to help the governments
in those countries to strengthen their capabilities to do so?
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Secretary N~or.~TAt~ro. Representative, I have myself asked
somewhat similar questions, in part because of the increase in spe-
cial interest .aliens that we are seeing get up to the Me~rican bor-
der, what are the routes, how are they getting across.

It is a terrorism issue. It can be a human trafficking issue, a
drug trafficking issue--

Mr5. CHRISTENSEN. All of this.
Secretary NAPOLi'rallo [continuing]. And all of the above. In this

open setting, I would prefer not to give more of a detailed answer
except to say that I share your concern to make sure that we not
lose sight of this part of the world as we plan our protection strate-
gies.

We will be happy to sit with you in" a' classified setting to give
you more information.

Mrs. CHRISTENSEN. Thank you.
Mr. LEITER. Representative, Iwould largely say the same thing.

I think there actually are some interesting pieces that I can't go
into in open setting, with a particular focus to radicalization and
movement of travelers.

M~. LETTER. We do spend significant time on the Caribbean.
I will -also tell you that there has been good cooperation in the

past, for example, I believe it was 2007, the Cricket World Cup, it
was held in the Caribbean.

That provided anopportunity to help the region develop more ef-
fective screening of travelers. So there are some steps that the U.S.
Government has taken to enable them.

Of course,: more towards South America; we have on-going con-
cerns about the influence of terrorist states, sponsors of terrorism
in that region and their presence.

Mrs. CxRisTErrsErr. Thank you.
I have also been away from the committee for a while. But while
I was here before, I did put a lot of pressure an the then Secretary
to beef up the Office of House Affairs and to make sure that lines
of authority and response were clear between them and the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services and that they work
seamlessly together:

Given your response to the question about biological threats,
what role does this office play, and are they adequately staffed, re-
sources and placed to be effective?

Secretary NApoL~TArto. We are working very closely with the De-
partment of Health and Human Services on a number of scenarios,
pandemic planning being one, but also medical countermeasures, in
the light of=if there were to be a biologic attack.

We have been working with them on protocols, who would do
what, when, and where? Do we have the surge capacity to handle,
say, if there were to be an anthrax attack? We have been table-top-
ping some of these things.

So, Representative, the work between our departments, I think,
has been very good. I. am not able right now at the table to say,
do they have enough resources? All I can say is that we believe the
biologic threat is real, and we believe it is something that we need
to keep maturing our efforts about.

Mrs. CHxISTENSEN. Thank you.
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Director Leiter, from some of the reading that I did in prepara-
tion for this, it seems that there are still some turf battles and
disalignment, I guess I would call it, regarding lines of authority
and some stove-piping within the intelligence- community, which
would be very dangerous if it does exist.

So where is the communication and the integration and the col-
laboration? Is it where it needs to be in the intelligence commu-
nity?

Mr. LE~T~R. Like every Government official, I will say, it is good.
It can always get better. But now I do want to give you some per-
spective, having been doing this since 2004, and where we are
today, it is night and day.

Secretary Napolitano and I sit on what is called the Counterter-
rorism Resource Council, which is chaired by Jim Clapper. It in-
cludes Bob Mueller, the Director of the FBI, the Director of DIA,
Leon Panetta, Director of CIA. Over the past year, we have met
every 2 weeks to delve in as senior leaders for hours on end about
how we can integrate our missions better.

-That is night and day, again, from where we were in 2004 or
2005. Frankly, it is night and day from where we were in 2009. So
I think there are always some tensions when organizations are try-
ing to do the right thing and think they. are trying to do the right
thing and someone else disagrees. Not all of that tension is bad.

On the terrorism issue, Ithink—I have never seen it better irite-
grated than it is today.

Just one other point about integration, you mentioned the Health
and Human Services. We are integrated with them and DHS. They
are in charge of refugee resettlement. They play a critical role in
helping us work with new immigrant communities to reduce the
likelihood of radicalization:

Again, that sort of partnership between the counterterrorism
community and an organization that is responsible for refugee re-
settlement, 4 years ago, never existed at all.

Chairman KzrrG. Time of the gentlelady has expired.
The gentleman from Arizona, Mr. Quayle.
Mr. QU1~~'r.E. Thank you, Mr. Chairman; and thank you to

Madam Secretary and Director Leiter for being here .and giving us
the testimony on a very important subject:

Madam Secretary, while I was reading your testimony and lis-
tening to your opening statement, the one thing that I was a little
puzzled—and it surprised me-was the lack of emphasis on the
southern ,border and how we are going to. continue. to protect the
southern border,

The reason that I was a little surprised by that is because the
rise and the escalation of the violence between the drug cartels and
the Mexican government as they continue .to try to tamp down on
the various drug cartels that are really ravaging the various areas
along our southern border.

So the reason I was sort of—and that was the reason I was sur-
prised. Was it left out of there just because—do you think that we
have operational. control of the southern border? Or was it just not
part of this particular testimony?
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Secretary NapoLrTArro. Well, thank you, Representative. It was
not emphasized in this testimony, because I didn't think it was
within the scope of this particular hearing.
I will send you the speech I gave in El Paso about aweek-and-

a-half ago specifically to the southwest border. In the major point
I made there, a major point, was that, while we are working with
Mexico on the unprecedented level of violence there, as the cartels
fight for territory, separate, terrible crimes aside—and there have
been some—but we have not seen systemically that violence come
across the border.

What I have told and been very public about to these cartels is
don't bring that over our border into the United States. We will re-
spond very, very vigorously.

The communities along the border themselves, you can talk to
Mayor Sanders in San Diego or the mayor of El Paso and others,
and they will say themselves, they are—from a safety standpoint—
among the safest in the country. We want to keep it that. way.

Then, last, you referenced operational control. I think you are the
third member now. As I have said before and I will say again, that
is a very narrow term of art in Border Patrol lingo and doesn't—
and should not be construed as kind of an overall assessment of
what is happening at the border.

Mr. QuAYLE. Okay. I understand that. You mentioned El Paso.
You mentioned Yuma. You mentioned San Diego. These are areas
where the Border Patrol agents have been actually beefed up, and
we actually have barriers, and these are the areas that have actu-
ally had the expenses put down there. We have seen the apprehen-
sions—and you had stated in your statement over in El Paso about
the apprehensions. going down.

But do you know how many illegal immigrants have crossed the
border, the southern border, in the last 2 years or year?

Secretary N~oLITAt~ro. Well, it is an estimate. It used to be that
the estimate was that we were catching 1 in 3, I think the aommis-
sioner would testify, ;if he were here today, that that number—we
are catching a much higher percentage.
It is a combination of things, of the Congress, what it has in-

vested in this border, the manpower, the technology, the infrastruc-
ture. The area that is my top focus down there is the Tucson sec-
tor. We do have some fencing in Nogales, as you know, but we are
continuing to basically surge manpower and technology into that
sector to shut it down.

Mr. QuA~.E. Well, and from that, if you look at the—what has
been happening, where the National Guard troops are going to be
taken out, starting June through August, is that correct?

Secretary N~oLiT~vo. Well, their current term ends in, I be-
lieve, June. I don't know -that a decision has been made as to
whether they will continue or not. That will be an interagency
process with the Department of Defense and also the White House
involvement.

Mr. QuA~LE. Now, when we talk about statistics—and statistics
can always be skewed a different way—how well do you think that
it actually. represent what is going on, on the southern border,
when most of the statistics revolve around apprehension and not
a really good understanding of what is going on in the rural parts
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of the border, where there is not as much enforcement and a lot
of ranchers and the like are getting inundated from what the re-
ports that they give with drug smugglers and human smugglers
across their properties?

Secretary NAPOLITANo. Yes, I think you are talking about the
rural areas of the Tucson sector. As I have said before, that is
where we are really flooding resources now, shut some of that
down. We are in constant touch through my office with the sheriffs
along the entire border.

The sheriffs tend to have the—you know, the rural areas, be-
cause they have the areas outside of municipalities: We are work-
ing directly with them and—on where we need to put resources,
what they need.

For example, one of the needs they had last year was help paying
overtime, and we did move overtime money—Representative Miller
is not here, so I think I can say it from the northern border down
to the southern border to help cover some of that overtime.

We keep looking for efforts like that, but I can guarantee you,
Representative, that this is something that gets daily attention at
the department.

Mr. LETTER. Thank you, Madam Secretary.
Chairman KING. The gentleman from Massachusetts is recog-

nized for 5 minutes.
Mr. KEATING. Mr. Chair, thank you. Thank you, Ranking Mem-

ber Thompson.
Chairman KING. Welcome aboard.
Mr. KEATirrG. Thank you, Secretary Napolitano, for being here.
I am a new Member, but I am coming from a decade of law en-

forcement experience, dealing with a lot of these issues as a pros-
ecutor. In fact, one of my last cases just a few months ago dealt
with an issue that really called into very serious question the
issues of aviation and transportation security. It is a situation—
dealing with the -100 percent you had- in November for successfully
checking everyone that is on the watch list and making sure on in-
bound U.S. travels, as well as within the country, that they are
checked.

But in my case, it wasn't involving a person that had a ticket.
It wasn't even involving a person that had a false identification.
What occurred in that case is a young man, 16-year-old young man,
Delvonte Tisdale from North Carolina, had stowed himself into the
wheel well of that plane. It departed from Charlotte, and his body
was found in Milton, Massachusetts, when the landing gear of that
plane was coming down.

Despite the tragedy of losing a young man .like that, it raised
enormous questions about tarmac security. His video never showed
up with investigations, to my knowledge, in the airport, and it
didn't even show up near the perimeter.

So what really I am concerned about is: What is being done by
Homeland Security for safety on the tarmac that is vital for our
aviation security? What other agencies are you working with in
that respect?

Because if it wasn't this young man that just stowed himself for
his own reasons, if that had been a person with more nefarious mo-
tivation; think of what would have happened to that 737 commer-
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cial airliner or any of the other airliners that were there at that
time. It really raised enormous concerns about aviation safety, and
I would like you to address what is being done on the tarmac, as
well.

Secretary NAPOLITANo. Well, a couple of things. One is, I will—
I am going to ask TSA to respond directly to your question, Rep-
resentative. The question of who controls what part of the airport,
it is a combination.

We work with the local airport authority on the areas of—and we
set standards and requirements - for things like the perimeter. They
are to carry out those standards and requirements.

Clearly if somebody, a 16-year-old, is able to circumvent those
standards and requirements and get into the wheel well of a plane,
there has been a breakdown. So I can't sit here, tell you what the
after-action analysis was as to how that happened and what correc-
tive action has been taken, but I can share with you that I suspect
that that already has occurred and we will get it to you.

Mr. KEAT~NG. I appreciate that.
Mr. Leiter, were you aware of this incident at all? You know—

antl, really, the concern is not just which agency is catching the
ball at a certain time. It is, there has to be a seamless way for the
agencies to deal with this locally or all the invasive procedures are
there when you are getting a ticket are for naught.

Mr. LETTER. Congressman, I was aware, but only through the
press reports. I remember it took some time to figure out that he
was actually set away on the plane when the body was first found.
What we have been concerned about for quite some time, not just
here in the United States but overseas, the insider threat to avia-
tion.

Those individuals who, even if they are not sneaking in, have
credentials either to restricted areas of an airport or work for an
airline, understand the watclilisting procedures, understand the
screening procedures. I know DHS and NCTC work together with
the airline industry to discuss those vulnerabilities, screen individ-
uals and the like. But we will certainly continue to work with Sec- .
retary Napolitano on this case to see whether or not there is a
broader perimeter issue.

Mr. KEnT~NG. I would welcome that information. I can speak for
myself and I think for the members of the committee. This is an
area that we will work with you on because these are really serious
questions, not just in the Boston area but also in the Charlotte
area.

Secretary NaPOL~TANo. In the Charlotte area, yes, right.
Mr. KEA'rlrtG. Thank you.
Chairman I~NG. The gentleman from Virginia. Mr. Rigell is rec-

ognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. R~GELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Secretary Napolitano,

thank you for being here -arid Director Leiter.
Last night the House fell short of the votes necessary to extend

certain parts of the Patriot Act. - Could you ,just comment on that
please? The ramifications if those provisions are not extended.

Mr. LETTER. Congressmen, as I testified before several years ago
when this was up, the Patriot Act remains a very important tool,
especially with respect to home-grown extremists. So from my per-
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spective, to have the Patriot Act expire on February 28 would be
extremely problematic and would reduce our ability to detect ter-
rorists.

Mr. R~GELL. Many of my constituents, and I share their view, I
have a deep concern about abuse of these powers. I would like to
know, and my constituents would like to know, what specific prac-
tical steps are being taken to properly balance this tension that
does exist between our freedom and our security? So if you could
unpack that a bit, I would appreciate it.

Mr. LETTER. Absolutely, Congressmen. I think it is a more-than-
reasonable concern. There are significant authorities and there
need to be protections. There are three basic provisions. The busi-
ness records provision, the lone wolf, and the roving wiretap.

First of all, I would say that in almost all cases there are very,
very similar tools already being used in the criminal context. But
in fundamentally all of these provisions there is a rigorous set of
oversight both within the Executive Branch but also through the
FISA court, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act court. So in
the - case of business records, a showing has to be provided to the
FISA court of the appropriateness of the order. They then also can
do oversight of those records and the like.

So I think this is, in the words of Ronald Reagan, this is trust
and verify. It is trusting it will do it right but then it is verifying
that we are doing it right through independent means, such as the
FISA court.

Mr. RIGELL. .Are there examples within the Department where
you have identified an abuse where an employee has abused his or
her power and you have actually taken action and

Mr. LETTER. Congressmen, I apologize. I am not quite the right
witness for that. I really have to defer to the Department. of Jus-
tice. Iknow in other contexts NCTC has had situations where, for
example, U.S. person information was not protected to the way we
expect it to and require it. We have disciplined those individuals
and we have submitted those findings back to the Department of
Justice, our inspector general and our civil liberties protection offi-
cer. So

Mr. RiGELL. Director,. that is a fair answer. I have the privilege
of representing Virginia's Second District, home to a beautiful port
entrance to the Chesapeake Bay. So port security is a great concern
to me. I notice that again it wasn't really listed in the opening
statement as a high-level concern. So please address where on the
order of threat assessment does port security come in.

Secretary NAPOLITANO, I will take that one, Representative.
Again, .it was not in the statement because of the title. of the hear-
ing and what we thought the scope of the hearing was. But port
security is keenly important for a whole number of reasons.

Our ports are where we--around our ports are where we. have a
lot of our chemical facilities. The safety of containers bringing
cargo into the United States and how they are handled, the ability
of the Coast Guard to protect the ports. They serve as the captains
of the ports. So we have major initiatives underway in all of those
areas.

In particular, we are working globally on the security of the sup-
ply chain, which really—with the International Maritime Organiza-
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tion. Because that affects how cargo is actually brought across the
seas and into the United States.

Mr. RrGELL. Thank you. I yield back.
Chairman KING. It is almost time to expire. I would just add to

that that there has been close cooperation between the committee
and the Department for at least 5 years in both administrations on
the issue of port security. It is a major, major issue and it will defi-
nitely be addressed throughout the next 2 years. I can assure you
of that. Also, not to speak for the Secretary, but—Department
takes it very seriously.

The gentlelady from California, Ms. Speier, is recognized for 5
minutes.

Ms. SpEiER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you Madam Sec-
retary and Director Leiter. You know, I think at the outset I would
like to say I think you have the toughest jobs around. It is easy
for us to sit here and poke holes but you always have to be antici-
pating where the next threat is coming from.

We have porous borders. We have a system where, if I under-
stand it. correctly, waiver programs could easily allow a terrorist to
come to this country. I realize that we probably. have it because we
have comity between our countries and the like. I .worry about the
lack of exit tracking of visas.
I worry also. about cargo surveillance. I had a briefing last week

in my district from local mechanics who are concerned about all of
the repair work being done offshore now. They showed me pictures
in El Salvador of a repair facility where you just showed your ID
as you came in. There was no tracking. You could have phony ID.
No one would _know.

You can anticipate that there are lots of holes still out there and
that al-Qaeda and any number of other terrorists are seeing those
same holes. From your perspectives, .each of you, what do you think
is the biggest hole that we have to close?

Secretary NAPOLrrANo. Well, Representative, thank you .for your
kind words. I have gotten out of the business of ranking because
it is fluid. It evolves. It changes based on what the current Intel
is. It requires us to react to what has occurred and also to be think-
ing ahead.

With respect to the situation you referenced in El Salvador, one
of the things that I—to me that illustrates is the absolute impor-
tance of good Intel gathering and sharing. Not just within the
United States, but abroad.

When something is—significant is trying to infiltrate a port and
get something like a radioactive or biological weapon inside a cargo
container, say for example our ability to know ahead of time to be
tipped off to know what to look for, as what happened in October
with the air cargo plane, absolutely critical. So as we move for-
ward, strengthening and enlarging those intelligence-gathering re-
lationships is also very important:

Mr. LETTER. Congresswoman, I first of all also thank you and I
will say Secretary Napolitano has a harder job than I do. T am also
loathe to actually give you what our greatest vulnerabilities are be-
cause Iknow al-Qaeda and other terrorists are listening to what
we are seeing, and I don't want them to know what I think are our
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greatest vulnerabilities. I am happy to talk to you about that in a
closed setting.

What I will say is we have to look at both our greatest
vulnerabilities in terms of likelihood and consequences. There are
a lot of things that could happen where we have weaknesses, but
the consequences of an attack along that angle really might not be
that significant. So we have to balance trying to stop the most com-
mon attack or the most likely attack with the one that has the
greatest consequences.

In that respect, the Chairman raised chemical, biological, radio-
logical, nuclear weapons. I don't think that is remotely the most
likely avenue of al-Qaeda or al-Qaeda inspired terrorists to attack
this country, but the consequences of .that would be so great we
have to invest very significant resources to guard against it.

Ms. SPEIER. To follow up on the El Salvador issue, shouldn't we
be requiring American airlines—not American Airlines but Amer-
ican airlines—to make sure they have strong kinds of security sys-
tems in place when they are doing the work offshore? It appears
they do not and we don't require them to.

Secretary NAPOLITANO. Representative, I need to know more
about the El Salvador situation, but as I testified earlier we are
now requiring 100 percent screening of all in-bound, high-risk
cargo that is on a passenger plane. Those are terms that would—
that meat—require certain levels be met: We actually do work with
the American flag carriers on those. They are part and parcel of
this system, even from international ports.

Mr. LETTER: Congresswoman, I will simply add if I could the
challenge you identify is unique neither to El Salvador nor to avia-
tion. The counterterrorism effort is truly a global effort and it is
why we spend so much time with our overseas partners on aviation
security, port security, intelligence, information sharing. We are
very reliant on our partners_ doing what we think needs to be done
to keep the homeland safe.

Chairman KING. The gentlelady's time has expired. The gen-
tTeman from South Carolina, Mr. Duncan, is recognized.

Mr. Du~vCA~v. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Madam Secretary and Director Leiter, thank you for being here

today.
I wanted to first off thank the gentleman from the Virginia Tide-

water for mentioning the PATRIOT' Act and asking a line of
questionings to ensure there are constitutional rights as - free Amer-
icans aren't trampled.
I consider myself a Tea .Party congressman,. and many of my col-

leagues here in the freshman class feel the same way. So during
the course of getting to this office, we were questioned a lot about
certain things that the United States were doing with regard to pa-
triotic Americans, who may label themselves as Tea Party folks,
who peacefully assemble and petition the Government for redress
of grievances, all the first amendment rights that- we have.

So I am concerned, and they are concerned in South Carolina,
about a report of April 2009 from - your Department titled "Right
Wing Extremism: Current Economic and Political Climate Fueling
Resurgence in Radicalization and Recruitment." We understand
that the House has passed a resolution of inquiry in the last Con-
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gress, and this committee held hearings on it. To my knowledge
that document has never been retracted or corrected.

So the 'question for you today is: Does your Department consider
military veterans or groups dedicated to single issues, patriotic
Americans, a threat to homeland security and high risk to engage
in extremist activity?

Secretary NAPOLrTANo. I think that is for me. As I said earlier
in this hearing, Representative, that was a report that was begun
under the prior administration and issued by mistake by our De-
partment before it had been properly edited.

Now, to the point, of course, we don't consider patriotic Ameri-
cans to be terrorism threats. Of course, we work closely with our
military. My Department—we have now—we have had aggressive
hiring within military and veterans coming back, and we have now
almost 50,000 veterans in my Department, not to mention active-
duty Coast Guard. So we are heavily military reliant, dependent
and interconnected.

Mr. Duivcarr. Thank you for that, by the way.
Secretary N~oL~T~vo. There you go. Now, I think a larger point

is that as we do our work, we cannot categorize by ethnicity or reli-
gion or any of those sorts of things. We have to make decisions
based on intelligence and intelligent sharing and risk about par-
ticular individuals.

That is the way that we have directed it be done in our ,Depart-
ment. That is what is required under the United States Constitu-
tion. While the FBI is not here today and the Department of Jus-
tice is not here, they have very strict standards in that regard.

Mr. Duivc~T. What can you do or what steps have you taken to
ensure this type of reporting as demonstrated doesn't happen
again? Because in my opinion we have targeted a quote in that re-
port, and we never retracted that. So I just don't want that to hap-
pen again.

Secretary N~oLiTArro. Well, that report is no longer available.
Congressman, Iwould- simply say that I have been the Secretary
for almost 2 years since then, and you have not seen a similar re-
port come out of the Department.

Mr. DuNc~,N. Thank you very much.
i yield back the balance of my time, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman KING: The gentlelady from California, Ms. Richardson,

is recognized for 5 minutes.
Ms. R~cxaR,Dso~v. Yes. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you to our two witnesses who are here today for your

frankness and efforts to work with this committee. -
Just acouple of questions that I have. One is there is much dis-

cussion here in the House in terms of reducing budgets back to
2008 levels. Madam Secretary, I would like to hear your opinion.
If in fact that were to go into effect, how would that impact your
Department? What would you specifically see might need to be cut,
since we are not provided any of that direction?

Secretary NAPOLITEuvo. Well, that is a very difficult question to
answer, but this Congress in a bipartisan way .has been building
this Department. It put 22 some-odd the agencies together. It gave
us probably the most varied group of missions of any Department,
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and they touch directly on the safety and security of the American
people.

They have asked us to protect our ports. They have asked us to
protect our borders. They have asked us to protect our communities
against terrorists, whether international or homegrown. They have
asked us to protect our cyber walls. We have been building to meet
those missions. That is what we do. So we are going to be, and the
President is going to be, I think, very careful in his request. We
are under the same fiscal discipline demand as every other depart-
ment, and we ought to be. There are some places where I think we
can eliminate redundancies and save, and we are constantly look-
ing for those.

But to simply take a big old thing and say we will go back to
2008 without understanding operational impacts for this kind of
work would probably not be what I would advise from a budgetary
standpoint.

Ms. Rrc~Dsorr. Thank you for that comment. I think it is very
helpful to us all.

My second question is we have several trade agreements that are
on the horizon. Korea is here—probably soon Colombia and Pan-
ama coming. You have heard several questions having to do with

-the ports. When we asked the question, when you first became Sec-
retary, about implementing the 9/11 recommendations, one of your
responses was, well, in order for us to do that, we would have to
do all these new agreements.

How involved have you been with the current trade agreements
that are on the table, if at all? If you have, do you see the possi-
bility of us implementing some of these 9/11 recommendations with
those possible trading partners?

Secretary NaPOLiTE~rro. Representative, I have not personally
been involved in negotiating those trade agreements. We will have
to get back to you as to whether individuals and the Department
may have been. So I am just going to delete my answer at that for
now.

Ms. Ric~tDsoN. Okay. I would. say in particular Korea is of
great concern. It is my understanding it is coming, and we want
to make .sure that for any future agreements, that Mr. Kirk is
keeping i4~ mind what we need to achieve for this committee.

My second question, building upon previous questions of my col-
leagues, in this particular committee we will be having an upcom-
ing hearing about looking at the potential radicalization of Muslims
in this country.- As I just heard your response, your department,
you don't evaluate based upon race or religion and so on. You are
basing your decisions on intelligence.

So if that is the case, what percentage, if you have one, could you
say occurs in terms of people that we need to be concerned about.
Would you say 50 percent Muslim? Would you say 50 percent, you
know, if you could give us kind of a general idea?

Mr. LETTER. It is a absolutely tiny percentage of the U.S. Muslim
population and, frankly, the global Islamic population are those
that we are concerned with at the. National Counterterrorism Cen-
ter. If you look at the numbers, they are significant in terms of
number of attacks we have, but in terms of the broader Muslim
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community within the United States, it is a minute percentage of
that population.

Ms. R~CxARDSON. Thank you.
With my remaining 49 seconds, I have been doing some work

looking at cogs in continuity. of government. I think the Depart-
ment has done an amazing job of coordinating various agencies and
being prepared.
I think, though, the last ones that are ready happen to be us as

elected officials, and so I just wanted to say, Madam Secretary, I
plan on working with your folks to really explore how_can we better
prepare from the local, State, and Federal level as elected officials
when we have to step forward when that disaster occurs, that we
know who to call, we know where to go, and we know how to be
helpful and not a hindrance: in the process.

Secretary N~oLiT~o. Thank you.
Ms. Rtcx~tnsoN. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman KING. Time of the gentlelady has expired.
The gentleman from Texas, Mr. Farenthold, is recognized for 5

minutes.
Mr. FAxENTxoLn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
At the risk of being redundant, I am probably the fifth ox sixth

person here who is going to express some concern over the 44 per-
cent operational control number. I think you have done an admi-
rable job defining that as a term of art.

What I would like to ask is let's take the word "operation" out
of there and define "control" as what the average American would
say. What percentage control do you think we have of either of our
borders now—or both of our.borders?

Secretary NapoL~TA1vo. Well, I think in terms of manpower, tecli-
nology, infrastructure, we have the effective control over the great
majority of both borders, particularly at the ports. Then we are
using manpower and new technologies to help us between the
ports.

It is a project that is never ending. We are relentless in it. We
recognize that when you are a country as large, as ours with that
kind of land borders we have, that you are never going to seal
those borders. That is an unrealistic expectation.

But I would say my top priority in terms of the effective control
is the Tucson sector of the southwest border.

MT. FARENTHOLD. YOU also mentioned that you didn't feel like
some of the violence from Mexico is spilling over into the United
States annual crime. Just as a personal aside, I would like to take
issue with that, because I really do believe that what we have is
a very effective distribution network of narcotics that come into
this country that I am very concerned could be exploited by texror-
ists and used for bringing in the tools of the terrorist trade.

The easy availability of drugs in this country. I- think is an indica-
tion that we really don't have the level of control that we would
a111ike to hold. That is

Secretary NAPOLiTANo. Indeed. One of the things that=all I will
say in open setting is that we have for some time been thinking
ahead about what would happen if, say, al-Qaeda were to unite
with the Zetas, one of the drug cartels. I will just leave it at that.
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Mr. LETTER. Congressman, if I. could just .add, one - of the things
we did post-December 2009 attack in looking at other possible ave-
nues is we embed it for the first time several DEA agents and ana-
lysts within NCTC to try to make sure that counter narcotics and
counterterrorism information was being shared. effectively.

Mr. FARENTHOLD. Great.
Then just, kind of, jumping over to the TSA—and I realize this

is probably outside of the scope of this hearing or something that
we might want to take in a more classified environment—but
where are we with respect to implementing a trusted traveler pro-
gram that might mitigate the impact of law-abiding Americans of
having to undergo these intrusive TSA searches?

My 21-year-old daughter had the misfortune of having a false
positive display on one of the body scanners just last weekend and
was subjected to a search that I think would rise to the level of sex-
ual assault in most States: The Trusted Traveler Program seems
like a. way that it would pay for itself by user fees to alleviate that
burden on at least the people who chose to take advantage of it.

Secretary N~oLiTArro. Absolutely. We are moving as swiftly as
we can, trusted shippers, trusted travelers. We have well over
100,000 Americans signed up for trusted traveler air programs, like
Global Entry. I would be happy to sign your daughter up, by the
way.

But I think that is the way to go. I mean, we need to have some
way to effectively separate passengers and cargo that we need to
pay specific attention to from those we don't. We will always have
to do some random searches. Unpredictability always has to be a
tool in the toolbox. But we need to—we need to be working toward
a system where we have better ways to tier and focus on who needs
to go through what kind of screening or what needs to go through
what kind of screening..That is what we are working toward, Rep-
resentative.

Mr. FARENTHOLD. Do you think it might be acost-effective way
to use Global Entry also for domestic flights, use something very
similar to that infrastructure, "and maybe acost-effective way to
implement it?

Secretary N~oLITArro. Yes, we are looking at that right now as
a possibility.

Mr. FARENTHOLD. Thank you.
Chairman KZrrG. The gentlelady from Texas, Ms. Jackson Lee.
Ms. JAcxsoN LEE. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I am

very grateful for this hearing and welcome, Secretary and Director
Leiter, for what I think is an important discussion.

Let me lay a premise for a series of questions very quickly. The
people of Mexico, many of us who live on the border view them as
our friend. But I do believe that there is a war going on. For us
to ignore that--it is a drug war. It is a violent war. It is human
smuggling. It is a war.

When you have two young teenage boys, high school, :leave to
cross the border for what is perceived as an innocent activity at
this juncture and wind up dead, this is—and you can count thou-
sands who have died. We have a vicious and violent war.

So my first question—and I am just going to ask aseries—is, as
we look to the border, is the Homeland Security Department—and,
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of course, Customs and .Border Protection as the agency—able to
decipher the—and I think our flow of undocumented individuals
coming across the border, I think, has actually gone down.

But the point is—and I think you might confirm that--to that
kind of war, versus individuals who have come to reunite with fam-
ily members, whether you agree or disagree to come to work. Has
the administration moved away from a concept of comprehensive
immigration and border security as being partners in trying to fix
the :problem for us? That is the first question.

The other question is to compliment TSA for the progress it has
made. I still think—even though I am a proponent of ensuring our
rail is safe, and I hope that the administration will look at the leg-
islation we had last year that did not move—and I am hoping to
work with this majority and this committee to do it again, H.R.
2200, with my colleague, Ranking Member Thompson, and I and
Republican Members of this committee joined in on.

Aviation still seems to be the most attractive target. In your per-
spective, are we where we need to be in aviation security?. Can you
affirmatively tell me that we are not going to go through the battle
of 2001, which is to expand privatization of airport security, when
we are making enormous progress, and I think we are being re-
sponsible?

We have a new and enriched democracy with diverse persons of
many different faith. So I will ask the question that I have heard
that has been answered before. on dealing with our friends of the
Muslim faith, specifically, Madam Secretary—and I will provide
you with aletter—I would like to have an investigation on a Hous-
ton imam who was a family person and had a religious visa ap-
proved. Shortly thereafter, it was either disapproved and that per-
son was deported. We all know that, once deported, it is a com-
plicated process, leaving his family destitute, and we can't imagine
the circumstances of that. I think that.is very harsh.
I will ask the broader question as to how we address the policies

o£ religious visas. Are we going to see the Muslim. community un-
fairly targeted? Because they have a right to their faith, as well,
though we are aware that we all must be diligent.

Last, I would be interested in an answer—is about our .cultural
competency and the reach in that Department to be diverse and
whether or not we have a diverse leadership, which would be under
your ship, Director Leiter, you, Madam Secretary, and that in-
cludes African-Americans, Hispanics; Asians, Anglos, and, of
course, the faith represented by Muslims.

Secretary NAPOLITANO. Representative, let me take some of those
in order, and we can respond more fully.

Chairman KING. Secretary,. if you would try to keep the answers
about 3 or 4 minutes.

Secretary N~oLIT~rro. Yes, I will try to keep it short. I am
sorry, Mr. Chairman:

Ms. JACKspN LEE. Thank you, 1VIr. Chairman.
Secretary NAPOLITANO. TSA privatization, the administrator. has

concluded not to expand privatization for a number of reasons,
some of which are security-related, some of which are cost-related.
He has announced that policy. As you know, the administrator is
the former Deputy Director of the FBI.
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With respect to the Mexican border and the drug war in Mexico,
we are highly cognizant of the amount - of violence going on in Mex-
ico, the number of deaths associated with that violence, particu-
lariy in the northern states of Mexico. We are working very closely
with the Calderon administration on that.

We have individuals in Mexico themselves working on these
issues, bum-and we are being very, -very vigilant about that war
being brought across our border. I will say it again to the cartels:
Do not bring that war into the United States. But we need to work
with Mexico to end the war.

The administration remains. committed to immigration reform
and looks forward to working with

Ms. JACKSON LEE. That includes comprehensive and border secu-
rity?

Secretary N~'oLITANo. Indeed. Then, last, with respect to the
particular case of the religious visa that you referenced, why don't
I simply get that from you and I will respond in writing?

Ms. Jacxsorr LEE. I would appreciate it. Just the cultural diver-
sity issue and including Muslims at .the Department of Homeland
Security.

Secretary NAnoL~TANo. I world be happy—why don't I respond
in writing to that?

Ms. JAcxSON LEE. Mr. Chairman, could I just raise an inquiry
to you, please? I would appreciate it if we could have a classified
briefing on the border, on the southern border, particularly as it re-
lates to drug cartels and the intermeshing between issues of ter-
rorism or the porousness that is created and the distinction—and
that would be my perspective—separating out undocumented per-
sons that may be coming for work—these people.

Chairman I~NG. I will work with our staff to make sure we do
that. There is bipartisan interest in that, I can assure you.

Ms. JAcxsori LEE. Thank you, 1VIr. Chairman. Thank you very
much.

Chairman KING. The time of the gentlelady has expired.
The gentleman from Missouri, you are up next, if you want.

Okay. Then I will yield to the--not yield, Iwill—yes, yield to the
gentleman from Florida, Mr. Bilirakis for 5 minutes.

Mr. B~L~R~~s. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate it.
Madam Secretary, we have previously discussed the importance

of the Visa Security Program and the need to expand ICE's visa se-
curity units to additional higk~-risk areas around the world. I un-
derstand that recent budget guidance to DHS for fiscal year 2012
from the Office of Management and Budget does not propose addi-
tional funding for the Visa Security Program and directs ICE to re-
consider its deployment of personnel overseas for this purpose, I
find this recommendation, of course, very troubling.

The ICE personnel that are deployed overseas to high-risk visa
issuing posts are uniquely qualified to review visa applications and
to identify individuals who:- might- be attempting to enter the
United States to do us harm: Do you agree with the OMB rec-
ommendation, the guidance regarding the Visa Security Program?

Secretary NAPOL~TArro. Well, let me—if I might, Ii,epresenta-
tive--the President's budget request' is not yet out. It will be out
on Monday. I believe my first hearing on the budget is next Thurs-
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day—yes, next Thursday. I think if I might ask your forbearance
and respond to budget-related questions at that time.

Mr. B~L~xA~s. Qkay. But I would like to keep in touch with you
on this vital issue

Secretary NAPOLrTANo. Duly noted.
Mr. BiLrx.~s: Thank you.
Secretary N~oL~Tallo. Yes, sir.
Mr. B~Lir~Axrs. One more question. As you are aware, terrorists

involved in both the 1993 and 2001 World Trade Center attacks en-
tered the United States on student visas, later violating their
terms. I have long been concerned that there are inadequate secu-
rity controls in the student visa issuance process. I have similar
concerns about the process to monitor visa holders' compliance once
they enter -the United States. How concerned are you about the
fraudulent use of student visas, or any visas for that matter?

Mr. LEITER. We look at all types of visas. But, Congressman, I
think you are absolutely right. There is a history with student
visas: There is an on-going interest in student visas. So we have
built in some extra protections on student visas, both for moni-
toring and cooperation with the countries that often sponsor those
students for additional counterterrorism screening.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. I would like to get with you—I have some rec-
ommendations of my own, as well.

Mr. LETTER. Very happy to do that.
Mr. BILIx2,KIs. Okay. Thank you very much.
Chairman KING. The gentleman from Louisiana, Mr. Richmond,

is recognized.
Mr. RICHMOND. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We heard several points about our port security. As we talk

about trade deals, I guess my question to you, Madam Secretary,
is that, is there a way to evaluate or to inform us of, for example,
South Korea and their port security? Because our security is based
on how well they do their job over there.

So as these trade agreements come up and as they are nego-
tiated, Ithink it is very important for people in my district, which
has the port of New Orleans and .all the trade down .there, to get
some information on that.

Secretary NAPOLrTArro. Congressman; yes. We will respond to
you in writing on that. I know one of our six international locations
for our maritime cargo scanning technology was in Busan in the
Republic of Korea. So we will get some information to you.

Mr. RICI3MOND: Second, watching what happened down in Lou-
isiana with the B.P. Horizon incident; how safe are our rigs?

Give me an assessment on, for example; our LOOP, which sup-
plies alot of oil and stuff for the rest of the country.

~o looking at how long it would take to get a backup or to poten-
tially stop the flow of oil, how safe are our German rigs that are
off the coast of all of our Gulf States?

Secretary NAnoL~TnNo. Congressman, I have been on the LOOP
and met with those individuals. There are extensive security pre-
cautions that are taken around that area.

So there are no guarantees in this business. I think the Director
and I would both agree on that.
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But do I think they are taking all reasonable security pre-
cautions? Ifeel that they are.

Mr. RICxtvtorrD. Thank you, Mr. Acting Chairman. I yield back
the remainder of my time.

Mr. B~L~~~~~s. Thank you. Thank you.
Congressman Davis.
Mr. DAvrs. Thank you very
Mr. B~Lr~xrs. You are recognized.
Mr. DAv~s. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Madam Secretary, Mr. Leiter, thank you both very much for

being here and for your patience.
As a new Member of this committee, let me just ask if you would

quickly help me sharpen my understanding of what' we define and
designate as being terrorism or acts of terror.

Mr. LETTER. Congressman, there are numerous definitions within
Federal law about what terrorism is.

The National Counterterrorism Center uses one of those, which
is premeditated, politically-motivated violence by a non-state actor.

So the key piece there—key pieces, it usually comes down to is
politically motivated violence.

Mr. DAv~s. Madam Secretary, I am very interested and very con-
cerned about the impact of illegal narcotics on life in our country
and, indeed, throughout the world.

We know that Afghanistan supplies about 90 percent of the
opium trade. There are also questions about its. relationship to
funding the Taliban and its relationship with al-Qaeda. ,

Could you tell me what our goals are there from a DHS vantage
point? I mean, what are we attempting to do in that region?

Secretary NaPOL~T.erro. Well, Congressman, I think a better per-
son to address that question to you would be the Secretary of De-
fense.

But what our goal- is at DHS, working with the government of
Afghanistan-I was just there between Christmas and New
Year's—is to assist them in building their civilian capacity to have
control of their own borders, particularly. their ports of entry, and
to be able to have the infrastructure, the technology, and the
trained and vetted units necessary to do that.

Mr. LETTER. Congressman--I am sorry—if I could just add, is, as
you know, the Drug Enforcement Agency has a significant presence
in Afghanistan and works—and part of this is important from the
terrorism perspective, because, as you say, some of .those funds do
go to support the Taliban and could effectively go to al-Qaeda if
they are not already.
I think it is an important piece to note, because it simply high-

lights the moral :depravity on this front, too, .and really the hypoc-
risy of the organization, al-Qaeda and the Taliban, of pursuing

.what they are viewing as a vision of Islam while still maintaining
and shipping heroin and opium overseas.

Mr. DAv~s. Of course, I come from Chicago, which is considered
to be by many, and certainly those of us who are there, the trans-
portation capital of the world.

We place a great deal of focus and interest on airline security,
airline safety.
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But I also have some concern about what we are doing in rela-
tionship to truck transport, buses, the large numbers of people who
make use of them, and, of course, rail.

Could you elaborate a bit on what- we are doing in those areas
to make sure that there is security and safety?

Secretary N~oLITa~vo. Indeed, Congressman, and we have a
whole surface transportation program and strategy that we will
make available to you now.
It is a little bit different because so much of it is controlled lo-

cally, bus systems, subway systems and the like.
I think Chicago is fortunate because they have built now some

extensive security in this, at' least in the—within the municipal
limits that come into a hub area so there could be some effective
monitoring of surface transportation.

But we have added so-called VIPER teams, which are intermodal
transportation .security teams, dogs, explosive trace detection
equipment in the surface transportation environment.

We have made grants and grant guidance available to localities
for things of this nature as well.

Mr. DAVIs. Well, let me just thank you very much and let me,
again, as other Members have done, commend you for what I think
the outstanding work is that you do. I certainly look forward to
working more closely-with both of you.

Secretary NnPOLrT~rro. Thank you, sir.
Mr. DAvrs. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I yield back the bal-

ance of my time.
Mr. B~LI1tAxrs. Thank you, sir. It doesn't appear that anyone else

is here.._
So I thank the witnesses. Thanks for the extra time, for your val-

uable testimony, and the Members, of course, for their questions.
The Members of the committee may have some additional ques-

tions for the witness. We will ask you respond to these questions
in writing, please.

The hearing record will be held open for 10 days.
Withput objection, the committee stands adjourned. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:31 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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QUESTIONS FROM RANKING MEMBER BENNIE G. THOMPSON FOR JANET NAPOLITANO

Question 1. Madam Secretary, in your testimony you stated that "in some ways,
the threat facing us is at its most heightened state" since 9/11. This statement was
given with little context and seems to imply an added security threat, yet the com-
mittee was not provided any new threat information. Moreover, there was no change
to the National Threat Advisory System that is still on the DHS website or the new
threat advisory pilot program you have announced to replace the color-coded system.
Why is the threat Facing the Nation at its "most heightened state," since 9/11?

Answer. The terrorist threat facing our country has evolved significantly in the
last 10 years, and continues,to evolve. We face a threat environment where violent
extremism is not defined or contained by international borders as evidenced by the
14mes Square bomber as well as the individual recently arrested in eastern Wash-
ington State for allegedly placing a bomb along the route of a Spokane parade in
January. Today, we must address threats that are homegrown as well as those that
originate abroad. As former Secretaries of Homeland Security have noted on several
occasions; the threat of terrorism will never be completely eliminated and therefore,
we will continue to operate under a heightened state of security. The Secretary's an-
nual Congressional testimony on the homeland threat landscape (February 9, 2011),
the Director of National Intelligence Annual Threat Assessment (February 10,
2011), and other such vehicles will inform this baseline. The new advisory system
will only be initiated for terrorist threats to the homeland that rise above and he-
yond this baseline.

• From December 2009 through 2010, there were seven attempted terrorist ab
tacks or disrupted plots in the homeland. Two of these operations were linked
to al-Qaeda affiliates, one to an al-Qaeda ally, and four to homegrown violent
extremists. Most did not reach the execution phase or the intended target, all
were operational failures, and none resulted in significant casualties. Neverthe-
less, al-Qaeda and its affiliates almost certainly perceive the failed attacks as
both valuable propaganda opportunities and radicalization and recruitment
tools that further its anti-Western narrative.

• Mohamed Osman Mohamud's failed attempt in November 2010 to allegedly
bomb a Christmas celebration in Portland, OR represents a recent example of
the .increasing threat from homegrown violent extremists—Americans
radicalized in the United States, acting independently of foreign terrorist orga-
nizationa like al-Qaeda.

The United States and our allies also face a threat from Westerners who have
traveled overseas to receive terrorist training—with the intention of returning to
conduct attacks at home. This presents numerous challenges as the individuals' sta-
tus as Westerners provides a simpler method for terrorists to infiltrate the home-
land while also increasing the groups'. operational planners' knowledge of Western
targets and security practices.

• 'Since 2008, U.S. persons,. including confessed al-Qaeda operatives Najibullah
Zazi and David Headley=the Chicago-based individual who also confessed to
being a Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) operative—as well as confessed failed Times
Square bomber Faisal Shahzad, have traveled to Pakistan for terrorist purposes
and, upon their return to the United States, were able to operate under the
radar of law- enforcement; in some cases for long periods of time:

The past 18 iiionChs have also Featured the emergence of Western ideologues—
particularly American citizens like Anwar al-Awlaki, Omar Hammami, and Adam
Gadahn—publishing increasingly sophisticated English-language propaganda on be-
half' of al-Qaeda and its affiliates. The increasing availability on the Internet of their
materials espousing violent extremism and providing practical operational advice,
combined with social networking. tools that facilitate violent extremist communica-
tion, complicates the challenge of addressing the threat to the homeland.
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These violent extremist ideologues—al-Awlaki in particular—have also spear-
headed recent efforts to provide Americans and other Westerners with the abil-
ity to independently plan and execute their own terrorist attacks—without the
need to travel overseas for training—through English-language propaganda. ,

Finally, we are currently witnessing an evolution in terrorist tactics. Terrorist at-
tacks targeting the United States are trending towards smaller-scale operations exe-
cuted on a compressed planning cycle that are perceived as successes, regardless of
whether they caused physical damage. Violent extremist propaganda praised even
operational failures in the West, spinning them as successful in causing economic
damage, defeating eacisting security measures, and forcing the West to spend billions
in security upgrades, while highlighting the operations' relatively low cost and ease
of planning and execution. We are concerned that the perceived successes of such
smaller-scale attacks portends that these operations will occur with greater fre-
quency and offer fewer opportunities for disruption.

• Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula's (AQAP's) English-language propaganda
magazine—referencing the disrupted October 2010 plot to send explosive-laden
packages on aircraft—boasted: "To bring down America we do not need to strike
big . it is more feasible to stage smaller attacks that involve less players
and less time to launch and thus we may circumvent the security barriers
America worked so hard to erect."

• In the same edition, AQAP noted that the October 2010 plot was part of its
"strategy of, a thousand cuts"—intending to "bleed the enemy to death" and
noted that despite the West's success in intercepting the parcels, the $4,200 op-
eration would force the United States and ita allies to spend "billions" on secu-
rity upgrades.

Question 2. The latest Moscow airport suicide attack underscores what seems to
be a troubling new trend: Terrorist attacks on soft targets in transportation infra-
structure, such as pre-security baggage claims and subways. As you know, in other
airports across the world, it is not uncommon to be inspected as soon as you enter
the premises. What can we take away from the Moscow attack for our own airport
security here at home? What strategy does DHS have in place to address terrorist
attacks on soft targets, including shopping malls, pre-security baggage claims, and
mass transit?

Answer. One of the Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) primary strategies
is to work with our partners in the intelligence community and in Federal, State,
and local law enforcement to identify and prevent threats before-they are carried
out. Simultaneously, we work with airport authorities and other stakeholders to im-
plement alayered security approach to mitigate the threat of terrorist attacks
against soft targets.

The terrorist attack at Moscow's Domodedovo International Airport demonstrates
the importance of having an effective security plan in place at our Nation's airports.
There are various layers of security at U.S. airports designed to help prevent or
deter this type of an attack. The primary responsibility for security outside of the
checkpoints rests with the airport operator, as detailed in the airport security plan
that each airport operator submits to the Transportation Security Administration
(TSA). Additionally, TSA personnel, including Behavior Detection Officers, Trans-
portation Security Inspectors, and Federal Air Marshals, are engaged and trained
to look for anomalies as they provide security, with local airport police, throughout
both the public and secure areas of our Nation's airports or any other venue where
they.are dispatched. I-also cannot overstate the importance of public awareness and
engagement in alerting law enforcement and security personnel to unusual behavior
or activities by individuals. It is why I have placed so much emphasis on the "If
You See Something, Say Something" program to solicit assistance from the public
and further enhance security. in airports and elsewhere.

In light of the Moscow Domodedovo International Airport attack, TSA has in-
creased .security in the public areas of all airports both by conducting visible and
covert operations. TSA has also developed the tactical response plan (TRP), which
details the actions necessary at the field level to support the overall TSA operational
response to various scenarios. All of our measures augment the existing security
measures employed in all modes of transportation and may 6e used in combination
with each other.

Additional information regarding TSA's mitigation strategy and response plans for
a similar attack are considered sensitive security information and can be discussed
during a thorough briefing qn this topic at your convenience.

Following the Moscow Domodedovo International Airport attack, the DHS Office
for Bombing Prevention (OBP) released a,Quick.Look Report. on TRIPwire that pro-
vided details on the device and the tactics used to State, local, Tribal, and territorial
law enforcement to inform domestic prevention and deterrence efforts. TRIPwire is
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DHS's 24/7 on-line, information-sharing network of current terrorist IED tactics,
techniques, and procedures, including design and emplacement considerations.

DHS's Office of Infrastructure Protection (IP) has a variety of programs to prepare
for and address the threat of terrorist attacks on soft targets, including shopping
malls, airports, hotels, sports venues, and other public gathering facilities.
. IP has developed and provided to State, local, Tribal, and territorial agencies

a series of reports, known collectively as the Infrastructure Protection Report
Series (IPRS), that provide information on characteristics and common
vulnerabilities of various types of critical infrastructure, potential indicators of
terrorist activity, and associated protective measures to mitigate risks. IP has
developed 360 IPRS reports, including reports for airports, shopping malls, ho-
tels, sports venues, and other public gathering facilities:

• IP's OBP provides Surveillance Detection and Soft Target Awareness Training
to State and local law enforcement officers and private sector facility security
personnel to develop awareness of terrorist threats to critical infrastructure and
educate panticipants on strategies for detecting and mitigating these threats. ,

IP's fi@ld-deployed Protective Security Advisors (PSAs) have conducted numerous
outreach efforts to raise awareness of terrorist threats to soft targets and provide
tools and resources to mitigate the threat. These outreach efforts included joint Of-
face of Intelligence and Analysis and IP briefings on the terrorist threats, attacks,
tactics, and potential protective measures. Notably, and to cite just two examples,
these efforts reached 490 hotel, lodging, and major retail facilities in 2009, and 338

j sports league venues in 2010.

u
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THE PRESIDENT; Thank you very much. (Applause.} Secretary Panetta, thank you for your introduction and for

your extraordinary leadership. Members of Congress, Vice President Biden, members of the Joint Chiefs, service

secretaries, distinguished guests, and men and women of tho finest military in the world.
7..ATEST RI,OG POSTS

.
Goober 25. 2Q14 6:00 f,V ECT

Most of all, Admiral Mulisn, peborah, Michael, and I also want to also acknowledge your son Jack, who's deployed Weekly .tl,.dc3:ress:.l?~acctsecl on 'tile k~ig}ti.

today. All a( you have perFormed extraordinary service to our country. .1ga.i~~sf..F;l7ol<i
In this week's address, the President discussed

Before I begin, i want to say a few words about some important news. Earlier this morning, Anwar al-Awiaki -- a the measures we are taking to respond to Ebola

leader of al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula -- was killed in Yemen. (Applause.) The death of Awlaki is a major blow cases at home, while containing the epidemic at its

to ai Qaeda's most active operational a~liate. Awlaki was the leader of external operations for al Qaeda in fhe source in West Africa,

Arabian Peninsula. In that role, he took the lead in planning and directing efforts to murder innocent Americans. He

directed the failed attempt to blow up an airplane on Christmas bay in 2009. He directed tho failed attempt to blow Oc:ot.~er 24, 26 is 5:52 ?v EDT

up U.S. cargo planes in 2010. And he repeatedly called on individuals in the United States and around the globe to ~'G"ee1~t% Vt'`r<~p LTp: Oetc~~er 18-24

kill innocent men, women and children to advance a murderous agenda.
This week at the White House, the President

updated the nation on our government-wide

The death of al-Awlaki marks another significant milestone in the broader effort to defeat al Qaeda and its a~liates. response to Ebola, we discussed efforts against

Furthermore, this success is a tribute to our intelligence community, and to the efforts of Yemen and its security ISt~ with our international efforts, and the First

forces, who have worked Gosr~iy with the United States over the course of several years. I-ady asked, "Turnip for What?"

Awiaki and his organization have been directly responsible for the deaths of many Yemeni citizens. His hateful October aa, 20 i~1 F:~7 ~v ~.D'r

ideology --and targeting o(innoceM civilians --his been rejected by the vast majority of Muslims, and people of all After FScatin~ Ebc~ra, TlTurse 1~Tina Fham

faiths. And he has met his demise because the government and the people of Yemen have joined the internationei ~1i:~~'~'s a Ilttg wvilh the PreSictent

community in a common effort against AI Qaeda.
After caring for EY~aia patient Thomas Eric Duncan

and becoming infected with the disease herself,

AI Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula remains adangerous -- though weakened -- terrorist organization. And going 26-yearvold nurse Nina Pham is declared Ebols-

forward, we will remain vigilant against any threats to the United States, or our allies and partners. But make no free --and moots with President Obama in tho

mistake: This is further proof that al Qaeda and its affiliates will find no safe haven anywhere in the world. Oval Once.

Working with Yemen and our other allies and partners, we will be determined, we will be deliberate, we will be vtEw n~.~. tt~~.ArE[a ~~oG POSrs

relentless, we will be resolute in our commitrrient to destroy terrorist networks that aim to kill Americans, and to build .

a world in which people everywhere can live in greater peace, prosperity and security.

Now, advancing that security has been the life's work of the man that we honor today. But as Mika will admit to you,

he got off to a somewhat shaky start. Me was a young ensign, just 23 years old, commanding a small tanker, when

he collided with a buoy. (Laughter,) As Mike later explained, in his understated way, when you're on a ship, ~aeeboak YouTuhe

"colliding with anything is not a good thing." (Laughter.) Twit4er Vimeo

i tell this story because Mike has told it himself, to men and women across our military. He has always understood

that the true measure of our success is not whether we stumble; it's whether we pick ourselves up and dust
Flickr iTunes

ourselves off and get on with the job. IYs whether -- no matter the storms or shoals that come our way -- we chart

our course, we keep our cye fixed on the horizon, and take care of'those around us -- becauso we all we riso and ~pOs~~"" Linkedin

fall together.

That's Stye story of Mike Mullen. Ifs the story of America. And it's the spirit that we celebrate today.

Indeed, if there's a thread that runs through his illustrious career, it's Mike's sense of stewardship -- the

understanding that, as leaders, our time at the Yiehn is but a moment in the life of our nation; the humility, which

says the institutions and people entrusted to our care Zook to us, yet they da not belong to us; and the sense of
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responsibilifiy we leave to pass them safer and stronger to those who follow.

Mike, as you look back as your four consequential years as chairman and your four decades in uniform, be assured

our military is stronger and our nation is more secure because of the service that you have rendered. {Applause.)

Today, we have renewed American leadership in the world. We've strengthened our alliances, including NATO.

We're leading again in Asia. And we forged a new treaty with Russia to'reduce our_ nuclear arsenals. And every

American can be grateful to Admiral Mullen -- as am I -- for his critical role in each of these achievements, which will

enhance our national security far decades to come.

Today, we see the remarkable achievernents of our 9111 generation of service members. They've given Iraqis a

chance to determine their own future. They've pushed the Taliban out of their Afghan strongholds and finally put al

Qaeda on the path to defeat. Meanwhile, our forces have responded to sudden crises with compassion, as in Haiti,

and with precision, as in Libya. And it will be Tong rememUered that our troops met these tests on Admiral Muilen's

watch and under his leadership.

Today, we're moving forward from a position of strength.. Fewer of our sons and daughters are in harrri's way, and

more wil( came home. Our soldiers can look forward to shorter deployments, more time with their families, and more

time training for future missions. Put simply, despite the stresses and strains of a hard decade of war, the military

that Admiral Mullen passes to General Dempsey today is the best that it has ever been.

lend today: thanks to Mike's principled leadership, our military draws its strength from more mernbers of our

American family. Soon, women will report for duty on our submarines. And patriotic service members who are gay

and lesbian nn longer have to lie about who they are to serve the country that they Iove. History will record that the

tippii7g point toward this progress came when the 17th Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff tivent before Congress,

and told the nation that it was the right thing to do.

Mike, your legiacy will endure in e military that is stronger, but also in a nation that is more just. (Applause.)

Finally, i would add that in every discussion I've ever had with Mike, in every recommendation he's ever made, one

tinny has always been foremost in his mind --the lives and well-being of our men and women in uniform. I've seen it

in quiet moments with our wounded warriors and our veterans. I saw it that day in the Situation Raom, as we held

cur breath for the safe return of our farces who delivered justice to Osama bin Laden. f saw it at Dover, as we

honored our fallen heroes on their final journey-home.

Mike, you have fulfilled the pledge you made ai the beginning -- to represent our troops with "unwavering

dedication." And so l7as Det~orah, who we thank for her four decades of extraordinary service, her extraordinary

support to our military families, her kindness, her gentleness, her grace under pressure. She is an extraordinary

woman, Mike. And we7e both lucky to have married up. (Applause.)

Now the mantle of leadership passes to General Marty Qempsey, one of our nation's most respected and combat-

tested generals. Marty, after a lifetime of service, I thank you, Deanie, Chris, Medan and Caitlin for answering the

call to serve once more

in this sense, today begins to complete the transition to our new leadership team. fn Secretary Panetta, we have

one vi our nation's finest public servants. In the new Deputy Secretary, Ash Carter, wU will have an experienced

leader to carry on the work of Biii Lynn, who we thank for his outstanding service. And the new Vice Chairman,

Admiral Sancly Winnefeld, will round out a team where —for the first time -- both the Chairman and Vice Chairman

will have the' experience of leading cornbat operations in the years since 9/11.

Leon, Marty, nsh, Sandy, men and women of this department, both uniformed and civilian -- we stilt have much to

do: Frorn bringing the rest of our troops home from Iraq this year, to transitioning to Afghan lead for their own

security, from defeating al Qaeda, to our most solemn of obligations -- taking care of qur forces and their families,

when they go to war and when they come home.

None of this will be easy, especially as our nation makes hard fiscal choices. But as Commander-in-Chief, let me

say it as clearly as I can. As we go forward we will be guided by the mission we ask of our troops and the

capabilities they need to succeed. We wilt maintain our military superiority. We will never waver in defense of our

country, our citizens or our national security interests. And the United States. of America --and our Armed Forces --

wili remain the greatest force for freedom and security that the world has ever known.

This is who we are, as Americans. And this is who we must always be -- as we salute Mike Mullen as an exemplar

of this spirit, we salute him for a life of patriotic, service; as we continue his legacy to keep the country that we love

Safe; and as we renew the souroes of American strength, here at home and around the world.

Mike, thank you, from a c~rakeful nation. (Applause.)

END
11:52 A.M. EqT
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

SOUTHERN DIVISION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CASE NO. 2:10-cr-20005

Plaintiff, HONORABLE NANCY G. EDMUNDS

-vs-

D-1 UMAR FAROUK ABDULMUTALLAB,

Defendant.

GOVERNMENT'S SENTENCING MEMORANDUM

INTRODUCTION

As noted by the Court at the time. of his plea,_ and as found by the Probation Department in

its Presentence Investigation Report, Defendant Abdulmutallab faces mandatory life sentences as

to Counts Four and Six, and a mandatory minimum sentence of thirty years as to Count Two.'

Defendant also faces up to a life sentence as to Counts One and Seven. The remaining charges,

which are Counts Three, Five and Eight, each carry sentences of up to twenty years imprisonment.

A summary of the charges, maximum sentences, mandatory minimum sentences, requirement of

consecutive' sentences, and the government's recommendation as to each is contained in the

Sentencing Appendix attached to this Memorandum. The government asks that the Court impose

the maximum sentence as to each count.

'Although Count 2 carries a mandatory minimum sentence of 30 years imprisonment, it

carries a maximum sentence of up to life imprisonment.

-1-
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SENTENCING FACTORS

As applicable to the present case, the Court is required to consider the following factors in

imposing sentence:

(1) the nature and circumstances of the offense and the history and characteristics of the
defendant;

(2) the need for the sentence imposed --

(A) to reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote respect for the law, and to
provide just punishment for the offense;
(B) to afford adequate deterrence to criminal conduct;
(C) to protect the public from further crimes of the defendant; and
(D) to provide the defendant with needed educational or vocational training, medical
care, or other correctional treatment in the most effective manner;

(3) the kinds of sentences available;

(4) the sentencing guidelines applicable to the offense; and

(5) the need to avoid unwarranted sentence disparities among defendants with similar records
who have been found guilty of similar conduct.

18 U.S.C. § 3553(a).

A. The Nature and Circumstances of the Offense and the History and
Characteristics of the Defendant

The "nature and circumstances of the offense" are straightforward: defendant maliciously

attempted to murder 289 innocent people of all nationalities and ethnicities, and, but for a technical

problem with his bomb, he would have succeeded. As detailed extensively in the Presentence

Investigation Report at ¶¶ 13-24 and in the Supplemental Factual Appendix,2 defendant was deeply

ZDefendant, through his standby counsel, objects to those paragraphs of the presentence
report. See Defendant's Objections, ¶ 1. Defendant states that the objected-to paragraphs
contain "information obtained during plea negotiations in this matter and can not at this stage be
used against hiin, .for sentencing purposes." Assuming arguendo that the debriefings at which

(continued...)

-2-
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committed to his mission, seeking out and finding Al Qaeda and Anwar Awlaki, volunteering for

a martyrdom mission, and then becoming involved in planning and training for a significant amount

of time. Never did defendant falter in his resolve or reconsider his decision to commit mass murder.

Indeed, as of the date that he entered his guilty plea, defendant stated to this Court that he believes

that the Koran obliges "every able Muslim to participate in jihad and fight in the way of Allah, those

who fight you, and kill them wherever you find them, some parts of the Koran say, an eye for an eye,

a tooth for a tooth." (October 12, 2011, Tr. Vol. 5, page 26.) Defendant added that "participation

in jihad against the United States is considered among the most virtuous of deeds in Islam and is

highly encouraged in the Koran." (Id. at 27.) In explaining his offense, defendant stated that "I

attempted to use an explosive device which in the U.S. law is a weapon of mass destruction, which

I call a blessed weapon ..." (Id. at 28.) In short, defendant is an unrepentant would-be mass

2(... continued)
the statements were made were in fact "plea negotiations," defendant's argument precisely

misses the point. The admissibility of plea negotiations is controlled by Federal Rule of
Evidence 410, which is inapplicable at sentencing. Fed. R. Evid. 1101(d)(3); see also 18 U.S.C.
§ 3661 ("No limitation shall be placed on the information concerning the background, character,

and conduct. of a person convicted of an offense which a court of the United States may receive

and consider for the purposes of imposing an appropriate sentence.").

Defendant further objects that "the statements made during plea negotiations were
protected by Kastigar." Presumably, by using the term "Kastigar" stand-by counsel is referring

to a proffer agreement, sometimes referred to as a Kastigar letter, rather than Kastigar v. United
States, 406 U.S. 441 (1972), as that case involved a grant of immunity under 18 U.S.C. §§ 6002-

6003, which was never extended to Defendant Abdulmutallab. However, no proffer agreement
was_ ever signed by Defendant Abdulmutallab, who, after consultation with his then-counsel,

chose to speak to agents without signing such an agreement. There is thus no bar to the Court's
consideration at sentencing of statements defendant made during debriefings.

The Supplemental Factual Appendix is included in order to provide the Court with

additional information regarding "the nature and circumstances of the offenses," particularly
Count One. It provides the Court with relevant details regarding other terrorists with whom
defendant interacted overseas as part of this plot; including Anwar Awlaki.

-3-
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murderer, who views his crimes as divinely inspired and blessed, and who views himself as under

a continuing obligation to carry out such crimes.

B. The Need for the Sentence to Reflect the Seriousness of the Offense,
To Promote Respect for the Law, and to Provide Just Punishment
For the Offense

Had defendant attempted to murder a single individual, he likely would be facing a life

sentence. Here, where he attempted to murder two hundred eighty nine individuals, no sentence

other than life, as to all the counts which carry such a potential sentence, could possibly reflect the

seriousness of defendant's conduct. Under the circumstances of this case, anything less than a life

sentence would fail to provide just punishment. Indeed, a life sentence would promote respect for

the law.

In order to demonstrate the destructive power of defendant's device as it was designed,

the government intends to play for the Court at sentencing a video of the FBI Laboratory's

demonstration of PETN explosions. These are the same videos which the Court ruled admissible

for trial for the same purpose. Those videos demonstrate explosions of 76 grams of PET'N, the

amount which was recovered unexploded and unburned from defendant's explosive device, and 200

grams, the amount the FBI has estimated was contained in defendant's device before defendant

initiated the explosion.
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C. The Need to Protect the Public From Further Crimes
Of the Defendant

Defendant poses a significant, ongoing threat to the safety of American citizens everywhere.

As noted previously, in pleading guilty, defendant reiterated that it is his religious belief that the

Koran obliges "every able Muslim to participate in jihad and fight in the way of Allah, those who

fight you, and kill them wherever you find them," and that "participation in jihad against the United

States is considered among the most virtuous of deeds in Islam and is highly encouraged in the

Koran." Thus, by his own words, defendant has shown that he continues to desire to harm the

United States and its citizens, and that he views it as his religious obligation to do so.

In addition, Dr. Simon Perry, Ph.D., who was to have testified on behalf of the government

at trial as an expert on the concepts of martyrdom and jihad, has prepared a report analyzing

defendant's level of danger. Dr. Perry is a criminologist and co-director of the Program in Policing

and Homeland Security Studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Dr. Perry and a team

conducted research into the motivation of forty failed suicide bombers, and developed a

psychological profile of such individuals. See Exhibit A, Memorandum for the Court, by Simon

Perry, Ph.D. In his memorandum, Dr. Perry analyzed the available data on the motivation of suicide

bombers, or, to use his preferred term, of an individual engaged in "martyrdom,i3 Dr. Perry also

3"Martyrdom" is also the term used by defendant in describing his intended behavior.
For instance, on December 25, 2009, during the hospital admissions process; defendant told
University of Michigan Hospital nurse Julia Longenecker that he had no history of having
attempted to harm himself or others. When Ms. Longenecker disputed that characterization, by
asking him whether what he had undertaken on the airplane earlier that day was not harming
himself and others, defendant replied: "That was martyrdom."

-5-
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analyzed the facts of the case, including defendant's extensive debriefing given to the FBI.4 Dr.

Perry's entire report provides a unique analysis of martyrdom bombers in general and Defendant

Abdultnutallab in particular; Dr. Perry's conclusion is chilling:

Since UFAM's [Umar Farouk Abdul Mutallab's] motivation to commit
martyrdom appears to be great, I believe there is a high probability that given
the opportunity, he would try once again to commit an act of martyrdom,
endangering his and other innocent lives.

It is my belief that UFAM fits well the profile of the classic martyr as
described above. Therefore his act of martyrdom is the result of his
expectation to receive religious, personal/ personality and social benefits. As
long as he is of the same state of mind and continues to hold the same set of
beliefs, the outcome of this "rational choice" decision making process which
evaluates the "cost" and the anticipated "benefits" is expected to lead hirn to
martyrdom.

UFAM stated to Agents that he is committed to Jihad. He claimed that once
a decision is made, one remains committed to that decision unless something
comes up that requires re-examination.

It seems that even the death of Aulagi, his source of religious guidance
concerning martyrdom, did not change his state of mind and did not require
re-examination. If anything, .it has made him more determined.

In summary, in addition to the probability that given the opportunity, UFAM
will make another attempt at martyrdom, there also exists the likelihood that
he will become a role model and proxy of Fundamentalist Islamic Jihadists,
assisting them in the recruitment of new martyrs.

In other words, defendant has enormous motivation to carry our another terrorist attack, but lacks

the capability because of his incarceration. The Court has no ability to control defendant's

motivation, which in any event appears to be unchanged. However; the. Court can control

4See note 2, supra. Even if there were some prohibition on the use of defendant's
debriefing statements at sentencing, which there is not, they would still be available for Dr.
Perry's use, because they are the type of evidence reasonably relied upon by experts in his fields
of criminology and psychology. See Fed. R. Evid. 703.
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defendant's opportunity to act on those intentions. The Court should use the discretion it has to

impose a sentence which ensures that defendant never again has the opportunity to carry out the type

of mission he still is highly motivated to conduct.

D. The Need to Provide Defendant With Educational or Vocational
Training and Medical Treatment

None of these factors is applicable to the present case. Defendant has a college degree from

University College London,s and even took post-graduate classes. Defendant has fully recovered

from the injuries suffered in his attack, and his health is now excellent.

E. The Kinds of Sentences Available, the Sentencing Guidelines, and the Need
To Avoid Unwarranted Sentencing Disparities

In the present case, the Sentencing Guidelines provide for life sentences. As noted above,

Counts Four and Six carry statutorily-mandated life sentences. Counts One, Three, Five, Seven and

Eight all are subject to the terrorism enhancement of USSG § 3A1.4,6 which adds twelve levels to

SAccording to the Times Higher Education World Ratings, University College London is

rated the 17th best university in the world for 2011-2012. See
http://www.timeshighereducation. ca.uk/world-university-rankings/2011-2012/top-400.htm1.

6USSG § 3A1.4 applies "[i]f the offense is a felony that involved, or was intended to
promote a federal crime of terrorism[.]" "Federal crime of terrorism" has the meaning given in

18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5). See USSG § 3A1.4 (comment.), n.l.

A "federal crime of terrorism" is defined under 18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5) as an offense
that is "calculated to influence or affect the conduct of government by intimidation or coercion,

or to retaliate against government conduct," and which also is a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2332b

(relating to terrorism transcending national boundaries, as is Count One), 18 U.S.C. § 32
(relating to destruction of aircraft, as are Counts Five and Eight), 18 U.S.C. § 2332a (relating to

.weapons of mass destruction, as is Count Seven), see 18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5)(B)(i); and which

also is a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 46506 (relating to attempted murder on aircraft, as is Count

Three), see 18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5)(B)(iii).

The record is replete with defendant's statements that he acted "to retaliate against
(continued...)
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each of the base offenses and also places defendant in Criminal History Category VI. As a result,

each of the non-mandatory counts has an adjusted offense level above Leve143, which is the highest

level .contained in the guidelines. See USSG § 5, Pt. A, comment. (n.2) (an offense level of more

than 43 is to be treated as an offense level of 43). An offense level of 43 calls for a life sentence at

any criminal history level. The fact that the terrorism enhancement places defendant in the most

serious criminal history category merely reinforces the fact that the Sentencing Commission sought

to ensure life sentences for individuals who commit the types of offenses of which defendant was

convicted.'

6(...continued)
government conduct." See October 12, 2011, Tr. Vol. 5, page 26 (defendant stating he acted "in
retaliation for U.S. support of Israel and in retaliation of the killing of innocent and civilian
Muslim populations in Palestine, especially in the blockade of Gaza, and in retaliation for the
killing of innocent and civilian Muslim populations in Yemen, Iraq; Somalia, Afghanistan and
beyond"); id. (defendant committed an "act of jihad against the United States for the U.S. killing
of my Muslim brothers and sisters around the world"); id. at 27 (defendant acted "to avenge");
id. (defendant acted "in retaliation"); id. at 28-29 (defendant acted "for the U.S. oppression of
Muslims," "for U.S. interference in Muslim countries," "for U.S. use of weapons of mass
destruction on Muslim populations" iri various countries, and "for the U.S. wreckage of Muslim

lands and property").

Thus, it is clear that the offenses for which defendant was convicted qualify for the
terrorism enhancement, and that defendant acted with the requisite intent to retaliate against the
United States government. For purposes of the record, the government asks that the Court make
an express finding that the enhancement applies.

The statutory factors also require the Court to avoid"unwarranted sentencing disparities
among defendants with similar records who have been found guilty of similar conduct. A life
sentence in the present case would not create any such disparity. To the contrary, Courts
routinely impose very stiff sentences on defendants who are convicted of participating in'terror
plots. For example, in a case involving similar facts, Richard Reid received three non-
mandatory life sentences for attempting to explode a bomb aboard an aircraft in flight in 2001 on
behalf of al Qaeda, and the maximum sentence on several other non-mandatory counts. See
United States v. Reid, 02-10013-WGY (D. Mass. 2003); also e.g., United States v. Faisal
Shahzad, 10"Cr..541 (MGC) (S.D.N.Y. 201.0) (life imprisonment for attempted bombing in

(continued...)
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated, the government asks that the Court impose life sentences as to Counts

One, Two,B Four, Six, and Seven, and twenty year sentences as to Counts Three, Five and Eight.

'(...continued)
Times Square, New York); United States v. Wadih el-Rage, et al., S10 98 Cr. 1023 (LBS/LAK)
(S.D.N.Y. 2001 and 2010) (life imprisonment for all convicted participants in al Qaeda bombing
of U.S. embassies in East Africa); United States v. Kassir, S2 04 Cr. 356 (JFK) (S.D.N.Y. 2009)
(multiple terms of life imprisonment for operative who setup jihad training camp in the U.S.);
United States v. Mohammed Mansou~ Jabarah, 02 Cr. 1560 (BSJ) (S.D.N.Y. 2008) (life
imprisonment upon a guilty plea to conspiring to bomb U.S. Embassies in Singapore and the
Phillippines); United States v. Zacarias Moussaoui, O1 Cr. 455 (LMB) (E.D. Va. 2006) (life
sentence for conspiring in the attacks of September 11, 2001); United States v: Mohammed
Salameh, et al., 93 Cr. 180 (KTD) (S.D.N.Y. 1999) (1993 bombing of the World Trade Center,
resulting in six deaths —sentences of 240 years, 240 years, 180 years, 117 years, 116 years, 108
years); United States v. Teary Nichols, 96 Cr. 68-m (D. Colo,,:1998) (life imprisonment for
conspiracy to bomb the Oklahoma City federal building —defendant acquitted of murder but
convicted of manslaughter); United States v. Abdul Hakzm Murad, et al., 93 Cr. 180 (KTD)
(S.D.N.Y. 1998) (life imprisonment plus 60 years imposed on each of two defendants for a
conspiracy to bomb United States airliners in Southeast Asia); United States v. Omar Abdel-
Rahman, 93 Cr. 181 (MBM) (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (life sentence for seditious conspiracy); see also
United States v. Timothy McVeigh, 96 Cr. 68-m (D. Colo. 1997) (death sentence for the bombing
of the Oklahoma City federal building, resulting in 168 deaths).

$Count Two carries a minimum sentence of 30 years imprisonment, but the maximum
sentence can_ be up to life imprisonment.
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statute, the sentences on each of Counts One, Two, Four and Six must, run consecutively to any

other sentence.

s/ Jonathan Tukel
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Chief, National Security Unit
211 West Fort Street, Suite 2001
Detroit, Michigan 48226
Phone: (313) 226-9749
Email: Jonathan.Tukel@usdoj.gov

s/ Michael C. Martin
Assistant U.S. Attorney
211 West Fort Street, Suite 2001.
Detroit, Michigan 48226
Phone: (313) 226-9670
Email: Michael.C.Martin@usdoj.gav

Dated: February 10, 2012

Respectfully submitted,

BARBARA L. McQUADE
United States Attorney,
Eastern District of Michigan

s/Cathleen M. Corken
Assistant U.S. Attorney
211 West Fort Street, Suite 2001
Detroit, Michigan 48226
Phone: (313) 226-0206
Email: Cathleen.Corken@usdoj:gov
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SENTENCING. APPENDIX

Count Charge Maximum Mandatory Mandatory Government
Sentence Minimum? Consecutive? Request

1. Terrorism Life No Yes Life/
Trans. Nt'1 consecutive to
Boundaries other counts

2. Possession- Life 360 months Yes Life/
Firearm/Dest. consecutive to
Device other counts

3. Attempted 20 years No No 240 months*
Murder

4. Use/Carrying of Life Life Yes Life,
Dest. Device consecutive to

other counts

5. Placing 20 years No No 240 months*
Destructive
Device in
Aircraft

6. Possession Life Life Yes Life,
Destructive consecutive to
Device other counts

7. Attempted Use Life No No Life*
Weapon of
Mass
Destruction

8, Attempt to 20 years No No 240 months*
Destroy and
Wreck Aircraft

*The government has no objection to these counts being made concurrent to each other.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FACTUAL APPENDIX

This Supplemental Factual Appendix is intended to provide additional information regarding

"the nature and circumstances of the offenses," particularly Count One of the First Superseding

Indictment -Conspiracy to Commit an Act of Terrorism Transcending National Boundaries.

Specifically, this Supplemental Factual Appendix is intended to provide the Court with details about

Defendant Abdulmutallab's interactions with Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) terrorists

in the months leading up to his attack on Northwest Flight 253. As with the Presentence

Investigation Report, the bulk of the material provided comes from debriefing statements defendant

made to FBI agents from January to Apri12010, which maybe considered for sentencing. See Note

2, supra.

In August 2009, defendant left Dubai, where. he had been taking graduate classes, and

traveled to Yemen. For several years, defendant had been following the online teachings of Anwar

Awlaki, and he went to Yemen to try to meet him in order to discuss the possibility of becoming

involved in jihad. Defendant by that time had become committed in his own mind to carrying out

an act of j ihad, and was contemplating "martyrdom;" i. e., a suicide operation in which he and others

would be killed.

Once in Yemen, defendant visited mosques and asked people he met if they knew how he

could meet Awlaki. Eventually, defendant made contact with an individual who in turn made

Awlaki aware of defendant's desire to meet him. Defendant provided this individual with the

-12-
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number for his Yemeni cellular telephone. Thereafter, defendant received a text message from

Awlaki telling defendant to call him, which defendant did. During their brief telephone

conversation, it was agreed that defendant would send. Awlaki a written message explaining why

he wanted fo become involved in j Thad. Defendant took several days to write his message to Awlaki,

telling him of his desire to become involved in jihad, and seeking Awlaki's guidance. After

receiving defendant's message, Awlaki sent defendant a response, telling him that Awlaki would

find a way for defendant to become involved in jihad.

Thereafter, defendant was picked up and driven through the Yemeni desert. He eventually

arrived at Awlak's house, and- stayed there for three days. During that time, ̀defendant met with

Awlaki and the two men discussed martyrdom and jihad. Awlaki told defendant that jihad requires

patience but comes with many rewards. Defendant understood that Awlaki used these discussions

to evaluate defendant's commitment to and suitability for jihad. Throughout, defendant expressed

his willingness to become involved in any mission chosen for him, including martyrdom -and by

the end of his stay, Awlaki had accepted defendant for a martyrdom mission.

Defendant left Awlaki's house, and was taken to another house, where he met AQAP bomb-

maker Ibrahim Al Asiri. Defendant and Al Asiri discussed defendant's desire to commit an act of

jihad. Thereafter, Al Asiri discussed a plan for a martyrdom missionwith Awlaki, who gave it final

approval, and instructed Defendant Abdulmutallab on it. For the following two weeks, defendant

trained in an AQAP camp, and received instruction in weapons and. indoctrination in j Thad. During

his time in the training camp, defendant met many individuals, including Samir Khan.9

9 Khan later came to be involved with AQAP's Inspire magazine. Both Khan and Awlaki
were killed in September 2011.

-13-
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Ibrahim Al Asiri constructed a bomb for defendant's suicide mission and personally

delivered it to Defendant Abdulmutallab. This was the bomb that defendant carried in his underwear

on December 25, 2009. Al Asiri trained defendant in the use of the bomb, including by having

defendant practice the manner in which the bomb would be detonated; that is, by pushing the

plunger of a syringe, causing two chemicals to mix, and initiating a fire (which would then detonate

the explosive).

Awlaki told defendant that he would create a martyrdom video that would be used after the

defendant's attack. Awlaki arranged for a professional film crew to film the video. Awlaki assisted

defendant in writing his martyrdom statement, and it was filmed over a period of two to three, days.

The full video was approximately five minutes in length.'o

Although Awlaki gave defendant operational flexibility, Awlaki instructed defendant that

the only requirements were that the attack be on a U. S. airliner, and that the attack take place over

U.S. soil. Beyond that, Awlaki gave defendant discretion to choose the flight and date. Awlaki

instructed defendant not to fly directly from Yemen to Europe, as that could attract suspicion. As

a result, defendant took a circuitous route, traveling from Yemen to Ethiopia to Ghana to Nigeria

to Amsterdam to Detroit. Prior to defendant's departure from Yemen, Awlaki's last instructions to

him were to wait until the airplane was over the United States and then to take the plane down.

10 The Court has seen the thirty-four-second excerpt of the video that was subsequently
released by AQAP as part of its video America and the Final Trap.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on February 10, 2012, I electronically filed the foregoing document with

the Clerk of the Court using the ECF system which will send notification of such filing to Anthony

Chambers. I further certify that I have caused a copy of this filing to be delivered and mailed to the

defendant, Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, Register No. 44107-039, Federal Detention Center, East

Arkona Road Milan, Michigan.

s/Darlene Secord
Paralegal Specialist
U,S. Attorney's Office
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To the Declaration of Colin Wicker
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JUSTICE NEWS

Attorney General Eric Holder Speaks at Northwestern University School of Law

Chicago, IL, United States ~ Monday, March 5, 2012

As prepared for delivery
Thank you, Dean [Daniel] Rodriguez, for your kind words, and for the outstanding leadership that you provide —

not only for this academic campus, but also for our nation's legal community: It \is a privilege to be with you

today —and to be among the distinguished faculty members, staff, alumni, and students who make

Northwestern such an extraordinary place.
For more than 150 years, this law school has served as a training ground for future leaders; as a forum for

critical, thoughtful debate; and as a meeting place to consider issues of national concern and global

consequence. This afternoon, I am honored to be part of this tradition. And I'm grateful for the opportunity to

join .with you in discussing a defining issue of our time — and a most critical responsibility that we share: how we

will stay true to America's founding —and enduring —promises of security, justice and liberty.

Since this country's earliest days, the American people have risen to this challenge =and all that it demands.

But, as we have seen —and as President John F. Kennedy may have described best — "In the long history of

the world, only a few generations have been granted the role of defending freedom in its hour of maximum

danger."
Half a century has passed since those words were spoken, but our nation today confronts grave national

security threats that demand our constant attention and steadfast commitment. It is clear that, once again, we

have reached an' "hour of danger."
We are a nation at war. And, in this war, we face a nimble and determined enemy that cannot be

underestimated.
Like President Obama —and my fellow members of his national security team — I begin each day with a briefing

on the latest and most urgent threats- made against us in the preceding 24 hours. And, like scores of attorneys

and agents at the Justice Department, I go to sleep each night thinking of how best to keep our people safe.

1 know that —more than a decade after the September 11th attacks; and despite our recent national security

successes, including the operation that brought to justice Osama bin. Laden last year —there are people

currently plotting to murder Americans, who reside in distant countries as well as within our own borders.

Disrupting and preventing these plots —and using every available and appropriate tool to keep-the American

people safe —has been, and will remain, this Administration's top priority.

But just as surely as we are a nation at war, we also are a nation of laws and values. Even when under attack,

our actions must always be grounded on the bedrock of the Constitution -and must always be consistent with

statutes, court precedent, the rule of law and our founding ideals. Not only is this the right thing to do —history

has shown that it is also the most effective approach we can take in combating those who seek to do us harm.

This is not just my view. My judgment is shared by senior national security officials across the government. As

the President reminded us in 2009, at the National Archives where our founding documents are housed, "[w]e

uphold our most cherished values not only because doing so is right, but because it strengthens our country

and it keeps us safe_. Time and again, our values have been our best national security asset." Our history

proves this. We do not have to choose between security and liberty —and we will not,

Today, l want to tell you about the collaboration across the government that defines and distinguishes this

Administration's national security efforts.- I also want to discuss some of the legal principles that guide —and

strengthen —this work, as well as the special role of the Department of Justice in protecting the American

people and upholding the Constitution.
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Before 9/11, today's level of interagency cooperation was not commonplace. In many ways, government lacked
the infrastructure — as well as the imperative — to share national security information quickly and effectively.
Domestic law enforcement and foreign intelligence operated in largely independent spheres. But those who
attacked us on September 11th chose both military and civilian targets. They crossed borders and jurisdictional
lines. And it immediately became clear that no single agency could address these threats, because no single
agency has all of the necessary tools.
To counter this enemy aggressively and intelligently, the government had to draw on all of its resources —and
radically update its operations. As a result, today, government agencies are better postured to work together to
address a range of emerging national security threats. Now, the lawyers, agents and analysts at the
Department of Justice work closely with our colleagues across the national security community to detect and
disrupt terrorist plots, to prosecute suspected terrorists, and to identify and implement the legal tools necessary
to keep the American people safe. Unfortunately, the fact and extent of this cooperation are often overlooked in
the public debate —but iYs something that this Administration, and the previous one; can be proud of.
As part of this coordinated effort, the Justice Department plays a key role in conducting oversight to ensure that
the intelligence community's activities remain in compliance with the law, and, together with the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court, in authorizing surveillance to investigate suspected terrorists. We must —and
will continue to —use the intelligence-gathering capabilities that Congress has provided to collect information
that can save and protect American lives. At the same time, these tools must be subject to appropriate checks
and balances —including oversight by Congress and the courts, as well as within the Executive Branch — to
protect the privacy and civil rights of innocent individuals. This Administration is committed to making sure that
our surveillance programs appropriately reflect all of these interests.
Let me give you an example. Under section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, the Attorney
General and the Director of National Intelligence may authorize annually, with the approval of the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court, collection directed at identified categories of foreign intelligence targets, without

the need for a court order for each individual subject. This ensures that the government has the flexibility and
agility it needs to identify and to respond to terrorist and other foreign threats to our security. But the
government may not use this authority intentionally #o target a U.S. person, here or abroad, or anyone known to

be in the United States.
The law requires special procedures, reviewed and approved by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, to

make sure that these restrictions are followed, and to protect the privacy of any U.S. persons whose nonpublic
information may be incidentally acquired through this program. The Department of Justice and the Office of the
Director of National Intelligence conduct extensive oversight reviews of section 702 activities at least once
every sixty days, and we report to Congress on implementation and compliance twice a year. This law therefore
establishes a comprehensive regime of oversight by all three branches of government. Reauthorizing this
authority before it expires at the end of this year is the top legislative priority of the Intelligence Community.
But surveillance is only the first of many complex issues we must navigate. Once a suspected terrorist is
captured, a decision must be made as to how to proceed with that individual in order to identify the disposition
that best serves the interests of the American people and the security of this nation.
Much has been made of the distinction between our federal civilian courts and revised military commissions.
The reality is that both incorporate fundamental due process and other protections that are essential to the
effective administration of justice —and we should not deprive ourselves of any tool in our fight against al
Qaeda.
Our criminal justice system is renowned not only for its fair process; it is respected for its results. We are not
the first Administration to rely on federal courts to prosecute terrorists, nor will we be the last. Although far too
many choose to ignore this fact, the previous Administration consistently relied on criminal prosecutions in
federal court to bring terrorists to justice. John Walker Lindh, attempted shoe bomber Richard Reid, and 9/11
conspirator Zacarias Moussaoui were among the hundreds of defendants convicted of terrorism-related
offenses —without political controversy —during the last administration.
Over the past three years, we've built a remarkable record of success in terror prosecutions. For example, in
October, we secured a conviction against Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab for fiis role in the attempted bombing of
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an airplane traveling from Amsterdam to Detroit on Christmas Day 2009. He was sentenced last month to life in

prison without the possibility of parole. While in custody, he provided significant intelligence during debriefing

sessions with the FBI. He described in detail how he became inspired to carry out an act of jihad, and how he

traveled to Yemen and made contact with Anwar al-Aulagi, a U.S. citizen and a leader of al Qaeda in the

Arabian Peninsula. Abdulmutallab also detailed the training he received, as well as Aulagi's specific instructions

to wait until the airplane was over the United States before detonating his bomb.
In addition to Abdulmutallab, Faizal Shahzad, the attempted Times Square bomber, Ahmed Ghailani, a

conspirator in the 1998 U.S. embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania, and three individuals who plotted an

attack against John F. Kennedy Airport in 2007, have also recently begun serving life sentences. And

convictions have been obtained in the cases of several homegrown extremists, as well. For example, last year,

United States citizen and North Carolina resident Daniel Boyd pleaded guilty to conspiracy to provide material

support to terrorists and conspiracy to murder, kidnap, maim, and injure persons abroad; and U.S. citizen and

Illinois resident Michael Finton pleaded guilty to attempted use of a weapon of mass destruction in connection

with his efforts to detonate a truck bomb outside of a federal courthouse.
could go on. Which is why the calls that I've heard to ban the use of civilian courts in prosecutions of

terrorism-related activity are so baffling, and ultimately are so dangerous. These calls ignore reality. And if

heeded, they would significantly weaken — in fact, they would cripple —our ability to incapacitate and punish

those who attempt to do us harm.
Simply put, since 9/11, hundreds of individuals have been convicted of terrorism orterrorism-related offenses in

Article III courts and are now serving long sentences in federal prison. Not one has ever escaped custody. No

judicial district has suffered any kind of retaliatory attack. These are facts,. not opinions. There are not two sides

to this story. Those who claim that our federal courts are incapable of handling terrorism cases are not

registering a dissenting opinion —they are simply wrong.
But federal courts are not our only option. Military commissions are also appropriate in proper circumstances,

and we can use them as well to convict terrorists and disrupt their plots. This Administration's approach has ,

been to ensure that the military commissions system is as effective as possible, in part by strengthening the

procedural protections on which the commissions are based. With the President's leadership, and the

bipartisan backing of Congress, the Military Commissions Act of 2009 was enacted into law. And, since then,

meaningful improvements have been implemented.
IYs important to note that the reformed commissions draw from the same fundamental protections of a fair trial

that underlie our civilian courks. They provide a presumption of innocence and require proof of guilt beyond a

reasonable doubt. They afford the accused the right to counsel - as well as the right to present evidence and

cross-examine witnesses. They prohibit the use of statements obtained through torture or cruel, inhuman, or

degrading treatment. And they secure the right to appeal to Article I11 judges —all the way to the United States

Supreme Court. In addition, like our federal civilian courts, reformed commissions allow for the protection of

sensitive sources and methods of intelligence gathering, and for the safety and security of participants.

A key difference is that, in military commissions, evidentiary rules reflect the realities of the battlefield and of

conducting investigations in a war zone. For example, statements may be admissible even in the absence of

Miranda warnings, because we cannot expect military personnel to administer warnings to an enemy captured

in battle. But instead, a military judge must make other findings —for instance, that the statement is reliable and

that it was made voluntarily.
Y~ave faith in the framework and promise of our military commissions, which is why I've sent several cases to

the reformed commissions for prosecution. There is; quite simply, no inherent contradiction between using

military commissions in appropriate cases while still prosecuting other terrorists in civilian courts. Without

question, there are differences between these systems that must be —and will continue to be —weighed

carefully. Such decisions about how to prosecute suspected terrorists are core Executive Branch functions. In

each case, prosecutors and counterterrorism professionals across the government conduct an intensive review

of case-specific facts designed to determine which avenue of prosecution to pursue.

Several practical considerations affect the choice of forum.

First of all, the commissions only have jurisdiction to prosecute individuals who are a part of al Qaeda, have
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engaged in hostilities against the United States or its coalition partners, or who have purposefully and materially

supported such hostilities. This means that there may be members of certain terrorist groups who fall outside
the jurisdiction of military commissions because, for example, they lack ties to al Qaeda and their conduct does

not otherwise make them subject to prosecution in this forum. Additionally, by statute, military commissions

cannot be used to try U.S. citizens.
Second, our civilian courts cover a much broader set of offenses than the military commissions, which can only

prosecute specified offenses, including violations of the laws of war and other offenses traditionally triable by

military commission. This means federal prosecutors have a wider range of tools that can be used to

incapacitate suspected terrorists. Those charges, and the sentences they carry upon successful conviction, can

provide important incentives to reach plea agreements and convince defendants to cooperate with federal

authorities.
Third, there is the issue of international cooperation. A number of countries have indicated that they will not

cooperate with the United States in certain counterterrorism efforts —for instance, in providing evidence or

extraditing suspects — if we intend to use that cooperation in pursuit of a military commission prosecution.

Although the use of military commissions in the United States can be traced back to the early days of our

nation, in their present form they are less familiar to the international community than our time-tested criminal

justice system and Article III courts. However, it is my hope that, with time and experience, the reformed

commissions will. attain similar respect in the eyes of the world.
Where cases are selected for prosecution in military commissions, Justice Department investigators and

prosecutors work closely to support our Department of Defense colleagues. Today, the alleged mastermind of

the bombing of the U.S.S. Cole is being prosecuted before a military commission. I am proud to say that trial

attorneys from the Department of Justice are working with military prosecutors on that case, as well as others.

And we will continue to re}ect the false idea that we must choose between federal courts and military

commissions, instead of using them both. If we were to fail to use all necessary. and available tools at our

disposal, we would undoubtedly fail in our fundamental duty to protect the Nation and its people. That is simply

not an outcome we can accept.
This Administration has worked in other areas as well to ensure that counterterrorism professionals have the

flexibility that they need to fulfill their critical responsibilities without diverging from our laws and our values. Last

week brought the most recent step, when the President issued procedures under the National Defense

Authorization Act. This legislation, which Congress passed in December, mandated that a narrow category of al

Qaeda terrorist suspects be placed in temporary military custody.
Last Tuesday, the. President exercised his authority under the statute to issue procedures to make sure that

military custody will not disrupt ongoing. law enforcement and intelligence operations —and that an individual

will be transferred from civilian to military custody only after a thorough evaluation of his or her case, based on

the considered judgment of the President's senior national security team. As authorized by the statute, the

President waived the requirements for several categories of individuals where he found that the waivers were in

our national security interest. These procedures implement not only the language of the statute but also the

expressed- intent of the lead sponsors of this legislation. And they address the concerns the President

expressed when he signed this bill into law at the end of last year.
Now, I realize I have gone into considerable detail about tools we use to identify suspected terrorists and to

bring captured terrorists to justice. It is preferable to capture suspected terrorists where feasible —among other

reasons, so fhaf we can gather valuable intelligence from them —but we must also recognize that there are

instances where our government has the clear authority — and, I would argue, the responsibility — to defend the

United States through the appropriate and lawful use of lethal force.
This principle has long been established under both U.S. and international law. In response to the attacks

perpetrated —and the continuing threat posed — by al Qaeda, the Taliban, and associated forces, Congress has

authorized the President to use all necessary and appropriate force against those groups. Because the United

States is in an armed conflict, we are authorized to take action against enemy belligerents under international

law. The Constitution empowers the President to protect the nation from any imminent threat of violent attack.

And international law recognizes the inherent right of national self-defense. None of this is changed by the fact
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that we are not in a conventional war.
Our legal authority is not limited to the battlefields in Afghanistan. Indeed, neither Congress nor our federal

courts has limited the geographic scope of our ability to use force to the current conflict in Afghanistan. We are

at war with a stateless enemy, prone to shifting operations from country to country. Over the last three years

alone, al Qaeda and its associates have directed several attacks —fortunately, unsuccessful —against us from

countries other than Afghanistan. Our government has both a responsibility and a right to protect this nation

and its people from such threats.
This does not mean that we can use military force whenever or wherever we want. International legal

principles, including respect for another nation's sovereignty, constrain our ability to act unilaterally. But the use

of force in foreign territory would be consistent with these international legal principles if conducted, for

example, with the consent of the nation involved — or after a determination that the nation is unable or unwilling

to deal effectively with a threat to the United States.
Furthermore, it is entirely lawful —under both United States law and applicable law of war principles — to target

specific senior operational leaders of al Qaeda and associated forces. This is not a novel concept. In fact,

during World War II, the United States tracked the plane flying Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto —the commander of

Japanese forces in the attack on Pearl Harbor and the Battle of Midway —and shot it down specifically because

he was on board. As I explained to the Senate Judiciary Committee following the operation that killed Osama

bin Laden, the same rules apply today.
Some have called such operations "assassinations." They are not, and the use of that loaded term is

misplaced. Assassinations are unlawful killings. Here, for the reasons I have given, the U.S. government's use

of lethal force in self defense against a leader of al Qaeda or an associated force who presents an imminent

threat of violent attack would not be unlawful —and therefore would not violate the Executive Order banning

assassination or criminal statutes:
Now, it is an unfortunate but undeniable fact that some of the threats we face come from a small number of

United States citizens who have decided to commit violent attacks against their_ own country from abroad.

Based on generations-old legal principles and Supreme Court decisions handed down during World War Il, as

well as during tfiis current conflict, iYs clear that United States citizenship alone does not make such individuals

immune from being targeted. But it does mean that the government must take into account all relevant

constitutional considerations with respect to United States citizens —even those who are leading efforts to kill

innocent Americans. Of these, the most relevant is the Fifth Amendment's Due Process Clause, which says

that the government may not deprive a citizen of his or her life without due process of law.

The Supreme Court has made clear that the Due Process Clause does not impose one-size-fits-all

requirements, but instead mandates procedural safeguards that depend on specific circumstances. In cases

arising under the Due Process Clause —including in a case involving a U.S. citizen captured in the conflict

against al Qaeda —the Court has applied a balancing approach, weighing the private interest that will be

affected against the interest the government is trying to protect, and the burdens the government would face in

providing additional process. Where national security operations are at stake, due process takes into account

the realities of combat.
Here, the interests on both sides of the scale are extraordinarily weighty. An individual's interest in making sure

that the government does not target him erroneously could not be more significant. Yet it is imperative for the

government to counter threats posed by senior operational leaders of al Qaeda, and to protect the innocent

people whose lives could be lost in their attacks.
Any decision to use lethal force against a United States citizen —even one intent on murdering Americans and

who has become an operational leader of al-Qaeda in a foreign land — is among the gravest that government

leaders can face. The American people can be —and deserve to be —assured that actions taken in their

defense are consistent with their values and their,laws. So, although I cannot discuss or confirm any particular

program or operation, I believe it is important to explain these legal principles publicly.

Let me be clear: an operation using lethal force in a foreign country, targe#ed against a U.S. citizen who is a

senior operational leader of al Qaeda or associated forces, and who is actively engaged in planning to kill

Americans, would be lawful at least in the following circumstances: First, the U.S. government has determined,
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after a thorough and careful review, that the individual poses an imminent threat of violent attack against the
United States; second, capture is not feasible; and third, the operation would be conducted in a manner
consistent with applicable law of war principles.
The evaluation of whether an individual presents an "imminent threat" incorporates considerations of the
relevant window of opportunity to act, the possible harm that missing the window would cause to civilians, and
the likelihood of _heading off future disastrous attacks against the United States. As we learned on 9/11, al
Qaeda has demonstrated the ability to strike with little or no notice —and to cause devastating casualties. Its
leaders are continually planning attacks against the United States, and they do not behave like a traditional
military —wearing uniforms, carrying arms openly, or massing forces in preparation for an attack. Given these
facts, the Constitution does not require the President to delay action until some theoretical end-stage of
planning —when the precise time, place, and manner of an attack become clear. Such a requirement would
create an unacceptably high risk that our efforts would fail, and that Americans would be killed.
Whether the capture of a U.S. citizen terrorist is feasible is afact-specific, and potentially time-sensitive,
question. It may depend on, among other things, whether capture can be accomplished in the window of time
available to prevent an attack and without undue risk to civilians or to U.S. personnel. Given the nature of how
terrorists act and where they tend to hide, it may not always be feasible to capture a United States citizen
terrorist who presents an imminent threat of violent attack. In that case, our government has the clear authority
to defend the United States with lethal force.
Of course, any such use of lethal force by the United States will comply with the four fundamental law of war
principles governing the lase of force:- The principle of necessity requires that the target have definite military
value: The principle of distinction requires that only lawful targets —such as combatants, civilians directly
participating in hostilities, and military objectives —may be targeted intentionally. Under the principle of
proportionality, the anticipated collateral damage must not be excessive in relation to the anticipated military
advantage. Finally, the principle of humanity requires us to use weapons that will not inflict unnecessary
suffering.
These principles do not forbid the use of stealth or technologically advanced weapons. In fact, the use of
advanced weapons may help to ensure that the best intelligence is available for planning and carrying out
operations, and that the risk of civilian casualties can be minimized or avoided altogether.
Some have argued that the President is required to get permission from a federal court before taking action
against a United States citizen who is a senior operational leader of al Qaeda or associated forces. This is
simply not accurate. "Due process" and "judicial process" are not one and the same, particularly when it comes
to national security. The Constitution guarantees due process, not judicial process.
The conduct and management of national security operations are core functions of the Executive Branch, as
courts have recognized throughout our history. Military and civilian officials must often make real-time decisions
that balance the need to act, the existence of alternative options, the possibility of collateral damage, and other
judgments —all of which depend on expertise and immediate access to information that only the Executive
Branch may possess in real time. The Constitution's guarantee of due process is ironclad, and it is essential —
but, as a recent court decision makes clear, it does not require judicial approval before the President may use
force abroad against a senior operational leader of a foreign terrorist organization with which the United States
is at war —even if that individual happens to be a U.S. citizen.
That is not to say that the Executive Branch has — or should ever have —the ability to target any such
individuals without robust oversight. Which is why, in keeping with the law and our constitutions( system of
checks and balances, the Executive Branch regularly informs the appropriate members of Congress about our
counterterrorism activities, including the legal framework, and would of course follow the same practice where
lethal force is used against United States citizens.
Now, these circumstances are sufficient under the Constitution for the United States to use lethal force against
a U.S. citizen abroad —but it is important to note that the-legal requirements I have described may not apply in
every situation —such as operations that take place on traditional battlefields.
The unfortunate reality is that our nation will likely continue to face terrorist threats that — at times —originate

with our own citizens. When such individuals take up arms against this country —and join al Qaeda in plotting
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attacks designed to kill their fellow Americans —there may be only one realistic and appropriate response. We

must take steps to stop them — in full accordance with the Constitution. In this hour of danger, we simply cannot

afford to wait until deadly plans are carried out —and we will not.
This is an indicator of our times — not a departure from our laws and our values. For this Administration —and

for this nation —our values are clear. We must always look to them for answers when we face difficult

questions, like the ones I have discussed today. As the President reminded us at the National Archives, "our

Constitution has endured through secession and civil rights, through World War and Cold War, because it

provides a foundation of principles that can be applied pragmatically; it provides a compass that can help us

find our way."
Our most sacred principles and values — of security, justice and liberty for all citizens —must continue to unite

us, to guide us forward, and to help us build a future that honors our founding documents and advances our

ongoing —uniquely American —pursuit of a safer, more just, and more perfect union. In the continuing effort to

keep our people secure, this Administration will remain true to those values that inspired our nation's founding

and, over the course of two centuries, have made America an example of strength and a beacon of justice for

all the world. This is our pledge.
Thank you for inviting me to discuss these important issues with you today.

Topic:
Criminal Justice

Component:
Office of the Attorney General
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In 2006, a high priority for the FBI was tracking the owner of a blog called Inshallahshaheed who

frequently posted commentary in support of Muslim extremist groups and violentjihad.

The FBI feared that both the shifting tone of the blog entries. and the dozens of videos the blogger

posted to YouTube depicting terrorist operations indicated that he was planning an attack against

the US, or intended to join up with militants in Iraq and Afghanistan to fight the US military.

Five years later, that blogger, Samir Khan, was killed in a CIA drone strike in Yemen alongside

radical cleric Anwar al-Awlaki, who the Obama administration had secretly targeted for death,

setting off a fierce debate over executive power. Both men were affiliated with al Qaeda in the

Arabian Peninsula —and both men were US citizens.

"Together, Aulagi [Awlaki] and Khan have drawn on their understanding of the United States to

craft a radicalizing message tailored to American Muslims," Lauren O'Brien, an intelligence analyst

in the FBI's counterintelligence division, wrote (hftp://www.fbi.gov/stats-services/publications/law-

enforcement-bulletin/september-2011 /the-evolution-of-terrorism-since-9-11) in September 2011, the

month the two men were killed.

'The Islamic State.' Watch the VICE News documentary here. (https://news.vice.com/video/the-

Islamic-state-full-length)

VICE News has exclusively obtained many of Khan's FBI's files [pdf below] in response to a

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request filed not long after his death. It is extremely rare for

files on accused terrorists to be released by the government; historically, they have remained

classified. In a letter accompanying the documents, the FBI said more than 250 pages of records

were withheld on national security grounds and because they would reveal the identity of

confidential sources, law enforcement investigative techniques and pertain to ongoing
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investigations into terrorism. The FBI said other documents were referred to separate government

agencies (believed to be the CIA and Department of Defense) for review. The bureau said in its

letter it expects ,to release another batch of documents on Khan at a later time.

The documents indicate that the FBI began its probe of Khan based entirely on what the bureau

referred to as "jihadist" blog posts to Inshallahshaheed, an Arabic phrase that means "Martyr,

God willing." The files do not reveal any active plot by Khan against the US or its interests

overseas.

"Samir Khan continues to post violentjihadi blogs on the Internet despite several attempts to

silence him," one 2007 FBI file states. "This continual resurgence of his website indicate he is being

assisted and or directed by an unknown entity.... Khan clearly is using the Internet, possibly at the

direction of the GIMF [AI Qaeda propaganda group Global Islamic Media Front

(http://en,wikipedia:org/wiki/Global_Islamic_Media_Front_(GIMF))];to radicalize his readers; and

potentially dispatch or direct others."

The FBI files indicate that the bureau believed it was Awlaki, identified by name in jihadi articles

included in the files, who inspired and directed Khan.

The hundreds of pages of redacted FBI documents from 2006.through 2010 reveal the genesis of

the FBI's probe into Khan, provide a window into how terrorists use the Internet to attract recruits,

and reveal how the FBI may currently be tracking American citizens sympathetic to the Islamic

State (https://news.vice.com/topic/Islamic-state). In fact, Khan's FBI files reference the Islamic State

-~-specifically his use of the Islamic State of Iraq- flag as an avatar -- indicating that the bureau had

been collecting intelligence on the group for years.

Khan's blog posts suggested he was interested in

waging violent~ihad against the U5, and noted his

desire to establish an Islamic caliphate.

According to the files, some of which are titled "Sunni Extremists" and were generated by

numerous field offices and divisions within the agency, the FBI first learned of Khan in November

2006, when the then 20-year-old started posting about his support for an Islamic organization
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linked to terrorism and, according to the documents, advocated for the beheading of journalists.

Two months later, the FBI had opened a file on Khan and was actively collecting information about

him.

Michael German, a former FBI agent whose work at the bureau included infiltrating white

supremacist groups, told VICE News that the files on Khan are "interesting," but because of

the redactions, it's difficult to know what information the FBI had on Khan beyond his blog posts.

German said that certain information contained in the files "suggests it was more than just

[Khan's] blog posts" that concerned the bureau, but it's "still not enough to get a clear picture of

why the FBI was interested" in Khan.

The files "give us an idea of the [intelligence collection capabilities) the FBI has at its fingertips,"

said German, now a fellow at the Brennan Center for1ustice working on intelligence reform. "They

had access to has wage and employment records. It's certainly interesting in terms Qf shedding

light on the type of information the FBI can obtain. It raises more questions than answers."

The records show that the FBI found out Khan had worked at Finish Line, a sporting goods store, in

2004; at One-Stop Cellular and Spherion Atlantic, a temp agency, in 2006; and at a Super 8 Motel in

2007. "He previously applied to be a baggage handler for US Airlines. It does not appear that he

got the job," according. to the files.

The .FBI's Field Intelligence Group (http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/intelligence/field-intelligence-

groups) (FIG), which identifies emerging threats, "discovered a WEBLOG" maintained by Khan

during "open source research in support of [redacted]," which identified his interest in "the

Tanzeem-e-Islami-affiliated, US-based organization, Islamic Organization of North America (IONA),

and in jihad." (Tanzeem-e-Islami is a radical Muslim group based in Pakistan.)

Khan started blogging about jihad, according to the files, in 2004, the year he moved with his

family to Charlotte, North Carolina from New York City. But he didn't appear to be very tech savvy.

"Khan's first WEBLOG was created on xanga.com. He eventually shut down this WEBLOG due to

errors he created in the script that caused it to crash repeatedly," states a May 16, 2007 file on

Khan. "After shutting down his WEBLOG on xanga.com, Sarriir Zafar Khan opened a new WEBLOG

on wordpress.com and registered the WEBLOG as inshallahshaheed.wordpress.com."
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Khan's biog posts suggested he was interested in waging violent jihad against the US, and noted

his desire to establish an Islamic caliphate. But his articles were not terribly specific in identifying

any targets. For example in dune 2006, he wrote, "My furthest goals are beyond what most

individuals look.forward to and that is between myself and Allah'Azza wa fall."'

The FBI disagreed.

"The FIG believes that his initial comment about his goals being beyond those of most individuals

and the responses to that statement by readers of his WEBLOG indicate that mentally he has

moved further towards believing that an act of violent jihad and becoming a martyr would raise

him to the highest levels of heaven," the FBI files state. "In support of this assessment, FBI New

York source reporting from October 2006 [redacted] reveals [redacted]."

The FBI became concerned when a commenter wrote to Khan and expressed interest in joining

the "caravan."

"[Redacted] appears to be expressing his desire to join the fighting abroad against the west in the

global war on terrorism (GWOT), possibly in Iraq and Afghanistan. His reference of'I want to join

the caravan...' is a likely reference to the phrase, 'The caravan of martyrs' coined in the 1980s by

the now deceased Sheikh Abdullah Azzam," the files state. Azzam was Osa~ma bin Laden's mentor.

"The phrase 'The caravan of martyrs' is still used to describe the. Mujahideen who die in battle."

The FBI's Charlotte field office urged headquarters to manage the case on Khan, but headquarters

balked, stating that there was not enough information to prove Khan had direct ties to terrorist

groups. So the Charlotte field office continued to build its case. The Secret Service, however, made

contact with Khan after he wrote a blog post deemed to be threatening toward President George

W. Bush. FBI agents also later interviewed members of Khan's family; they told the agents

thafi they took their son to see a psychiatrist, who said Khan's posts about violent jihad were

simply a sign of teenage rebellion.

The files indicate that the FBI began to suspect Khan was more than just a radical blogger, and that

he was actively facilitating the travel of would-be jihadists. Khan told a jihadist commenter that he

understood "completely" and offered him some advice [all sick:
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Know that the prophet (s) was absolutely correct when he said Paradise lies under the shade of

the sword. Prepare yourself physically by working aut fe Sebeelillah; so work harder than the

Kafireen [non believer] who train to kill al Muslimeem. Please email me akhee and we can

discuss some things, insAllah. My email is the hotmail one.

The FBI believed that Khan's response to the commenter was an indication that he had become

increasingly frustrated with living in the United States, and that he was gearing up to "join in

combat against the United States and its allies. "Investigation has also indicated Khan has

had contact with alleged associates of AI Qaeda and subjects of other ongoing investigations," the

files say. "Additionally, unconfirmed source reporting indicates Khan's desire to martyr himself."

Khan's "timely" access to "media releases of videos and speeches of known terrorists and groups"

from "international sources" led the bureau to conclude that he had been planning an

operation. But of greater concern to the agency at the time, according to the files, was the "content

of the conversation that appears to have been intended for the pseudo privacy of Samir Zafar

Khan's hotmail account."

"Based on the content of the discussion thread presented above, the FIG has concerns that Samir

Zafar Khan is using his email accounts to provide advise [sic], recruit, or facilitate the travel of

potential jihadist to the battlefields in Iraq or Afghanistan," the FBI files say.

The FBI was also concerned about another extremist blogger — "an unidentified male who runs

his WEB~OG on blogspot.com entitled [redacted]" —who had corresponded with Khan in

September 2005.

An FBI file from 2007 said agents identify the blogger, based on comments posted on his blog, as a

"30 year old male, black-Muslim convert living in the Southern United States" who "identifies his

occupation as'Mujahid in training."' The FBI was worried the unnamed blogger's "rhetoric,

especially concerning conducting violent jihad in the United States, could encourage Samir Zafar

Khan of his path of escalation to actually conduct a terrorist act in the United States."

***

In late 2007, Khan was placed under surveillance and became the subject of a formal investigation

by the FBI and Justice Department. The FBI was monitoring Khan so closely that the bureau

obtained a menu with Khan's handwriting and fingerprints that it planned to use as evidence if he
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was indicted. The agency also opened sub files on Khan that were devoted to articles written about

him, his finances, surveillance of him, and "technical matters." There was one specifically for

material meant for a potential Grand Jury.

One FBI file, identified as an "Internet activity report" from the Counterterrorism/Public Access

Center, forwarded to the Charlotte field office, says Khan was "outed" by the New York Times and

notes that the newspaper was asked -not to identify him. A November 7, 2007 file from an FBI

analyst in Washington, DC whose name is redacted to an agent in Charlotte states:

This is concerning 21 year old Samir Khan who is known to you. At least I am pretty sure he is

known to -the Charlotte, NC office. He was 'nutted' [sic] by the New York Times a few weeks ago.

know they were. asked not to out him but they did anyway. He lives in Charlotte, NC where he

keeps a Blog providing media and a place of communication to his jihadi buddies. He has been

heavily involved in assisting The Global 151amic Media Front. We have worked very hard to get

his web sites shut down but to no avail. He pops up again in another spot.

The New York Times story that the analyst mentions was the first news report
(http://www.nytimes.com/2007/10/15/us/15net.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0) written about Khan. It

was published on October 15, 2007 and examined his online preachings in the context of how

radical jihadists use the Internet to spread their message.

The Washington, DC analyst recommended that the agent in Charlotte read a post

(http://mypetjawa.mu.nu/archives/190034.php) contained on an anti-jihad blog called the~awa

Report:

You will find more information that is new it will all be laid out for you by [redacted]. Please

read the comments section if you need to. 1 am in-great hopes you will lock him up once and for

all. He is a traitor. He gives aid and comfort to the stated enemies of our government. He is

more than just a propagandist as far as I am concerned.

Additionally, the FBI files say the agency relied on confidential informants to gather intelligence on

Khan and his movements, and to build a terrorism case against him. Some of the files are tagged

"Muslim Community Outreach," which indicates the FBI cultivated informants in the Muslim

.community in Charlotte. Civil liberties groups have criticized (https://www.aclu.org/blog/national-

security/fbis-community-outreach-program-trojan-horse) the FBI's so-called Muslim Community

Outreach efforts, arguing that they amount to an intelligence gathering program.
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A~ustice Department memo provides the CIA's legal justification to kill a US citizen. Read

more here. (https://news.vice.com/article/a-justice-department-memo-provides-the-cias-legal-

justification-to-kil I-a-us-citizen)

"A source, who has not agreed to testify and who has provided verified and reliable information in

the past, currently operates online with FBI tasking. On 10/09/2007, source reported the following

information: On 10/05/2007, user inshallahshaheed posted, on the online blog known

as inshallahshaheed, aposting titled, 'Regarding those who say, "And you cannot make Jihaad

[sic] unless if you have a separate state,""' an October 11, 2007 counterterrorism file from the

Charlotte field office says.

Khan managed to travel to Yemen in 2009. Once there, he became the editor of al Qaeda's glossy

English-language magazine, /NSP/RE. It included articles like "Make a Bomb in the Kitchen of Your

Mom," which reportedly inspired the Boston Marathon bombers. How Khan was able to leave the

US and travel to Yemen despite the scrutiny he was under is unexplained in the files.

***

In May and June of 2010, according to FBI property files, the bureau acquired a Maxtor 200

gigabyte hard drive containing the contents of Khan's blog and the contents of Khan's iPhone.

The FBI kept its lawyers in the loop on these developments. A file dated January 25, 2007 appears

to show that the FBI obtained a warrant from a secret surveillance court that authorized a wiretap

on Khan's phone and the seizing of his emails. An October 2007 file sent to deputy general

counsel Julie Thomas from FBI special agent Nathan Thomas Gray of the Charlotte field office says

'the National Security Law Branch "requested to record the appropriate information needed to

fulfill the Congressional reporting, requirements for the [redacted]."

'Samir Khan did not socialize with other mosque

attendees... Samir Khan told all of the attendees

they were "wussies"for not fighting~ihad

overseas: '
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The files show that the FBI also tracked Khan's vehicle movement, suggesting that the bureau
either placed a GPS tracker on his Honda Civic or that it obtained information about his
whereabouts from his E-ZPass.

By 2007, the FBI's North Carolina Joint Terrorism Task Force had briefed a federal prosecutor

about Khan's blog posts and noted that he may have been providing material support for
terrorism in violation of US laws.

Khan's radical views apparently alienated nearly everyone at his local mosque, the FBI files said,

and on one occasion an individual whose identity was redacted took Khan to a shooting range in

2005 to "assess whether his shooting skills matched his rhetoric." The individual, whom the FBI

interviewed, could not recall whether it did.

The NSA has revealed new details about is exhaustive search of Edward Snowden's emails.

Read more here. (https://news.vice.com/article/the-nsa-has-revealed-new-details-about-its-

exhaustive-search-of-edward-snowdens-emails)

"During Friday prayer, Samir Khan would leave the masjid [mosque] immediately after prayer

ended," says a November 8, 2007 summary. "Samir Khan did not socialize with other masjid

attendees... Samir Khan told all of the masjid attendees they were 'wussies' for not fighting jihad

overseas."

The State Department made a condolence call to Khan's family after he was killed in the

2011 drone strike. Khan was reportedly not a target, and was instead collateral damage because

he was traveling with Awlaki, the intended target.

"It was a pretty quick call," Khan family spokesman f fibril Hough told
(http://www.fioxnews.com/us/2011 /10/11 /us-state-department-made-condolence-call-to-family-

samir-khan/) Fox News at the time. "They apologized to the family for not reaching out and

contacting them sooner."

Neither f fibril nor members of the Khan family responded to VICE News' requests for comment.

Follow~ason Leopold on Twitter.• @~asonLeopold (https://twitter.com/~asonLeopold)
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
................................................................................  x   
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION and 
THE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION 
FOUNDATION, 
 

Plaintiffs, 
 

v. 
 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, including its 
component the Office of Legal Counsel, U.S. 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, including its 
component U.S. Special Operations Command, 
and CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY,  
 

Defendants. 

   
 
 
 
 

 
 
12 Civ. 794 (CM) 
 

................................................................................  x   
 

NOTICE OF MOTION 
 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT, upon the Declarations of John E. Bies, Martha M. 

Lutz, and Rear Admiral Sinclair M. Harris, and the accompanying memorandum of law, as well 

as the classified declarations and memorandum filed for the Court’s ex parte and in camera 

review, defendants the Department of Defense and the Central Intelligence Agency, by their 

attorneys, Preet Bharara, United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York, and 

Joyce R. Branda, Acting Assistant Attorney General, will move this Court before the Honorable 

Colleen McMahon, United States District Judge, at the United States Courthouse, 500 Pearl  
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Street, New York, New York 10007, for an order granting summary judgment in favor of the 

Department of Defense and the Central Intelligence Agency. 

 

Dated: New York, New York 
November 14, 2014 

 
 

JOYCE R. BRANDA PREET BHARARA 
Acting Assistant Attorney General United States Attorney for the 

Southern District of New York 
 

 
By:    /s/ Elizabeth J. Shapiro              By: /s/ Sarah S. Normand                                    

ELIZABETH J. SHAPIRO   SARAH S. NORMAND 
AMY POWELL Assistant United States Attorney 
20 Massachusetts Ave., NW   86 Chambers Street, Third Floor 
Washington, D.C. 20530. New York, New York 10007  
Telephone: (202) 514-5302 Telephone:  (212) 637-2709 
Facsimile: (202) 616-8470 Facsimile:  (212) 637-2730 
Elizabeth.Shapiro@usdoj.gov   Sarah.Normand@usdoj.gov 
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